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Abstract
This study sets out to propose a combined approach to examine sales genres used 
in mainland China, including ‘tuixiaoxin’ (sales letters), ‘tuixiao yaoqingxin’ (sales 
invitations) and ‘tuixiao tongzhi’ (sales circulars). These three genres are chosen because 
they are the most frequently used. However, they have not been thoroughly studied and 
there is a pressing need for this research. To be specific, this study focuses on the 
following four areas.
First of all, this thesis studies the development of sales genres that have been used 
since 1949 in relation to the changes of social and economic context. This thesis also 
studies the position of these genres in Chinese written discourse in relation to the three 
larger genres of ‘xiaxing’ (the superior writing to the subordinate), ‘pingxing’ (equals 
writing to each other) and ‘shangxing’ (the subordinate writing to the superior). The use 
of the ‘xiaxing, pingxing and shangxing’ sales genres reflects reader and writer 
relationships in different social contexts.
Secondly, this study proposes a combined approach based on schema theory (the 
earliest statement being Bartlett, 1932) and Swales’ (1990) genre analysis. References 
are also drawn from Chinese sources relating to genre study. The important concepts 
coordinated are genre and communicative purposes from Swales, and world schemata 
from schema theory. The merits of this approach mainly lie in its regard for social 
context, knowledge structure and genre types. With this approach, genre studied in 
relation to factors such as economic structure, cultural norms and knowledge structure 
of the discourse community. Above all, with this approach, one can study the dynamic 
nature of genre.
This approach also relates to questionnaires and interviews with two groups of 
native speakers: enterprise managers and business writing students. The findings further 
support our claim about the importance of world schemata in understanding genre.
Thirdly, this thesis has addressed the dynamic nature of genres. With changes in 
social and economic structure, genres can emerge, disappear and change. Some of the 
sales genres used in the past are no longer used, while some, such as sales letters and 
sales invitations began to be used. Sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) indicate a genre shift, and
have embodied a number of changes in communicative purposes, moves and steps, and 
linguistic forms as a response to the changes of the economic structure.
Fourthly, this study considers three sales genres used since the economic 
opening-up of mainland China in 1978. In each of these genres, communicative purposes 
are treated as an important concept, and studied in relation to social context and world 
schemata. These purposes are also used as a starting point to study the lower levels of 
the text, such as move, steps and linguistic forms.
We end the study by discussing implications for business Chinese teaching and 
language teaching in general. Further research needed in relevant areas, such as cross- 
regional study of Chinese business communication and inter-cultural communication has 
also been highlighted.
Notation conventions
GNE: Genitive 
H: Honorific form 
PM: Passive Marker 
PI: Plural
QM: Question marker 
Class: Classifier 
ASP: Aspect marker 
NP: Noun phrase
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Introduction
1 The problem
This thesis aims to propose an approach to examine the writing conventions and 
principles of sales genres in Chinese' business communication. The sales genres include 
‘tuixiaoxin’ (sales letters), ‘tuixiao yaoqingxin’ (sales invitations) and ‘tuixiao tongzhi’ (sales 
circulars) currently used in mainland China, which are also the major types of sales genre 
used since the economic opening-up in 1978. There has been very little study of Chinese 
business written genres, although some research has been done in business communication 
(eg. Clyne, 1994; Hildebrandt, 1990, 1995; Holden and Ulijn, 1992; Ulijn and Strother, 
1995). The exception is Kirkpatrick (1991, 1993) who explores the writings of Chinese 
request letters in the area of contrastive rhetoric (Kaplan, 1966, 1972, 1988). The only 
available Chinese literature is related to textbook advice about how to produce these genres. 
This indicates an urgent need to explore this area. In such a seldom explored area, special 
attention has to be paid to a comprehensive approach from both historical and sociolinguistic 
perspectives.
There are also practical needs for studying Chinese business writing. Since China 
began its economic opening-up in 1978, it has had more and more contact with other 
countries in business. How to communicate effectively is now an important issue in business 
communication management. Specific areas such as business writing need to be explored.
The impetus for this study also comes from several years working with Chinese 
students learning business writing in an international context. More and more students are 
enrolled in programs relating to business communication, which also suggests an urgent 
practical need for research in this area. In addition, I found that the textbook advice did not 
fully reflect the communicative purposes of the genre in practice, and that the process of 
teaching and learning effective business writing is largely a matter of professional knowledge 
structure building.
All the above has brought to light the need to explore Chinese business writing and 
the issue of studying genre by combining both psychological factors, such as knowledge
1 For convenience, since this study is limited to examining sales genres used in mainland China, the terms 
‘Chinese’ and ‘China’ are often used with these limitations assumed.
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structure and genre study. It is a complex task for a genre analyst because it goes beyond the 
surface level of language studies, and deals with an issue relating to understanding genre in 
relation to social context and knowledge structure. Therefore, this research needs a broad 
approach encompassing both language studies, communication, social context and 
application of knowledge. With this approach, a genre analyst can give a full account of the 
genre in terms of both communicative purposes and conventions of genre. With these 
problems in mind, I started this study of sales genres, building on research in the area of 
genre analysis in both English and Chinese.
2 The purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to analyse the three sales genres currently used in 
mainland China and describe in what way they are written to achieve their communicative 
purposes. Research questions include:
1 How can one construct professional knowledge structures to understand genre?
2 What are the communicative purposes used in the different sales genres?
3 How are these purposes realised in different levels of the text?
4 Can different understandings of communicative purposes affect lower level choices 
in a text?
5 What is the style each sales genre prefers? Is this preferred style related to the 
communicative purposes?
6 What are the relationships between social context and communicative purposes of
genre?
7 How can we explore the dynamic nature of genre from a diachronic perspective?
3 The approach
Since most of the above questions are related to the study of genre, the first 
approach that can be drawn on is Swales’ (1990) genre analysis. The next possible approach 
is schema theory (the earliest statement being Bartlett, 1932), because this approach focuses 
on the knowledge structure and learning process. Both of these approaches have the
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potential to be combined to explore the questions raised above. In addition, Chinese sources 
of rhetoric and composition writing also suggest some potential for this combined approach.
Therefore, a combined or synthetic approach mainly based on Swales’ genre analysis 
and schema theory will be proposed in this thesis. This will involve an examination of:
(1) Communicative purposes of genre, which refer to what a genre intends to 
achieve.
(2) Discourse community, which is composed of groups of people who share similar 
professional knowledge structures and public common goals, such as managers in the 
business writing discourse community.
(3) World schema, a concept which refers to the professional knowledge structure 
required to understand communicative purposes.
(4) Top-down information processing, a concept, which contrasts with the bottom- 
up model, and refers to a particular kind of information processing model of a text in which 
the analyst or reader understands or decodes a text from the higher level down to the bottom 
level.
(5) The dynamics of genre, a concept which refers to the evolution of genre. A genre 
is viewed as always potentially in the process of developing in relation to social and 
economic context.
The above concepts and the proposed approach are discussed in Chapter 2. Together 
they can address the research questions listed above and provide a broad view which 
encompasses social context, communicative purposes and genre.
4 Organisation
The structure of this thesis follows these stages. In Chapter 1, a brief introduction is 
given to business communication in mainland China from a historical point of view. The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide some background information on the understanding of 
sales genres in general in relation to genre development. In Chapter 2, a brief review of 
relevant research on genre analysis by both Western and Chinese scholars is presented. 
Specifically, the Swales (1990) genre theory, schema theory (Bartlett, 1932; Adams and 
Collins, 1979; Rumelhart and Ortony, 1977), and Chinese rhetoric Liu Xie (Shih, 1959) and 
composition theory (eg. Zhang, 1981; Zhang, 1983a; Yang, 1983) will be summarised and
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discussed to present an integrated approach for this thesis. In Chapter 3, an introduction to 
the research design is given. Specific issues relating to data collection, questionnaire and 
interview administration and related matters are explained. In Chapter 4, detailed analysis is 
given to sales letters in a discussion about how communicative purposes are realised in a 
top-down manner. In Chapter 5, sales invitations is analysed, while in Chapter 6, an analysis 
of sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) is presented. Chapter 7, the concluding chapter, summarises the 
major findings in the study. The strengths of this approach are further discussed. In addition, 
implications for teaching business Chinese and languages in general, and further research 
directions in Chinese business writing are also suggested.
4
Chapter 1. Social context and sales genres
1 Introduction
This chapter gives an introduction to Chinese business communication and the 
position of sales genres from a diachronic perspective (1949 to the present). Although this 
thesis is mainly concerned with sales genres used since 1978, it is necessary to introduce the 
development of sales genres and provide some background information on business practice 
in mainland China. In this way, sales genres can be examined in relation to social context and 
to the general rules of genre evolution. Here sales genres refer to different types of writing 
used to buy and sell products. Among them, ‘tuixiaoxin’ (sales letters) are only one type, 
there are others, such as sales ‘qingshi’ (requests raised by subordinates), sales ‘pifu’
(official replies), ‘tuixiao yiaoqingxin’ (sales invitations) and ‘tuixiao tongzhi’ (sales 
circulars). In the discussion, the translated names of these forms, such as ‘sales letters’,
‘sales invitation’ and ‘sales tongzhi’ are preferred for the convenience of easy reference.
The exploration is composed of the following three tasks. First, this chapter will give an 
introduction to the different periods in Chinese business communication; second, an 
introduction will be given to the three larger genres of ‘gongwen’ (official letters) in 
Chinese written discourse in relation to sales genres; third, the relationship between the use 
of sales genres in each period and the nature of the economic structure will be discussed. 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the position of sales genres in Chinese business 
communication and answer questions along the lines of: What different kinds of sales genre 
are used in each period? What factors determine the type of sales letters to be used in each 
period? Can the use of sales genres suggest any links to the social and economic context? 
Finally, how can the use of sales genres reflect the general principles of Chinese written 
discourse?
2 The periods in Chinese business communication
The period under discussion covers about five decades (from 1949 to the present). 
This period can be further divided into two periods: the pre-opening up period: 1949-78, 
and the opening-up period: 1978 to the present. Fundamental changes took place in 1978 
when the open-door policy was first implemented. Therefore 1978 can be set as a
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demarcation line. Since then, China has been developing towards a market economy. 
Together with this change in economic structure, there came a fundamental change in 
business communication. This division happens to agree with the socialist de-linking and re­
linking development strategy (Tian, 1996). The 1949-78 period represents China’s de­
linking from the market economy; the period after 1978 represents the re-linking to the 
market economy. During these two periods, business communication has been conducted by 
means of very different sales genres. For example, since 1978, sales letters have begun to 
play an increasingly important role in business.
2.1 Period 1: 1949-1978
This period is characterised by de-linking from the market economy and an emphasis 
on a planned economy. The meaning of de-linking was to ‘break with the world market’ 
(Amin, 1974:35). This strategy mainly involved two characteristics. The first relates to 
market mechanisms under socialism. Commodity and market relations were only accepted to 
a very limited extent, and would be gradually replaced by a planned economy. The second 
characteristic relates to the public ownership of production. The Communist Party leaders 
strongly believed that public ownership was the prerequisite for a planned economy. 
Consequently by 1957, public ownership was established almost all over the country, 
“despite the fact that total socialisation had originally been planned to be implemented by 
1968” (Tian, 1996:79). Under this system, the business of commodity exchange was 
practised and controlled by public ownership at different levels. All enterprises were state- 
owned and did not have the independence to make decisions in relation to buying and 
selling.
Products were distributed and sold through a top-down umbrella network. The 
headquarters was the Central Commercial Ministry, the second level was the provincial 
bureau, the third level was the district bureau, and the fourth level consisted of the 
grassroots of the country and town bureaus. The headquarters would plan and make 
decisions about selling products. The grassroots bureaus could only get what the higher 
levels distributed to them. Under this system, there was no need to promote products or 
write sales letters to facilitate selling, because everything was planned and decided on by 
different levels of superiors. Therefore, no sales letters were actually written during this
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period. Only sales documents such as sales ‘qingshi’ (requests), sales ‘pifu’ (official 
replies) and sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) were employed. These types of writing were not 
related to the promotion of products, but rather to implementing the sales policies of the 
country. These sales genres will be further discussed in the next section of this chapter.
This de-linking had created tremendous economic problems by the end of the 1970s. 
Rigid central economic planning and monolithic public ownership depressed producers’ 
enthusiasm and reduced economic efficiency. Thus the de-linking strategy was strongly 
challenged by Deng Xiaoping as soon as he came to power in 1978. Consequently, at the 
Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of the Party, the new Party leaders 
declared that China would actively expand economic cooperation in terms of equality and 
mutual benefit with other countries and strive to adopt the world’s advanced technologies 
(Beijing Review. 29 December 1978:11). This endorsement of the open-door policy was 
later clearly defined as ‘economic opening-up to the outside world’ (Deng, 1985:19), thus 
starting Period 2 of re-linking to the market economy.
2.2 Period 2: from 1978 to the present
This period represents a re-linking to the market economy. During this period, sales 
letters started to be used in business communication. This period also has two 
characteristics. The first is the establishment of a socialist commodity economy. This 
economic system affirms the central role of market mechanisms and endeavours to combine 
market and planning to raise productivity. The second characteristic relates to the nature of 
ownership. The previous nature of public ownership was attacked and a diversification of 
ownership came into being. An initial attempt was made to introduce collective ownership 
through the rural reform of 1978. Although this reform aimed at a revival of household 
agriculture, it turned out to be a success in raising productivity; and as a result, gained 
support from the Chinese authorities. Due to the success of this reform, similar reforms took 
place all over the country. Following this, enterprises began to change in nature from state- 
owned to more and more privately owned. In fact, the major task of the enterprise reform 
centres on the decentralisation and privitisation of ownership. The state-owned enterprises 
are given more responsibility and independence in their own operation. For example, the 
contract system became quite prevalent throughout the country (De Mente, 1989:131). This
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is the system under which the managers of state-owned enterprises sign contracts to specify 
how much tax each enterprise will deliver to the government. In this way, these enterprises 
are also operated more or less as private enterprises. As a result, four main streams of 
enterprises coexist side by side: foreign-owned, joint-ventures, fully private, and state- 
owned enterprises. Although there still remains some public ownership through state-owned 
organisations, every enterprise in the mainstream is involved in the competitive market 
economy. Technology and mass production techniques began to develop, and many 
companies, regardless of the nature of their ownerships, are turning out products roughly at 
the same price. The structure of selling has changed fundamentally and every enterprise has 
to promote its own products. According to Vestergaard and Schroder (1985), promotion is 
a typical feature of the market economy. In short, China is changing from a planned 
economy to a market economy. Under these changes, there appears to be a gradual revival 
of the practice of sales letters. Product promotion is becoming vital for every enterprise, and 
this has led to the popularity of sales letters.
Since both private and state-owned enterprises coexist in practice, there is more than 
one type of sales genre, and these reflect the complicated ownership relations. In fact, three 
types are commonly in practice: (1) sales letters, (2) sales invitations, and (3) sales ‘tongzhi’ 
(circulars). Sales letters are similar to Western sales letters in function and are used to 
promote products to potential customers. Sales invitations are another means of promotion, 
realised indirectly by inviting the reader to attend an exhibition where products are 
promoted. They are often used by either individual enterprises or state-owned organisations. 
Both sales letters and sales invitations only appeared in Period 2 and are gaining increasing 
importance in today’s business circles. Sales ‘tongzhi’ are sales letters written in a 
‘tongzhi’ form. They are thus a type of ‘gongwen’ (official letter) used by superiors to 
subordinates. All the above three genres will be discussed further below.
3 Defining sales genres used in both periods
Textbook advice can be used as a reference in discussing the sales genres. However, 
textbooks tend to discuss forms of writing in a very general sense and do not generally look 
at sales genres as a particular type. For example, textbooks tend to look at all types of 
‘tongzhi’ (circulars) as one type, and ‘qingshi’ (official replies) as another, rather than
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treating sales ‘tongzhi’ or ‘qingshi’ as individual genres. One exception is that they do 
treat sales letters as an individual genre because it is a new genre. Each of the sales genres 
will be discussed as an individual genre. In this chapter, only the three genres used in the first 
period will be exemplified with authentic letters collected from the archives of the Zhongmu 
Commercial Bureau. Both the original and the translated versions of these letters will be 
provided. The other three genres of the second period will be discussed in detail in the 
relevant chapters in this thesis.
3.1 Sales genres used in the first period
3.1.1 Sales ‘qingshi’ (requests)
According to Li (1983: 200), ‘qingshi’ are official letters by means of which a 
subordinate makes a request to his/her superior for an approval. This definition can be used 
to help define sales ‘qingshi’. In a business context, a sales ‘qingshi’ is a formal sales 
request raised by a subordinate to a superior to replenish stock. In the first period, the 
subordinate level could only sell what the superior had supplied. If the subordinate 
organisation was in need of a certain product, they had to go through the request procedure 
to have the product supplied. The sales request was the first step in these procedures. Take 
the following excerpt as an example:
f S ü M ^ A  a T 5000
A . m A * * j t a * 0 ^ * & * £  1000 p£, B Jt» £ A
1965 I f X j l X B
Heading Request about Increasing Coal Supply for Winter Heating
Salutation The leading comrades of XX District Commercial Bureau,
Since our town has recently set up a paper plant on a large scale, the 
Request population of our town has increased by about 5,000. Now we urgently need
an increase of 1,000 tons of coal for winter heating in the fourth season of 
this year.
9
Closing Whether or not the above request is appropriate, please give an
official reply.
Signature
Date
Coal Company of XX Town 
XXX, 1965
The above example indicates how a subordinate raised a request to a superior. The request 
relates to a supply of coal, the main heating material in the past. The writer expresses the 
request indirectly by telling the writer about the urgent need. The salutation refers to the 
position of the reader as ‘leading comrades’. The closing indicates the uncertain attitude of 
the subordinate about whether the request is appropriate, which is a typical subordinate’s 
attitude in a ‘qingshi’ (Li, 1983: 200). Both the salutation and the closing indicate the 
appropriate degree of politeness towards a superior. The letter as a whole indicates that the 
subordinate does not have control of the planned stock supply, and has no choice but to wait 
for a reply from the superior. This letter is an example of sales ‘qingshi’ which were an 
important genre, since it was the initial step in obtaining supplies at that time.
3.1.2 Sales ‘pifu’ (official replies)
According to Li (1983:201), ‘pifu’ are official replies often used by a superior to a 
subordinate’s ‘qingshi’ (request). In a similar way, a sales ‘pifu’ is closely related to a 
‘qingshi’ since it is a response to a sales ‘qingshi’ for a stock supply. In this way, sales 
‘pifu’ are an important genre in the second and also the final step in obtaining stock 
supplies. This genre can be exemplified in the following letter, which is also the reply to the 
above sales request letter:
XXX »  E t  1  I  jc  tt
mmtm. sit,
ÄSTO, S ä f t M Ü i .
JtfcÄ.
io
XXJ&Ei^ikM
1965 ^ X ^ X 0
Document of XX Provincial Bureau
Heading Reply to XX Town Company’s Request for an Increase of Coal Supply
Salutation 
Official reply
Approval
Closing
Signature
Date
Coal company of XX Town,
We have received your request about increasing the coal supply for winter 
heating. After discussion, we have made the following approval.
Owing to an increased demand for coal supplies all over the province, we 
have to make an overall plan about how to supply the stock for all the 
towns of the province. Therefore an increase of only 800 tons of coal is 
approved for you. Detailed information about the time and place of its arrival 
will be provided in the near future. (We) hope you can solve the rest of the 
problem by yourself.
This is in response to your request.
XX District Commercial Bureau 
XXX, 1965
The above letter indicates how a superior gives an official reply to a subordinate. It gives, to 
a certain degree, an approval of the sales request. The official tone to a subordinate is shown 
by the phrase ‘after discussion’. Here the English translation is only an approximation, and 
the Chinese original signals that the view concerned is an agreement among a group of 
decision-makers. The closing is the usual way a superior ends an official reply. The letter as 
a whole shows that the superior organisation has control over the supply of coal. It also 
shows that the customers’ needs may not be fully met, and that the supply of goods, 
especially important energy resources such as coal, was controlled by the country.
3.1.3 Sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars)
According to Li (1983:184), ‘tongzhi’ are mainly used to give instructions to 
subordinates, and therefore have to be written in an official tone. Following this definition, 
we can define sales ‘tongzhi’ as a sales genre which is used to give instructions related to 
sales or selling policies. The following ‘tongzhi’ about setting the price for truck sales 
exemplifies the genre.
11
^  a  XX gp XX 3c #
*3&ft{n^xxs*^«Ä«$affT*jfc0cÄxf^. mu
#£»»«;. *Jfc,
X fiP ^ B ß ^ . W » Jg * M M Jl4 * ¥ 5 JI 25 0  » f f .
^SXX ^XX ^b  
1972 ^ X ^ X R
Heading Document of XXX Branch of XXX Ministry
Tongzhi about the Planned Price of ‘Jiefang’ Trucks
Salutation Every company concerned,
Recently we have upgraded our truck series. Owing to the price 
increase of energy resources, raw materials, and parts, the production cost 
has increased accordingly. Although a lot of measures have been adopted to 
cope with the price increase, it is still hard to balance the cost. Therefore,
Decision we have decided after discussion that the planned price of ‘Jiefang’
Order trucks will be modified appropriately. It is hoped that every company
concerned will comply with this decision and give active support and 
coordination. The modified prices will be effective from May 25.
Signature XXX Branch of XXX Ministry
Date XXX, 1972
The above ‘tongzhi’ indicates how a superior makes a decision to modify the price of 
trucks and gives an order to subordinates to comply with the decision. The language forms 
chosen also help express the official tone. For example, the phrase ‘to decide after 
discussion’ is used to suggest this tone. The order is expressed by the whole sentence, ‘it is 
hoped that every company concerned must comply with this decision and give active support 
and coordination’. This is a typical ‘tongzhi’ order which will be discussed further in 
Chapter 6. When given such an order, the subordinate reader has no choice but accept it.
3.2 Sales genres used in the second period
The first type of sales genre used in this period is ‘tuixiaoxin’ (sales letters). Sales 
letters refer to letters used to promote products. This sales genre is mainly employed by the
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owner or manufacturer of the product. The main purpose of this type of letter is to advertise 
the product and persuade the reader to buy it. One can therefore see that the use of sales 
letters already in a way reflects the change towards market economy. For the first time in 
Chinese business communication, companies have begun to promote products on a large 
scale and compete in the market, although letters relating to small business sales may have 
been written before 1949.
The second type is ‘tuixiao yiaoqingxin’ (sales invitations). Sales invitations , in fact, 
are similar to sales letters in that they are also related to promotion of the product. The 
difference lies in that a sales invitation is sales promotion written in the form of an invitation. 
It is used to invite the reader to come to an exhibition of the product and to buy the product 
there.
The third type is ‘tuixiao tongzhi’ (sales circulars). Sales ‘tongzhi’ still refer to the 
form used in the first period, although in the second period, the purposes of sales ‘tongzhi’ 
seem no longer to be the same. In fact, sales ‘tongzhi’ bear the characteristics of both sales 
letters and ‘tongzhi’. This means sales ‘tongzhi’ are written in the ‘tongzhi’ form and are 
used by a superior to give orders to a subordinate where public ownership is practised. 
However, the writer at the same time also tries to advertise and promote the product. This 
indicates that the writing of sales ‘tongzhi’ has now been influenced by the changes in the 
economic structure, although the type of sales ‘tongzhi’, similar to those used in the first 
period, can still be found.
The above description of sales genres indicates that different kinds of sales genres 
are used in these two different periods of business communication. Within each period 
various sales genres have been chosen, mainly on the basis of the different writer-reader 
relationships and communicative needs. For example, sales ‘qingshi’ (requests) were 
directed to a superior to express a request for stock supplies, and sales ‘pifu’ (official 
replies) and ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) were used by the superior to either give a reply or an 
order. In contrast, a kind of equal relationship is presented in both sales letters and sales 
invitations which promote products. Sales ‘tongzhi’ are the only form that has been used in 
both periods. In the first period, it was used to express an order relating to selling policies. 
However, in the second period, although it is still related to an order, it is very much 
influenced by sales-letter writing. From the above discussion of the sales genres, we can see
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that there is a relationship between the types of letters and the writer-reader relationship 
determined by the economic structure. All this can be further explored by referring to the 
positions of the sales genres in a larger context of Chinese written discourse, and by 
referring to the historical development of some of the relevant genres.
4 The position of sales genres in Chinese written discourse
Based on the criterion of functional use, Chinese written discourse can be seen as 
composed of a literary genre and ‘yingyongwen’ (practical writing). Numerous studies (eg. 
Zhang, 1983a; Ma, 1984; Song, 1984; Liang et al., 1992) have been undertaken on the 
position of the latter in Chinese written discourse. These studies generally agree that 
‘yingyongwen’ (practical writings) include ‘riyongwen’ (daily writings) and ‘gongwen’ 
(official letters). In this complicated network, the position of the sales genres so far 
discussed can be summarised in Figure 1:
Figure 1: The position of sales genres in Chinese written discourse
Written Discourse
_Wenxue
(Literary)
Yingyongwen 
(practical writings)
— shige (poetry)
— yueshi (musical poetry)
— xiaoshuo (novel and story)
_huaju (modern drama), etc.
siren shuxin (personal letters)
— riyongwen ----yaoqingxin (invitations)
(daily writing)!__ biantiao (notices), etc.
— zhiling (order)
— tongzhi (circular)
[— xiaxingwen| I----tuixiao (sales) tongzhi
~ pifu (official replies), etc.
I— qingshi (requests)
i— gongwen -shangxingweri— baogao (report)
(official letters) L  zongjie (final report)
---- gonghan
(official letter)
pingxingwen r~ tuixiao (sales)
— shanghan — tuixiao yaoqing 
(business letter) (sales invitation)
caxun (enquiry), etc.
The above figure is not an exhaustive list of all Chinese written genres. It outlines Chinese 
written genres in general and points out where sales genres fit in. As can be seen, there are 
three genres in ‘gongwen’ (official letters), a term which contrasts with ‘siren shuxin’ 
(personal letters). ‘Gongwen’ include letters written by an organisation or enterprise, and
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comprise: ‘xiaxingwen2’ (the superior writing to the subordinate’), ‘shangxingwen’ (the 
subordinate writing to the superior) and ‘pingxingwen’ (equals writing to each other).
These three subdivisions are used to indicate different kinds of relationships between the 
reader and the writer. As shown in the above figure, sales genres appear under all of these 
three larger genres. Sales ‘pifu’ and sales ‘tongzhi’ belong to the ‘xiaxing’ genre, sales 
‘qingshi’ belong to the ‘shangxing’ genre, and sales letters and sales invitations belong to 
the ‘pingxing’ genre. Since sales ‘pifu’, sales ‘tongzhi’ and sales ‘qingshi’ were used in 
the first period of business communication, this period was characterised by the use of both 
‘xiaxing’ and ‘shangxing’ genres. Since sales letters, sales invitations and ‘sales tongzhi’ 
are mainly used in the second period, and the first two are more frequently used, this period 
is characterised by the use of mainly ‘pingxing’ genre, and to a certain extent, the use of 
‘xiaxing’ as well.
There appears to be some kind of link between the specific genres used and the 
nature of business communication in each period. In the first period, sales of products were 
carried out between superior and subordinate organisations, while in the second period, sales 
are mainly carried out between companies or organisations without any superior-subordinate 
relationships. The relationships between the reader and the writer in business communication 
brings the discussion of the three genres of ‘gongwen’ (official letters) to prominent 
consideration. The following discussion then will focus on exploring the three genres from a 
historical perspective.
4.1 The historical sources of the three genres
The three genres have existed as long as Chinese written history. Each genre aims to 
meet the needs of the development of society, and reflects different kinds of writer-reader 
relationship. ‘Xiaxing’ genre was used to perform a ‘top-down’ social rule and was related 
to the language of power and authority. The earliest writing of ‘xiaxingwen’ was found in 
an inscription on tortoise shells (1600-1100 BC), dealing with practical problems such as 
land and powers in the feudal society (Li, 1993:32). One of the simple orders from the Yin
2 ‘Shangxingwen, pingxingwen and xiaxingwen’ will also be referred to as genres of ‘shangxing, pingxing 
and xiaxing’ in this thesis.
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emperor (about 1,700 BC) is expressed this way (Kanshou, 1990:2) (only the English 
translation is given3):
The order comes from the Yin emperor that the serfs work hard, so
that a bumper harvest will be guaranteed.
In this primitive form of ‘ling’ (order), some characteristics of this typology have already 
appeared. In the first place, it belongs to ‘xiaxingwen’ as an order from the emperor to the 
serfs. The content was about the running of the land. According to Kanshou (1990), orders 
in ‘xiaxingwen’ were the earliest genre of ‘gongwen’ (official letters). This became an 
accepted written form of ‘gongwen’ to meet the needs of society and played an important 
social role. This means the ‘xiaxingwen’ in history had a clear communicative purpose. Over 
the course of time, ‘xiaxingwen’ became more and more enriched. The number of ancient 
‘xiaxingwen’ reaches 175 types of texts (Liang et al., 1992:1-2). In the Han dynasty alone, 
there were as many as ten different names for various kinds of ‘ling’ or ‘orders’ from the 
emperor.
‘Shangxingwen’ were used to perform a ‘bottom-up’ social role and were used by 
subordinates to write to superiors. ‘Shangxingwen’ found their earliest form in ‘shu’ (letters) 
in the Qin Dynasty (Kanshou, 1990:4). ‘Shu’ derived from persuasive arguments given to 
the warriors. During the war-lord era, many warriors were involved in war, and everyone 
wanted to enlarge their lands. Accordingly large numbers of advisers used their power of 
persuasion in the running of war. Thus ‘shu’ played an important role during that time, as 
the word is mightier than the sword. ‘Shu’ in the written form still kept to its persuasive 
nature. It was employed by subordinates to express their opinions to their superiors, usually 
from warriors to the emperor. Since the addressee was the emperor, the writer had to be 
very careful with his/her logic and rhetoric. Therefore ‘shu’ had two characteristics: first, 
they had an important purpose regarding whom and what to persuade; second, they adopted 
appropriate schemes of persuasion. According to Chung (1982:274), these schemes were 
mainly of two kinds: double persuasion and circular persuasion. In double persuasion, the 
speaker or writer makes clear to the addressee the advantages and disadvantages of a
'All translations from Chinese, unless otherwise indicated, are my own.
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military or political practice. Since it is based on comparison, a lot of parallel sentences and 
parenthesis are seen in these texts. In circular persuasion, the speaker or writer would try to 
lighten any imposition upon the reader and make him/her happy. All this paved the way for 
raising the appeal which usually came at the end of the speech or writing. Compared with 
‘xiaxingwen’, this genre was indirect and persuasive. The reason was that the writer was 
conscious of the reader being a superior, and s/he had to be very careful about this social 
relationship, not only because the suggestions raised in the letter could be rejected, but also 
the writer might get killed if appropriate advice was not given. In fact, Kong Rong, a 
descendant of Confucius, was killed by the emperor Cao Cao for his direct and bold 
criticism of the emperor (Li, 1990:86-87). Judging from this, the writers of this genre always 
tried to find appropriate strategies to subtly make their point.
Later, more forms of ‘shangxingwen’ appeared with distinct social functions.
‘Zhang’ was to thank the emperor for his kindness, ‘biao’ was used by officials working 
under the emperor to express their opinions or feelings to the emperor, and ‘zou’ was used 
to raise critical opinions with the emperor (Liang et al., 1992:101). Altogether, there were 
about 67 types of ‘shangxingwen’ put in use in ‘gongwen’ in ancient times (Liang et al., 
1992:8).
‘Pingxingwen’ date from about 1,500 years ago. According to Liang et al. 
(1992:151), one the earliest forms so far known in history is ‘yi’ (dispatch used as type of 
diplomatic letter). This kind of ‘gongwen’ was used as a means of communication between 
countries regarding official matters. Later on it was also written among officials within a 
country. Moreover, with many states being involved in war to compete for land, the 
development of diplomatic ties between states became an important priority, and states also 
used ‘yi’ to communicate with each other. Another common form was ‘xi’ (war 
proclamation) which was used to declare war on other nations. Altogether there were 28 
ancient types of ‘pingxingwen’ (Liang et al., 1992:6).
The above discussion of the historical development of the three genres shows the 
general features of genre development. Since there is a clear-cut reader-writer relationship 
for each genre, the writer would decide whether the genre should be ‘xiaxing’ or ‘shangxing’ 
on the basis of the relationship between the writer and reader. At the same time, s/he would 
also have the responsibility to express the purposes, following strategies appropriate for the
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chosen genres. The above discussion also indicates that genres were constrained by their 
social function or communicative purposes and that each genre was created to accomplish a 
certain function. Once the function of the genre ceased to exist, the form became obsolete. 
For example, ‘zhao’ (edict) was very important during the emperor’s reign, however, it was 
no longer used after the end of the imperial period. One can therefore see that ‘gongwen’ 
(official letters) are defined by their social roles. When the imperial system was replaced, 
many of the forms of a certain genre related to imperial rule came to an end.
In spite of the fact that many ‘gongwen’ (official letters) types became obsolete and 
disappeared, the three genres of ‘shangxing, xiaxing and pingxing’ still remain to indicate 
different reader-writer relationships. ‘Gongwen’ today is still classified into these three 
genres in Chinese approaches to rhetoric. This is also true of business communication as will 
be explored further below.
4.2 The three genres and the de-linking and re-linking policies
The general features of genre development also apply to the use of the sales genres. 
The three genres of ‘xiaxing, pingxing and shangxing’ are used differently in the two 
different periods of business communication. In fact, the employment of the three genres 
reflect the de-linking and re-linking policies. During the first period of business 
communication (1949-78), the major forms of sales variants were mainly related to ‘xiaxing’ 
and ‘shangxing’ genres, because these two genres could best realise the typical 
communicative purpose and reflect the predominant reader-writer relationships. Under 
public ownership and the planned economy, the Chinese authorities had control over the 
exchange of commodities, and therefore they could choose the forms from ‘xiaxing’ genre 
for giving orders to grassroots enterprises. In this way, the higher level of the organisation 
could exercise control over the limited practice of commodity exchange. As a result, the 
lower levels had to choose the ‘shangxing’ genre forms to express their needs for products. 
Both of the ‘shangxing’ and ‘xiaxing’ genres were used in this period to express the purpose 
of selling and buying, and at that time to indicate the superior and subordinate relationships 
between the writer and the reader.
In contrast, the second period is characterised by the policy of relinking to the 
market economy and the need arose to develop competitiveness in each enterprise. In this
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Situation, sales ‘qingzhi’ (requests) and sales ‘pifu’ (official replies) ceased to exist after 
1978, although ‘qingshi’ and ‘pifu’ still exist in areas other than sales. The reason is that 
public ownership was greatly challenged and has given way more and more to privatisation. 
The relationship between the writer and reader in sales transactions is no longer limited to 
superiors and subordinates. This period has seen the wide use of ‘pingxing’ genre to 
promote products, although ‘xiaxing’ genre is still used to a certain degree. In ‘pingxing’ 
genre, there is one form —  ‘shanhan’ (a kind of official business letter), which is used 
among enterprises who are equals in rank or who do not have any superior-subordinate 
relationships. The ‘shanghan’ relating to sales are mainly realised in the form of ‘sales 
letters’ and ‘sales invitations’. These are the appropriate genres to realise the communicative 
purposes involved in commodity exchange and reflect the reader and writer relationships in 
the opening-up situation. This means that enterprises have to rely on themselves to promote 
their products. Sales letters and sales invitations are found to best serve this kind of social 
need, and so they are gaining increasing popularity.
However, the ‘xiaxing’ sales ‘tongzhi’ also continued to be used in the second 
period — the only type in use in both periods. The use of ‘sales tongzhi’ reflects a 
combined feature of public and private ownership. In the public sector, superiors from a 
higher level still have some influence over the enterprises to a certain degree. Sales'tongzhi’ 
are found to be the appropriate form to express the voice of the superiors. However, sales 
‘tongzhi’ play a different function in the two periods. In the first period, they were mainly 
used to implement selling policies, while in the second period, they are often used by higher 
levels of government organisations to promote sales. Sales ‘tongzhi’ reflect the complicated 
change in the economic system and the extent of superiors’ influence. Although they are not 
as frequently used as the above two types of sales letters because of the decentralising 
tendency in all enterprises, sales ‘tongzhi’ are still used when necessary in this transitional 
period towards a market economy. One may assume that once all enterprises have complete 
control over their decision-making, there will be no further need to use this genre in sales 
transactions.
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5 Conclusion
The use of sales genres is closely related to the social and economic structure of the 
country. Changes of economic structure have been reflected in changes in the sales genres 
used in business communication, thus sales genres have very different communicative 
purposes determined by the social context. This has been shown by the different kinds of 
sales genres used in the two periods of Chinese business communication. In the first period, 
‘xiaxing’ and ‘shangxing’ genres were frequently used to implement selling and wholesale 
policies under the planned economy. In the second period, some of the sales genres used in 
the first period disappeared, but new genres appeared, and ‘pingxing’ sales genres became 
popular. The ‘xiaxing’ sales ‘tongzhi’ appear to be the link connecting the two periods and 
to reflect a genre change in business communication. All these sales genres have an 
important position in Chinese written discourse. The three genres of ‘xiaxing, pingxing and 
shangxing’ in business communication can very well reflect the reader-writer relationship.
The close reader-writer relationship can be traced back to the origins of the three genres.
Not only will the writer choose the appropriate genre, but s/he will also have to 
communicate effectively with the reader. In addition, the diachronic development of sales 
genres, as well as other genres in Chinese written discourse, reflect the dynamic nature of 
genre. Since the social context is changing, new genres emerge and old genres disappear. 
Some genres, such as sales ‘tongzhi’, evolve in response to changes in the social structure.
Since the aim of this thesis, taking sales genres as an example, is to examine the use 
of genre as well as genre development in relation to social context, we need a broad 
approach to embrace and reflect all these general features, such as communicative purposes, 
economic philosophy, and the dynamics of genre. This required approach will be proposed in 
Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2. Conceptual Framework
1 Introduction
This chapter aims to discuss the literature from both Chinese and English sources on 
which I have drawn to develop the conceptual framework for this study. First, a combined 
approach will be proposed based on Swales’ (1990) genre analysis and schema theory (the 
earliest reference being Bartlett, 1932) to discuss the concept of genre. Second, other 
relevant approaches will be discussed. Among them is the analysis of English business letters 
in the work of Ghadessey (1993) and Bhatia (1993), with a focus on levels of analysis. 
Another source is the study of Chinese written discourse and sales letters. In this case, both 
descriptive and prescriptive approaches will be discussed. For the descriptive approach, Liu 
Xie (Shih, 1959) and Chen (1947) will be discussed, while for the prescriptive approach, 
business textbooks will be discussed.
2 Schema theory
Schema theory originated with the British psychologist Bartlett (1932) within the 
Gestalt tradition. ‘Schema’ refers to background knowledge and is principally used in 
language comprehension and recall. According to schema theory (Bartlett, 1932; Rumelhart 
and Ortony; 1977; Rumelhart, 1980), a text does not have meaning by itself when it is 
presented to readers or learners. They have to construct the meaning based on their own 
previously acquired knowledge when reading or learning a text. These previously acquired 
knowledge structures are called schemata (Bartlett, 1932; Adams and Collins, 1979; 
Rumelhart, 1980). The process of understanding a text is thus seen by schema theorists as an 
interactive process between the readers’ background knowledge and the text. A skilled 
reader can efficiently refer the text materials to his/her own knowledge and comprehend the 
whole text; while an unskilled reader can only refer parts of the text materials to his/her 
knowledge structures and thus has an incomplete comprehension. Therefore the 
understanding of a text does not only require linguistic knowledge, but also world 
knowledge. Since this theory is related to knowledge construction, it is often applied in text
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comprehension and second-language reading (such as Clark, 1979; de Beaugrande, 1987; 
Eskey, 1973; Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978; Saville-Troike, 1973; and Widdowson, 1978, 
1983).
According to schema theory, the efficient interpretation of a text is guided by the 
principle of combining top-down processes and bottom-up processes (Goodman, 1971; 
Johnson 1981; Rumelhart, 1977, 1980; Rumelhart and Ortony, 1977; Samuels and Kamil, 
1988; Stanovich, 1980; Steffense et al., 1979). Top-down processing is based on making 
predictions about the text based on background knowledge, and verifying predictions by 
checking the lower levels of the text down to the linguistic forms. Bottom-up processing is 
decoding linguistic units such as phonemes, words, and constructing meaning from the 
smallest units to the largest. This process may lead to adjusting background knowledge and 
the predictions based on this in the light of the information gained from the text. Both the 
processes have their own advantages. Since the top-down process is related to making 
predictions, it has the advantage that the reader or learner can create a whole meaning from 
otherwise disconnected parts. However, this process requires the reader to have an 
appropriate level of knowledge to make correct predictions. Since bottom-up processing is 
related to adjusting background knowledge, it offers another direction in which the text can 
interact with and enrich the background knowledge. A skilled reader will often shift between 
these two modes and have a two-way interaction between text and background knowledge, 
while an unskilled reader tends to over-rely on one mode, either making unverified 
predictions or having disparate details about the text (Spiro, 1978, 1979).
The major concern of this thesis is top-down processing, as it can be used to 
complement Swales’ (1990) approach. However, bottom-up processing will also be 
coordinated into the analysis where necessary. This means that genre analysis, like reading 
comprehension, can also be seen as a process of two-way or even interactive processing, 
although top-down features are seen as the most important means to present and understand 
the main ideas of the text.
Carrell and Eisterhold (1983, 1988) divide schemata into formal schema and content 
schema. The former refers to the background knowledge of the formal, rhetorical 
organisational structures of different types of texts, such as the differences in the structure of
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fables, scientific texts and business letters, etc.; and the latter refers to background 
knowledge of the content area of a text, such as a text about the promotion of wool cloth, 
holding sales exhibitions and so on. Carrell and Eisterhold further point out that appropriate 
schemata must exist and must be activated during text processing to enable efficient 
comprehension; and if a reader does not have the appropriate schemata anticipated by the 
writer, s/he will fail to comprehend the text.
Cook (1994) uses schema theory to analyse literary texts, which indicates that 
schema theory is not relevant only for the study of first or second language comprehension 
but may very well be used in text analysis as well. Cook divides schemata into three kinds: 
world schema, text schema, and language schema. According to Cook (1994:15), world 
schema refers to ‘schematic organisation of knowledge of the world, or of certain text 
types’, such as schema for describing one’s home. Text schema refers to the background 
knowledge of ‘a typical ordering of facts in a real or fictional world’ (Cook, 1994:15). Cook 
claims that his text schema is different from Carrell and Eisterhold’s (1983, 1988) formal 
schemata because the latter is related to the ordering of functional units while Cook’s text 
schema is related to ‘a typical ordering of facts’. However, Cook does not provide any 
evidence for his claim, and it is very hard to see where the difference lies. Therefore, in this 
study, both formal schema and text schema will be taken as referring to background 
knowledge about the structure of a text. According to Cook (1994), there is also a language 
schema which refers to background knowledge related to the use of grammar and linguistic 
forms. Analysing a text is seen as an interactive process among these three levels of 
knowledge with the text.
To sum up, Carrell and Eisterhold (1983, 1988) and Cook (1994) inherited the 
tradition of schema theory and follow very similar principles in discussing how background 
knowledge interacts with the meaning of the text. Although they differ in detail as to what is 
to be included in background knowledge, their divisions of schemata can basically be seen as 
(1) non-linguistic schemata including world schema and content schema, and (2) linguistic 
schemata including formal schema, text schema and language schema. In a similar way, this 
study will adapt their models to refer to background knowledge as schemata of these two
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different kinds, namely the world schema and the formal schema, which will be discussed 
below.
World schema in this study refers to genre-specific knowledge of the world which is 
related to a specific social context. Cook (1994:24) seems to mix the boundary between 
world schema and context when he discusses context as ‘a form of knowledge of the world’, 
such as paralinguistic factors. However, this study will separate context from world schema, 
and context will be treated as a component of the text. The reasons for this are twofold. 
First, a context is seen as located inside the text, and refers to a series of events (van Dijk, 
1977) which are part of the world. It would be more appropriate to differentiate the world 
schema from context on the basis of location inside or outside the text. Second, context is 
also seen as the result of applying knowledge to understand the text, while world knowledge 
should be something previously acquired in the reader’s mind.
The second difference from Cook’s definition is that this paper defines world schema 
as genre-related. People may have different kinds of world schemata in general, such as a 
schema for fishing, for posting a letter, and so on. These general world schemata are not the 
concern here; rather, this study is mainly concerned with the genre specific world schema. In 
other words, it is concerned with the world knowledge relevant to business writing, 
especially to sales genres. In a sense, the genre-related world schema refers to knowledge 
which is similar to Paltridge’s (1995) institutional understandings, or professional 
knowledge, which can be defined along the lines of:
(1) Knowledge of the cultural protocols of a particular discourse community, such as the 
appropriate degree of politeness or respect and so on.
(2) The ideologies regarding what is desirable in order to accomplish a certain task of the 
discourse community, such as what can be persuasive factors and what can be attractive 
factors for the reader in the market situation.
(3) The basic professional knowledge of the discourse community. In the case of the 
business discourse community, professional knowledge is related to marketing. A detailed 
discussion of this will be given in Chapter 3.
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(4) The understanding of the role relationships between the writer and the reader, such as 
status and power. This is especially important in writing sales genres. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, different institutional distances or power is exhibited in ‘xiaxing, pingxing and 
shangxing’ sales genres.
The third way in which my definition of world schema differs from Cook’s is that I 
attribute the feature of general knowledge to world schema, while Cook, as well as many 
others such as Adams and Collins (1979), Bartlett (1932) and Rumelhart (1980) confine 
world schema to an individual’s knowledge. World schema in this thesis refers to the 
knowledge structure shared by a discourse community. This is not to say that there is no 
individual difference regarding knowledge structure; rather, I am looking at the general level 
of knowledge structure as being shared by the discourse community. In other words, a 
discourse community is composed of individuals, and although the knowledge structures of 
each individual may differ, they share some common features of world schemata that 
represent the general knowledge structures of this group. In fact, this knowledge is quite 
similar to the preference knowledge shared by a community discussed by de Beaugrande 
(1980) and de Beaugrande and Dressier (1981). For example, in the managers’ discourse 
community, the managers share something in common in their knowledge structures to 
reflect their views about the world in general. If an individual does not exhibit these general 
knowledge structures, s/he may not be admitted into the discourse community. In addition, 
knowledge structures should be viewed as dynamic, as the discourse community assimilates 
new trends into their knowledge structures. These new trends then become part of their 
world schema.
Another kind of schema is formal schema, which refers to genre-specific knowledge 
about text structure and the use of language. Although I have borrowed the name from 
Carrell and Eisterhold (1983, 1988), formal schema is used in this study in a slightly different 
way. First, the formal schema includes both textual structure and linguistic forms, while 
Carrell and Eisterhold mainly focus on textual structure in their definition. Secondly, the 
formal schema is genre-specific. One person may have general formal schemata regarding 
text structure and linguistic forms, and have specific formal schema to refer to the writing or 
understanding of a particular genre. It is the latter schemata that concern this study. From 
this perspective, the formal schema refers to the pragmatic use of the language of the genres
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discussed in this study, such as what the expectations are about the rhetorical structure of a 
sales letter and what the expectations are about the specific linguistic forms used to 
introduce a product.
3 Coordinating Swales’ approach with schema theory approach
Swales’ (1990) approach will be discussed in relation to schema theory to indicate 
how they can be coordinated. The important concepts from Swales’ genre theory to be 
discussed in this study are the concepts of the discourse community and genre, which are the 
mainstream of Swales’ genre theory. As a matter of fact, when Swales is talking about a 
genre as belonging to a certain discourse community, he is already touching upon cognitive 
issues in relation to knowledge structures.
Swales’ genre study has its own strength in emphasising the communicative purposes 
of genres, thus offering something schema theory lacks. However, Swales’ approach lacks 
the cognitive analysis of the dynamics of genre (Bhatia, 1993). This weak point can be 
overcome by coordinating schema theory with Swales’ approach. This will be explored in 
detail below in the discussion of Swales’ views on discourse community, genre and 
rhetorical structures.
3.1 Discourse community
‘Discourse community’ derives from the concept of the speech community used in 
sociolinguistics (Bloomfield, 1933; Braithwaite, 1984; Hymes, 1974; Hudson, 1980; Labov, 
1966; Saville-Troike, 1984) which is defined as composed of a group of people sharing 
‘similar linguistic rules’ (Bloomfield, 1933), or ‘shared norms’ (Labov, 1966). For example, 
we can legitimately refer to people who speak Chinese as the Chinese-speaking community. 
However, according to Swales, the concept of speech community may not be adequate to 
explain and analyse written genres, for it is too general and is too abstract in its extension. 
He suggests that a discourse community is a group in which particular communicative tasks 
are central to the functioning of the group. Moreover, a discourse community is related to 
achieving goals. Therefore it is necessary to differentiate the speech community from a 
discourse community (Swales, 1990:24). To be specific, Swales (1990:24-27) assigns six 
characteristics to a discourse community which can be summarised as:
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(1) . A discourse community has a broadly agreed set of common public goals, either 
formally described or implicitly understood. All the members share these goals and this 
sharing gives unity to the discourse community.
(2) . A discourse community has mechanisms with which its members communicate with 
each other. The means may vary, but the purpose of these mechanisms remains the same: to 
enable the members to communicate and express the communicative needs of the discourse 
community.
(3) . A discourse community uses its mechanisms of communication primarily to provide 
information and feedback, and membership implies that the members participate in the 
information flow of their community. In addition, the discourse community may also have 
secondary goals to improve its performance.
(4) . The discourse community uses and possesses one or more genres to further realise its 
aims. A discourse community shares discoursal expectations which are related to the 
appropriate use of topics, form, and function of texts.
(5) . In addition to genres, the discourse community has acquired some specific lexis. This 
specialisation may refer to the use of specialised technical terminologies such as in medical 
communities. The lexis can make the communication more effective among its members who 
share an understanding of the terminologies, but may sound confusing to outsiders.
(6) . A discourse community has a threshold level for members, which ensures that they have 
a suitable degree of relevant content and discoursal expertise.
However, Swales’ features of the discourse community given above need to be 
expanded by another feature when schema theory is taken into consideration. A discourse 
community requires its members to exhibit a basic or general level of knowledge structures 
which are the prerequisite for anyone to become a member. These basic knowledge 
structures relate to the basic understanding of the world, which members need in order to 
understand the goals of the community, communicate with each other, and understand the 
genres used by the community as well. Without this basic knowledge, one could not do any 
of the above, and could not be accepted by the discourse community. For example, the 
Chinese managers’ discourse community requires a certain level of basic knowledge, and this 
knowledge is shared by all of its members. As Swales (1990:24) explains, a discourse
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community enrols its membership by training or relevant education, which implies the 
existence of such knowledge structures in the discourse community, but he does not explore 
this any further.
The discourse community can thus be defined by a set of features with the focus 
placed on the realisation of purposes. These goals are understood by its members, who share 
the general knowledge structures for communicating with each other and continuously 
exploit linguistic resources in using genres.
For example, in this thesis, managers in Chinese business enterprises can be seen as 
members of the business writing discourse community because they can meet all the above 
criteria: they share the basic knowledge structures, they communicate with each other, and 
above all, they share the common public goals of promoting business and doing business 
with each other. On the other hand, students who are learning business writing would not be 
considered to be members of this discourse community because they do not really share the 
basic knowledge structures required by this discourse community. Therefore, they will be 
seen as a separate group who are being trained to enter this discourse community.
As elaborated above, a discourse community is closely related to the use of genre — 
another important concept to be explored below.
3.2 Genre
According to Swales, genre is defined as follows:
A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share 
some set of communicative purposes. These purposes are recognised by the expert 
members of the parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale for 
the genre. This rationale shapes the schematic structure of the discourse and 
influences and constrains choice of content and style.
(Swales, 1990:58)
For the purpose of this study, communicative events will include those events in which 
language plays a central role. In this definition, at least three factors are involved. They are 
communicative purposes, the expert members and the linguistic choices. All of these need 
further elaboration.
First, genres are characterised as a set of communicative purposes. There have been 
a number of studies (Hymes, 1974; Miller, 1984; Saville-Troike, 1984; Martin and Rothery,
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1986; Shopen, 1993) that focus on this issue. Among them Miller (1984: 32) pays special 
attention to the importance of communicative purposes, and points out that genre study 
should not only focus on the different forms genres employ but also on understanding their 
goals. Swales (1990) further points out that communicative purposes can offer protection 
against an inadequate classification based on stylistic similarities or inherited beliefs (Swales, 
1990:46). The purpose-based approach can be more reliable than the form-based approach. 
This is especially true with genres that share similar forms. For example, a personal letter 
can be easily distinguished from a sales letter based on their different communicative 
purposes, although both genres may have similar forms of salutations and well-wishes. The 
personal letter is related to personal matters and social relationships, while a sales letter aims 
to sell a product. This difference in the two genres sets them apart in spite of the similar 
forms both letters might employ.
What then are communicative purposes and how can one identify them? There does 
not seem to be any ready answer to these questions. Swales explains that communicative 
purposes are the goals a genre aims to achieve and are less overt than form, and there is a 
need for the analyst to undertake independent and open-minded investigation to find them 
(Swales, 1990:46). As an important clue, Martin (1985:251) discusses genre as being used 
to accomplish social purposes. Here ‘social purposes’ offer some understanding of 
communicative purposes. Genre can be seen as related to purposes arising from the needs of 
the social context. Another possible clue can be found in Austin (1962), who discusses 
illocutionary and perlocutionary force. Illocutionary force refers to what a person wishes to 
accomplish by an utterance, such as making a request. The perlocutionary force refers to the 
effect the utterance has or the speaker hopes to have upon the hearer, such as convincing 
someone to do something. Similarly in a written genre, the communicative purposes can be 
seen as a combination of these two aspects: the intention to accomplish something and to 
influence the reader’s mind as well. However, a genre, unlike individual utterances as often 
discussed in speech act theory, should be treated as a whole text to determine these 
purposes. For example, sales invitations may invite the reader to come to an exhibition, but 
the writer will also try to introduce the variety of products at the show with an effort to 
persuade the reader that s/he should come.
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With regard to identifying communicative purposes, Bhatia (1993:21) points out that 
they are “reflected in the interpretative cognitive structuring of the genre, and represent the 
typical regularities of organisation”. Bhatia’s analysis implies that the communicative 
purposes of a genre are not readily expressed in a text, but have to be worked out by the 
reader or learner based on conventional social knowledge, reflecting directly the world 
schemata discussed Section 2 of this chapter. Since identifying communicative purposes is 
related to the cognitive process of making predictions, the way to identify them can be 
explained in a clearer way if schema theory is applied here. In fact, their identification mainly 
involves top-down processing in which the reader or learner has to make predictions at the 
higher levels of the text. Here, based on Swales (1990:58), a text is seen as an exemplar of 
genre both in purpose and form. However, since working out communicative purposes is not 
a simple matter of decoding the text, the reader or analyst has to refer to his/her own 
schemata concerning institutional knowledge and genre-specific formal knowledge to 
complete his/her predictions, and then use these predictions as the central idea to check that 
lower levels, including specific linguistic forms, verify the predictions. During this process, 
only people with appropriate schemata can make correct predictions and verifications. A 
lack of appropriate knowledge structures will lead to incomplete or even wrong 
understanding. It needs to be pointed out that the illocutionary force can be more explicit 
than the perlocutionary force, as the former is about specific tasks while the latter is about 
an effect or intended effect. Therefore, perlocutionary force will be more difficult to identify, 
and to identify this successfully requires one to have the appropriate knowledge structures.
It is even more difficult to determine communicative purposes since complex genres 
may have a set of communicative purposes. Take Chinese sales letters for example.
Although the ultimate goal is to bring about the sale of products and services (cf. Aurner, 
1958:279), a Chinese sales letter may involve other communicative purposes, such as 
achieving a positive public image, attracting the reader’s attention, and encouraging further 
communication. When communicative purposes have been determined, there is another 
problem, ie. to determine the relationships between them. In a genre that has a set of 
communicative purposes, one purpose may be complementary to another, or may be in 
conflict with another. The effectiveness of a text is determined by balancing the relationships 
between the communicative purposes (Miller, 1984; Horowitz, 1986). In Chinese sales
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letters, there may be complementary relationships and conflicts among the communicative 
purposes. For example, the purpose of achieving a positive public image may be in conflict 
with the purpose of persuasiveness. Conflicts such as these need special attention and 
treatment in genre analysis, and will be part of the central concern of this thesis.
The second factor relating to Swales’ (1990:58) definition is that genre is a highly 
structured and conventionalised communicative event. The expert members of the discourse 
community have the ability to recognise communicative purposes because they have a 
complete understanding of the conventions and rational structures of the genre. As Bhatia 
(1993:14) further argues, their knowledge regarding these conventions is based on “their 
long experience within the specialist community that shapes the genre and gives it a 
conventionalised internal structure”. Bhatia’s explanation involves in effect the issue of how 
to construct well-defined schemata. Expert members construct their knowledge structures 
by long and appropriate experiences of using the genre and by keeping in touch with the 
social context. As noted in Chapter 1, the development of genre is closely related to social 
and economic structure. However, this does not mean that people without any experience 
such as students learning business writing will never have the opportunity to develop their 
own knowledge structures to understand the genre. They can construct their world or formal 
schemata through available literature such as textbooks, analysis and even written samples of 
the genre. In this way, genre study or production should not be taken as a one-way process 
in which the schemata interact with the text. The text can also interact with the schemata.
For example, well-written texts produced by experts in the discourse community can be used 
as a source of data to interact with the learner’s knowledge structures. The learner can 
adjust previously acquired schemata by learning new forms from the text and relating them 
to a higher level of the text, and take the forms as choices of appropriate means to express 
the communicative purposes of the genre. Here it is very important that the literature on the 
genre reflects actual writing practices. If the literature does not fully reflect writing practices 
of the genre concerned, the learner may have only a partly defined world schema and thus 
possibly learn only part of the constraints and conventions of the genre.
Although in his definition of genre, Swales does not show how experts explicate the 
rational structures of a certain genre, there is some literature (Selinker, 1979; Bhatia, 1982) 
in relation to this. Selinker (1979) consults a specialist genetics professor for help in
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interpreting a journal article in genetics. Bhatia (1982) uses a senior Parliamentary Counsel 
who has drafted the British Housing Act to investigate legislative language. While some 
studies have also been carried out by consulting specialist informants to check research 
findings, little research has been carried out to compare different sources of attitudes in 
order to validate professionals’ attitudes. This study will take a further step and consult 
specialist members extensively to find out how professional members of Chinese business 
discourse community explicate the use of linguistic forms in sales genres using both 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. Since the expert members of this discourse community 
are very often enterprise managers who create and frequently use these written genres, they 
understand the communicative purposes and therefore are familiar with the conventions and 
structures of these genres. Their attitudes are therefore taken as representative of commonly 
held world and formal schemata for writing sales genres.
The third factor which needs to be considered is that the rationale behind a genre 
provides allowable constraints for the content and structure of the text. The communicative 
purposes and the conventions of the discourse community will determine the content, 
choices of linguistic forms and structures to be used for a certain genre, thus setting a 
framework in which texts can be produced. However, within this framework, the writer has 
allowable choices to decide what content is to be included in the text, and what appropriate 
forms are to be used to express this content. These choices are not fixed, but rather follow a 
continuum of possibilities. The writer should not violate the constitutive rules or mismatch 
the use of generic resources. For example, a sales letter written in the form of a newspaper 
report could be criticised as not acceptable or not in the right form, not only by expert 
members but also by good readers in general, because this violation is so apparent and is 
related to the general form of the genre. If a mismatch is not so apparent, such as in the 
linguistic choices involved in soliciting a response in a sales letter, professional members of 
the discourse community are more able than general good readers to recognise such a 
mismatch.
In addition, another feature can be added to the definition of genre, which is that 
genre is a dynamic process. On the one hand, as noted earlier, genre is closely related to 
social context. Since the social context may change, this can lead to changes and 
development of a genre. This view can explain why different sales genres were used in the
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two periods of Chinese business communication as discussed in Chapter 1. On the other 
hand, expert members will reconstruct their schemata continuously as their world and formal 
schemata assimilate new knowledge regarding the evolution of genres in their professional 
world, thus they will often expand the constraints and the use of appropriate linguistic forms 
for the use of genres. Similar ideas about the dynamic nature of a genre have been expressed 
in Bhatia (1993, 1997) and Liddicoat (1996). As already noted, expert members have well- 
defined schemata for understanding and using a genre. They will at the same time, adjust 
their world schemata to the outside world, and reconstruct these schemata. This, in turn, will 
lead to genre reconstruction regarding the use of formal schemata. In this way, knowledge 
structures play a very important role in both genre analysis and genre development.
To sum up, “each genre is an instance of a successful achievement of a specific 
communicative purpose using conventionalised knowledge of linguistic and discoursal 
resources” (Bhatia, 1993:16). A genre is also the property of a discourse community: only 
expert members of this community are credited with the expertise of understanding and 
using it, because they have well-defined schemata. In addition, genre should also be seen as 
a dynamic process in which expert members of the discourse community often exploit and 
reconstruct the constraints and conventions.
From the above discussion on genre, it can be seen that Swales’ (1990) approach 
provides an example of using knowledge structures to study genre. Swales’ conception of 
communicative purpose has an advantage in that communicative purposes can be applied to 
a wide range of discourse, such as academic and professional writings, scientific texts, etc. 
Another advantage is that the study of communicative purposes can provide an overall view 
of the text to be studied. However, Swales does not show how communicative purposes can 
be identified, while schema theory can give a better explanation about the cognitive process 
involved in identifying them through the application of knowledge structures. However, 
schema theory has overlooked the communicative purposes of genres, and pays sole 
attention to the processes of cognition in relation to the construction of individual 
knowledge structures. If the two approaches are coordinated, a broader approach for genre 
analysis can be established.
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3.3 Units of analysis
The units of analysis used by Swales (1981, 1986, 1990) are mainly moves and steps. 
However, there does not seem to be any ready definition given for them. Duszak (1994:299) 
explains Swales’ moves as ‘all a move is about is that a particular task is conventionally 
addressed’. In this respect, moves are related to the tasks the writer aims to accomplish, 
rather than linguistic boundaries. As an example, the following summary is quoted from 
Swales (1981), in which he assigns a typical four-move structure to the introduction of 
research articles in English on the basis of forty-eight article introductions:
Move 1: Establishing the research field
(a) showing centrality of the topic or
(b) stating current knowledge or
(c) ascribing key characteristics 
Move 2: Summarising previous research 
Move 3: Preparing for present research 
Move 4: Introducing the present research
(a) giving the purpose
(b) describing present research
As shown above, Swales’s unit analysis is very much a top-down model in its own right. The 
higher level is a move, while the lower level, which is numbered alphabetically, is called a 
step. These specific moves and steps are used in the introduction section of research articles. 
The four moves indicate four different attributes with various intentions contributing to the 
realisation of the communication purposes of the genre. This analysis corresponds to 
Swales’ (1990) communicative purposes in that every move also has an intention. It is very 
much purpose-oriented, and tries to trace and reflect the idea development of a text. The 
strength of the use of moves lies in the content orientation. In this respect, moves are 
independent of sentence or paragraph boundaries. Compared with the linguistic analysis of 
forms, this approach allows more flexible units. A move is not confined to the boundaries of 
phrases or sentences, and can reside in one or more phrases or sentences. In this kind of 
analysis, one looks for text boundaries in which the ideas of the text are expressed. That may
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be the reason that a number of studies have followed this model to analyse academic or 
professional writings (see for example, Bhatia, 1993; Crookes, 1986; dos Santos, 1996; 
Duszak, 1994; Kathpalia, 1992; Skulstad 1996; Taylor and Chen, 1991; Teh, 1986).
Some criticisms have already been raised regarding the use of moves. For example, 
Crookes (1986) has queried the validity of move analysis. He complains that moves are 
mainly based on Swales’ own personal judgement and lack empirical validation. Crookes 
also points out that raters often do not agree on the four moves assigned by Swales (1981).
In spite of that, Crookes still thinks move analysis is theoretically correct and applies it in his 
own research, which is also content-based, and varies from Swales only in the amount of 
detail for the analysis. Because of this vagueness in the definition of moves, an analyst will 
face questions, such as what constitutes a move or a step, how moves and steps can be 
identified, and what the relationship between moves and steps is. Concerning these 
questions, ‘move’ still needs further elaboration and will be discussed below.
‘Move’ was first introduced by Bellack et al. (1966) in classroom discourse analysis, 
when they proposed a hierarchical structure for lessons with four units: game, sub-game, 
cycle, and move. Here the teaching situation is seen as a ‘game’ after Wittgenstein (1953). 
The lower unit of the move is further subdivided into four types: soliciting, responding, 
structuring, and reacting, each of which has a discourse function. According to Bellack et al. 
(1966), a soliciting move is intended to elicit a response from the person addressed. All 
questions raised by the teacher are taken as solicitations, such as commands and requests. A 
responding move is in a reciprocal relationship to a soliciting move. The students’ answers 
to teachers’ questions are seen as responding moves. A structuring move functions to set the 
context for subsequent behaviour by influencing the interaction between teachers and 
students. For example, a teacher can begin the class with a structuring move by focusing 
attention on the topic to be discussed during that session. A reacting move serves as the 
occasion for reactions and is used to modify or rate what has been said previously.
The above moves can be combined to form cycles. A cycle begins with a structuring 
or soliciting move and consists of one or more responding and reacting moves. In this way, a 
class is seen as composed of a series of cycles in which moves are the important elements 
which determine the boundaries of a cycle and indicate where a cycle begins and where it 
ends. These moves are also related to classroom activities in relation to communicative
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events, or specific tasks in which teachers or students participate. The criteria for identifying 
moves in a classroom are based on what the teachers or students have done.
In a similar way, Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) use the framework developed by 
Bellack et al. (1966) as a starting point for analysing classroom discourse, which they divide, 
in a hierarchical manner, into transactions, exchanges, moves, and acts. According to 
Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), acts describe moves in terms of elicitation, directives, and 
information. There are five types of moves: framing moves, focusing moves, opening moves, 
answering moves, and follow-up moves. A framing move serves to indicate the beginning of 
a class, and a focusing move to indicate the topic of teaching. An opening move is the 
starting of teaching, and is similar to Bellack et al.’s (1966) soliciting move. An answering 
move is related to the students’ responses, and is similar to Bellack et al.’s responding move, 
while the follow-up move is related to the feedback the teachers give to the students. These 
five moves can realise two kinds of exchanges — boundary and teaching exchanges. A 
boundary exchange is indicated by the use of framing moves and focusing moves, and sets 
the boundary of a transaction. A teaching exchange is composed of opening, answering and 
follow-up moves, and is used to construct a unit lower than a transaction. These exchanges 
in turn serve to set a boundary for transactions. A transaction is composed^ series of 
exchanges, such as boundary and teaching exchanges.
In Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975) system of analysis, it can be seen that moves are, 
again, related to communicative events, or the specific tasks of teaching, and indicate the 
boundaries of classroom discourse, such as where a lesson starts, develops and ends. In 
addition, moves, although a rather low unit of a lesson, play a very important role in setting 
boundaries for higher units. The higher units, transactions and exchanges are determined by 
the use of moves. In fact, moves are the most important, because the boundaries of higher 
units are set by the specific moves, and the lower unit of acts are used to describe what 
specific forms a move employs. Moves are used as a structuring element in classroom 
discourse to indicate how the teaching is conducted. Since moves in classroom discourse are 
related to communicative events, it is also possible for the above principles to be applied to 
the study of written texts.
Text units or structures are often discussed in terms of communicative events or 
specific tasks, rather than pure linguistic forms. For example, Mitchell (1957, quoted in
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Coulthard, 1977:5) divides sales transactions into a series of stages. No linguistic boundary 
markers are used since a stage is an abstract category. Stages are rather determined by the 
activities that are appropriate to them. A further example dealing with sales transactions can 
be found in Hasan (1985), where she divides texts into structural elements. These elements 
are, again, determined by the specific tasks the speaker accomplishes. Take the following 
quote from Hasan (1985:65) as an example:
Sales Request Customer: Can I have half a dozen Granny Smiths?
Sales Enquiry Customer: Are they local?
Vendor: Yes, they are from the blue mountains.
Sales Closure Vendor: Will that be all now?
Customer: Yes, thank you.
As shown in the above, the sales transaction is divided into three stages: the sales request, 
the sales enquiry and the sales closure. These stages are related to the communicative 
events, or specific tasks the speaker accomplishes. At the same time, these stages also play 
the role of setting boundaries for the text. The criteria for realising the structural elements of 
the text are related to semantic properties (Hasan, 1985), and to the content rather than to 
linguistic forms. As Paltridge claims, the boundaries of texts are mainly determined by the 
content, and “it is a cognitive rather than linguistic sense that guides our perception of 
textual division” (Paltridge, 1994:295). In discourse analysis, rhetorical structures are often 
determined on the basis of this criterion, although the components of a text structure are 
given many other different names such as schematic structure (Martin, 1989), structural 
paragraphs (Longacre, 1992) and macro- and micro-structures (van Dijk, 1977). However, 
linguistic forms can, in turn, help to indicate how a structural element is realised as one kind 
of choice. For example, a sales request can be realised by an interrogative form, as in the 
above example, or by other forms, as long as these forms can express a request.
Similarly, Swales’ moves and steps can be seen as communicative events in 
discourse, which can also be considered as components of the rhetorical structure of a text. 
Moves can also be seen as having two attributes: indicating the communicative events or 
specific tasks the writer wishes to accomplish, and setting textual boundaries. These two
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attributes are very closely related because the boundaries of the text will be determined by 
each communicative event. The criteria for identifying moves are, then, both non-linguistic 
and linguistic, with emphasis placed on the former. The non-linguistic element is related to 
content of the text and determines where a task, or a section of the text starts and where it 
ends, thus setting textual boundaries. The linguistic elements are forms mainly chosen for 
encoding moves. A typical move can be realised by a set of linguistic choices, of which the 
actual form found in the text is only one type. However, Swales (1981, 1986, 1990) 
contributes to the units of analysis in that he sees moves as related to the realisation of 
communicative purposes of genre.
In addition, moves can be explained further using schema theory. A text can be 
divided into a hierarchical set of stages. According to Swales (1990), a text belonging to a 
certain genre is seen as having the communicative purposes of the genre. A text is also seen 
as composed of a set of moves and steps. Therefore, in a text, communicative purposes can 
be seen as the highest level which is, in turn, related to moves and steps. A move can be seen 
as accomplishing a specific task and, at the same time, contributing to the realisation of the 
communicative purposes in general in so doing.
Through these kinds of interwoven relationships, Swales (1990) processes a text 
using an approach similar to top-down processing. First of all, he aims to find the 
communicative purposes of the genre, and then to identify moves and steps in order to see 
how they are related to the communicative purposes. Here there does not need to be a one- 
to-one correspondence between the communicative purposes and moves. A communicative 
purpose can be realised in one or more moves.
The relationship between moves and steps is of a ‘consists o f  nature and one move 
can consist of one or more steps. The steps are the lower level of the text, and represent 
smaller tasks a move can be divided into, or alternative strategies for realising the move. One 
move can be taken as one step if no further steps exist under this move. These steps can also 
contribute directly to the realisation of communicative purposes. Some steps within a move 
are compulsory and some are optional. In this way, choices are given to ways of realising 
communicative purposes, and a genre analyst or learner will not be confined by rigid rules. 
Instead, s/he can follow a reliable guideline linking the communicative purposes to the lower 
levels of moves and steps.
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However, Swales’ (1981, 1986, 1990) analysis mainly focuses on moves and steps, 
and lacks a thorough analysis as to how communicative purposes, or moves and steps, are 
realised in linguistic forms. This means that he mainly examines the major communicative 
events of a text, but does not examine fully how these are realised by linguistic choices. 
According to schema theory, moves and steps do not represent the bottom level of 
information processing because they are still what the reader or analyst abstracts from the 
content of the text. The bottom level of a text should refer to the data in the printed form — 
the linguistic forms. This study will give a more thorough analysis of linguistic forms. 
However, it will avoid detailed analysis of the actual forms in most cases and focus on the 
linguistic choices that are used as strategies to realise communicative purposes, moves and 
steps.
In this way, a primary network of top-down analysis will be applied in this study: 
communicative purposes are seen as the highest level, which are closely related to each of 
the lower levels, such as moves, steps and linguistic forms. On the other hand, these 
purposes are used as the key for determining moves and steps. The linguistic choices are 
seen as the specific strategies used to realise moves and steps.
In addition, a bottom-up process will also be applied where necessary, such as 
determining what meaning the specific linguistic choices can have, and how well these 
choices can be used to express moves and steps. One may note that it is the nature of 
choices that is important for this study. As noted earlier regarding the definition of genre, 
linguistic forms are seen as choices rather than something fixed to express communicative 
purposes. Any move may be realised by a number of forms, and a writer or learner can be 
provided with a set of these choices. S/he can then use them as constraints and conventions 
of writing the genre.
Therefore, I will not hesitate to adopt moves in my analysis. However, since the 
genres concerned in this study are related to letter forms, the moves will be divided into two 
kinds: one relating to the formulaic moves, eg. the use of headings, salutations, greetings, 
well-wishes, date and signature; and the other relating to the content moves that reside in the 
main body of the letter. A detailed study of these in each sales genre will be given in relevant 
chapters of this thesis.
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4 Approaches used to analyse English business letters
There are varied approaches to genre study (see, for example, Bhatia, 1993; Shiffrin, 
1994). However, the aim of this study is not to explore all these, but rather to focus on those 
relevant to the present research. Approaches used to analyse English business letters will be 
discussed first.
The genre analysis of English business letters is a rather new area and not very much 
research has yet been done. The relevant studies are Ghadessay’s (1993) register analysis of 
business letters, and Bhatia’s (1993) genre analysis of sales letters. Their analyses represent 
different levels of genre study: Ghadessay’s (1993) study represents a surface-level 
description of register analysis in business letters; Bhatia (1993) represents a deeper level of 
genre analysis for English sales letters. Since their studies are related to both register and 
genre, these two terminologies will be discussed first.
4.1 Register vs. genre
The terms ‘register’ and ‘genre’ represent different levels of text organisation.
Martin (1985:250) claims that genre is a system underlying register and constraining the 
register choices available to construct a text. In other words, Martin means that genre is a 
higher level of organisation where the communicative purposes and the discourse structure 
of the text are embedded, and register is a lower level of organisation reflected in the use of 
language and determined by genre. Couture (1986:82) further argues that the difference 
between register and genre is that genres are complete texts, such as a research report, while 
registers are related to linguistic choices, such as the language of scientific reporting. 
According to her, a research report should be separated from the language of scientific 
reporting. However, the research report and the language of scientific reporting are closely 
related and the research report is realised through the language of scientific reporting. 
Therefore, genre and register are different and, at the same time, they are closely related. 
Both Ghadessey (1993) and Bhatia (1993) appear to understand register and genre in the 
light of the above systemic explanation.
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4.2 Register analysis of business letters
Following Halliday and Hasan (1985), Ghadessey (1993) discusses the register of 
business letters in terms of field, tenor and mode. Within the field of discourse, he uses 
Hasan’s (1985) generic structure potential (GSP) to discuss the obligatory elements of 
business letters. According to Hasan (1985), some elements of a text are obligatory, and 
some are optional, and the obligatory elements are called GSP. A ‘genre’ is mainly defined 
by the existence of obligatory elements. In addition, Ghadessey (1993) combines the GSP 
with the speech act theory of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969, 1979), and claims that 
different speech acts represent different fields, thus requiring different realisations of the 
GSP. He also talks about the rule relationship between the participants in different speech 
act situations in the tenor of discourse. The interpersonal function determines the degree of 
politeness of the speaker or writer’s use of language. Ghadessey relates the mode of 
discourse to the role of the language and points out that the language of business 
communication is that of persuasion, which is shown in the use of language of advertising.
Ghadessey (1993) studies the obligatory elements of business letters based on a 
corpus of 60 letters. The obligatory elements are composed of the R (response) element, the 
AI (addressing the issue) element, and the C (closing) element. The R element is the 
reference the writer makes to his/her business with the reader, such as an order, or inquiry, 
etc. The AI element is the most important section in the letter that tells the reader what the 
letter is about, such as a complaint, or sales, etc. The C section relates to how the letter is 
closed, such as ‘yours sincerely’, etc.
Ghadessey’s research mainly focuses on the identification and analysis of the GSP 
elements of English business letters. His efforts are a valuable attempt at analysing authentic 
written materials, for before this, most analyses had focused on spoken business 
communication, as in the works of Mitchell (1957, quoted in Coulthard, 1977:5) and Hasan 
(1985). Ghadessey’s findings include typical examples drawn from the corpus and provide 
very reliable evidence for the use of GSP. However, Ghadessey’s study of English business 
letters is confined to a surface descriptive level and he does not undertake detailed analysis 
of speech act situations and the language of advertising, although this was one of the aims of 
the paper. Issues such as how different speech acts use different obligatory elements and 
how the language of advertising is applied to business letters as an obligatory element remain
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largely unexplored. The reason may be that register analysis does not go any deeper than the 
analysis of forms, such as the obligatory elements, and separates communicative purposes 
from these forms. In spite of this, the discussion of obligatory elements is a promising 
attempt which can be used as a reference for analysing the features relating to obligatory 
moves and steps in sales genres in this study. However, analyses of this type will be related 
to the deeper level of the realisations of communicative purposes. The language of 
advertising will also be studied, as a strategy to realise the communicative purposes.
4.3 Bhatia’s Genre analysis of sales letters
Compared with register analysis, Bhatia’s (1993) analysis of English sales letters, 
mainly conducted in the framework of Swales (1990) genre theory, goes more deeply. As 
Drury (1995) comments, Bhatia has made an important contribution to genre analysis and its 
application in the field of English for specific purposes4. Bhatia not only describes how the 
genre is presented through language forms but also explains why the genre is written the 
way it is. In addition, Bhatia’s analysis of sales letters indicates that genre theory can be 
used successfully to analyse professional use of language. Bhatia’s analysis focuses on the 
following two aspects of Swales’ model: determining communicative purposes and studying 
moves as structural development.
Following a top-down processing of information, Bhatia first states the 
communicative purposes of sales letters, and discusses how they are realised in a series of 
moves. Then he discusses some contextualised forms used in each move. These forms are 
similar to the linguistic forms discussed in this study. In this way, the linguistic forms within 
each move are seen as contributing to the overall realisation of communicative purposes.
To be specific, Bhatia emphasises that a sales letter may have the following 
purposes: capturing the attention of the reader, offering appraisal of the product, and 
encouraging further communications. These purposes can be expressed in terms of moves.
In fact, Bhatia (1993:46 and 49) assigns a typical 7-move structure for sales letters as 
follows:
4 Although Bhatia (1993) analyses several professional genres, such as sales letters, job applications and 
legal documents, only his analysis of sales letters is discussed here.
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1 Establishing credentials
2 Introducing the offer
3 Offering incentives
4 Enclosing documents
5 Soliciting response
6 Using pressure tactics
7 Ending politely
Move 2 can be further divided into the following steps:
(a) Offering the product or service.
(b) Essential detailing of the product or service.
(c) Indicating value of the product or service.
Bhatia points out that Move 2 is the most essential part of the sales letter since the writer 
has to address the value of the product in order to meet the needs of the potential customers. 
These strategies, in turn, need to be realised by appropriate linguistic forms, and also by 
contextualisation, in Bhatia’s words. A typical example of contextualisation is shown in 
Bhatia’s analysis of the frequent use of noun phrases (NP) in sales letters. Take the 
following from Bhatia (1993:52) as an example:
Domo toilet partition is as solid as a brick wall\ Domo incorporates the latest 
German Technology and superior quality standards to make it a perfect system for 
the toilet, especially wet toilets in public places.
In the above examples, the NP structures in italics are employed to give positive descriptions 
to the product. They can be used in a convenient way in different positions in a sentence to 
give or list positive evaluations. That is the reason why NP structure is frequently used as a 
common strategy in sales letters.
Bhatia’s analysis of English sales letters therefore represents an extension of Swales’ 
(1990) framework of genre analysis from academic writing to business writing. His analysis
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of English sales letters will be used as a reference in discussing the moves and steps of 
Chinese sales letters. In addition, as mentioned by Vassileva (1996), Bhatia (1993) has made 
an important contribution by stressing the cognitive aspects of genre. This view makes it 
possible to look at the Chinese sales genres from a dynamic perspective, and this, in turn, 
can give some insight to the understanding of Chinese sales genres.
5 Chinese sources relating to the study of genre
Relevant approaches can also be found in Chinese. Chinese sources relating to the 
study of genre can be divided into two main approaches: the descriptive and the prescriptive. 
There is a very rich descriptive classical tradition of studying genre which can be traced to 
the fifth century from Liu Xie’s (Shih, 1959) work in classical Chinese up to the present 
time. This tradition continues into the modem rhetoric as reflected in Chen’s (1947, 1980, 
1985) work and also in contemporary approaches to composition writing (eg: Wang and Wu 
1990; Wu, 1988; Yang, 1983; Zhang, 1981; Zhang, 1983a). Unfortunately, this approach 
has not been applied to the analysis of Chinese business writing, which is dominated by the 
prescriptive approach as exemplified by business textbooks. Only a prescriptive approach is 
currently used in teaching business writing in mainland China. Therefore, one task of this 
thesis is to continue the traditional descriptive approach and to apply and expand it in the 
study of Chinese sales genres. First of all, the descriptive and prescriptive approaches will be 
discussed.
5.1 Prescriptive and descriptive approaches
The prescriptive approach prescribes genres, and is characterised by assigning rigid 
rules to genres. In other words, genres are tested by applying these fixed rules. Freadman 
and Macdonald (1992) connect prescriptive approaches with three metaphors: genre as 
label, as recipe and as game. The label metaphor suggests that genres are seen as a category 
system, and each genre can be examined by assigning the text to a certain category. The 
recipe metaphor and the game metaphor refer to a genre as a series of rules. These three 
metaphors are basically the same and represent the traditional preoccupation with genre as a 
series of rules (Liddicoat, 1996). Therefore all three can be encapsulated as recipe style. The 
assumption underlying the recipe style is: ‘Genre A (label) consists of X features (recipe)’
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(Freadman and Macdonald, 1992:24). According to the recipe metaphor, genres are 
supposed to correspond to the prescribed generic classification. This prescriptive approach 
is widely used in the available Chinese literature on sales genres —  business textbooks, 
which will be examined in detail in the relevant chapters of this thesis.
In contrast, a fourth metaphor, the template, represents a descriptive approach. The 
template metaphor represents genre as a practice, a rhetoric that determines the contours of 
textuality to be used (Freadman and Macdonald, 1992:20). It is an approach based on 
describing the language by ascertaining the existing principles and guidelines underlying 
genres. This understanding of genre does not see genre as a set of fixed rules, but as a device 
that allows for choices in the construction of a text within the constraints of a conventional 
cultural practice. Shopen (1993:3) has maintained that genres should be seen as cultural 
activities. Here cultural activities can refer to the culture in general and the culture of the 
business discourse community. The template approach is also the approach underlying the 
present discussion of sales genres. The features of a genre will be seen as emerging from the 
cultural conventions of a text in order to achieve the communicative purposes. These 
communicative purposes are the essential element in writing sales genres.
The ‘template’ approach has been used in Chinese classical and modem rhetorical 
theory. Although these studies may not be directly related to sales genres, they will shed 
some light on understanding sales genres. ‘Rhetoric’ here refers to the study of genre and 
the use of the appropriate linguistic forms to express the aim in a certain context (Chen, 
1947, 1980, 1985). The earliest systematic study of genre in Chinese was conducted by Liu 
Xie in the fifth century, and this is also the earliest example of using a template approach to 
describe genres in Chinese written discourse. This historical approach will be discussed in 
detail below.
5.2 Historical overview of Chinese genre study
Liu Xie’s work The literary mind and the carving of dragons (Shih, 1959), written in 
the fifth century, embodies the earliest systematic approach to Chinese written genres. Since 
this book embraces a wide range of topics covering all the written genres which existed at 
that time and also the writing process, it is looked on as a treatise of rhetoric on the rhetoric 
of written discourse in general (Zhao, 1990:16), although the most common interpretation is
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that this book is a theoretical treatise on literary creation (eg: Cao, 1982; Huang, 1969). As 
early as the fifth century, this book reflected similar ideas of the purpose of writing and the 
nature of professional membership of a discourse community to those discussed in Swales 
(1990). Liu Xie’s work has its own special contribution in relation to Chinese written 
discourse, which is the discussion of how writing reflects different writer-reader 
relationships. This idea laid the foundation for the later division of ‘gongwen’ (official 
letters) into ‘shangxing, pingxing and xiaxing’ genres as discussed in Chapter 1. All these 
aspects will be discussed in more detail below.
5.2.1 Liu Xie’s Daoism and the purpose of writing
In Liu Xie’s work, the purpose of writing is deeply rooted in Daoism. Daoism here 
mainly refers to Confucian Daoism, as in the preface of his book, Liu Xie depicts Confucius 
as the ‘Sage’ and ‘Master’ and reveals admiration for his works. His belief in Confucian 
Daoism can also be seen in his emphasis on the role of writing in the preservation of the 
social order. To use his own words, he says that he wants to deal with texts which are 
concerned with keeping the ‘Five Rites straight and wide-spread’ (Shih, 1959:10). This idea 
is reflected in Liu Xie’s ‘wen zhi dao’ or the ‘patterns of the universe’ (Shih: 1959:9). This 
is also the framework of his theory for understanding written genres as shown in the Figure 
2, which has been revised from Zhao (1990:84):
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Figure 2. Liu Xie’s ‘wen zhi dao’
Taiji
The Ultimate or the Great Primal Beginning 
Sancai
The Great Trinity
Ren Di
Human being Earth
Mind Language Writing
Liu Xie’s ‘wen zhi dao’ refers to the principles of understanding writing as having two layers 
of meaning. First, Liu Xie compares writing to all other elements in the universe as shown in 
Figure 2. The universe or the ‘taiji’ is composed of heaven, earth and humans. The earth 
represents ‘yin’, the female principle and heaven represents ‘yang’, the male principle. Both 
the heaven and the earth follow their own principles of development. Writing is the higher 
form of language, which springs from the development of mind and language. Human beings 
are seen as creative, as the ‘mind of the universe’ having ‘spirituality’ (Shih, 1959:9). As is 
the case with all the other elements in heaven and earth, writing has its own principles. Since 
human beings are part of the universe, they have to obey the laws of the universe and follow 
the ‘yin’ and ‘yang’ principles in their writing practices. Second, Liu Xie claims that writing 
should reflect the principles of society and the natural phenomenon of the universe. To do 
this, the choice of rhetoric must be ‘flexibly adaptable to all changing situations’ (Shih, 
1959:15). This sentence can be interpreted as: the changing situation may call for different
Tian
Heaven
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genres of writing; the choice of rhetoric may refer to linguistic choices. In other words, 
different linguistic choices are preferred by different genres determined by their own 
communicative purposes. That means writing is governed by the principles of the universe 
and society and reflects these principles. In this respect, what Liu Xie’s claims here is similar 
to contemporary understandings of the communicative purposes of genre. In addition, it also 
coincides with the view which the present study emphasises — that genre is closely related 
to social context.
5.2.2 Expert members
The concept of expert membership of a discourse community is also , in a way, 
reflected in Liu Xie’s work when he discusses ‘shengren’ (sages). According to Liu Xie, 
‘sengren’ are those who have mastered the pattern of the writing (Shih, 1959:258). This 
definition of mastery can be interpreted as understanding the communicative purpose of 
writing and the conventions of writing. For example, Confucius wrote historical records and 
narratives. His writings are characterised by true feelings and appropriate language. This 
kind of understanding is further elaborated as Liu Xie explains that the reason for the 
production of good writing is that ‘sengren’ explore and understand the principles of the 
universe and society, and their writings reflect these principles. The written genres are what 
they are familiar with, and they know the shared conventions of the genres they are writing, 
and therefore, they can ‘use simple language to express their purposes, or use detailed 
descriptions to explain their meanings’ (Shih, 1959:27). From this perspective, the ‘sengren’ 
can be understood as parallel to Swales’ (1990) expert members, because they understand 
the purpose of writing and can produce the best pattern of the written genre. Their talent or 
their control over the conventions of the written genre, comes from their professional 
practice in writing the genre.
5.2.3 Liu Xie’s division of ‘wen’ and 4bi’
An emphasis on purposes and the social function of writing can also be seen in Liu 
Xie’s division of ‘wen’ (the literary) and ‘bi’ (the non-literary), which is acknowledged as 
one of the greatest contributions he made to the study of Chinese written genres. He 
criticises those who pay attention only to ‘wen’, and follow the rigid rhymed forms in
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writings. During Liu Xie’s time, many scholars or poets were only interested in ‘wen’ and 
despised ‘b i\ This group, historically known as mystics, wrote in the form of poetry, and 
thought that this was a form of high embellishment. Liu Xie meant to challenge this artificial 
tendency in writing by drawing scholars’ attention to ‘bi’ as well. To Liu Xie, ‘bi’ was also 
very important in writing, for it was free from verse forms, and thus offered more freedom 
for the expression of ideas. Many literary works, such as historical records, are better 
written in this style. Written discourse would not be complete without the combination of 
both ‘wen’ and ‘bi’. Liu Xie catalogues all the 32 written genres used up to his time, 
dividing them into the two major groups of ‘wen’ and ‘bi’. All these genres are shown in the 
following table:
Table 1. Liu Xie’s Typology of 32 Types of Discourse.
Wen B1
Shi (Poetry) Shizhuan (Historical writings)
Yuefu (Musical poetry) Zhuzi (Speculative essays)
Fu (Narrative poetry) Lun (Treatise)
Song (Ode) Shuo (Discussion)
Zan (Pronouncement) Zhao (Edict)
Zhu (Sacrificial prayer) Ce (Script)
Meng (Oath of agreement) Xi (War proclamation)
Ming (Inscription) Yi (Dispatch)
Zhen (Exhortation) Fengshan (Sacrifice to spirits)
Lei (Elegy) Zhang (Memorial 1)
Bei (Inscription) Biao (Memorial 2)
Ai (Lament) Zou (Memorial 3)
Diao (Condolence) Qi (Memorial 4)
Zawen (Miscellaneous writings) Yi (Commentary)
Xieyin (Satire) Dui (Dialogue)
Shu (Diary)
Ji (Epistolary writing)
(Quoted from Zhao, 1990:104)
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Of the 32 types, in Table 1, the types of ‘bi’ outnumber the types of ‘wen’: 17 vs. 15. This 
indicates that Liu Xie pays a lot of attention to ‘yingyongwen’, or in today’s words, 
professional writings. Within these types, eight can be classified as ‘gongwen’ (official 
documents): ‘zhao’ (edict), ‘ce’ (script), ‘xi’ (war proclamation), ‘yi’ (dispatch), ‘zhang’ 
(Memorial 1), ‘biao’ (memorial 2), ‘zou’ (memorial 3) and ‘qi’ (memorial 4). In addition to 
this, a large percentage of ‘shu’ (letters) and ‘ji’ (epistolary writing) were used as ‘gongwen’ 
as well. These eight types of ‘gongwen’ can fit into today’s three genres of ‘xiaxing, 
pingxing and shangxing’ genres (cf. Chapter 1) as summarised in the following table:
Table 2. The ‘Gongwen’ Types Found in Liu Xie Work
_
Genres Tyesof gongwen Social functions
Xiaxing ‘zhao’ and ‘ce’ Issuing orders
Pingxing ‘xi’ and ‘yi’ Diplomatic official letters
Shangxing ‘zhang’, ‘biao’, ‘zou’ and ‘qi’ Expressing views to the emperor
Note: In the above table, the three genres are the author’s own classification, while the social functions are 
summarised according to Liu Xie’s explanation in his work.
Liu Xie’s emphasis on the study of ‘bi’, as discussed above, has a far-reaching significance. 
Even today, ‘yingyongwen’ is not a very well studied area and needs more attention. This 
point will be discussed further in this chapter. In this respect, the present thesis will study the 
sales genres or one type of ‘bi’ in Liu Xie’s terms and contribute to the study of professional 
writing of business communication.
Another important contribution of Liu Xie’s work, which has not been mentioned by 
earlier studies, is that he explored writer-reader relationships in different types of 
‘yingyongwen’, and especially those of ‘gongwen’. Although Liu Xie did not classify the 
three genres as ‘xiaxing, pingxing and shangxing’ in his work, he had already noticed the 
different relationships between writer and reader in different types of writing in his 
discussion of the above ‘gongwen’ genres.
Liu Xie explains that ‘the distinction of men of honour and nobility is brought out by 
the attitude of reverence expressed in the ceremonial form’ (Shih, 1959:146)’. This form is 
equivalent to today’s ‘xiaxing’ genre. Liu Xie further explains that the words of a ruler 
should be lofty and powerful and ‘they are suspended on high for all to look up to’ (Shih,
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1959:114). Reading the letters of ‘shu’, a kind of epistolary writing which belongs to the 
‘pingxing’ genre, according to today’s classification, ‘one feels he is talking face to face with 
the authors’ (Shih, 1959:145). ‘Face to face’ here indicates a close distance and equal level. 
‘Zhou’ or ‘memorial 3’, or ‘biao’ of ‘shangxing’ genre in today’s classification, should be 
written in the spirit of reverence without any sign of fear, and should be succinct without 
showing any arrogance (Shih, 1959:147). Liu Xie pays attention to sociolinguistic factors 
and observes that the style of writing is influenced by reader-writer relationships. However, 
he does not describe in terms of linguistic forms how the genres differ, such as what forms 
are used to achieve the effect of a free conversation with the author, what forms should be 
used to achieve the power of language, or what forms should be used to express reverence 
without showing any fear.
Above all, Liu Xie uses a descriptive approach to discuss written genres. His 
approach can be explicated by his words. In the preface, Liu Xie explains that his approach 
mainly includes four steps: classifying the genres, tracing each genre back to its source in 
order to make clear its development, defining a specific genre, selecting existing works that 
reflect this genre (Shih, 1959:6). According to his explanation, Liu Xie studied a genre from 
both diachronic and synchronic perspectives. He describes the features of the existing genres 
rather than prescribing rules for a certain genre. In addition, he relates the study of the 
written discourse to the purpose and social function of the writing. Above all, he explores 
the writer-reader relationship in the writings of ‘bi’. All this offers theoretical and historical 
evidence for the link between a genre and social structure and the writer-reader relationship. 
These relationships, as well as the purpose of writing, will be a special concern of this study. 
The present study will use a similar descriptive approach to discuss Chinese sales genres and 
explore how they reflect these relationships at various levels. In addition, the present study 
will pay more attention to the specific linguistic forms and rhetorical structure each sales 
genre employs.
5.3 An example of genre study from composition writing
Liu Xie’s approach has been inherited today in the area of composition writing. 
Scholars in this area (eg.: LÜ et al., 1979; Wang and Wu 1990; Wang and Yang 1988; Wu, 
1988; Yang, 1983; Zhang, 1981; Zhang, 1983a) mainly explore the principles of writing in
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general, which are also the principles used in mainland China to analyse literary writings. For 
example, Zhang (1981) explains that writing is composed of three elements:
Tizhi (purposes)
Ticäi (content)
Jiegöu (structure)
‘T izh i’ (purposes) refer to the main ideas in the composition which the writer tries to
convey and is quite similar to Swales’ (1990) communicative purposes. Here a text or 
composition is seen as belonging to a certain genre, although Chinese scholars tend to 
discuss writing in a general sense. ‘T icäi’ (content) refers to the material or information to
be included in the writing. ‘Jiegöu’ (the structure) refers to the organisation of the writing.
The above order also indicates the steps involved in writing a composition. A writer has to 
follow this order and have clear ‘tizh i’ (purposes) first, then decide on the ‘tic ä i’ and
include the content that best reflects these purposes. The next step is to work over the 
‘jieg ö u ’ (structure) of the text and decide on the organisation of the content.
According to Zhang (1981), the purposes of writing are the most important of the 
three elements. Without a purpose, there is no point writing a composition. When we start 
writing a composition, we must T iyi’ (establish purposes). However, these purposes come
from the writer’s understanding of social reality, or his/her observation of life — the world 
schema. Therefore clear purposes are based on the writer’s correct understanding of social 
reality and life. The second step is to decide on the ‘ticä i’ (content). This involves finding
out what is relevant and what is not relevant to the purposes the writer intends to convey. 
Only relevant content should be included in the writing. The last step is to decide on the 
appropriate ‘jieg ö u ’ (structure) and organise all the ideas in an appropriate way. The
structure of a composition is composed of:
D uänluö (paragraphing)
Cengci (idea units)
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Guodü (transition)
Zhäoying (coordination and coherence)
Käitöu (beginnings)
Shöuwei (endings)
‘Guodü’ (transition) and ‘zhäoying’ (coordination and coherence) refer to how a text is 
linked, such as the use of connectives, etc. ‘Käitöu’ and ‘shöuwei’ refer, respectively, to 
the beginning, where the writer should attract the reader’s attention with the ‘tizhl’ 
(purpose) and the ending, which should relate to the ‘tizhl’ and leave a deep impression 
about the main purpose. This method of beginning and ending is also called ‘shöuwei 
zhäoying’ (echoing the beginning and ending). ‘Duänluö’ (paragraphing) and ‘cengci’
(idea units) are related to the overall organisation of a text and are of special interest for this 
study, and therefore will be discussed in depth below.
Zhang (1981) points out that ‘duänluö’ (paragraphs) and ‘cengci’ (idea units) are
two difference things. ‘Duänluö’ (paragraph) is a natural division of a text, while ‘cengci’
(idea unit) can be composed of one or more paragraphs. The latter can be further divided 
into ‘xiäo cengci’ (sub-idea-units). Zhang studies layers of arrangement of ideas within
paragraphs only as a reference to locate ‘cengci’ (ideas units’). Zhang also points out that 
the criteria for determining ‘cengci’ (ideas units) are based on ‘tizhl’ (purposes) and ‘ticai’
(content) of the writing, and text and paragraphs are the form of conveying the purposes. 
These purposes are realised in the idea units of different layers. In this respect, his approach 
is quite similar to Swales’ (1990) approach of studying a text. Both of them follow a top- 
down mode to process information. Both focus on the purposes as the criterion for 
determining lower levels of information. Zhang’s (1981) approach can be summarised as 
follows:
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Figure 3. The top-down processing in Chinese composition writing
Tizhi (purposes)
D uänluö (Paragraphs)
V
Cengci (idea units)
V
Xiao cengcl (sub-idea-units)
In the figure above, determining the idea units involves cognitively structuring a text using a 
top-down processing model. The analyst then has to study the paragraphs in order to find 
out the idea units. These ideas can be found through the organisation of paragraphs 
according to the order and development of content. Zhang discusses the following three 
ways of arranging levels of ideas. The first is to arrange ideas according to a ‘shijiän
guänx i’ (temporal sequence). Since this type of text begins, develops and ends following
the temporal sequence, the order of time is a clue to trace the development of ideas. The 
second is to arrange ideas according to Tuöji guänxV (the order of logic relations). This
order follows the pattern of raising a problem, analysing the problem and solving the 
problem. The third is to arrange ideas according to different aspects of an issue. That is to 
classify similar things into groups of ideas and see the links in between these groups. These 
principles of identifying idea units will also be important clues in the study of Chinese sales 
genres in this thesis.
5.4 An example of genre study from modern rhetoric
Liu Xie’s tradition of genre study also has an ongoing tradition in the study of 
‘x iüc ixue’ (rhetoric), such as indicated in Chen Wangdao’s (1947) Xiucixue fafan (An
Introduction to Rhetoric). This work is a milestone in Chinese rhetoric, for it is the first to 
discuss the use of ‘ba ihua’ (vernacular) as opposed to classical Chinese. His work still
exercises a strong influence on genre study in China today.
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Chen’s major contribution lies in his theory of ‘xiaoji x iuc i’ (negative rhetoric) and 
‘jiji x iu c i’ (‘positive’ rhetoric). These do not indicate the literal meanings of ‘negative’ and
‘positive’, but divide Chinese rhetoric into two varieties (Zhang, 1983b:42). According to 
Chen (1947), ‘xiaoji x iu c i’ (negative rhetoric) stresses clarity of meaning, and is mainly
used in scientific reports and legal documents, etc. ‘Jiji xiuci ‘ (positive rhetoric) is used to
express people’s feelings in literary writings, such as is shown by the use of figures of 
speech. He further explains that ‘xiaoji x iuci’ is based on the use of ‘jlsh ü  de y ü y än ’
(language to narrate or record), by which he means the main function of the language is to 
make people understand the meaning of a text. ‘Jiji x iu c i’ (positive rhetoric) is based on
‘biäoxiän de y ü y än ’ (language to express feelings), by which he means that the major
function is to express what one feels. He provides some examples of this style in poetry and 
lyrics, such as the use of metaphor, hyperbole, etc. This division of rhetoric is quite similar 
to Liu Xie’s ‘wen’ (literary style) and ‘bi’ (non-literary style). ‘Xiaoji x iu c i’ is related to the
study of non-literary styles, while ‘jiji x iuci’ is related to the study of literary styles. Since 
this thesis mainly concerns ‘gongwen’ (official letters), ‘xiaoji x iu c i’ will be the focus of 
our discussion.
Chen lists four major principles for ‘xiaoji x iuci’ (negative rhetoric), which are:
Yiyi m ingque (clarity of ideas)
Lünci töngshün (coherence in word order)
C ijü pingjün (appropriate choice of words and sentences) 
änpäi wenrhi (appropriate arrangement of words and sentences)
‘Yiyi m ingque’ (clarity of ideas), according to Chen (1947:72), refers to two processes:
first, the writer/speaker has to be clear what s/he wants to express; secondly, s/he has to 
express these ideas in clear forms. The first process can be understood as focusing on 
communicative purposes, as they relate to the ideas the writer/addresser wants to convey. 
The second process can be understood as choosing language forms to realise these purposes 
clearly. Therefore, Chen points out the relationship between purposes and language forms.
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However, Chen does not elaborate on how the meaning can be achieved at various levels of 
a text. His major concern lies in the study of appropriate use of vocabulary to convey 
meanings clearly and unmistakably. According to Chen (1947:75), if words are used to carry 
clear meanings, they can then form clear sentences, paragraphs, chapters and the text. From 
this we can see that Chen insists that the appropriate choice of words is the basis of clarity to 
express ideas.
Chen’s discussion of iünci töngshün’ (coherence in word order) is closely related
to communicative purposes, since he stresses that the way words are organised should 
indicate the meaning of the text. Chen (1947:81) exemplifies this point with the phrase 
‘hechä’ (drink tea), which is the right word order to indicate coherent meaning in Chinese,
but ‘chähe’ (tea drink) is not. Although he is only discussing the word order, Chen points
out an important aspect of language, which is that the order or sequence of elements in a 
text is related to the meaning of the text, and to what the addresser intends to communicate. 
Therefore, it is important to follow the appropriate order in order to achieve cohesion of 
meaning.
‘Cijü pingjün’ (appropriate choice of words and sentences) refers to choosing
words easy to understand. In other words, only words and expressions that help the reader 
or addressee understand the communicative purposes should be used. Words that make 
these purposes difficult to understand, such as obsolete words from classical Chinese, were 
not appropriate choices. Unambiguous words enable the reader or addressee to concentrate 
on the meaning of the text. Otherwise s/he has to spend a lot of time figuring out the 
meaning of the difficult words rather than following the ideas of the text. From this we can 
see that Chen talks about the relationship between communicative purposes and linguistic 
forms, and the forms that should serve these purposes.
According to Chen, there are two criteria for ‘dnpai wenrni’ (appropriate
arrangement of words and sentences). First of all, Chen (1947:90) explains that words or 
sentences have to be arranged to ‘qieji’ (meet purposes); second, they have to ‘qiejing’
(meet the context). Chen (1947:91) exemplifies this point by noting the different nuances of 
words, such as the conceited attitude is shown in ‘gaoshi’ (official notice) and the modest 
attitude in ‘gaobai’ (announcement). Here Chen is touching upon the issue that
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sociolinguistic factors influence the choice of words. For example, the writer/addresser 
should adopt appropriate genre in relation to the purpose or context of the text.
From the above discussion, we can see that Chen stresses the importance of 
communicative purposes, and these are used as a starting point to determine the choice of 
words and sentences. He also discusses the links between words, context and purposes. 
However, Chen only points out general principles relating to clarity of meaning, he does not 
discuss the overall structure of a text, such as how the ideas are organised at various levels. 
In spite of this, Chen’s principles are purpose-oriented and can be used as a guideline in 
discussing ‘xiäoji x iü c i’ (negative rhetoric), such as the writing of sales genres. This
rhetoric is mostly applicable to the study of genres in ‘yingyongwen’ (the practical writings). 
The reason for this is that the function of ‘yingyongwen’ is related to communicating with 
the reader for pragmatic reasons. Thus understanding of this message by the reader becomes 
the most important factor.
However, although Chen devoted the majority of the discussion in Xiucixue fafan 
(An introduction to rhetoric) to written discourse, the proportion of discussion on ‘jlji
x iü c i’ (positive rhetoric) (5 chapters) much outweighs that of the ‘xiäoji x iüc i’ (negative
rhetoric) (1 chapter). So ‘negative rhetoric’ is not as fully explored as ‘positive rhetoric’. 
Although these weak points have been pointed out by some modem Chinese rhetoricians 
(eg, Zheng, 1983), there has not been any systematic study done yet. As a consequence, 
many works on ‘x iü c i’ (rhetoric) (eg: Ni, 1984; Wang and Wang, 1982; Wang, 1983;
Zhang, 1954; Yang, 1964) still emphasise the aspect of ‘jlji x iü c i’ (positive rhetoric), while 
little discussion has been devoted to ‘xiäoji x iü c i’ (negative rhetoric).
One of the major tasks of this study is to promote the study of ‘xiäoji x iü c i’
(negative rhetoric) and determine these patterns in sales genres. In fact, many of the aspects 
of our discussion so far, such as the structure of texts and the development of ideas are 
related to the topic of ‘negative rhetoric’.
5.5 The prescriptive approach
Unlike the template approach discussed in both classical and modem Chinese genre 
study, business writing textbooks do not seem to follow the descriptive tradition. These
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textbooks rather follow a prescriptive or ‘recipe’ approach and focus on discussing the rules 
or surface structures of business letters. Actually, this kind of approach is also used in 
discussing the writing of ‘yingyongwen’ (practical writings) in general, and researchers tend 
to provide a manual for writing these genres. Since the focus of this study is on sales genres, 
only relevant textbooks on business writing will be discussed.
Business writing has become an important subject in tertiary writing classes, 
especially in business universities, since the economic ‘opening-up’ in China. The sudden 
need for this subject has brought about problems relating to teaching curriculum and 
materials. For many universities, business Chinese is a new course, and scholars are 
beginning to compile textbooks for it. During my fieldwork in China, I visited five 
universities that taught business Chinese. I found they used five different textbooks compiled 
by various scholars (Chen 1991; Chen and Wang 1994; Gu 1995; He and LÜ 1991; Li 1983 
and Li 1990). However, these textbooks are basically the same in content. All of them strive 
to prescribe rules, and provide definitions and guidelines for each type of business writing. 
They lay emphasis on prescriptions for business letters, while ignoring or paying little 
attention to business writing practice. For example, the textbook prescriptions for sales 
letters follow very similar principles and one text can be taken as representative of the whole 
range of textbooks. Gu (1995) is discussed here. Gu (1995: 174) argues that sales letters 
should use simple language and structures. According to Gu, a sales letters is composed of a 
heading, a salutation, the body of the letter, and a signature, and it should not have greetings 
or well-wishes. Since these prescriptions refer to the rules to be followed and how a sales 
letter is structured into different sections, it is a typical recipe approach. Similar prescribed 
advice can be found in relation to other sales genres, such as sales invitations, and sales 
‘tongzhi’. All of the prescribed rules for these genres will be discussed in detail in later 
chapters. In spite of their prescriptive nature, textbooks represent the major Chinese source 
directly related to the study of sales genres. The rules they advocate will be used in this 
thesis as a reference to determine to what degree these prescribed rules reflect the actual 
writing practice of business communication.
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6 Conclusion
This chapter discusses a number of related theories to be used in analysing Chinese 
sales genres. The dominant approach to be used is a combined one based on Swales’ (1990) 
genre approach and schema theory (Bartlett, 1932; Rumelhart and Ortony; 1977; Rumelhart, 
1980). Swales’ approach has its strength in the analysis of the discourse community and 
communicative purposes, but does not consider fully the cognitive analysis of text structure 
in terms of knowledge structures. The schema approach, when combined with Swales’ genre 
study, can provide what the above theory lacks, thus enabling a fuller analysis. For example, 
the world and formal schemata can be used as a reliable prerequisite for identifying 
communicative purposes. The combined approach thus offers a better solution to genre 
study than either of the individual approaches. In addition, the study of English sales letters, 
especially by Bhatia (1993) points out a need to study professional genres in relation to 
communicative purposes.
Other theories from Chinese sources will also contribute to my analysis, such as Liu 
X ie’s ideas on Chinese written discourse, and Chinese scholars’ theories on composition 
writing. These Chinese sources share striking similarities with the combined approach this 
paper intends to undertake. For example, Liu Xie’s emphasis on the purpose of writing and 
the concept of ‘shengren’ (sages or expert members) coincide with some aspects of Swales’ 
(1990) genre approach. Chen (1947) has established some important theories on the analysis 
of genre. However, his contributions remain mainly in the area of literary genre studies. 
Chinese composition theory also shares some similarity with Swales’ approach. For example, 
both are concerned with the purposes of writing, and both use a top-down processing model 
to study the development of ideas in a text. This is not a coincidence, because genre reflects 
the social reality and the organisation of a text reflects some general principles of writing. 
However, this consistency in the Western and Eastern traditions mainly relates to 
understanding the cognitive aspects of written discourse, and by no means ignores the 
cultural differences. This is another aspect, which will be discussed where relevant.
In addition, current research on Chinese business writing in mainland China seems to 
be dominated by a recipe or prescriptive approach. This needs to be developed in the spirit 
of the Chinese descriptive tradition exhibited in Liu Xie (Shih, 1959) and Chen (1947). 
Above all, business Chinese, including sales genres, needs to be studied with a combined
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approach such as that proposed in this chapter. This will be a central task of the present 
study. At the same time, further research will be conducted into an area which is often 
emphasised, but not thoroughly studied — experts’ attitudes within a discourse community. 
The purpose is to study their knowledge structures in terms of world schemata and the 
conventions of writing.
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Chapter 3. Research design
1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the research design of this study. The research in each genre 
involves collecting and analysing data. There are two kinds of data: primary data comprising 
authentic letters and the data from questionnaire and interviews. The analysis is based on 
these two sources of data. This chapter will describe the procedures followed in the 
collection of the primary data, and the administration of the questionnaire and interviews. It 
will then outline how both the primary data and the questionnaire and interviews will be 
analysed in the chapters that follow.
2 The data
The primary data is drawn from authentic letters which were collected through the 
cooperation of five enterprise managers from five different enterprises in mainland China. 
They sent me photocopies of authentic letters with some confidential details such as 
addresses and telephone numbers erased. Altogether they sent me 242 letters. Among them, 
are sales letters, sales inquiries, application letters, sales invitations, and sales ‘tongzhi’ 
(circulars). Out of these letters, I selected 60 on a random basis from the three sales genres I 
propose to examine. These 60 letters are made up of 20 sales letters, 20 sales invitations, 
and 20 sales ‘tongzhi’. Each of the twenty letters was used as the basis for the analysis. 
However, although this database represents a random selection, there were some criteria for 
this section. These criteria were mainly used to guarantee the right choice of a genre, and to 
exclude those letters which do not belong to the genre concerned.
For example, sales letters were selected based on the following criteria:
Firstly, all the letters should have a recognisable letter format. This criterion ruled out a large 
number of advertising materials which were not in the form of a letter, although they may 
have been related to sales promotions. Second, I wanted letters promoting a wide range of 
products, such as computers, fax-machines, telephones, and pesticides. Third, I wanted
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letters written to equals3 *5 expressing an equal writer-reader relationship. By equal 
relationship, I mean that there was no institutional superior and subordinate relationship 
involved.
Sales invitations are selected based on the following criteria:
Firstly, the letters had to be invitations, with the term ‘yaoqingxin’ (invitation) written in the 
heading, and this ruled out those letters that do not have headings although inviting may be 
expressed in the content. Invitation headings were preferred because headings in an 
invitation are an important characteristic of an invitation. Second, they had to be letters 
written to equal enterprises which do not have any ‘xiaxing’ or ‘shangxing’ relationship with 
the writer.
Sales ‘tongzhi’ were selected using the following criteria:
Firstly, the letters had to be ‘tongzhi’ and all included this term in the heading. Second, I 
only selected sales ‘tongzhi’ and did not include those that are not directly related to sales, 
such as conference ‘tongzhi’ or government ‘tongzhi’.
In the thesis, some information of the letters regarding contact details, writers’ 
names and so on are left out because of confidentiality.
A second source of data was gathered from questionnaires and interviews (See 
Appendix 4-6). These were conducted among two groups of native speakers who were 
chosen on a voluntary basis. One group was enterprise managers, who represented the 
business writing discourse community and the other group was business students, who 
represented the business writing learning discourse community.
The student group consists of one hundred business students from Henan Institute of 
Finance and Economics. They were second year undergraduates majoring in accounting and 
commerce. These students had all taken a business writing course in their first year.
The manager group consists of one hundred managers from twenty companies from 
five cities: Zhengzhou, Beijing, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Kaifeng. These five cities were 
located from the Southern border to the North and not confined by locality, thus 
representing Chinese companies in a general sense. The managers were also selected on a 
voluntary basis. The managers all had at least university undergraduate education. Some 
even had an MA in management or business. They had all worked in their enterprises for
3 ‘Equals’ in this chapter refers to institutional distance, and the writer does not have any ‘xiaxing’ or
‘shangxing’ relationship with the reader (see Chapter 1).
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more than three years and had experience in reading and writing business letters. Therefore 
their attitudes can be taken to represent professional attitudes, and to reflect the shared 
conventions of the business community.
The age range within each group does not indicate any significant difference. The 
students age ranges from 20 to 26, while the managers range from 30 to 40. This will not 
affect the analysis within each group because each group is taken as representative of each 
discourse community rather than individuals.
3 The administration of questionnaire forms and interviews
Altogether, there were three different questionnaire forms. There was one 
questionnaire for sales letters, one for sales invitations, and one for sales ‘tongzhi’. Each was 
completed by the two groups of native speakers, ie. enterprise managers and business 
writing students. The time required to fill in each questionnaire form was about one hour. 
After this, ten follow-up interviews took place with participants from each group based on 
the questionnaire results. Further details are given below.
3.1 The questionnaires
Each questionnaire form was given to one group at a time, either managers or 
students. That means each group participated three times in the process. First, a 
questionnaire form was given to one group of native speakers. Since it was easy to gather 
the students, one questionnaire was normally done by this group in a single session. One 
questionnaire form given to managers took a much longer time, because of the difficulty of 
organising a meeting of participants. The questionnaire forms then had to be distributed to 
five to ten managers each time in a company, and to be collected later on. Therefore it 
required several occasions to complete one questionnaire form. The results of both groups 
were analysed and compared with the other group to find if their were any differences 
between the two groups, and what these could suggest.
The questionnaire involved two tasks (see Appendix 2). The first was to grade the 
importance of communicative purposes, formulaic moves and linguistic forms. Here 
formulaic components were deliberately chosen because of their easy management in the 
questionnaire. The content of the questionnaire was related to the top-down processing
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model. Questions were asked first of all to determine the understanding of the 
communicative purposes. Then questions were asked about the lower levels of moves, steps 
and linguistic forms related to the use of formulaic components. The purpose of this task 
was to find how the understanding of communicative purposes was related to the lower level 
choices.
The second task was to ask native speakers to identify the most and least successful 
letters. In this task, the native speakers were given five letters of each type to grade each 
time. Only five letters were chosen, because it was impossible to ask them to read all the 
twenty letters during the one-hour questionnaire time. The five letters from each genre were 
chosen based on a preliminary questionnaire conducted in Canberra among ten native 
speakers who were graduate students from mainland China. They were asked to grade each 
of the twenty letters from 1-5. The five letters were chosen on the basis that they would 
represent the twenty letters in the corpus in both content and form. They were ranked to 
present the various levels of effectiveness as well. For example, the letter that gained the 
highest or lowest points, and those that gained the medium level points were chosen. On this 
basis, the five were then taken to reflect the whole corpus.
The native speakers were asked to perform the following tasks. The first is to read 
and grade the letters from 1-5, as indicated in the following scales:
1 2 3 4 5
---------------------------------------- >
Least successful Most successful
Grade 5 indicates the most successful, while grade 1 indicates the least. The native speakers 
were asked to mark each letter and give it a grade. The mean score of each letter was then 
calculated and the most and the least successful letters of each genre were identified. 
However, in this thesis, only the managers’ grading of the five letters will be discussed 
because of the following two reasons. The first reason is related to space limitations. The 
second reason is that the focus of this study is to explore the experts’ views and reflect the 
writing conventions of the sales genres as noted in Chapter 2. The mean scores for each of 
the genres are shown below:
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Sales letters:
Letter 9: 4.25 points
Letter 7: 3.36 points
Letter 4: 2.8 points
Letter 17: 2.32 points
Letter 8 1.52 points
Sales invitations:
Letter 6: 4.05 points
Letter 15: 3.34 points
Letter 3: 2.75 points
Letter 11: 2.09 points
Letter 2: 1.64 points
Sales ‘tongzhi’:
Letter 6 4.12 points
Letter 3 2.98 points
Letter 16 2.81 points
Letter 4 1.97 points
Letter 12 1.34 points
Thus the most successful letter for each genre is the letter that gained the highest mean 
score, such as Letter 9 of sales letters, Letter 6 of sales invitations, and Letter 6 of sales 
‘tongzhi’. The least successful for each genre is the letter that gained the lowest mean score, 
such as Letter 8 of sales letters, Letter 2 of sales invitations, and Letter 12 of sales ‘tongzhi’. 
Both the most and least successful letters will be analysed in detail in the relevant chapters.
3.2 The interviews
Ten people from each group were chosen to participate in follow-up interviews. 
They were chosen because their questionnaire preferences were representative of the 
majority of their group. The number of people to be interviewed each time was flexible. The 
interview was either conducted on a one-to-one base or in groups ranging from 2-4 people. 
Again, students were often interviewed in small groups because of easy organisation. 
Managers were often interviewed on a one-to-one base. These interviews were closely 
related to the content of the questionnaires, and were in fact, explanations of their specific 
choices found in the questionnaires, such as why they preferred a particular form to be used
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as a salutation. All of the interviews were taped and analysed, and the views will be 
discussed in the relevant chapters.
The interview questions were composed of two sets, and focused on each 
questionnaire task. The first set focused on finding the reasons for the native speakers’ 
preferences at various levels of the text. The second sought to find the different criteria used 
forjudging the most and least successful letters.
However, for the second task, only the managers’ views will be discussed in this 
study for reasons mentioned earlier on. The managers’ views will also be integrated in the 
detailed analysis of individual letters in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
4 Methods of analysis
The analysis will focus on both sources of data. First of all, the twenty-letter corpus 
will be studied to highlight the general findings. Secondly, the questionnaire results and 
interviews will be analysed. Third, the most and least successful letters identified by the 
enterprise managers will be analysed. All three types of the analysis generally follow top- 
down processing as discussed in the last chapter.
The twenty-letter corpus will be analysed first, and the analysis includes the 
following steps: First of all, the communicative purposes of the genre concerned will be 
studied. In order to have a full understanding of these, relevant world schemata will be 
discussed in detail. As noted in the last chapter, these purposes can be used as an important 
key to study the relationships between various levels of the text.
Then moves and steps will be discussed. Two kinds of move will be studied. They 
are formulaic moves and content moves. The formulaic moves refer to the form of the letter, 
such as headings, salutations, greetings, and well-wishes. The content moves refer to the 
body of the letter, which contains the major content. The two kinds of moves will be studied 
in relation to the communicative purposes to see how they are used to realise these 
purposes. In addition, the movements of the moves and steps will be discussed, such as the 
sequence, the frequency, and other relevant phenomena.
Finally, the linguistic forms will be examined to see how they are related to the 
higher levels, such as steps and moves, and communicative purposes. In addition, the 
preferred choices for a certain move or step will also be discussed.
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The questionnaire results and the native speakers’ views will be analysed according 
to the top-down model. First of all, the respondents’ views of the communicative purposes 
of each sales genre will be discussed. Then their preferences at lower levels, such as moves 
and steps, and linguistic forms, will be examined. In the analysis, emphasis will be placed on 
whether there is any relationship between their views on communicative purposes and their 
lower level preferences. If there is, the extent to which their understanding of these purposes 
influence or govern their choices at lower levels will be considered.
A detailed discussion will be provided of the most and least successful letters in each 
corpus, with the managers’ view integrated into the analysis. The purpose here is twofold: to 
analyse individual letters, and to reflect the general expectation of the business writing 
discourse community about how to write a certain sales genre. The letters will be analysed 
according to the top-down model, and each of the lower levels such as moves, steps and 
linguistic forms will be discussed in detail in relation to the realisation of the communicative 
purposes of the letters. At the same time, the strong and weak points especially pointed out 
by the enterprise managers will be discussed. These points will also be studied in relation to 
the communicative purposes to find if the strong points can contribute greatly to the 
realisation of these purposes, and whether the weak points hinder their realisation.
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Chapter 4. Genre analysis of Chinese sales letters
1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, a combined approach was proposed, mainly based on schema theory 
and Swales’ (1990) genre study, although reference has also been made to Chinese sources 
such as rhetoric and composition writing. With this approach, genre will be analysed as a 
top-down process with communicative purposes as the central idea to tie together each level 
of a text. In other words, each level of the text such as text, moves, steps and relevant 
linguistic forms can be seen as contributing to the realisation of the overall communicative 
purposes of the genre.
This chapter aims to analyse the ‘pingxing’ genre of Chinese sales letters. As 
discussed in Chapter 1, sales letters comprise a new genre that has emerged after the 
economic opening-up in mainland China. A detailed discussion has already been given of the 
social context in relation to its emergence from a diachronic point of view. Therefore, this 
chapter will focus on analysing sales letters using the proposed approach. The concepts to 
be coordinated are world and formal schemata, and top-down processing from schema 
theory; communicative purposes and idea units such as moves and steps from Swales’ genre 
theory and Chinese sources of rhetoric and composition writing. Communicative purposes 
are used as the key to the top-down analysis to show how the lower levels of the text are 
related to these purposes.
To accomplish the task of analysing this genre, the following steps are taken:
(1) A brief introduction will be given to Chinese sales letters based on textbook advice.
(2) The world schemata will be discussed and the communicative purposes of Chinese sales 
letters will be examined in detail.
(3) A top-down analysis relating to moves, steps and linguistic forms will be given to the 
general structure of 20 sales letters in the corpus.
(4) Business students’ views on language use at each level of the text will be compared with 
those of enterprise managers. As discussed in Chapter 2, the students are still being trained 
to become part of the business discourse community, while the managers represent the 
business writing discourse community. Owing to the different experiences they have, the two 
groups are likely to have different knowledge structures and understandings of the
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communicative purposes of this genre, which may lead to a divergence of preferences at 
lower levels of language choice. This point will be examined in detail in this chapter.
(5) The structure of the most and least successful letters identified by managers will be 
discussed.
2 Chinese sales letters: a textbook approach
As discussed in Chapter 1, Chinese sales letters are currently gaining increasing 
importance as the most common sales genre. They represent an initial step in business, and 
many business transactions start with sales letters. They are also employed as a useful tool to 
deal with the transaction of business at various stages. In order to illustrate what a sales 
letter is like, a brief discussion will be given with textbook advice as a reference. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, many business universities have their own textbooks, such as Chen 
(1991), Chen and Wang (1994), Li (1983), Li (1990), He and LU (1991), and Gu (1995). In 
addition, there is also a textbook for foreign students (Zhao and LÜ, 1994). Gu (1995) can 
be taken as representative of the general prescriptive principles of these textbooks. As noted 
in Chapter 2, according to Gu (1995:174), sales letters should have a ‘gongwen’ (official 
letter) form and be composed of a heading or key words indicating what the letter is about, a 
salutation, the body of the letter, and a signature. There is no need to include greetings or 
well-wishes. Thus the structure of the Chinese letter is:
Heading
Salutation: often the company name
The body of the letter: introducing the product and soliciting a response
Signature of the writer
These prescribed rules seem to emphasise the form of the letter. The body of the letter is not 
fully explored, and only two communicative purposes are mentioned, such as product 
introduction and soliciting a response. The following is an example of a sales letter taken 
from Chen (1991:262) (Both the Chinese original and the English translation are given).
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Heading The Promotion of Wool Cloth
Salutation
Body
Signature 
and date
XXX Textile factory,
In response to your letter dated January 7, we enclose a 
sample of XXX brand wool cloth and price catalogues. We trust 
that you (H) will be interested and want to place an order.
Recently the prices of both local and imported materials have 
been rising rapidly. We have to raise our price somewhat. We 
estimate that the prices will rise again in April, and this will mean 
the price of the wool cloth will rise also. Therefore, we would like 
to request you (kindly) to make a quick decision. We can supply 
you with stock on hand.
Hope to hear from you at your earliest convenience.
XX Wool Cloth Co.
January 18, 1988
The above example, generally speaking, follows the described rules. As regards form, this 
letter has a heading, a salutation, the body of the letter and the signature. In content, the 
letter matches the advised purposes of promoting wool cloth and soliciting a response from 
the reader.
However, at least one more purpose can be found in the second paragraph, where 
the writer tries to persuade the reader to accept the offer in view of the potential price rise. 
This purpose is closely related to the perlocutionary force the writer intends to exercise on 
the reader. From this one can see that the prescribed rules are mainly related to illocutionary 
force, such as offering the product, but not to the perlocutionary such as persuading the
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reader to accept the offer. As noted in Chapter 2, the perlocutionary force is not as explicit 
as the illocutionary force, and therefore, is more difficult to identify or study. The example 
thus raises the question of whether the prescribed rules of textbooks actually reflect the 
overall communicative purposes of sales letters and represent the current business writing 
practices. This question will be discussed below through an examination of the corpus of 20 
letters. After that, a top-down analysis will be applied to the texts to find how these 
purposes are realised in each level of text.
3 Studying the communicative purposes of sales letters
As discussed in Chapter 2, communicative purposes are the most important factors in 
the present approach to genre study (Swales, 1990). This point has also been stressed in 
Chinese rhetoric such as in Liu Xie’s work (Shi, 1959) and Chinese composition writing 
(Zhang, 1981; Zhang, 1983a; Yang, 1983). Well-defined world schemata and formal 
schemata are needed to guarantee a correct understanding and analysis of the text. World 
schemata are especially important for the identification of communicative purposes, although 
formal schemata are also required. Here, for ease of analysis, world schemata are mainly 
discussed as a prerequisite for identifying communicative purposes, and the formal schemata 
will be discussed later in the analysis. The world schemata are composed of the following 
three kinds of knowledge.
The first is marketing knowledge about how to promote products. This may share 
some similarities with the western marketing AIDA model used in promotion. AIDA stands 
for a series of mental activities: attracting attention, sustaining interest, stimulating the desire 
to buy the product and calling for an action. Following this approach, the salesperson will 
first try to catch the attention of a potential customer, then interest him/her in the advertised 
product, promote the desire to buy the product, and finally place an order (Bennett, 1995). 
According to Aumer (1958) and Bennett (1995), most English sales letters follow this 
approach. As Aumer (1958:279) points out, “The straightforward purpose of business 
promotion messages is to bring about the sales of products and services — in other words, to 
‘promote business’”. A similar concept to AIDA can be found in Chen (1991: 260), who 
explains “sales letters have to arouse the buyer’s interest, and stimulate his/her desire to buy 
the products”. This shows that the AIDA may be a universal approach and can be used as an
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efficient strategy in marketing. As noted in Chapter 1, although China is not a capitalist 
country, the use of marketing strategies appears to be associated with the introduction of the 
market economy as part of the economic structure. Related to AIDA is knowledge about 
market pull and technology push. According to Farrer (1988), market pull refers to demands 
from the market, while technology push refers to using technical innovations to promote 
products. The existence of technology push and market demand in China make AIDA a 
possible marketing strategy.
The second kind of knowledge refers to the reader-writer relationship. In the 20 
letter corpus, this relationship is ‘pingxing’ (equal) status (see Chapter 1), which refers to 
the equal institutional distance, where the writer does not have any control over the reader’s 
business management. The relationship between the writer and the reader is usually seller 
and buyer, and buying a product is mainly based on reader demand.
The third kind of knowledge is related to cultural protocols. One aspect is related to 
the appropriate level of ‘firnao’ (politeness and respect) towards the reader. In Chinese,
politeness is often associated with respecting others. A similar idea is expressed in Gu 
(1990). This kind of knowledge can be related to the second type, and the writer has to 
decide on the appropriate level of politeness based on the writer-reader relationship. Since 
the writer wants the reader to buy the product, the writer will usually choose a rather high 
level of politeness and respect.
On the other hand, another aspect of Chinese cultural protocol can be understood in 
relation to relationship building. The writer wants to establish a friendship or personal link 
with the reader in addition to the seller-buyer relation. This new relationship will help the 
promotion of the product. As Nowak and Dong (1997) and Gilsdorf (1997) point out 
Chinese businessmen tend to promote their business through personal contacts (guänxi).
Relationship building is a typical Chinese cultural value and can be explained in the light of 
collectivist culture (Hofstede 1980, 1991). Hofstede (1980, 1991) on the basis of 
‘personality’ and ‘self-concept’, divides cultures into two kinds: collectivist and 
individualistic. According to Hofstede, (1980), individualistic cultures, such as the United 
States and Australia, value self-concept and ‘personality’ is considered as ‘a separate entity 
distinct from society and culture’. Collectivist cultures, such as Chinese and Japanese, do not 
value ‘personality’ and individuals are seen as related to the group or collective they belong
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to. Harmony and relationship building are important concepts in these cultures. The 
difference between American individualism and Japanese collectivism is also discussed by 
Wierzbicka (1991) and Yamada (1992). Evidence of a Chinese tendency to disregard 
‘personality’ can be found in Hsu (1971), who explains that the word ‘jen6’ (man) is often 
understood as the person himself/herself plus the social and cultural environment. Therefore, 
in writing Chinese sales letters, relationship building with the reader can be very important.
All the knowledge discussed above is an important component of world schemata 
and can be used to help identify the communicative purposes of sales letters. The most 
obvious purpose of a sales letter is to persuade the reader to buy the product, which involves 
a complex communicative process and thus needs to have additional purposes as well. If the 
above world schemata are appropriately used, one can, on close observation identify the 
following communicative purposes in the corpus:
1 To persuade the reader to buy the product
2 To achieve a positive public image
3 To build relationships with the reader
4 To attract the reader’s interest or attention
5 To give positive appraisals of the product
6 To solicit a positive response and encourage further communication
The above purposes can be seen as related to each other. All other purposes are subordinate 
to the first purpose, persuading the reader to buy the product. Achieving a positive public 
image is related to this purpose in that a positive image can help to persuade a reader. 
Building a relationship can smooth the way to persuade the reader. Attracting attention or 
interest is the initial step towards persuasion. Giving positive appraisals can provide 
convincing factors about the product quality in order to persuade the reader. Soliciting a 
response is the final stage once the reader has been persuaded.
As shown above, more communicative purposes are found in the corpus than the 
textbook advice suggests. The textbooks especially overlooked the purposes relating to 
perlocutionary forces, such as persuading the reader and achieving a positive image. The
6 This is an early pingyin form of the modern pinyin ‘ren’ (man).
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reason for this could be that since textbooks mainly use a ‘recipe’ approach, it is easier to 
list tasks relating to illocutionary rather than perlocutionary forces. Therefore, it can be seen 
that the textbook advice cannot reflect all the communicative purposes of sales letters, and 
these purposes need further exploration.
With appropriate marketing knowledge, one can also see that some of the 
communicative purposes identified in the Chinese corpus roughly correspond to the AIDA 
model. The fourth purpose, attracting the reader’s interest or attention, is related to 
‘attention’ and ‘interest’; the first and fifth purposes are related to ‘desire’; and the sixth 
purpose is related to ‘action’. This shows that AIDA is relevant to Chinese sales letters. It 
also indicates that since the economic reform, marketing strategies have started to be used in 
Chinese sales letters.
However, it seems that this is a specific Chinese way of using the AIDA model since 
other communicative purposes are involved. For example, the second purpose, ‘achieving a 
positive public image’, can be related to the Chinese cultural protocol relating to politeness 
and respect in sales letters.
The third purpose of relationship building is worth noting. As mentioned earlier, it is 
related to the values of a collectivist culture. In Chinese culture, it is important to build a 
personal relationship or have ‘guänxi’ (contacts) with the reader or addressee. This new 
relationship will help the promotion of the product.
Further evidence for the importance of Chinese being a collectivist culture can be 
found in the business context (Bilbow, 1995; Campbell, 1996; GUnthner, 1993; Murray, 
1994; Ulijn and Li, 1995; Whengzong and Grove, 1991). These studies note that harmony 
and politeness are very important Chinese concepts in cross-cultural or inter-cultural 
communication. For example, Campbell (1996) found that some Chinese business letters 
tend to include personal information at the beginning, and use it as a politeness strategy for 
relationship building with the reader. Some letters in the corpus also show this and this point 
will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. The importance of building relationships in a 
collective society will shed light on understanding some of the cultural norms in sales letters.
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4 The top-down process of realising communicative purposes
In this section, the concept of top-down information processing is applied to study 
how the communicative purposes of sales letters are related to each lower level of the text 
and how each level contributes to their general realisation. Notice the word ‘general’ is used 
to indicate that there is no one-to-one relationship between the communicative purposes and 
the lower levels of the text, such as moves, steps and linguistic forms. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, top-down process is a common practice in Chinese composition writing, although 
the units of analysis may not be exactly the same as Swales’ (1990) moves or steps. The 
principle applied in this study is also content based with the aim of finding how 
communicative purposes are realised through lower levels of a text.
The communicative purposes of sales letters in the corpus are found to be realised 
mainly by the following structure. Some of the content moves are based on Bhatia’s (1993) 
analysis of English sales letters:
Level 1: The text which reflects the communicative purposes 
Levels 2 and 3: Moves and steps 
Formulaic moves:
1 Heading (rare)
2 Opening moves
salutation 
greetings 
4 Closing moves
Well-wishes 
Signature and date 
Content moves:
1 Introductory section
2 Establishing credentials
3 Introducing the product
Step 1 Offering product or service 
Step 2 Essential detailing of the product 
Step 3 Evaluating product
4 Offering incentives
Step 1 Offering a special price or a free gift 
Step 2 Indicating the benefits the product may bring
5 Soliciting a response 
Step 1 Making a request 
Step 2 Using pressure tactics
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The above moves and steps are reflected in a top-down process model in which the text level 
represents the highest level, and this is also the level that reflects the communicative 
purposes. As shown above, there are two kinds of moves: formulaic moves and content 
moves. They are thus named because the former moves are mainly related to the formulaic 
components of the letter while the latter moves are related to the body of the letter. In the 
Chinese sales letters, up to five types of formulaic moves were generally found. These are 
headings, salutations and greetings as opening moves, and well-wishes and signature and 
date as closing moves. There were also up to five types of content moves. They are an 
introductory section, establishing credentials, introducing the offer, offering incentives and 
soliciting a response. Each move can be seen as a further realisation of the communicative 
purposes of the genre. For example, a formulaic move and an introductory move can be 
related to establishing positive public image and relationship building. The move of 
establishing credentials can be related to achieving positive public image and attracting 
reader’s attention. The move of introducing the product can be related to the purposes of 
giving positive appraisals and persuading the reader. The move of soliciting a response is 
related to the purpose of encouraging further communication.
However, the above description of the relationship between moves and 
communicative purposes is only a rough guideline and is not a complete list of all the 
possible relationships. In fact, there is no one-to-one correspondence between these two 
elements. As shown above, one move can be related to more than one purpose, and one 
purpose can be fulfilled by more than one move. In spite of this flexibility, there are some 
relatively stable relationships, such as in the moves of introducing the product, and soliciting 
a response. The content moves are more important as they are related more directly to the 
major purposes.
Steps are a lower level under ‘moves’. As discussed in Chapter 2, a move can be 
seen as a step if it does not contain any further steps, such as the formulaic moves and the 
first two content moves. Some moves, such as introducing the product and soliciting a 
response, consist more than one step. Steps are closely related to moves, and are used to 
realise them, and also to realise the communicative purposes.
In addition, a further lower level of linguistic forms will be studied as another part of 
the formal schemata. However, only relevant linguistic forms will be studied as a means of
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determining steps and moves, and achieving the communicative purposes. All these levels of 
text can be seen as specific applications of formal schemata, which will be analysed in detail 
below.
4.1 Analysing the formulaic moves
As noted above, there are five types of possible formulaic moves: headings, 
salutations, greetings, well-wishes, and signature and date. There are few salient 
sociolinguistic variables in terms of institutional distance, as the writer and reader are equal 
companies and are independent of each other’s control. However, the writer can use lexical 
items to encode linguistic distance, which can be manipulated by the writer as ritual access 
(Goffman, 1972). The lexical items used in formulaic moves will be studied in relation to 
communicative purposes. The specific formulaic components of the 20 letters are shown in 
Table 3, except for signature and date because they are used in all the letters:
Table 3. The usage of the formulaic components in the corpus
L ette r  N o. H ead ing S alu ta tion G ree tin g W ell-w ishes
le tte r 1 - + + +
le tte r 2 - - - +
le tte r 3 - + + +
le tte r 4 - + - +
le tte r 5 - + - -
le tte r 6 - + - +
le tte r 7 - + + +
le tte r 8 - + + +
le tte r 9 - + + -
le tte r 10 - + - -
le tte r 11 - + - -
le tte r 12 - + - -
le tte r 13 - + + -
le tte r 14 - + - +
le tte r 15 - + + +
le tte r 16 + + - -
le tte r 17 - + - +
le tte r 18 - + + +
le tte r 19 - + + -
le tte r 20 - + + +
As shown above, the prescribed formula discussed in textbooks only appears in part, in 
some sales letters. For example, Letters 5,10,11 and 12 only have salutations, and do not
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have greetings or well-wishes. Of the twenty letters listed above, only one letter, Letter 16, is 
similar to Gu’s (1995) prescription with a heading and no greetings or well-wishes. The 
other 19 letters all violate the prescribed rules in one way or another by having no heading, 
or by including greetings or well-wishes. It can be seen that most of the letters employed 
salutations, half employed greetings, the majority employed well-wishes, and only one letter 
employed a heading. This finding shows that the actual formulaic components of the sales 
letters do not conform very well to the textbook prescriptions. This may be because the 
prescribed rules may not be adequate for realising the communicative purposes. For 
example, these sales letters employed formulaic components often used in personal letters, 
such as greetings and well-wishes, which may be related to the purpose of creating a positive 
public image and relationship building. If headings were used, the letters would become 
more formal and this would possibly hinder establishing closer relationship with the reader. 
The signature and date are only used to close the letter. A signature is often replaced by 
stamp of the company as a formal way to represent the writer’s company. The signature and 
date are placed at the end of the letter as a common practice of Chinese letter writing.
4.1.1 The linguistic forms used as salutations
The linguistic forms of salutations will be discussed here to indicate how the bottom 
level of formulaic moves can be related to the communicative purposes. The findings are 
shown in the following table.
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Table 4. Usage of a breakdown of the address terms used as salutations
Letter No. Salutation Salutation (trans.)
letter 1 m ö u m ö u  jin g fi x iän sh en g M r surnam e + title
letter 2 p e n g y o u m e n friends
letter 3 q ln ä id e  yö n g h ü dear custom er
letter 4 fu z e  tongzhi person in charge
letter 5 n ü sh lm e n  x iä n sh e n g m e n ladies and gentlem en
letter 6 jln g q iz h e respected reader
letter 7 m ö u m ö u  jin g fi surnam e + title
letter 8 m ö u m ö u  jin g fi surnam e + title
letter 9 q ln ä id e  y ö n g h ü dear custom er
letter 10 m ö u m ö u  göngsl Co. name
letter 11 jln g q iz h e respected reader
letter 12 m ö u m ö u  jin g fi surnam e + title
letter 13 m ö u m ö u  jin g fi surnam e + title
letter 14 fü z e  töngzhi person in charge
letter 15 fü z e  töngzhi person in charge
letter 16 m ö u m ö u  göngsl Co. name
letter 17 m ö u m ö u  jin g fi surnam e + title
letter 18 fü z e  töngzhi person in charge
letter 19 q ln ä id e  y ö n g h ü dear custom er
letter 20 fü z e  töngzhi person in charge
As shown in Table 4, there are eight address terms used in the corpus as salutations. They 
are: ‘möumöu jingfi xiänsheng’ (Mr surname + title), ‘pengyoumen’ (friends), ‘qlnäide
yönghü’ (dear customers), ‘fuze töngzhi’ (person in charge), ‘nüshlmen xiänshengmen’ 
(ladies and gentlemen), ‘möumöu jingrT (surname + title), ‘jlngqizhe’ (respected reader), 
and ‘möumöu göngsT (company names). The first seven sales letters all refer to persons, 
by a general name such as customer, or with specific names such as surname + title. 
According to Table 4, ‘Möumöu jingfi’(sumame + title) and ‘füze tongzhi’
(person in charge) are the most popular address terms, each being used in five letters. These 
two address terms may have two connotations. First the writer shows respect for the reader 
by naming her/his title or responsibilities at work; second, because the letter is related to 
promotion, the writer wants to direct this letter to the reader who is responsible for sales 
matters.
‘Qinäide yönghü’ (dear customer) and ‘nüshlmen xiänshengmen’ (ladies and 
gentlemen) are very fashionable address terms that have been used since the economic
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opening up in recent years. ‘Q inaide’ (dear) is a very westernised salutation. In Chinese
culture, ‘dear’ is mainly reserved for lovers or very intimate friends. But nowadays, under 
western influence, more and more people are beginning to use this address term in public, 
both to show the speaker’s or writer’s friendly attitude, and reduce the linguistic social 
distance between the addresser and addressee. Three letters used ‘qlnäide yönghü’, which
was the third most frequent address term, because it can show both respect and indicate the 
purpose of promotion by calling the reader ‘yönghü’ (customer). ‘Pengyöu (friend) is a
new address term used to replace the old-fashioned ‘töngzh i’ (comrade) among males, and
can be used in public as a friendly address term in conversation. Despite its friendliness, this 
address term is the least used (only once) in the corpus, probably because it is too informal 
and does not indicate the appropriate level of respect.
‘J ingq lzhe’ (respected reader) is a traditional and formal address term that was used
in classical business letters. It is used only twice in the 20 sales letters. This address term is 
respectful as indicated in the word ‘jin g ’ (respected) and may be good for achieving respect
or politeness. However, it appears to be too formal in this context. ‘Company name’ is the 
only address term referring to the reader as a company. This address term has an impersonal 
tone, and is preferred in textbooks, but not in this corpus, perhaps because company names 
are not very appropriate for either politeness or relationship building.
Generally speaking, as shown in the above discussion, the specific uses of formulaic 
components are related to realising communicative purposes, with emphasis on relationship 
building, achieving a positive image, and product promotion. At the same time, they also 
reflect the forms used in ‘pingxing’ genre where people of equal social status can show 
politeness and respect through address terms.
4.1.2 The linguistic forms used for other formulaic moves
Greetings are very often expressed as:
nfnhäo!
you-well 
How are you?
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The above greeting is frequently used in everyday conversation or personal letters to indicate 
politeness. Other types of greeting are also found, such as:
(1) göngzuö mang ma?
work busy QM
Are you busy with your work?
(2) ben göngsi quänfi zhlgöng xiäng nin zhiyi!
this company all staff-member to you (H) greetings 
All the staff members of our company express our greetings to you!
The first example as shown above is a frequent colloquial greeting to a friend. The second 
example is in a rather formal register indicated by ‘zh iy i’ (greetings), and is often used in
written language. Both of these greetings were found in the corpus to express greetings with 
slightly different registers.
Well-wishes often use the form of:
(ci)zhi (jing)fi
show respect 
With best-wishes
These well-wishes are also frequently used in personal letters to indicate a polite closing. 
Other types are also found in the corpus. They include:
(1) zhenzhl de zhüyuän!
sincere GNE wish 
With sincere wishes!
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(2) zhü shlye fadä!
wish business flourish 
May your business flourish!
(3) yuan hezuo chenggöng
wish cooperate success
Wishing every success for our cooperation!
As shown above, the first example is very similar to ‘clzhl jin g fi’ (to show respects), but it
emphasises the sincerity of the well-wishes. The second and third examples are wishes 
relating to business development. In the second example, ‘fada’ is often considered to be a
lucky expression especially for business people. In the third example, the writer expresses 
the wish to develop business with the reader.
In summary, both greetings and well-wishes are used to indicate politeness, and help 
establish a friendly relationship with the reader. They can be seen as examples of how 
formulaic components are used to achieve specific communicative purposes. This also shows 
how formal schemata are applied in the formulaic moves.
4.2 Analysing the content moves
Content moves are analysed here in the top-down manner. As noted earlier, five 
moves are found in the corpus. They are the introductory section, establishing credentials, 
introducing the product, offering incentives and soliciting a response. Among the twenty 
letters, only eight (40%) begin with the introductory section and the remaining twelve (60%) 
all begin with either establishing credentials or introducing the product. All the five moves 
will be discussed in detail below.
4.2.1 The introductory section
Move 1, the introductory section,can be seen as composed of one step. This does not 
directly relate to sales, but prepares the way for the following section(s). This section can be 
subordinate information for the whole letter, as seen in the following introductory section of 
one letter in the corpus:
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wei jinylbü wänmei de wei nin fuwü, te xiäng nin 
in-order-to further perfect GNE for you (H) serve specially for you (H) 
huibäo Allbest diänqi göngsl de gezhöng qmgkuäng, qlng geiyü däfi
report Allbest electricity company GNE various thing please give full
zhlchi weipän
support as-wish
In order to offer you better services, (we) would like to report our company’s 
(Allbest Electricity Co.) sales to you. (We) hope that you will give us your full 
support.
In this example, the introductory section has a subordinate and main structure. This is a 
common sentence structure often discussed in traditional Chinese grammar (Chao, 1968; 
Gao, 1986; Ma, 1981). The connective ‘wei(le)’ (in order to) in the subordinate clause is
supposed to introduce the purpose for the main clause, but it is often used to introduce a 
background objective. In this case, by saying ‘jinylbü wänmei de wei nm fuwü’ (offering
you better service), the writer shows cordiality or politeness to the reader, and points out the 
good-natured objective of serving the customers in the long run. ‘Wei(le)’ indicates a formal
register often used in written genres such as ‘gongwen’ (official letters). ‘Wei(le)’ also has a
further function of signalling that something important will happen in the main clause, which 
is ‘xiäng nin huibäo’ (to report to you) in this case. We may notice an awareness of the
reader in the way s/he is addressed respectfully in the form of ‘huibäo’ (report). This form is
often used when an inferior reports to a superior, and it is used here in ‘pingxing’ genre as 
means of achieving politeness and respect. ‘Nin’ (you) is written in the honorific form,
which adds to the level of politeness.
4.2.2 Establishing credentials
Move 2, establishing credentials, is the first move in 55% of the 20 sales letters. By 
using this move, the writer establishes his/her expertise in a certain area. More than half 
(80%) of the letters in the corpus employ this move. It can be seen as composed of one step,
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in which credentials function to attract and impress the reader. The Chinese sales letters that 
have credentials tend to include whatever advantages they may have to meet market 
demands or technology push. For example, a sales letter can include sales experience, the 
new technology the company uses, and even the goals of the company. Some of these are 
shown in the following example:
women Nanchang häixün xünhü zhöngxm , zhengshl shiying zhe yl
we Nanchang ocean-flood search-call centre just-be meet this one 
xingshl, you shlzhengfu w üxiängdiän guänfi w eiyuänhüi he Nanchang
situation PM municipal radio control committee and Nanchang
Haihua xin jish ü  göngsl göngtöng chuängjiän de.
Haihua new technology company together establish GNE 
In order to meet the needs of this situation, Nanchang Ocean Flood Communication 
Centre was established jointly by Nanchang Radio Control Committee and 
Nanchang Haihua New-tech Company.
As shown in the above example, this move is realised in a ‘(zheng)shl + de’ (be + ‘de’
particle) structure, which is often used to stress a certain point of the sentence (Cheung et 
al., 1994:433). In this example, the goal of ‘shiying zhe yl x in g sh l’ (meeting the needs of
the situation) is stressed. In this way, the writer’s company is also placed in a subject 
position. The use of this structure contributes to the realisation of attracting attention or 
interest from the reader. This move has to be indicated clearly to the reader and the style is 
usually direct. The reason for this may be that this move is related to making assertions or 
even boasting about the company’s credentials.
4.2.3 Introducing the product
Move 3, introducing the product, is the most essential part of the sales letter, and is 
found in all 20 letters in the corpus. The writer’s effort is directed to the appraisal of the 
product as being the best solution to the potential customer’s needs. Generally speaking, this 
move is placed after establishing credentials when the reader’s interest has been aroused. 
Fifteen letters (75%) developed directly from establishing credentials to introducing their
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products. Three (15%) letters placed this move after the introductory move. Two letters 
(10%) placed introducing the product at the beginning.
To be specific, this move is composed of the following three steps:
Step 1 Offering the product or service 
Step 2 Essential detailing of the product 
Step 3 Evaluating the product
All the sales letters in the corpus have the above three steps, which all contribute to the 
realisation of giving positive appraisals and persuading the reader. The first step tells the 
reader what product is offered, the second step provides essential details, while the third 
gives a positive evaluation. The first step can be exemplified in the following two examples.
xiän chenyi xiäng gui göngsl tulijiän yl zhöng jübmgxl (PP)
now sincere for your (H) company recommend one kind PP7
zhöngköng jiäopiän.
hollow rubber
Now (we) sincerely recommend to your (H) company a kind of PP hollow rubber.
In the above example, the offer of product is made using the verb ‘tuijian’ (recommend). 
Verbs such as ‘tuijian’ (recommend) and ‘tigöng’ (offer) are frequently used in offering a
product. In addition, the offer in the above example is introduced through a ‘we’ orientation 
in affirmatives, which is frequently used in Chinese sales letters.
Here ‘we’ orientation (Bhatia, 1993), or ‘we’ attitude (Aumer 1958), is found in 
contrast to ‘you’ orientation, both of which refer to different perspectives in talking to a 
reader. When the writer wants to announce something to the reader, s/he has the choice of 
either a ‘you’ or ‘we’ perspective to convey the propositional meaning. This does not only 
indicate a difference in the use of pronouns, but also reflects the different effects that the 
writer expects they can convey. Aumer (1958:65) explains ‘you-attitude’ in this way: “When 
you talk about your reader, you are discussing the most interesting thing in the world—to 
him. Make his interests, his wishes, his preferences, his hopes as nearly as possible yours”.
He emphasises that the writer can win the reader’s willing and cordial fellowship if the writer
7 A kind of chemical synthesis.
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can think and speak from the reader’s point of view. He indicates a dichotomy between a 
‘yoii-attitude’ and a ‘we-attitude’:
‘you’
You may have noticed We wish to announce
‘we’
Your experience may have shown It is our opinion 
Have you perhaps wondered We are firmly of the belief
You will often find We think that
The two sentences in each line have similar propositional meanings. The left column is 
expressed as a ‘you-attitude’, while the right column is expressed as a ‘we-attitude’. It is 
preferable in English business letters to express the ideas with a ‘you’ perspective in the left 
column. In western business practices, this is considered to be an important strategy for 
winning the reader (Aumer, 1958; Murphy at al., 1997).
In the 20 letter corpus, however, one letter (Letter 9) introduces the offer through a 
‘you’ orientation or ‘you’ attitude. The offer is introduced in an interrogative:
nin xiäng yöng yöuhui de jiäge mäi yi täi göngneng zhuöyue,
you (H) want with special GNE price buy one Class, function brilliant 
pinzhi yöuliäng, w äiguän jingm ei de höubei 500VA de UPS ma?
quality good look exquisite GNE reserve 500VA GNE UPS QM
Do you want to buy a reserve UPS with brilliant function, good quality, and 
exquisite appearance at the lowest possible price?
‘N in ’ (H you) addresses the reader with respect. The use of the ‘you’ orientation may show
a western influence, because no Chinese textbooks so far as I know use such an approach. In 
contrast, some Chinese guide books for writing English business letters (Wang and Wang, 
1993; Zhuang and Zhou, 1988) use this approach. Since Chinese sales letters are a new 
genre in a transitional period and a lot of Chinese companies are doing business with foreign 
companies, it is possible that Chinese sales letters have absorbed this western influence. This 
may also be evidence to show that the absorption of a form may enrich the formal schemata
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for writing sales letters. The learner or analyst can reinforce formal schemata by learning 
new forms from texts. This can also be related to genre development as a dynamic process 
of absorbing new forms.
The second step is the essential detailing of the product, which is often placed after 
offering the product. The details have to be both informative and convincing. If too little 
information is provided, the reader will not have a full understanding of the products; if too 
much information is provided, the reader could lose interest in reading the letter. Therefore, 
world schema has to be applied to decide what is essential and what is non-essential. What is 
essential can be related again to technology push and market demand. High-tech innovations 
used for a product can indicate that it is of consistently high quality, and reference to market 
need can also be made to indicate how the product can meet such needs. For example, one 
letter from a gift company introduces essential details in the following forms:
npin pmzhöng huäyäng fänduö, huiji le gang, fi, tai deng
gift variety style many gather ASP Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan etc.
di ji guönei xlnchäo Lipin, pmzhöng gong you wüjln zhipin,
place and nation-inside new-trend gift variety in-all have five-metal product 
pige zhipin, suöliäo zhipin, jiäyöng diänqi, göngyiping,
leather product plastic product home-use electricity-appliance handicraft-article 
fiyöngpin deng yiqiän duö ge pingzhöng.
daily-use-product etc. one-thousand more Class, variety 
(Our) giftware has a lot of varieties and styles, including new fashion products from 
Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, etc. There are altogether more than one thousand 
varieties, such as hardware products, leather products, plastic products, household 
appliances, handicraft articles and daily use products.
The above details are introduced by a topic-comment sentence in which ‘ Lipin’ (giftware) is 
the topic and ‘pmzhöng huäyäng fänduö’ (have a lot of varieties and styles) is the
comment. According to Chao (1968) and Li and Thompson (1976, 1981), topic-comment 
structure is one of the important features of Chinese language. As shown in the above
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example, this structure is also used in sales letters. The details focus on the new products by 
mentioning varieties and styles, and new fashions, all of which meet the market need for 
choice and style. High-tech is also hinted at by mentioning Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan, 
because Chinese people generally trust products including giftware from these places as 
being of high quality and made using advanced technology.
The third step, evaluating the product, is related to giving positive appraisals to the 
product. It is realised in the use of a number of linguistic forms, such as NPs, adjectives, 
adverbs, verbs, and ‘sizi jiegöu’ (four-character expressions), etc. Teh’s (1986) ‘lexical
boost’ can be used to describe all of these kinds of expressions. According to Teh, lexical 
boost refers to the adjective, adverbs or verbs the writer uses to positively evaluate 
products, and to lexis relating to negative values the writer uses to point out a need for a 
product. It is a very common practice in English sales letters. In this discussion, I will limit 
my use of lexical boost to lexical items relating to positive evaluation, because negative 
evaluation does not seem relevant to the discussion of the step of evaluating the product.
Common forms of lexical boost in Chinese sales letters include adjectives, and 
superlatives. For example:
gäi jiäoche zui shihe vü jiäfmg, ye shi chüzü gongst de
this car most suitable for family also is taxi company GNE
fixianq yöng ehe.
ideal use car
This car is most suitable for families and also ideal as a taxi.
One superlative degree ‘zui shihe yü’ (most suitable) and one adjective Tixiäng’ (ideal) 
underlined above are used as lexical boost coordinated by the connective ‘ye’ (also). The
lexical boost helps to evaluate the product.
Under the category of lexical boost, another form used in this step in the corpus can 
be explained by referring to Martin’s (1992) adjectives of intensified degrees. According to 
Martin (1992), the meaning of adjectives can be intensified in respect of qualities such as 
size, shape, etc. These degrees are associated with the attitudes of the addresser who wants 
to achieve a positive or negative effect when making a comment or evaluation. Martin
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further divides intensity of adjectives into three degrees, having high, median and low values. 
This point can be indicated by the following example quoted from Martin (1992:372):
an absolute idiot high
quite an idiot median
a bit of an idiot low
The three noun modifiers, ‘absolute’, ‘quite’, and ‘a bit’, are used to evaluate the noun 
‘idiot’ with three different degrees of intensity. By using such intensified degrees, the 
addresser can exploit a range of words to convey his/her attitude. In a similar way, 
adjectives of intensified degree can be used to evaluate the product in Chinese sales letters. 
While we are not going to classify the specific degrees used in the corpus, the linguistic 
phenomenon and effect of the use of adjectives of an intensified degree should be noted.
For example, one letter uses the adjective of an intensified degree in the following 
excerpt:
wo göngsi shengchän de jiäoche zäi zhöngyuän diqü xiängyöu shengyü.
I company product GNE car in central-plain area enjoy grand-name
The cars produced by our company enjoy a grand reputation in the central area of 
China.
In the above example, the writer uses the character ‘sheng’ (grand) to indicate the meaning 
of ‘da’ (big) or ‘h ao ’ (good). However, when ‘sheng’ is used, the effect is different from
either of the other two terms in that ‘sheng’ has an intensified degree.
In addition to the above, Chinese sales letters have their own language-specific form 
of lexical boost — ‘sizi jieg ö u ’ (four-character expressions). They are thus called because
they are composed of four Chinese characters. The form of ‘slzl jieg ö u ’ has developed 
from classical Chinese poetry (Zhu, 1990: 5), and even today many ‘sizi jieg ö u ’ retain the 
influence of classical Chinese. Here it needs to be pointed out that ‘sizi jieg ö u ’ are widely 
used in Chinese language and their use is not limited to evaluating products. Its popularity in
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Chinese lies in its parallel structure, density of meaning, and musical rhythm (Guo, 1979, 
Vol. 2:658). This form can be used as lexical boost to give positive evaluations to a product. 
In the corpus of sales letters, one thus uses ‘sizi jiegöu’:
chänpmg xiäoshöu qecPi, quänqiü zhimmq. qi zhlliänq yöuxiü
product sell everywhere world famous it quality excellent
daillng keil____________chäoliü, dübü_____ shljie.
lead science-technology trend walk-alone world
(Our) products sell everywhere. (They are) world-famous. (They are) of excellent 
quality, lead the trend in science and technology and have a unique position in the 
world.
In the above example, five four-character expressions (underlined) are used to describe the 
what the subject ‘chänpmg’ (the product) is like. The subject of the first sentence is
coreferenced with that of the second sentence ‘q i’ (it). All the five ‘sizi jiegöu’ (four-
character expressions) are specific positive evaluations made of the product. When people 
are promoting products, it is acceptable to praise or overestimate what is being promoted. 
Among the twenty letters, all used ‘sizi jiegöu’ (four-character expressions) or other kinds
of lexical boost to give positive appraisals to the products. Han (1991) found the use of 
four-character expressions in Chinese newspaper advertising too to indicate an elegant style.
The above three steps aim to give an all-round introduction of the product from a 
very positive perspective. All of them are used to achieve the communicative purpose of 
giving positive appraisals and persuading the reader to buy the product.
4.2.4 Offering incentives
Move 4, offering incentives, seems to be optional, and eleven letters (55%) employ 
it. Incentives are used to persuade the reader emotionally rather than by reasoning, and the 
move is related to offering service or benefits for the reader. This move can be seen as 
composed of the following two steps:
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Step 1 Offering a special price, free gift and other services 
Step 2 Indicating the benefits the product may bring 
These two steps can co-occur. In fact, two letters use both. The first step is often related to 
giving a general offer of a special price. By ‘general’, I mean actual prices are not very often 
given, unless it is a special offer as in Letter 9 (to be discussed in 6.1 of this chapter). Bhatia 
(1993) found that a specific special price is often used as an incentive in English sales letters. 
However, this is not always true in Chinese sales letters. Price is often introduced in relation 
to good quality, balancing the two elements, such as in the form of four-character 
expression:
wüm ei jiä liän
product-good price-cheap 
good quality and low price
The above expression is a common incentive used not only in sales letters but in 
advertisements in general. For example, Han (1991) also discusses this form in Chinese 
newspaper advertising. Alternatively the price can be introduced as:
jiage yöuhüi
price special 
The price is special.
This expression only mentions that the price is special (yöuhüi), and does not indicate the
specific amount of money a customer can save. The tendency to avoid detailed prices can 
be explained this way: in Chinese culture, a low price is often associated with bad quality. 
There is a common saying: ‘piänyi mei hao h u ö ’ or ‘cheap goods indicate bad quality’. If
the product is very cheap, customers tend to doubt its quality. Unless the writer chooses to 
promote the product as a special offer, s/he would not usually indicate how cheap the 
product is.
In addition to price, Chinese sales letters may include free gifts or services such as 
transportation as incentives. Take the following as an example:
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ben gongsl däibän yünshu, rechen füwü.
this company do transportation, warmhearted serve
Our company will provide transportation, and serve (you) warmheartedly.
Here transportation is offered as an incentive in the phrase ‘däibän yünshü’ (provide
transportation) because transportation presents serious problems in mainland China, and 
there is often a delay in delivery because of shortage of transport. It also offers good service 
in general by saying ‘rechen füwü’ (serve you warmheartedly). Both of these expressions 
are quite common in this context.
The second step, pointing out the future benefits of the product, can be seen in the 
following example:
gäi chänpln neng wei nin chuängzäo genghäo de jingji xiäoyi.
This product can for you (H) create better GNE economic benefit 
This product will bring you better economic profits.
The above example points out a future benefit the product will bring to the reader. In other 
words, the writer tells the reader that if you buy this product, you will get ‘economic 
benefits’. In a business context, ‘jingji xiäoyi’ (economic profits) are often an important
factor. This can therefore be seen as an incentive to the reader to buy the product.
4.2.5 Soliciting a response
Move 4, soliciting a response, is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Making a request 
Step 2 Using pressure tactics
The above sequence sometimes can be reversed. It is also possible that both can be repeated. 
This phenomenon will be discussed further in the best and worst letters in this chapter. Both 
of the above two steps are closely related. The first step is a call for action, while the second 
step is to make a push for an action.
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Soliciting a response is widely employed in the corpus. In fact all the twenty letters 
have this move. The reason for this lies in the ultimate purpose of the sales letter, which is to 
call for a positive response and encourage further communication.
The first step, making a request, is a directive speech act, and the writer makes an 
attempt to cause a response from the reader, thus indicating an imposition. In order to 
lighten this imposition, the twenty letters use two different linguistic forms. Nine of them 
(45%) use a conditional clause plus an imperative sentence. For example:
ruö meng chuixun, qmg ci diän.
if meet inquire (H) please favour phone-call
If we have the honour of having your kind inquiry, please favour us with a
phone call.
In this example, the softener ‘qing’ (please) is used to indicate politeness. The sentence
develops from the conditional or subordinate clause to the main clause of the request. The 
imposition of the request in the imperative is reduced by the conditional sentence, and it is 
only applicable under the condition expressed in the subordinate clause. This structure can 
also be explained in the light of negative face (Brown and Levinson, 1987). Brown and 
Levinson (1987:62) define face as the public image every member of a certain community 
wants to claim. They further divide face into ‘negative face’ and ‘positive face’. ‘Negative 
face’ refers to the fact that one wants to claim freedom from imposition; and ‘positive face’ 
refers to the fact that one wants to be appreciated and approved by others (Brown and 
Levinson, 1987:61). Many actions we perform with words are potential face-threatening 
acts, such as requests and orders. The addresser is thus often confronted with negative face 
and has to address it by applying cost-benefit principles (Leech, 1983) with an effort to 
benefit the addressee. The conditional clause in the above sentence can be seen as a 
politeness strategy to give the reader options, and thus save the reader’s negative face. This 
sentence indicates that there is no obligation to ring us, and only those who are interested 
can give us a phone call.
In addition, some of the ‘shangxing’ (the subordinate writing to the superior) honorific 
forms such as ‘chuixün’, and ‘ci’ are used here to show respect in this ‘pingxing’ request.
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‘C h u f literally means ‘to lower oneself. In this context, it means the superior has to lower 
himself/herself to speak to the addressee, thus indicating a very respectful tone. ‘C i’ (grant
or bestow) is often used in ‘shangxing’ to indicate the granting of gift or award by a 
superior. This use is another strategy to maximise the reader’s benefit. In a collectivist 
culture, it is very important to know one’s position in a group and it is also quite common to 
raise the addressee’s position as a means of showing respect. These honorific forms are 
borrowed from the ‘shangxing’ genre to achieve this purpose. Respect is shown to the 
reader by writer’s placing himself/herself in a lower position. In this way, the linguistic forms 
used to express the request convey a high level respect to the reader. This also shows that 
forms can be manipulated to indicate linguistic distance. Although this cross-genre 
borrowing is a common way of conveying high respect, not all ‘shangxing’ lexis can be used 
in this way, especially those related to respect to elder generations.
Eleven letters (55%) express the request by using verbs such as ‘w äng’ (hope) and
‘huänying’ (welcome). For example:
(1) wäng fuyin 
hope respond
(I) hope that you will respond.
(2) huänying guänglin wo chäng qiätän yewü.
welcome present (H) I company talk business 
(We) welcome (you) to our company to talk about business
In the above two examples, the request is expressed through the attitudes of the writer. The 
first example expresses the writer’s wish using ‘w äng’ (hope), and the second expresses the
writer’s friendly attitude by using ‘huänying’ (welcome). These requests are therefore
considered to be polite in Chinese, because they do not impose. In spite of that they may 
sound direct in English. Kirkpatrick (1991, 1993) also found that ‘w äng’ (hope) was
frequently used in Chinese request letters.
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The second step, using pressure tactics, is a subordinate step to the request and has 
the effect of pushing the reader to make a quick decision. It is found in only three letters 
(15%). Pressure tactics often involve deadlines. For example, one letter writes:
rü huikuän zäi 5 yue 30 fi qiän jidäo , jiän  xiängshöu yöuhui jiäge.
if payment in May 30 date before arrive-by-mail will enjoy special price
This special offer is valid if payments are received by May 30.
In the above example, the writer sets a deadline for the offer, which is May 30. Within this 
deadline, the reader can have ‘yöuhui jiä g e ’ (special price). These tactics mainly appeal to
the emotions and are used to push or urge the reader to make a quick decision. However, 
they may be more effective with a reader who is already interested or half-inclined to buy, 
but may not be so persuasive if the reader is not interested. This step is repeated in the most 
successful letter, which will be discussed later in this chapter.
4.2.6 Summary of the content moves
The above examination of moves, steps and linguistic forms can be seen as a specific 
application of the formal schemata of the business writings discourse community. However, 
these forms only represent general tendencies or choices of language use in writing sales 
letters found in the twenty-letter corpus.
It can be seen that some moves appear to be optional and some obligatory. In 
speaking of ‘obligatory’ moves, Hasan’s (1985) generic structure potential (GSP) can be 
used as a reference. As discussed in Chapter 2, Hasan (1985) discusses GSP elements as 
obligatory to determine genres. This thesis will also look at these obligatory elements as 
important factors to determine genres. The reason is that these elements are closely related 
to realising the major communicative purposes of this genre. However, the obligatory 
elements in this thesis may not be the same as Hasan’s (1985), because they are mainly based 
on moves and steps.
Moves such as introducing the product and soliciting a response are obligatory as 
they appear in all the letters of the corpus. They basically represent the major communicative 
events, such as telling the reader about the product and requesting the reader to respond.
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Therefore, they are the typical moves which can be used to characterise the genre of sales 
letters. Other moves, such as the introductory section, establishing credentials, and offering 
incentives are optional and only occur in some letters of the corpus. However, the lower use 
of optional moves does not necessarily mean that the writer is at liberty to exclude them 
from a sales letter. On the contrary, they are subordinate moves and sometimes can be 
important factors to influence the reader’s decision. For example, establishing credentials 
can be quite important when the reader is considering the writer’s expertise.
In a similar way, some steps appear to be obligatory, while others appear to be 
optional. For example, the step of using pressure tactics seem to be optional, and only some 
letters employ it. In contrast, steps such as offering the product, giving essential details and 
evaluating the product are employed by all the letters, because they are the important 
components to accomplish the move of introducing the product.
Generally speaking, although the order of the content moves does not follow a fixed 
sequence, there seem to be some rules. The letters start with or move towards promoting the 
product and end with calling for action from the reader. All of the eight letters (40%) that 
have introductory sections begin with this move. As discussed earlier, the introductory move 
is a typical beginning to establish a relationship with the reader. More than half of the sales 
letters (60%) tend to start straight with the major moves. Among them, eleven letters begin 
with establishing credentials, and one begins with introducing the product. There seems to 
be some flexibility in the position of these two moves. Calling for action is invariably placed 
at the end of the letter, after the introduction and persuasion have taken place. The sales 
letters tend to follow the following sequence:
(1) Introductory section
(2) Establishing credentials
(3) Introducing the product
(4) Offering incentives 
V
(5) Soliciting a response
The above is only the general tendency. Sometimes moves in a sales letter can also follow a 
slightly different sequence. Especially Move 2 and Move 3 have rather flexible positions, and
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they can also appear at the beginning of the letter. The last two moves are more fixed and 
are typically placed at the end of the letter. This sequence indicates the natural process of 
selling a product in the AIDA model. Since attracting the reader’s attention and interest can 
be expressed in more than one move, the letter can therefore start with different moves. 
Encouraging the desire to buy the product seems to be in a rather late stage, when the reader 
has been convinced, and therefore the introduction of the product usually appears after the 
reader’s interest has been aroused. It is, however, possible for it to appear earlier, as in 
Letter 9 which will be discussed later. Action is always placed at the end in the AIDA model 
as the realisation of the letter’s ultimate purpose. This sequence can be taken as a 
component of the formal schemata relating to the rhetorical structure of Chinese sales 
letters. The structure in most sales letters follows a rather direct style and focuses on 
elaboration of the major communicative purposes (cf. Zhu, 1997a).
5 Questionnaire results and interviews relating to top-down processing
In order to provide validity for the above analysis, which has emphasised the 
importance of the application of both world and formal schemata and a full understanding of 
communicative purposes, it is important to include the views and understandings of users in 
the analysis. As noted in this chapter, there is a gap between textbook advice and business 
practice. This section will therefore examine whether there is a gap between the views of the 
managers and business writing students as experts of the discourse community and the 
trainees preparing to enter this discourse community. If there is such a gap, is it related to 
the respondents’ different understandings of communicative purposes? Will this gap affect 
their views about elements at the lower levels of text?
The questionnaire and interviews focus on various levels of the text in an attempt to 
answer the above questions. First, the highest level of the text, ie. communicative purposes, 
will be examined to find whether the two groups have different understandings of them. 
Second, the formulaic moves will be studied in a top-down manner from moves and steps 
down to the linguistic forms. Only salutations are discussed as an example to indicate the use 
and understanding of linguistic forms.
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5.1 Questionnaire results and interviews on communicative purposes
Only the major communicative purposes were examined in the questionnaire (see 
Appendix 2). They are: establishing a public image, attracting interest, and persuasiveness. 
These are also the purposes that may be in conflict with each other. In the questionnaire, 
both groups were asked to grade these three purposes as 1 (very important), 2 (quite 
important), 3 (not so important), and 4 (not important). The results of each group are shown 
in both Figure 4 and Figure 5 below:
Figure 4. The students' preferences (%)
establishing 
public image
persuasiveness
m I
B 2
□  3
□  4
attracting
interest
Figure 5. The managers' preferences (%)
establishing attracting persuasiveness
public image interest
NOTE: In the above two figures, the columns numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 stand for the four grades of 
ascribed importance. The vertical axis shows the percentage of each group who chose each grade for 
the three communicative purposes.
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 show that the students and managers shared similarities in grading 
‘establishing public image’, 64% of students and 80% of managers giving it a grade of 2 
(quite important). But they differed in their grading of ‘attracting interest’ and 
‘persuasiveness’. Compared with the managers, more students preferred a high degree of 
‘attracting attention’: 74%:22%; while more students preferred a lower degree of 
‘persuasiveness’: 37%:8%.
Follow-up interviews were conducted and the results are discussed as follows. 
Although both students and managers shared some similarities in grading establishing a 
positive public image, these two groups have significantly different understandings of the 
other two purposes and in balancing the relationship among these purposes.
The students seemed only to understand cultural protocol when they graded 
‘establishing a public image’ as an individual purpose. 64% of the students thought it was 
quite important. One student from this group thought that it could influence the reader’s 
decision to buy the product. However, in talking about the relationships among the three 
main purposes, the students with this point of view thought that there was no need to grade 
it as very important, and the writer’s effort should be directed towards ‘attracting the 
reader’s interest’. The students seemed to take this as the major purpose. Most (74%) of the 
students thought that it was very important for the reader to be interested in the product 
before everything else. They said that they did not mind sacrificing ‘persuasiveness’ for 
‘attracting interest’. Therefore, slightly more than a third of students (35%) ranked 
‘persuasiveness’ highest, and more students (37%) thought that this aspect was not so 
important. Although the students have different opinions on ‘persuasiveness’, they generally 
agreed that the writer should not expect too much from the reader. To make the reader 
interested was enough in a sales letter. Although the students were familiar with the cultural 
protocol such as the appropriate level of a public image, they do not seem to have the 
overall world schemata to balance the relationships among these purposes.
The managers, in contrast, seemed to have a fuller understanding of the 
communicative purposes and thus could balance the relationships among them. They thought 
that in product promotion, ‘establishing a public image’ could be seen only as a subordinate 
purpose, while the major purpose was to persuade the reader to buy the product. ‘Attracting
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interest’ could be seen as an initial-step to help realise ‘persuasiveness’. Most of the 
managers (80%) thought that ‘establishing a public image’ was important in that it could 
help promote the product in the long term. In addition, they could use their knowledge of 
such promotion to point out a conflict, as when one manager said, “There was no need to be 
too much concerned with the public image. For example, a writer should not try to be very 
polite or respectful in order to achieve this purpose. If you were, the reader might think that 
you were lowering yourself and begging the reader to buy the product”. Some managers 
argued that readers might even be suspicious that the quality of the product might not be 
very good, or that the writer was mainly concerned with a positive public image only to 
practise a hard-sell policy. In this respect, assigning too much importance to public image 
could weaken persuasiveness. On the other hand, if the writer failed to establish a public 
image, such as a polite image, the reader might be offended and thus would not finish 
reading the letter. As one manager commented, “Establishing a positive public image can be 
related to polite behaviour. Even if the reader does not buy the product, it will help 
promotion in the long run.”
Here the managers’ views bring to light the conflict between ‘establishing public 
image’ and ‘persuasiveness’. Solving this conflict involves balancing the two purposes and 
determining the appropriate degree for each. However, no solution regarding this can be 
found in textbooks, because they do not discuss potential conflict in communicative 
purposes. In reality, this is a very common problem. A writer will constantly face this kind of 
conflict and need to balance the degrees of various purposes.
More than half (58%) of the managers ranked ‘attracting interest’ as grade 2, and 
thought that it was not as important as ‘persuasiveness’, which more than half (64%) ranked 
the highest. They thought that the writer should try to convince the reader with facts about 
the quality of the product. They expressed the opinion that they did not like unsupported 
advertising language to be used in sales letters. One manager said whenever you declared 
that the product was good, you should have evidence to substantiate this.
An interesting question is why so many students favoured ‘attracting interest’ at the 
expense of ‘persuasiveness’. The explanation may lie in the recipe approach they have 
picked up from textbooks and their lack of knowledge about the communicative purposes. 
The textbooks, instead of presenting a clear description of the major purposes of sales
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letters, only list the tasks the writer has to accomplish. The students who are the learners of 
these rules seem never to query them, but simply accept them. The managers, on the other 
hand, seem to understand the communicative purposes better. They would not sacrifice 
‘persuasiveness’ for ‘attracting interest’. They said, “If you say something that is not true, 
the readers will find out very soon when they buy your products, and stop cooperating with 
you. You will not only lose your customers but also your name in business circles.” From 
this, we can see the relationship between well-defined world schemata and understanding of 
the communicative purposes as indicated in the managers’ views.
5.2 The usage of formulaic components
This section will focus on discussing questionnaire results and interviews on the 
lower levels of text of moves, steps and linguistic forms. The purpose is to find whether the 
gap in the native speakers’ understanding of communicative purposes will lead to different 
views on these lower levels. However, this section does not intend to provide a complete 
account of possible differences; instead, only formulaic moves will be discussed as an 
example.
The first questionnaire item focuses on the native speakers’ preferences for headings, 
salutations, greetings and well-wishes. The results are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Native speakers’ preferences for formulaic components
Heading Salutation Greeting Well-wishes
Responses Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
Students % 76 24 100 0 28 72 80 20
Managers % 5 95 100 0 72 28 82 18
Note: Yes = Positive attitude; No = Negative attitude.
As shown in Table 5, there are some revealing similarities and differences among the two 
groups. They shared great similarities in terms of salutations and well-wishes: 100% of 
people in both groups preferred the employment of a salutation, and about 80% of both 
groups agreed on the use of well-wishes. This, interestingly, indicates a violation of the 
textbook prescriptions about the use of well-wishes. The two groups mainly differed in the
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use of headings and greetings in sales letters. 76% of the students approved of the use of 
headings, while 24% disapproved. The opposite was true of the managers, as 5% approved 
of the use of the heading, while 95% disapproved. There was also a significant difference in 
the response to greetings. 72% of the managers encouraged the use of greetings, while 28% 
discouraged the use of them. The opposite was true with the student group, most of whom 
discouraged their use.
Since both groups agreed upon the use of salutations and well-wishes as necessary 
formulaic components for letter writing, the interviews focused on the use of headings and 
greetings. The students seemed to rely on textbook advice. Most (76%) of them insisted on 
the use of the heading. They thought it was important, because it acted as a title indicating 
what the letter was about. Most of the students (72%) disapproved of the use of greetings. 
They thought that the writer should talk about the product directly and not bother with 
greetings. Here perhaps the textbook influence discouraging the use of greetings comes into 
play.
In contrast, the managers seemed to relate these two elements to the realisation of 
communicative purposes. 95% of the managers, the vast majority, did not see the need for 
headings and thought that headings were too formal, and therefore might affect the degree 
of politeness and respect. They preferred a more personal letter form in which the writer 
could establish a personal relationship with the reader.
In addition, most of the managers (72%) insisted that greetings should be used as a 
means to shorten the social distance and achieve politeness. As one general manager 
commented, the use of greetings was important in that it could help build a personal 
relationship with the reader in addition to the actual buyer and seller relationship.
5.3 The preferred use of linguistic forms for salutations
This section examines views on the appropriateness of salutations as a typical 
example of using linguistic forms. The native speakers in each group were asked to rank 
(from 1-8) the salutations found in the corpus (see Table 4). The highest score shows the 
most appropriate, the lowest the least appropriate. The results of the mean score of each 
salutation are shown in Table 6:
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Table 6. The results of rating (mean score) relating to the preferences of salutations
Salutation Students Rank Managers Rank
1 dear customers8 6.08 1 5.9 1
2 person in charge 3.1 5 5.2 2
3 surname + title 2.85 7 4.9 3
4 ladies and gentlemen 5.13 3 3.5 4
5 company name 5.22 2 2.92 5
6 friends 4.1 4 2.87 6
7 respected readers 2.92 6 2.82 7
8 Mr. surname + title 1.98 8 1.56 8
The results of the above rating can be shown in the following figure to indicate more clearly 
the difference between the two groups:
Figure 6. The Rating of Preferences Relating 
to the Usage of Salutations
Note: The vertical bar indicates the rank, while the horizontal bar indicates the forms.
The above table and figure show that ‘dear customers’ was the form most preferred by both 
groups, and the least preferred were ‘respected reader’ and ‘Mr surname + title’. They 
differed in the grading of the other five address terms. For example, the students rated 
‘company name’ at 5.22, while the managers rated it at 2.92.
8 For ease of table formatting, only the translated version of these forms are used here. Equivalent Chinese 
versions of them are provided in 4.1.1 of this chapter.
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In the follow-up interviews, the managers again could relate the use of address terms 
to the communicative purposes, while the students seemed to either follow textbook advice 
or could not relate the address terms to the communicative purposes.
People from both groups agreed that writers of sales letters should adopt ‘dear 
customers’ as a salutation, because they thought that this address term could best reveal the 
relationship between the writer as seller and the reader as customer. The reason for the 
agreement between the two groups can be that this address term is clearly related to sales. 
‘Respected reader’ and ‘Mr surname + title’ were given low ranking by both groups, 
because ‘respected reader’ was too formal or respectful and ‘Mr surname + title’ redundant 
and too polite by referring to the reader as ‘Mr’ plus the title. In fact, either ‘surname + 
title’ or ‘Mr + surname’ would show enough respect and politeness. Therefore, the preferred 
usage was either ‘surname + title’ or ‘Mr + surname’, but not the combination of the three 
items. Here both groups shared similar views in terms of achieving politeness and respect.
The two groups differed in the use of the other five address terms and their views 
showed their different knowledge structures. The students favoured the use of ‘ladies and 
gentlemen’, ‘company name’ and ‘friends’. They thought that it was fashionable to address 
the reader as ‘ladies and gentlemen’, as it was becoming more and more embraced as a 
public address term. ‘Company name’ was also rated favourably by the students. They 
explained that textbooks often used this address term for sales letters written between two 
companies. ‘Friends’ was thought by the students as a very friendly address term. The 
students thus seemed to rely on textbook advice if they could, or not relate their choices to 
the purposes of sales letters.
In sharp contrast, the managers could use their knowledge of promotion to decide on 
the use of the linguistic forms in relation to the communicative purposes. They rated highest 
what the students ranked rather low, and preferred to use ‘person in charge’ and ‘surname + 
title’, because both show respect by mentioning the reader’s title or responsibility, and relate 
these choices to the purpose of promoting a product, as they knew that the two forms were 
frequently used in sales letters. They thought the letter would reach the person handling the 
purchasing directly by using either of these two address terms. If the letter adopted a more 
general address term, such as ‘dear customers’ or ‘ladies and gentlemen’, or ‘friends’, it 
might be passed around for a while before it was directed to the right person. At this point,
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there is some difference between what the managers thought should be chosen, and what 
they actually chose. In Table 6, the managers rated ‘dear customers’ the highest, but in 
interviews, none of them said that they ever actually employed this. They explained that 
when they came to write sales letters, they liked to use more specific address terms, such as 
‘person in charge’ and ‘surname + title’. Another reason was that ‘dear customer’ confined 
the relationship to buyer and seller, but they would like to establish a more personal 
relationship. These two more specific address terms seemed to fit this purpose well.
Generally speaking, the students and managers’ views reflect the differences in their 
formal schemata. In all of the above formulaic components, the preferences of the managers 
were closer to what was found in the 20 letter corpus. The students’ preferences did not 
approximate to the forms found in the 20 letters, but were closer in some respects to 
textbooks. This shows that a lack of understanding of communicative purposes can lead to 
different preferences for lower level of texts. The results show that the managers have a 
better understanding of the communicative purposes, and can refer to these purposes when 
making a choice at a lower level of text. Therefore they can find appropriate forms of 
formulaic components to achieve the purposes of both promotion and expressing politeness 
and respect. The students, however, because they lack a full understanding of the 
communicative purposes, can only refer to textbook advice or to other types of experience 
unrelated to promotion, such as their choice of ‘ladies and gentlemen’ and ‘friends’.
6 Analysing the most and least successful letters
In this section, the most and least successful letters from the corpus will be analysed 
based on the top-down model. The focus of the analysis is on the content moves. As noted 
in Chapter 3, only the enterprise managers’ views are discussed here, because their views 
reflect expert opinion about the nature of sales letters. As in Chapter 3, five letters were 
given to the managers to rate, and the most successful letter was Letter 9 with a mean score 
of 4.25, and the least successful letter was Letter 8 with a mean score of 1.52. In addition, 
ten managers were selected for interview. The purpose of these interviews was to find out 
how they judged the letters and what comments they had to make on the most and least 
successful letters. Both letters are discussed in detail below, with the managers’ views
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integrated into the analysis. Only the translated version is provided below; the original text 
given in Appendix 1.
6.1 The analysis of the most successful letter
The structure of the most successful letter (Letters 9) is analysed below. The 
managers’ views will also be provided in translation.
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Letter 9
Dear computer customers,
How are you?
Do you want to buy a 500VA reserve UPS with brilliant function, good 
quality, and exquisite appearance at the lowest possible price? It also has the 
following extraordinary characteristics:
• It can run on direct current;
• It has an RS232 communication joint, and matches various kinds of UPS 
control system;
• It has a voltage stabilising function;
• It has a wide range of input voltage from 160-250 V;
• It has a battery protecting function;
• It is safe and reliable, and has passed the American UL and German TUV
tests.
In order to thank the vast numbers of customers for their generous love 6f 
our product, and at the same time, to enable your computers to have the most 
reliable protection, we offer a special price for 500VA from September 21 - 
December 31.
Original price: 1790 yuan
Special price: 1380 yuan!!!
Now you (H) must be anxious to know what brand this UPS is? Of course it 
has to be UPSONIC. It is the crystallisation of American technology, and has a 
production history of more than 20 years. Models range from 100VA - 600 KVA, 
among which PCM - 50R (Reserve 500VA) is the most outstanding product, and 
will also be your most sensible choice.
The offer only lasts for three months, if you (H) are interested, (please) you
can:
• Ring us directly;
• Fax the response form to us;
• Mail the response form to us.
Attention: the offer only lasts till December 31.
XXX Survey Control Company 
October 8,1993
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The structure of the letter can be schematised as in the following figure.
Figure 7. The structural moves of Letter 9
salutation
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The letter has a total of 290 characters
As shown above, this letter has four typical content moves: (1) introducing the product, 
which involves offering the product, the essential details, the evaluation of the product, and 
predictions about desirable results for the product; (2) offering incentives, (3) establishing 
credentials, (4) soliciting a response, along with suggestions of urgency. All of the moves fit 
in well with the AIDA model. What does not really fit the model is the use of greetings. 
However, this respect, which has already been discussed in 4.1.2 of this chapter will not be 
considered further here as the discussion focuses on the content moves. This letter is mainly 
expository and the writer focuses on introducing the offer, using various strategies in order 
to convince the reader and attract the reader’s interest to the product. Some of these points 
were also noted by the managers. The following comments are typical of those made by the 
managers on this letter.
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(1) “The main criterion forjudging a letter is how much information a letter reveals to the 
reader in the first few seconds. This letter is best because it offers the most information 
possible in a few seconds. It was considered to be written in a clear style and to be the right 
length for a sales letter.”
(2) “This letter employs symbols and different fonts to make the most important sections 
stand out. This is a very good strategy for attracting the reader’s attention.”
(3) “This letter has the brand name of the product at the beginning of the letter to tell the 
reader what this letter is about at first sight.”
(4) “Although the letter is short, it introduces all the necessary details about the product. 
There is no waste of words in the introduction.”
(5) “This letter is ‘OK’ except that it says the product is your ‘most sensible choice’ (line 
26). I do not like this kind of comment. The writer does not have to tell the reader what is 
sensible or not. The reader is able to make his/her own decisions.”
Although the above comments are not a complete list of all the managers’ views, 
they are representative of the managers’ knowledge structures and general expectations 
about sales letters. The first comment is related to the use of the formal schema: the 
preferred rhetorical structure is direct and focuses on introducing the product. The other 
three comments relate to the application of the world schema in terms of AIDA marketing 
knowledge. The second comment relates to attracting the reader’s interest. The third and 
fourth are related to the most important purposes of introducing the product and persuading 
the reader to buy the product. These comments can be used to provide some guidelines 
about what expert members expect from sales letters, and they will also be used in the 
detailed analysis below.
6.1.1 Detailed analysis
First of all, the communicative purposes can be seen as realised in the following two 
levels of moves and steps:
Move 1 Introducing the product (lines: 5-15)
Step 1 Offering product
Step 2 Evaluating product
Step 3 Essential detailing of the product
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Move 2 Offering incentives (lines 16-21)
Move 3 Establishing credentials (lines: 22-26)
Move 4 Soliciting a response (lines 27-32)
Step 1 Using pressure tactics 
Step 2 Making a request
Move 1 is composed of three steps, Move 4 is composed of two, and Move 2 and Move 3 
can be seen as having one step only. All these moves and steps, together with the lower 
levels of relevant linguistic forms, and the top-down relationship between all three levels will 
be examined in detail below.
(1) Move 1, introducing the product (lines 5-15), is composed of the following three steps: 
Step 1. Offering the product (lines 5-6)
Step 3. Essential detailing of the product (lines 8-15).
Step 2. Evaluating the product (line 14)
The first step is realised in a question form:
nin xiäng yong yöuhui de jiäge mäi yl täi göngneng zhuöyue,
you (H) want with special GNE price buy one Class, function brilliant 
p inzhl yöuliäng, w äiguän jingm ei de höubei 500VA de UPS ma?
quality good look exquisite GNE reserve 500VA GNE UPS QM 
Do you want to buy a 500VA reserve UPS with brilliant function, good quality, and 
exquisite appearance at the lowest possible price (lines 5-6)7
As noted previously (4.2.3), a question form is often used to begin an advertisement to 
attract the reader’s attention.
Essential details are conveyed through 6 parallel sentences (lines 8-15). The details 
are clearly expressed, with each feature of the product standing out in each line. These 
details are introduced by:
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ta häi jüyöu xiämiän yüzhöng bütöng de texing:
it also have following from-others different GNE characteristic 
It also has the following extraordinary characteristics (lines 6-7):
This introduction is a typical use of advertising language, describing the characteristics as 
‘yüzhöng bütöng’ (extraordinary). In this way, the writer attracts the reader’s interest in
what makes the characteristics extraordinary.
‘Evaluating the product’ is embedded in the essential details in Line 14, as indicated 
by the adjectives ‘safe and reliable’. In addition, evaluation of the product is also embedded 
in the first step, introducing the product, in the four-character expressions ‘göngneng
zhuöyue’ (brilliant function), ‘pmzhi yöuliäng’ (good quality) and ‘wäiguän jingmei’
(exquisite appearance) (lines 5-6). The writer tries to convince the reader by referring to the 
functions, quality and even the look of the product, and this step is related to applying world 
schemata about market demand for reliable products. The use of these adjectives relates to 
the use of the formal schema as a device to achieve the purpose of giving positive 
evaluations.
(2) Move 2, offering incentives (lines 16-21), is realised in a subordinate-main clause 
structure as shown below:
weile gänxie guängdä yönghü yi niän äi düi chänpm de höuäi
in-order-to thank broad customer one year since for product GNE deep-love 
töngshi ye shl nlmen de jisuänji dedäo züi kekäo de bäohü,
same-time also enable you (pi) GNE computer obtain most reliable GNE protection 
women cöng 9 yue 21 r i - 12 yue  31 fi düi 500VA jinxing
we from September 21 date-December 31 date to 500V A make 
yöuhui
special-offer
ill
In order to thank the vast numbers of customers for their generous love of our 
product, and at the same time, to enable your computers to have the most reliable 
protection, we offer a special price for 500VA from September 21 - December 31 
(lines 16-19).
As noted in 4.2.1 of this chapter, the purpose connective ‘w eile ’ (in order to) does not
always indicate a purpose for the main clause. In Letter 9 the first section of the subordinate 
sentence, ‘w eile gänxie guängdä yönghü’ (in order to thank the vast numbers of
customers), is used to show politeness to the reader. The second section of the subordinate 
clause, ‘shi riimen de jisuän ji dedäo zui kekäo de bäohü’ (to enable your computer to
have the most reliable protection) gives a background objective which the writer intends to 
achieve. In this way, the writer attaches importance to the special offer to be made in the 
main clause: the special offer is made for the reader’s benefits by protecting computers, 
which is the ultimate objective of service. In addition, this step also involves the use of 
formal schemata relating to Chinese subordinate and main clauses. This sequence indicates 
an end focus, what is important is not the subordinate clause, but the main clause which 
follows and the connective ‘w eile’ signals something important is coming up.
(3) Move 3 (lines 22-26), establishing credentials, is placed here instead of the more usual 
initial position found in the corpus, for the special purpose of keeping the reader in suspense. 
This purpose is revealed in a question form:9
nin xiänzäi yiding xiäng zhidäo zhe shi shenm o päizi de UPS?
you (H) now must want know this be what brand GNE UPS
Now you (H) must be anxious to know what brand this UPS is (line 22)?
This rhetorical question is used to begin to establish credentials. Up to now, the reader has 
been kept in suspense as to any credentials of the company. Only in the third part of this 
main paragraph does the writer begin to reveal the brand name. The section then develops
9 The original Chinese sentence is a rhetorical question. When translated into English it becomes 
affirmative.
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from a description of the brand name to other credentials: American technology and more 
than 20 years' production history (lines 23-24). The inclusion of American technology is 
very important as it is related to the world schemata concerning marketing knowledge and 
the use of advanced technology to promote products. The credentials are followed by a 
positive evaluation: most outstanding product (line 25) and a prediction of desirable results: 
most sensible choice (line 26).
(4) Move 4, soliciting a response, is composed of the following steps:
Step 1 Using pressure tactics (line 27 and line 32)
Step 2 Making a request (lines: 27-31)
The second step, making a request, is both preceded and followed by pressure tactics. In 
other words, the first step is repeated:
Pressure tactics: the offer only lasts for three months (short time)
Request: if you are interested, please contact us 
Pressure tactics: the duration of the special offer (deadline)
The pressure tactics are used twice as an emphasis to push the reader to respond.
The main step is the request, which is expressed through the following linguistic
forms:
ruöguö nin you xingqu, qlng nin keyi: ... 
if you (H) have interest please you (H) can
• zhijie da diänhuä zhi wo göngsl 
direct ring telephone to I company
• jiäng huitiäo diänchuän zhi wo göngsl
PM response-form fax to I company
• jiäng huitiäo yöuji zhi wo göngsl.
PM response-form mail to I company
... if you are interested, (please) you (H) can:
• Ring us directly;
• Or fax the response form to us;
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• Or mail the response form to us (lines 27-31).
The linguistic realisation of the request is shown in the conditional: ruöguö (if) + qmg
(please), the imperative and the sequence from subordinate to main. This request is polite, 
giving the reader two options by using the conditional clause. In the request, both the 
softener ‘qm g’ (please) and the modal verb ‘key!’ (can) are used. Normally they do not co­
occur, because ‘qm g’ is used in an imperative sentence, while ‘keyT is as a modal verb in a
declarative sentence (Gao, 1986). In prescriptive terms, their co-occurence would be a 
grammatical error, but it is still used here. There could be two reasons for this. First the 
writer may have committed a grammatical error. Second, the writer might prefer to combine 
these two forms as a strategy to make the request more polite. The request is respectful as it 
refers to the reader using the honorific form of ‘you’ and refers to self with non-honorific 
‘w o’. This subordinate to main construction also serves to lighten the imposition of the
request.
The above analysis can be summed up as follows. First, the communicative purposes 
can be seen as realised in this letter in a top-down model of moves, steps and linguistic 
forms. Each of these levels reflects the cognitive structuring of the text, and the 
communicative purposes are the central ideas to guide the development of the text. Second, 
each of these levels is related to the use of both formal and world schemata to achieve the 
communicative purposes. Third, as the managers suggested, this sales letter is direct10 in 
style: it begins with the offer of the product and proceeds to introduce the product and 
solicit a response. Finally, the letter appeals to both reason and emotion. For example, the 
detailed description of the product is related to reason, while the use of pressure tactics is 
related to emotion. The writer even tries to give advice about what is desirable although this 
approach is not highly favoured by all native speakers, as indicated in manager’s Comment 
No. 5.
10 This style may be different from Kaplan's (1966) Eastern circular style, or Kirkpatrick's (1991) indirect 
style of Chinese request letters. Chinese sales letters seem to have a more direct style than request letters as 
the former relate to offering products.
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6.2 The analysis of the least successful letter
The structure of the least successful letter (Letters 8) is analysed below. The 
managers’ views will also be provided in translation.
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Letter 8
Respected Mr. Manager:
As colleagues, we are both keenly interested in the present situation of the 
computer world and the mutual problems relating to its existence and development. 
(We) hope that (we) can discuss these problems with you (H) and seek mutual 
understanding and opportunities for cooperation.
After years of development, the number of computers produced by our 
country exceeded a million long ago. According to national and international 
statistics, as the product of the information society, 50% of these computers are 
used in Management Information System (MIS). MIS signals the modernisation of 
enterprises and an important avenue to take part in international competition and to 
increase overall profits. So we all pay great attention to it and its market is big.
However, now both customers and producers are confronted with quite a 
number of problems:
First of all, according to the needs of customers, MIS is one of the major 
applications. But MIS is a complex system project with advanced technology and 
strong social features and involves a revolution in management systems and 
measures. Besides internationally common problems, such as software difficulties 
and crises, we also meet other specific problems in our country, such as those 
relating to the economic opening-up, changing to the market economy, 
management mechanisms, various and constant reforms in fiscal, taxation and 
financial systems, and constant changes of MIS needs. Confronted with these 
conflicts and challenges, for a long time, we have made no important breakthroughs 
in ideas, technology or measures to develop MIS software; we are not able to 
endure the challenges in order to meet constantly changing needs. Many enterprises 
have encountered so many difficulties developing MIS that they have come either 
to a standstill or a premature end. (They) began with ambitious plans and good 
ideas to network computers. But owing to the difficulty to develop and maintain 
applied software, the networked rate is very low. It is a pity that many computers 
are only used as word processors. To enterprise leaders, computers are an 
investment with ‘great-cost, and low-profit’. Yang Tianhang, Director of the 
Computer Section of Ministry of Electronics and Machinery says, “In the 
application and popularisation of computers, we have to carry out the principle that 
‘software goes first, and hardware follows’. This is the experience we have learnt at 
great expense.” Vast numbers of customers have also become more and more 
aware of the importance of software.
Secondly, China is going to resume its position in GATT, which will bring 
changes to sales. Along with the tax-reforms and intensifying competition, it will 
become more and more difficult to do business, and (we) will make less and less 
profit, if (we) rely only on selling compatibles or well-known imported brands.
Judging from the above changes in customers’ needs and the development of 
enterprises’ management, there are two ways to adjust management direction in 
advance: gain the strength to produce your own computers; or promote more 
technology-aided services, selling software and hardware in a package, or making a 
contract to do the whole project, so that customers can solve the problem of 
putting the computers to use soon after their investment. It is also easy for
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enterprises to gain both the customers’ trust and higher profits; and this is a wise 
strategy for the development of enterprises.
Our company’s GCMIS products will offer us a good opportunity for 
cooperation for our mutual development. At the end of 1993, GCMIS passed the 
technology appraisal held by leading professional members, Chinese and foreign 
experts, and gained very high praise. It was unanimously agreed that GCMIS had 
made successful breakthroughs in solving the following four long-standing key 
problems: long development cycle, difficulty of after-sales maintenance, lack of 
applicability and adaptability; and lack of initiatives for managerial people to use 
computers to raise the management level. The appraisal meeting was a grand 
occasion and all people present spoke enthusiastically. It was unanimously agreed 
that GCMIS had made important breakthroughs in developing MIS software; that it 
had great theoretical and practical value; and that GCMIS took the lead in the 
country and matched the advanced level of the world. Central TV, the National 
News Central Broadcasting, the People’s Daily and other Central newspapers all 
reported that GCMIS signalled a new phase in the development of MIS. Its 
popularisation is bound to open up new prospects for MIS application.
GCMIS (individual computer / network) has the following five major 
characteristics:
1 Successfully solving problems relating to ‘meeting immediate needs’. GCMIS is 
‘fool-proof software and the broad range of managerial people can develop, 
maintain and utilise it without programming.
2 Brand-new system-making function. It surpasses the concept of a program 
generator in that, within half an hour, a management system can be made with wide 
applicability, high flexibility and high adaptability.
3 Creative system-revision function. System maintenance and revision can be made 
within ten minutes, which solves the long-standing problem relating to after-sales 
software maintenance. (This feature) constantly helps to make the system closer to 
perfection, so that the system will have lasting vitality.
4 With the efforts of nearly ten years, (we) have greatly generalised the professional 
features of MIS used by all enterprises. By using modem managerial ideas and 
methods, (we) have developed a basic MIS platform with powerful function and 
quick adaptability. It is absolutely impossible to develop this advanced MIS 
platform with program generators.
5 The network design is based on the idea of a distributive system and the 
customer’s computer / service machine model. It has the practical function of 
providing both real-time and non-real-time data. It has good compatibility. Results 
developed by individual computers can be networked immediately. In this way, a 
solution has been offered to the predicament that ‘it is easy setting up networks, but 
difficult to use with low networking rate’. (See details in GCMIS advertisements in 
Computer World, and China Computer Daily).
If your company is interested in MIS and its networks and has the actual 
strength to run MIS, together with GCMIS, your company can: 1. invest less but 
profit more; 2. greatly promote software-first and hardware-second sales, selling 
software and hardware in a package, so that customers will be pleased to use the 
computers soon after their investment. At the same time, (the sales) will help raise 
your company’s image and win more customers; 3. If (you) have the ability to agree
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to a contract to do the whole set of the project, there will be more profits. With 
GCMIS, your project can be completed quickly, and you will get rid of the endless 
worries about after-sale maintenance....
After making public the GCMIS network, it took the Ministry for the 
Electronics Industry only ten days to develop 19 management projects by means of 
utilising GCMIS, and the NOVELL network in the ministers’ building was soon put 
to use. Now people in all cities and provinces of our country are writing to us. 
Therefore, we are planning to set up a group of agencies throughout the cities and 
provinces. (We) hope that you will give careful consideration to it. (We) welcome 
to our company to make an on-the-spot investigation and find out for yourself. 
Strike while the iron is hot. Don’t lose the opportunity: it will never come back 
again if it is lost.
We hope to cooperate with you and have a prosperous future together!
May your business flourish!
XXX
XX Advanced Technology Development Co.
April 3, 1994.
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The structure of the letter can be schematised in the following figure:
Figure 8. An illustration of the structure of Letter 8
letter 8
(The letter has 1576 characters altogether)
This figure shows that this letter has five major moves: (1) introductory section, (2) 
establishing credentials, (3) introducing the product, (4) offering incentives, and (5) 
soliciting a response. This sequence seems to be consistent with some other letters in the 
corpus. However, the letter has a great length of 1576 characters, which is more than five 
times Letter 9. In addition, among the five moves, ‘establishing credentials’ takes about 
same number of characters as the major move ‘introducing the product’: 635 characters vs. 
636 characters, which indicates an unbalanced presentation. Since ‘establishing credentials’ 
is mainly used to attract the reader’s interest, such a long description seems to be unlikely to 
achieve this purpose because of its lengthiness. Some of the above points are also discussed 
by the managers as shown below.
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(1) “The letter is too long. I don’t think this is the right length for a sales letter. When 
managers receive this letter, I don’t think they will have the time to finish reading it.”
(2) “I can see that the writer is really a computer expert. But I do not think it is appropriate 
to include so many technical terms in this letter.”
(3) “The letter does not have a clear focus. I think the writer should focus on the 
introduction of the product. However, it seems to me that the letter focuses too much on 
how a related problem is solved.”
(4) “The style of the letter is redundant all through the letter and especially in the first few 
paragraphs and at the end. The sentences are too long, and the wording is repetitive. If the 
reader is interested in the product, s/he will respond to the letter; but if s/he is not interested, 
no matter what you say, how much you say, the reader will not respond.”
(5) “There is too much pleading when the writer requests the reader to respond. The writer 
should not try to beg the reader to take the offer but should focus on the introduction of the 
product.”
The above managers’ views, in part, reflect their world and formal schemata for 
writing sales letters, and explain why this letter is rated the least successful. Notice the first 
comment relates to the use of a formal schema concerning length. The second comment is 
still related to the formal schema about the specific use of lexis. The third is about where the 
focus should be placed. The fourth is again about the use of formal schemata in relation to 
relevant details. The fifth is related to both world schemata and formal schemata, both of 
which are needed to distinguish a request from pleading. These views will also be integrated 
in the following analysis.
6.2.1 Detailed analysis
In the analysis of this letter, moves, steps and linguistic forms will be analysed in a top-down 
manner. First of all, the moves and steps are described as follows:
Move 1 Introductory sections (lines 4-7)
Move 2 Establishing credentials (lines 8-49)
Move 3 Introducing the product (lines 50-88)
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Step 1 Offering the product 
Step 2 Evaluating the product 
Step 3 Essential detailing of the product 
Move 4 Offering incentives (lines 89-97)
Move 5 Soliciting a response (lines 98-107)
Step 1 Making a request 
Step 2 Using pressure tactics
As shown above, this letter can be divided into various levels of structure. There does not 
seem to be anything unusual about the structure as it follows the typical sequence found in 
other sales letters. However, a close look at the length indicates the redundancy of style, 
especially in ‘establishing credentials’ and ‘soliciting a response’. This point will be discussed 
further in the following analysis.
(1) Move 1, the introductory section (lines 4-7), can be seen as composed of one step, which 
is related to background information to the whole text and is realised in the following 
sentence:
züw ei tönghäng, women döu hen guänxin diännäojie de
as colleague we both very concern computer-world GNE
xiänzhuäng yiji shengcün fazhän m iänlm  de göngtöng wengti,
present-situation and existence develop face GNE common issue 
xlw äng neng yü nin göngtöng täntäo, xünqm  göngshi
hope can with you (H) together discuss seek mutual-understanding 
yü hezuö jihu i
and cooperation opportunity
As colleagues, we are both keenly interested in the present situation of the computer 
world and the mutual problems relating to its existence and development. (We) hope 
that (we) can discuss these problems with you and seek mutual understanding and 
opportunities for cooperation (lines 4-7).
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The above section is used to build a relationship with the reader, in this case, a colleague 
relationship. In this sentence, the topic shifts from inclusive we (including both the writer 
and the reader) to an implied exclusive we (excluding the reader). In the first half, the 
subject is ‘wom en ... döu’ (we both). ‘We’ refers to both the writer and the reader. But in
the second half of the sentence, although still sharing the first ‘w om en’ (we), as subject, the 
reader is excluded, referring to another ‘w om en’ (we) — the writer’s company. The writer is
employing a strategy of taking the reader’s position and tries to include the reader on his 
side. The mixing of the two referents together with the address term ‘tönghäng’
(colleagues) helps to achieve this effect as an ice-breaker for the long discussion to follow.
(2) Move 2, establishing credentials (8-49), can be also seen as composed of one step, which 
is used to explicate the writer’s expertise as a computer expert. It is mainly expressed 
through a problem-solution strategy indicating what the problems are and how the writer 
can provide solutions. In this step, the writer discusses the general situation in the MIS 
market first, and then moves onto discussion about the problems MIS has, and finally 
provides the possible solutions as shown below:
Situation: Introduction to MIS computer market (lines 8-13)
Three sets of problems (lines 14-41):
(1) Specific problems in our country (lines 19-23)
(2) Difficulties in developing MIS software (lines 23-31)
(3) Future difficulties in sales (lines 38-41)
Solutions (line 42-49):
(1) Producing your own computers (line 44)
(2) Providing better service (lines 44-47)
In the above problems, the first and second sets of problems are more urgent and 
therefore, take more characters than the third set which has only 62 characters. More 
strategies are also used, such as direct quotes from an important person (lines 33-36). Take 
the first set of problems as an example to indicate the style of this step:
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chü guöji shäng göngtöng cünzäi de ruänjiä künräo, ruänjiän
besides international on mutual existence GNE software perplex software 
weiji de göngxmg went! ylwäi, zäi wöguö you yüdäo gäige käifang,
crisis GNE mutual problem besides in I-country also meet reform open-up 
shlchäng jingji, guanfi jlzhi, gezhöng cäi, shui, jinröng zh'idü de
market economy manage system various money tax finance system GNE 
büduän biänge, dui MIS de xüqiu büduän biänhuä de texmg wenti.
constant change to MIS GNE need constant change GNE specific problem 
Besides internationally common problems, such as software difficulties and crises, we 
also meet other specific problems in our country, such as those relating to the 
economic opening-up, changing to the market economy, management mechanisms, 
various and constant reforms in fiscal, taxation and financial systems, and constant 
changes of MIS needs (lines 19-23).
In the above example, the connectives ‘chü ... ylwäi’ (besides), and ‘you’ (and) link all the
problems MIS research is confronted with, such as the software crisis and especially the 
changes to MIS market needs in China. Notice that the writer uses varied lexical items to 
describe the difficult situation, including ‘künräo’ (difficulties), ‘weiji’ (crisis) and ‘wenti’
(problems). These problems are mainly related to lack of technology push. This is also the 
major cause of the difficult situation in the MIS market.
The strategy of problem-solution is useful for establishing the writer’s credentials as 
a computer expert. The world and formal schemata used by the writer in this step are mainly 
related to how to research and solve a problem. However, the problem is that this strategy 
should be treated as subordinate information, not as a focus in the text as indicated in the 
managers’ Comment No. 3. The weakness lies mainly in the length this move. If the 
problems were discussed briefly, the length could be reduced dramatically.
(3) Move 3, introducing the product (50-88), is composed of the following steps:
Step 1: Offering the product (lines 50-51)
Step 2: Evaluating the product (lines 51-64)
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Step 3: Essential detailing of the product (lines 65-88)
The offer of GCMIS products is made after 683 characters. The first step of offering the 
product is introduced by the following linguistic forms:
wo göngsi de GCMIS chanpin wei women göngtöng fazhän
I company GNE GCMIS product for we mutual develop 
tigöng le liänghäo de hezhuö jihui.
offer AM good GNE cooperate opportunity
Our company’s GCMIS products will offer us a good opportunity for cooperation 
for our mutual development (lines 50-51).
The writer seems to know the formal schemata and introduces the above offer in an 
affirmative sentence with the verb ‘tigöng’ (offer) as a main verb. This verb is commonly
used in other sales letter in the corpus.
The second step, evaluating the product, includes the professionals’ positive 
appraisals and favourable media reports. This section employs lexical boost through 
adjectives, ‘sizi jiegoü’ (four-character expressions) and NPs. An example is provided 
below to reflect the linguistic forms used at this level:
vlzhl renwei, GCMIS zäi MIS de ruänjiän käifa göngjü zhöng yöu
consistent think GCMIS in MIS GNE software develop tool process have 
zhönqdä tüpö,______chuänqxln, yöu zhönqdä Iilün yü tuiguäng
important breakthrough innovation have great theory and popularise 
yingyöng iiäzhi, GCMIS chüyü quoji______ finqxiäm shijie xiänjin
apply value GCMIS in international pioneer world advance 
shut ping.
level
It was unanimously agreed that GCMIS had made important breakthroughs in 
developing MIS software; that it had great theoretical and practical values; and that
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GCMIS took the lead in the country and matched the advanced level of the world 
(lines 58-61).
In the above example, all the underlined adjectives and NPs have been used to a give 
positive evaluation of the product. In addition, some expressions such as the NP ‘zhöngdä
tüpö’ (important breakthroughs) and ‘guöji fingxiän’ (lead the trend of the world) are
linked to the problems raised in the introductory section, and indicate that the advertised 
product provides solutions to these problems.
In the next step, some of the essential details of the product can also be treated as 
specific solutions to the problems. Take the first detail as an example below:
chenggöng de jiejue le “zhijie miänxiäng” wenti. sh'i shl guängdä
successful GNE solve AM direct face problem be so-that broad
qiguän renyuän wüxü biäncheng, jiü neng käifa weihü he
enterprise-manage people no-need program also can develop maintain and
shiyöng de shenrü qiänchü de ‘shäguä’ ruänjiän.
use GNE deep-enter shallow-exit GNE ‘fool’ software.
Successfully solving problems relating to ‘meeting immediate needs’. GCMIS is 
‘fool-proof software and the broad range of managerial people can develop, 
maintain and utilise it without programming (lines 67-69).
The above focuses on offering a solution to an MIS problem, as indicated by using the lexis 
of problem solving, such as ‘jiejue ... w etf (solve a problem) in the first sentence. The
second sentence provides details about how easy it is to use the new software now. The 
metaphor ‘shäguä’ (‘fool-proof) is used to indicate such progress.
This section is more clear-cut in structure than the problem-solution section and is 
similar to sales letters in general. The writer focuses on the introduction of the product and 
tries to convince the reader about its reliable quality. However, this section takes up only 
40% of the whole text and does not show prominence as a major move. It is overshadowed
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by the comparatively less important section of problem-solution in the move of ‘establishing 
credentials’.
(4) Move 4, offering incentives (89-97), is also quite lengthy and has 130 characters. The 
content of this move is related to predicting the future benefits that the product can bring, 
such as increased sales, benefits and good service.
Take the following benefits the writer offers as an example:
jiäshäng GCMIS, ke shi gui göngsl: 1. töurü  shäo, fiyün chänchü gäo;
plus GCMIS can make you (H) company: 1. invest little, profit output high 
... together with GCMIS, your company can 1. invest less, but profit more (lines 90- 
91).
In the above, the phrase ‘jiäshäng GCMIS’ implies an conditional, indicating if the reader 
uses GCMIS. The benefits include: ‘töurü shäo’ (low investment) and Tiyün gäo’ (high
profits). These lexical items are related to gaining profits and can be very attractive 
incentives for the reader. However, as mentioned earlier, the major problem is the 
lengthiness, which can harm the effectiveness of this strategy.
(5) Move 5, soliciting a response (98-107), is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Making a request (lines 98-104, and line 107)
Step 2 Using pressure tactics (lines 105-106)
In the first step, the letter moves from reason for the request to request. Reasons for the 
request include: (1) successful record of GCMIS (lines 99-101); (2) great demand for the 
product (line 101) and (3) increase in agencies to meet the demand (line 102). The request 
is: we hope you will consider it and welcome you to our company (line 103-104). Even 
within the reason section, reason (3) can be regarded as the result of reason (1) and (2). 
These three reasons then provide the whole rationale for why the addressee should respond. 
The complexity of the reasons and request is shown below:
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Because: cause (1) successful record of GCMIS 
Reasons (2) great demand for the product
effect I (3) increase in agencies 
Therefore: Request — respond to our letter
The writer develops from subordinate to main or from the situation to the response and plan, 
and then moves on to the request. This sequence is quite similar to that found by Kirkpatrick 
(1991, 1993) in Chinese request letters and is used as a politeness strategy to lighten the 
imposition of the request. However, this is the only instance found in the sales letter corpus 
and would not be considered as a typical form for sales letters. The request, which is the 
core in the request section appears quite late in this move, and is expressed in this way:
xlwänq nin neng shenzhöng käolü, huänvmq läiren käochä he
hope you(H) can careful consider welcome come-person investigate and 
liäojie.
understand
(We) hope that you will give careful consideration to it. (We) welcome you to our 
company to make an on-the-spot investigation, and find out for yourself (lines 103- 
104).
Normally a request employs either ‘xlwäng’ (hope) or ‘huänying’ (welcome). The writer
uses both of them as underlined above, which can be seen as repetition. However, the major 
problem is that the actual request is overshadowed by the preceding reasons.
This off-focus weakness is also found in the second step, using pressure tactics. This 
step also takes a lot of space (lines 105-106), and could simply be shortened to one phrase 
‘zhuäzhü jiyü’ (Don’t lose the opportunity, line 105). All the rest of this step basically has
the same meaning. Therefore the above style turns out to be very repetitive, and this 
redundancy weakens greatly the intended urgency.
The writer also repeats the request at the end of the letter (line 107), which further 
adds to the repetitive nature and lengthiness of the letter, as indicated in managers’
Comment No. 4.
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To sum up, although this letter follows the typical macro-structure of a sales letter, 
developing from an introductory section, to introducing an offer, towards soliciting a 
response, it fails to employ well-defined formal schemata for writing sales letters. For 
example, ‘establishing credentials’ and ‘soliciting a response’ contain too many details. The 
former leads to an imbalance of the focus in the text, and the latter makes the letter almost 
into a plea. As a result of the inadequate use of formal schemata, two major communicative 
purposes have been greatly weakened. First, because of the lengthiness, the reader risks 
losing interest in reading the letter, thus the purpose of attracting the reader’s attention may 
not be achieved successfully. Second, persuasiveness may also be weakened by the 
emotional nature of the plea used to push the reader to action.
7 Conclusion
This chapter analyses the ‘pingxing’ (equals writing to each other) genre, sales 
letters, with the combined approach proposed in Chapter 2. The study of this genre can be 
viewed as a process of applying world and formal schemata to the study of communicative 
purposes through a top-down model. This view has been discussed in the following three 
areas:
First of all, this chapter illustrates that communicative purposes can be used as a 
reliable basis for studying a text. Well-defined world schemata are needed to identify 
communicative purposes. The world schemata mainly refer to marketing knowledge, and 
knowledge about cultural protocols and reader-writer relationships.
Secondly, this chapter shows how Chinese sales letters can be analysed using a top- 
down manner, in which communicative purposes are realised in lower levels of moves, steps 
and linguistic forms. There are two kinds of moves found in the corpus: formulaic moves 
and content moves, and these moves, in turn can be divided into steps, encoded by linguistic 
forms. The purposes of the formulaic moves are to indicate the form of the letter, and to 
build relationships with the reader. For example, greetings are preferred in the corpus as a 
means of achieving politeness and a personal relationship.
The content moves also strive to achieve several purposes, among which persuading 
the reader is found to be the most important, because this will cause the reader to respond.
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This point is reinforced by the managers’ views. Therefore the move of introducing the 
product becomes the focus of the letter, and this is where persuasion occurs.
Some content moves appear to be obligatory while others are optional. The 
obligatory moves appear to be related to the major communicative purposes. For example, 
‘introducing the product’ and ‘soliciting a response appear to be obligatory, and these two 
moves are related to ‘persuading the reader’ and ‘calling for a response’. These two moves 
represent the typical features of a sales letters. Other moves, such as the introductory 
section, establishing credentials and offering incentives appear to be optional, and are used 
to accomplish subordinate purposes. For example, the introductory section can be used to 
establish relationships. However, this is by no means to say that these optional moves are 
not important at all. For example establishing the writer’s credentials as an expert in a 
certain area can be attractive to the reader, and can even help persuade the reader.
In a similar way, some steps appear to be obligatory and some optional. The 
obligatory steps play an important role to realise the moves. For example, ‘making a request’ 
appears to be obligatory and ‘soliciting a response’ is basically realised in the request. ‘Using 
pressure tactics’ appears only to be optional, and plays a subordinate role in the same move.
The sequence of the content moves is relatively flexible compared to the formulaic 
moves. For example ‘establishing credentials’ can occur quite early or late in the letter. 
Repetition of moves and steps is found in the case of ‘requests’ and ‘pressure tactics’, 
and seerrfcto emphasise the call for a response. Splitting of steps is also found, especially in 
‘evaluating the product’.
The linguistic forms are also used in relation to the communicative purposes. Certain 
choices of forms are typical of certain moves. For example, requests prefer a series of polite 
forms such as the conditional clause, ‘wäng’ imperative, and so on. In addition, some words
typically used in ‘shangxing’ genre are deliberately used to achieve a high level of politeness 
and respect. This provides evidence to show that the writer follows the politeness principle 
of maximising the reader’s benefit at his/her own cost. All of the above factors give evidence 
about the general conventions of writing this genre.
Questionnaire and interview results from the enterprise managers and the business 
writing students were discussed in order to examine how the understanding of 
communicative purposes can influence the lower levels of text. The results show that the
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managers have a more effective understanding of these purposes because they have better 
knowledge structures built on the basis of their writing experience, and therefore they can 
relate their preferences regarding lower level choices to these purposes. The students, 
however, are non-expert members and often express views which reflect textbook advice 
because of their unfamiliarity with business writing practice. The divergence indicates that 
the expert managers’ views substantiate the findings in authentic letters and the students’ 
views reflect textbook advice, although both managers and students shared similar cultural 
values in the use of some forms.
The analysis of the most and least successful letters identified by the managers shows 
what effective or non-effective writing is like. The most successful letter follows the general 
expectations for using formal schemata. This letter focuses on the major move of 
introducing the product, and uses appropriate linguistic forms. The least successful letter, 
however, fails to meet these expectations. For example, although the structure of this letter 
seems to be appropriate, the repetitions and off-focus descriptions hinder the realisation of 
the communicative purposes.
To sum up, by analysing Chinese sales letters, we have provided an example of the 
application of the combined approach in genre analysis. We have found that Chinese sales 
letters have a set of communicative purposes and these purposes are realised at various 
levels in the text. We also found that the understanding of communicative purposes can 
influence choices of linguistic forms for a text. Therefore, communicative purposes can be 
seen as a reliable criterion for analysing genre.
In addition, the analysis also shows, from the perspective of genre development, 
what a new genre such as Chinese sales letters can be composed of. It seems that the 
emergence of this new genre is not an isolated process, but related to many sociolinguistic 
factors such as changes in communicative needs in a market economy and cultural values. 
The writing conventions of this genre also reflect these changes.
Chinese sales letters in this transitional stage, on the one hand, reflect the marketing 
strategies such as the AIDA model. This can be a western influence, but it can also be a 
general rule of marketing. The use of ‘you’ orientation in Chinese sales letters can also 
suggest a western influence. This can indicate that a new genre can also be influenced by the 
forms of other existing genres from other cultures. In addition, these letters still retain
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cultural specific values, such as relationship building, as an important communicative 
purpose in Chinese business practice.
Perhaps the rapid development of this genre can also account partly for the problems 
with textbook advice. There may be a time lag before the textbook advice can catch up with 
the development of sales letters. Therefore it is easier for textbooks to focus on prescribing 
rules for the letters, than on a comprehensive study of various communicative purposes.
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Chapter 5. Genre analysis of Chinese sales invitations
1 Introduction
In the last chapter we analysed the ‘pingxing’ genre of Chinese sales letters. In this 
chapter we shall examine another ‘pingxing’ sales genre — sales invitations. Salesinvitations 
are treated as a different genre from sales letters, mainly because they have a very different 
purpose from sales, which is to invite the reader as a guest, although invitations may also 
share other similar purposes relating to sales. The approach to be used in this chapter is the 
combined approach proposed in Chapter 2.
The examination comprises the following five steps:
(1) A brief introduction will be given to Chinese sales invitations based on textbook advice.
(2) Relevant world knowledge will be discussed and the communicative purposes of this 
genre studied in detail.
(3) A top-down analysis will be applied to the general structure of the sales invitations in the 
twenty-letter corpus. As discussed in Chapter 3, data are drawn from authentic letters.
(4) Business students’ views on language use at different levels of the text will be compared 
with those of enterprise managers. This chapter will further examine whether the kinds of 
differences found in the previous chapter appear in the genre of sales invitations.
(5) The structure of the most and least successful letters will be analysed in detail as an 
illustration of the use of the combined approach and to indicate the conventions of writing 
sales invitations. As with the analysis of sales letters in the last chapter, the managers’ views 
will be integrated into the analysis, as they can represent the discourse community of 
business letter writing.
2 Chinese sales invitations: a textbook approach
Sales invitations are a common type of business letter used to promote sales in 
Chinese. Companies organise exhibitions and invite other companies who are potential 
customers to come and see their products. Deals can be made at the exhibitions. This is an 
effective way to promote sales, because ‘seeing is believing’. In this way, sales invitations 
are playing an increasingly important role in Chinese business.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, sales invitations are written between companies and 
belong to ‘gongwen’ (official letters). In addition, since sales invitations intend to both invite 
the reader and promote sales, they involve features of invitation and promotion genres. First 
of all, it is an invitation, as inviting is a kind of directive which is used to “influence the 
addressee’s actions, emotions, beliefs and attitudes” (Vestergaard and Schroder 1985:16). 
Secondly it is related to sales, because the writer invites the reader in order to sell the 
product. Therefore, sales invitations may involve complex communicative purposes, some of 
which may be culture specific. Inviting is understood in the Chinese context as being related 
to relationship building, and this can be an important factor in understanding this genre. 
Relationship building is also the communicative purpose that textbooks emphasise.
I found only three textbooks (Lu et al., 1993; Zhao and LÜ, 1994; Zhuge and Chen, 
1994) that discuss sales invitations. There can be several reasons for this lack. First, this 
genre is rather new, as noted in Chapter 1. Second, sales invitations have complex features 
relating to both sales and invitations. It is hard to exactly specify where this genre belongs. 
All three textbooks which include sales invitations tend to discuss it as a type of ‘liyixin’ 
(letters of etiquette), or ‘shejiaoxin’ (letters of social contact), rather than as a ‘gongwen’ 
(official letters) genre. The meaning of ‘shejiäo’ (social contact) is readily apparent, 
however, iiyixin’ needs some explanation. According to Zhuge and Chen (1994: 361), ‘Hyi’ 
means ‘lijie’ (etiquette) and ‘yishi’ (ceremonies). Therefore, Chinese sales invitations are
treated as a form of etiquette for building relationships among people. This can be related to 
the influence of Confucian concepts in which ‘IT’ (rites) are often emphasised. According to
Zhuge and Chen (1994), ‘liyixin’ include invitations, welcome speeches, farewell speeches, 
etc. and relationship building is the most important purpose in these types of letters. Sales, in 
these textbooks, become less important than relationship building. As Lu et al. (1993:189) 
explain, the purpose of a sales invitation is to:
zengjin yöuyi, fazhän mäoyi.
increase friendship develop trade
increase friendship, and develop trade.
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In the above quote, Lu et al. (1993) explicate two purposes: increasing friendship and 
developing trade, with ‘youy i’ (friendship) mentioned first for emphasis and developing
trade placed afterwards in a less prominent position. Here the meaning of ‘youy'i’ is an
ambiguous term and needs to be further defined. Literally this word means ‘friendship’, but 
in the sales invitation context, it means more than this, because the writer does not really 
want to be a friend to the reader, but rather a business partner. Therefore, the ‘y o u y i’ here
can be understood as establishing a kind of personal contact or relationship with the reader. 
The importance of the purpose of relationship building can be further explained by Chinese 
cultural values relating to collectivism (Hofstede 1980, 1991) noted in Chapter 4. Inviting 
can be seen not only as a directive speech act in which one person invites another, but also a 
social activity which builds relationships in the collective.
From the above discussion of sales invitations, it can be seen that there is a general 
tendency for textbooks to treat sales invitations as a Tiyixin’ (letters of etiquette). This 
treatment, in fact, directly mimics the rules prescribed for general invitation writing which 
has a long history in Chinese written discourse. This claim can be confirmed by the fact the 
rules illustrated for sales invitation writing are very similar to those given for writing general 
invitations in Gu (1995), He and LÜ (1991), Chen (1991), Zhao (1992), and Zheng (1994). 
For example, textbooks on general invitation writing emphasise the writing of formulaic 
components and the polite and respectful use of language. In exactly the same way, the 
textbooks on sales invitations follow this advice and prescribe the rules for writing sales 
invitations which are summarised below:
(1) The invitee’s full name, or the invited company’s name must be clearly indicated. 
If the invitee is an individual, title or honorific terms such as ‘zünjing de’
(respected) can be used to indicate cordiality.
(2) The body of the letter comprisesthe aim of the exhibition, activities to be held, 
and time and place these activities are to be held.
(3) The letter ends with signature of the writer and the date should be included
(4) Sales invitations should use polite, cordial language, such as the polite closing 
‘jingqing  guäng lin ’ (respectfully invite you to come).
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In the above advice, the first and third items are about the use of formulaic components. The 
second concerns what should be included as the main content, which is basically related to 
informing the reader about the activities. The fourth item emphasises the use of polite 
language to achieving the purpose of ‘ fiyi’ (etiquette), which can be seen as related to
relationship building. In sum, the textbook advice emphasises the above communicative 
purposes. As such, does it reflect the complex genre of sales invitations? And is it enough to 
use the above rules to analyse sales invitations? These questions can be answered by 
discussing the following example (quoted and translated from Zhao and LÜ 1994):
XX XHIJkSP,
1994^F 12 M 1 B&'pmm&mMQfftf'ltMMJc Frm
“94’
i # T  10 M 1 B 10 JS bJ  
USlijÄit, E ^ g ^ B ,  #B , ÜB, in£*#/l-M'Blitfn*BHi*i 
üH£S Kj-jtilfi.
94’
Heading (1) An invitation to attend an exhibition
Salutation (2) XXX Ministry,
Body (3) In order to promote the exchange and popularisation of the world
advanced industrial technology, (4) the Chinese Information Technology 
Research Institute and the UN Industry Development Organisation have 
decided that “94’s Beijing International Technology Trade Exhibition” is to 
be held in the Exhibition Hall of the Chinese Information Technology 
Research Institute on December 1, 1994. (5) You (H) are (especially) invited 
to send a delegation to attend the exhibition. If you are planning to exhibit 
your products, please order exhibiting space by mail through the preparatory 
department, and send the exhibiting equipment to the exhibition hall by the 
end of October.
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So far, we have already received dozens of applications from other 
countries, such as England, Thailand, America, and Canada, and dozens of 
companies from inside the country.
Polite closing (6) Awaiting respectfully your presence (H).
Signature (7) The preparatory department,
and date 94’s Beijing International Technology Trade Exhibition
September 1, 1994.
In this example, the letter can be broken into the following seven items (as indicated by the 
added numbers in the letter):
(1) the heading11
(2) salutation, in the form of the company’s name
(3) the objective of the exhibition
(4) introducing the activities: the exhibition and its time and place
(5) inviting the reader politely
(6) polite closing
(7) signature and date
Generally speaking, this letter exemplifies the textbook advice in relation to both formulaic 
components and the main content in the body of the letter. In formulaic components, the 
letter includes a heading, a salutation, a polite closing, and the signature and date. In the 
main content, the letter starts with the objectives of the invitation and moves on to an 
introduction to the activity and time and place it is to be held. The language of the letter is 
polite and respectful, as indicated in the polite closing and the use of honorific forms.
However, the textbook advice fails to give an account of other relevant 
communicative purposes which can be identified, such as persuading the reader to attend the 
activities. This is the perlocutionary force. The textbook advice mainly emphasises the 
writing of formulaic components, the informational features, and the purpose of relationship 
building. This is another example to support our claim in the last chapter that textbooks tend 
to overlook perlocutionary forces. As can be seen in the above example, however, the writer 
also tries to convince the reader with information about the scale of the international
11 Although the heading is not discussed in the above textbook advice, it is included here as a matter of 
course because it is an important characteristic in ‘yaochingxin’ (invitations) writing in both textbooks and 
actual writing practice.
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exhibition in the second paragraph. This indicates that it is necessary to further explore the 
communicative purposes of sales invitations, because the prescribed rules do not reflect the 
full range of purposes.
Besides the above mentioned weakness, there is another weak point in textbook 
advice. That is, that textbooks tend to treat this genre only as a type of invitation, while 
ignoring other features. As noted earlier, sales invitations are a complex genre. It is, first of 
all, a kind of ‘gongwen’ (official letters) written between companies, and so can be expected 
to differ from other invitations, such as a wedding invitation. It is also related to sales, 
because the writer has the intention of targeting the reader as a potential customer.
Therefore, it would not be appropriate to treat sales invitations only as a ‘shejiaoxin’ (a 
letter of social contact). Some other factors relating to ‘gongwen’ (official letters) and 
‘sales’ also merit attention. This chapter will attempt to combine the three factors and treat 
sales invitations as an individual genre of ‘gongwen’ (official letters). In the meantime, the 
culture specific features of relationship building emphasised in textbooks will be taken as 
only one of the communicative purposes.
The following discussion will focus on further identification of communicative 
purposes from the twenty-letter corpus (see Chapter 3). A top-down analysis will be 
undertaken to determine how these purposes are realised in each level of the text.
3 Studying the communicative purposes of sales invitations
As discussed in Chapter 2, communicative purposes are a very important feature in 
genre analysis (Swales, 1990). World schemata are mainly discussed because they are central 
to identify the communicative purposes of the genre. In the case of sales invitations, the 
world schemata are composed of knowledge in three areas: inviting, marketing, and the 
relationship between the writer and the reader. Since the last two kinds have already been 
discussed in the last chapter, only the first will be discussed here.
The first kind of knowledge refers to the cultural protocol of inviting, and the fact 
that Chinese invitations are related to behaviour of respect and cordiality. When the writer 
invites the reader, s/he is, at the same time, showing respect to the reader by doing so. In 
this aspect, inviting is very different from other types of directives such as requests.
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The most obvious and major purpose of a sales invitation is to invite the reader to 
attend an exhibition, and to elicit the desired response, and this involves a complex 
communicative process. The complexity increases when both sales and inviting have to be 
taken into consideration. If the above world schemata are appropriately used, one can, on 
close observation, ascertain the following communicative purposes from the corpus:
1 To invite the reader to attend the exhibition, and encourage further communication
2 To inform the reader about the exhibition
3 To build a host-guest relationship with the reader
4 To achieve a positive public image
5 To attract the reader’s attention and interest
6 To give positive appraisals of the exhibition
7 To persuade the reader to attend the exhibition
In identifying the above purposes, one needs to refer to all of the world schemata mentioned 
earlier. In general, the above seven purposes can be divided into two kinds: inviting the 
reader to the exhibition and advertising the exhibition. Inviting is the unique feature of this 
genre, while advertising the exhibition is quite similar to the purposes of sales letters. 
Generally speaking, the first three purposes in the above list are related to inviting, because 
they focus on information about the activities and inviting the reader to come to the 
exhibition. Among the three, inviting the reader is the central idea and the other two are 
subordinate to it, because the second purpose is related to providing some information about 
the invitation, while the third explicates what kind of relationship inviting intends to achieve 
as often emphasised in Chinese textbooks.
The last three purposes are related partly to the marketing model of AIDA. For 
example, attracting the reader’s attention and interest make up the first two stages of AIDA. 
The sixth and seventh are related to bringing about the desire to attend the exhibition. 
‘Giving appraisals’ is subordinate to the purpose of persuading the reader because it 
supports the persuasion by giving positive evaluations.
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The fourth, achieving a positive public image, can be seen as a subordinate purpose 
to ‘inviting the reader’ and ‘persuading the reader’, as a good image is desirable in 
invitations and sales.
From this perspective, one can see that sales invitations can basically fit into this 
marketing model, because inviting the reader to attend an exhibition is a kind of marketing 
practice. However, it is not really a sales letter genre, because it is also an invitation and 
seeks to establish a guest-host relationship with the reader. Another point that is worth 
noting is that although the purpose of inviting the reader can be related to calling for action, 
this purpose does not really fit into the last stage of the AEDA model, since it is mainly 
related to inviting the reader.
Among these seven purposes, persuading the reader and inviting the reader are the 
most important because these two purposes can guarantee the success of an invitation.
When the reader is persuaded, the letter is only one step away from action. Inviting the 
reader is the ultimate purpose of an invitation. Achieving a positive public image is only 
subordinate as it is not related to the immediate sales, but may influence the reader in the 
long term. The initial purpose for persuasion is to attract attention and interest. Therefore, 
among the above seven purposes, inviting and persuading the reader are the most important.
As noted earlier, textbooks fail to reveal all these communicative purposes, and tend 
to overlook perlocutionary forces such as ‘persuading the reader’ in sales invitations, an 
aspect which will be further explored in our discussion.
4 The top-down process of realising communicative purposes
In this section, the concept of top-down information processing is applied in order to 
study how communicative purposes are realised in the lower levels of the text, such as 
moves, steps and linguistic forms, and how these lower levels contribute to their general 
realisation. The communicative purposes of sales invitations in the corpus were found to be 
realised by the following structural moves:
Level 1: The text which reflects the communicative purposes 
Levels 2 and 3: Moves and steps
Formulaic moves
1 Heading
2 Opening moves:
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Salutation 
Greetings (rare)
3 Closing moves:
Invitation-related closings or well-wishes 
Signature and date 
Content moves:
1 Introducing the exhibition
Step 1 Providing background information
Step 2 Indicating background objectives
Step 3 Providing information about the exhibition
2 Inviting the reader
3 Establishing credentials
4 Describing the exhibition
Step 1 Providing essential details of the exhibition 
Step 2 Evaluating the exhibition or the exhibits
5 Offering incentives
Step 1 Indicating benefits the exhibition may bring 
Step 2 Offering a special rate
6 Providing registration details 
Step 1 Giving registration details
Step 2 Giving further contact information
As shown above, sales invitations, like sales letters discussed in the last chapter, have two 
kinds of moves: the formulaic moves and the content moves. All these moves can be seen as 
a further realisation of the communicative purposes. For example, the formulaic moves are 
related to inviting, and relationship building, as they are important features of an invitation. 
In content moves, Move 1 is related to the purpose of informing the reader about the 
exhibition, Move 2 relates to the purpose of inviting the reader, Move 3 relates to attracting 
the reader’s interest, Move 4 relates to giving positive appraisals and persuading the reader 
to attend the exhibition, Move 5 relates to persuading the reader, and Move 6 can be seen as 
related to the purpose of informing the reader and encouraging further communication. 
However, the above links between the moves and purposes are only a rough guideline. In 
fact, the relationships are much more complex. For example, sometimes ‘establishing 
credentials’ can be a persuasive element to influence the reader. However, there are also 
some relatively stable relationships between moves and communicative purposes; for 
example, the informational elements about the exhibition in the first and last moves, and the 
feature of giving positive appraisals in the fourth move of describing the exhibition.
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The steps indicate a lower structural level used to encode moves. They are also 
closely related to the communicative purposes. In encoding moves, some steps are more 
important than others. For example, in the first move of introducing the exhibition, Step 3, 
providing information about the exhibition, will be more important than the first two steps, 
because this is where the major information about the exhibition lies. This step also 
contributes most to the realisation of the purpose of informing the reader about the 
exhibition. All these relationships will be discussed in detail in the relevant sections in this 
chapter. A further level under steps, linguistic forms, will also be examined below.
4.1 Analysing the formulaic moves
As sales letters, the formulaic moves of sales invitations are also composed of: 
headings, salutations, greetings, well-wishes or invitation-related closings, and signature and 
date. Although the sales invitations in the corpus indicate differences in the employment of 
formulaic components, the social distance between the writer and the reader in all the letters 
was basically the same: they are sales invitations between companies, a writer who 
represents one company invites the reader who represents another. This means that the 
writer uses the formulaic components as a symbol or strategy to encode actual social 
distances as noted earlier. The formulaic components of the 20 letters are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. The usage of the formulaic components in the 20-letter corpus
L etter N o H ea d in g S a lu ta tion G reetin g w e ll-w ish e s  or  c lo s in g s
letter 1 + 0 0 0
letter 2 + + 0 +
letter 3 + + + +
letter 4 + + 0 +
letter 5 + + 0 +
letter 6 0 + 0 +
letter 7 + + 0 +
letter 8 + + 0 +
letter 9 + + + 0
letter 10 + 0 0 0
letter 11 +. + 0 0
letter 12 + + 0 +
letter 13 + + 0 0
letter 14 + + 0 +
letter 15 + + 0 0
letter 16 + 0 0 +
letter 17 + + 0 0
letter 18 + + 0 +
letter 19 + + 0 0
letter 2 0 + + 0 0
In Table 7, it can be seen that nineteen letters had headings, and eleven had well-wishes or 
invitation-related closings. Salutations were used in seventeen letters. Only two letters used 
greetings. This shows that the use of the formulaic components basically follows the rules 
advised in textbooks. The reason for this may be that the use of headings and well-wishes 
are important features for indicating the genre of an invitation. The heading starts the 
invitation and the well-wishes conclude it.
The use of greetings is not very frequent. The reason for this can be that greetings 
are mainly used for the purpose of building a personal relationship as discussed in the last 
chapter. At the same time, invitations are related to building a host-guest relationship with 
the reader. Although these two kinds of relationship may be different in degree, the latter 
indicating more respect to the reader than the former, they have a very similar function in 
relationship building. Therefore it appears that there is no need to include greetings when the 
purpose of relationship building can be otherwise achieved in a more respectful way.
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4.1.1 The linguistic forms used as headings
The use of headings is discussed here as they are an important feature of invitations, 
including sales invitations. The headings used in the corpus are closely related to the purpose 
of inviting, which is often explicitly expressed. For example:
jiuw ü zhöngguö zhengzhöu m äocühui yäoqm gxin
nine five China Zhengzhou trade-promote-exhibition invitation 
An Invitation to ‘95 China Zhengzhou 95’s Trade Exhibition
The above heading indicates the writer’s intention through the term of ‘yäoqm gxin’
(invitations). In this way, the writer is building a relationship with the reader as a host and 
guest. At the same time, the heading also indicates what kind of exhibition the reader is 
invited to.
The invitation can also be expressed by similar terms to indicate inviting. For 
example, the heading of another letter is:
relie huänying gewei läibln film zhidäo qiätän  yew ü
warm welcome every come-guest come (H) instruct talk business 
We Warmly Welcome Guests to Come (H) and Talk Business with us.
Although this heading does not use the term of ‘yäoqm gxin’ (invitations), the form 
‘huäny ing ’ (welcome) expresses a similar meaning to the reader, because it expresses 
hospitable attitudes towards the reader. In addition, lexical items such as Taibln’ (guest) 
and ‘filin ’ (H come) are also clearly related to inviting.
4.1.2 The linguistic forms used as salutations
The salutations used in the corpus are shown in the following table:
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Table 8. Usage of a breakdown of the address terms used as salutations
Letter No Salutation (trans.) Salutation (Chinese)
letter 1 respected reader (H) jin g  q lz h e
letter 2 0  salutation 0 salutation
letter 3 person in charge (H) güi d ä n w e i fu ze  to n g z h l
letter 4 com pany name gön g sl m m g z i
letter 5 respected reader (H) jing  q lz h e
letter 6 M r+surnam e (H) zü n jin g  de  m ö u m ö u  x iä n sh e n g
letter 7 com pany name g ö n g sl m in g z i
letter 8 com pany name gö n g sl m in g z i
letter 9 ladies and gentlem en (H) zü n jin g  de  n ü sh lm e n  x iä sh e n g m e n
letter 10 respected reader (H) jin g  q lz h e
letter 11 com pany name gö n g sl m in g z i
letter 12 com pany name gö n g sl m in g z i
letter 13 respected reader (H) jin g  q lz h e
letter 14 com pany name g ö n g sl m in g z i
letter 15 respected reader (H) jin g  q lz h e
letter 16 0  salutation 0 salutation
letter 17 respected reader (K) jin g  q lz h e
letter 18 M r+surnam e (H) zü n jin g  de  m ö u m ö u  x iä n sh e n g
letter 19 M r+surnam e m ö u m ö u  x iän sh en g
letter 20 com pany name gö n g sl m in g z i
As shown in the above table, the letters, generally speaking, tend to use honorific forms to 
indicate respect and politeness to the reader. This use of salutations is a typical feature of 
invitations. Table 8 also shows that the frequently used salutations are ‘göngsl m ingzi’
(company name) used by seven letters and ‘jing q lzh e’ (respected reader) used by six 
letters. The reason for the frequent use of company name may be that sales invitations are 
usually directed to companies, and the writer wants the reader to know that the company in 
general is invited instead of specific individuals. ‘Xing q lzh e ’ is also preferred because this
is the address term that is formal and meets the standard of respect required by an invitation.
Most of the above address terms used as salutations have been discussed in the last 
chapter. Only one form is not covered, which is 0 salutation, or the lack of a salutation. 0 
salutation does not seem to be appropriate for a letter, because a letter usually requires a 
salutation. This point is often stressed in letter writing manuals, such as Zhao and LÜ 
(1994), and Chen (1991), and salutations are also preferred by the native speakers in sales 
letters as discussed in the last chapter. The use of 0 salutation does not seem to be a
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frequent practice in sales invitations, however, and is only used in two letters. Since 
advertisements usually do not use salutations, it is possible that 0 salutation is an example of 
influence from advertising style. The more personal address terms found in sales letters such 
as ‘m öum öu x iänsheng’ (Mr + surname) and ‘gui dänw ei füze td n g zh i’ (person in
charge) were not very frequently used. As noted earlier, the writers seem to prefer company 
names to indicate an invitation to the whole company.
4.1.3 The linguistic forms used as closing moves
Closings are often written in honorific or respectful forms. Consider the following 
frequently used form as an example:
jingqing  guänglin
respectfully-invite come (H)
It is an honour to invite you.
The above closing is related to an invitation as indicated in the term ‘jingqing* (respectfully
invite), and is often used in invitations. It is written in honorific form, thus showing more 
respect to the reader than those without. This is a feature typical of an invitation in which 
the writer is expected to show high respect to the reader, and in this way, this kind of 
closing can help achieve the purpose of relationship building between the writer and the 
reader as inviter and invitee.
Similar respect can also be found in forms of well-wishes, such as ‘zhü dään’ (wish
you good health). These well-wishes are in fact representative of using ‘shangxing’ (the 
subordinate writing to the superior) words to indicate high respect. This usage of 
‘shangxing’ lexical items in ‘pingxing’ genres has already been discussed in the last chapter 
as a means of showing respect. Although there are no fixed rules about what honorific forms 
can be used in the closing, a professional writer with appropriate world schemata would 
know the general guidelines and meet the level of respect required by an invitation.
The signature often takes the form of the company’s name, and the date is written at 
the end of the letter: a common practice in Chinese letter writing as noted in the last chapter.
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4.2 Analysing the content moves
This section analyses content moves in the top-down processing of moves, steps and 
linguistic forms and discusses how these levels work together to realise communicative 
purposes. As discussed earlier, six content moves can be found in the corpus: introducing 
the exhibition, inviting the reader, establishing credentials, describing the exhibition, offering 
incentives and providing registration details. All these moves will be discussed in detail 
below:
4.2.1 Introducing the exhibition
Move 1, introducing the exhibition, is frequently the opening section. Among the 
twenty letters, nineteen (95%) begin with ‘introducing the exhibition’, only one letter (Letter 
2) begins with ‘describing the exhibited product’. This move is composed of the following 
steps:
Step 1 Providing background information
Step 2 Indicating background objectives
Step 3 Providing information about the exhibition 
In the above steps, the first one is closely related to the second in that the first provides 
background information while the second relates to objectives arising from the background 
information. Only six letters (30%) used the first step, and it does not seem to be a very 
common practice. Nine letters (45%) introduced the second step. Both the first and second 
steps can co-occur, and are used as subordinate steps for the third step ‘providing 
information about the exhibition’. The third step is the most important in this move, because 
it introduces the main activities, and includes the name of the exhibition, and the place and 
time it is to be held. Therefore, all the letters included this information, and eleven letters 
(55%) began with Step 3. This move is mainly linked to the purpose of informing the reader 
about the activities. At the same time, it can also be related to other purposes such as 
attracting attention or interest, and relationship building. The linguistic forms used in the 
three steps of this move can be exemplified in the following example from the corpus:
(1) sübei diqü de q iche göngye xünm eng fazhän. (2) w eile m änzü 
north-Jiangsu district GNE vehicle industry quick develop in-order-to meet
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guängdä kehü dui cheliäng genghuän, tianzhi de shiji xuyäo, tigao
broad customer for vehicle replace add GNE practical need raise 
gui chäng chänpm zhlmlng dü, bmg yi juejui youshl
your (H) company product well-known degree and with absolute advantage 
zhänFmg sübei shlchäng, (3) wo göngsl jiäng yü 95 niän 4 yue 18
occupy north-Jiangsu market I company will in 95 year April 18
fi jübän ‘jiäting jiäoche zhänxiäohui’.
date hold family vehicle exhibition
(1) The economic situation is developing rapidly in the northern districts of Jiangsu.
(2) In order to meet the needs of the vast numbers of customers to replace and buy 
vehicles, to raise the profile of your products, and to enable your product to occupy 
a market place in the northern districts of Jiangsu, (3) our company is to hold the 
‘Family Vehicle Exhibition’ on April 18, 1995.
In the above example, numerals have been added to indicate the three steps in this move.
Step 1, providing background information, talks about the development of the vehicle 
industry. This step provides some contextual background information relevant to the 
exhibition. The adjective ‘xünmeng’ (rapidly) is used to indicate the urgent market need, in
this context, for holding a vehicle exhibition.
Step 2, ‘indicating background objectives’ is not related to the direct objectives or 
purposes the exhibition tries to achieve, but rather to general objectives that arise from the 
background information. This step is introduced by the purpose connective ‘weile’ (in order
to) in this example. As discussed in the last chapter, this is an important connective to 
indicate that an important point is coming up in the main clause. In the ‘weile’ clause, two
background objectives are introduced: the first one is related to meeting the customers’ need 
to buy cars, and the second to the reader’s need to sell vehicles at the exhibition. These two 
background objectives can fulfil several functions. Firstly, the writer attaches importance to 
the exhibition by stressing these objectives. Secondly, the writer tries to attract the reader’s 
attention by mentioning the reader’s product advantage in the vehicle market.
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Step 3 provides information about the exhibition by giving details such as the 
organiser, the name of the exhibition and the time it is to be held. The format of this step is 
quite fixed, because it is mainly informational.
4.2.2 Inviting the reader
Move 2, inviting the reader, can be seen as composed of one step, and is employed 
by all the twenty letters. The position of this move varies. It is placed either after the 
introduction to the exhibition or after the description of it. This move is characterised by the 
use of respectful and honorific linguistic forms. When an appropriate degree of respect is 
used, the invited will feel honoured. It is felt that the more respectful the invitation is, the 
more likely it will be accepted. Here the Chinese concept of ‘face’ comes into play. There is 
a common saying that ‘rii jing wo yl chvi, wo jing  nil yl zhang’ (If you respect me one 
inch, I will respect you ten times more). So sometimes, the feeling of being honoured by 
others may act as a reason for the reader to accept an invitation. Therefore the polite use of 
language is very important here, and is also consistent with forms used for the formulaic 
moves.
In this move, the writers often use verbs relating to ‘inviting’ especially the verb 
‘yäoq lng ’ (invite), which can be used both as a verb and a noun. According to the Modem 
Chinese Dictionary (Shekeyuan, 1984:1340), the word ‘yäo’ (invite) alone can indicate the 
meaning of ‘inviting’. The word ‘q lng’, which also means ‘please’, is used here as a verb
meaning ‘ask or request courteously’. These two characters have similar meanings. The 
combination of ‘y äo ’ (invite) plus ‘q lng ’ (ask politely) makes the act of inviting respectful
and formal, and it is used to formally invite guests. However, the writer can make ‘y äo q lng ’ 
more polite or respectful by combining it with other modifiers. For example, ‘ch en g y l’ 
meaning ‘sincere’ is often used to modify ‘yäoqlng’ to indicate the writer’s sincerity:
chengyl yäoqlng gui göngsl päiyuän qiänw äng cänguän.
sincerely invite your (H) company send-people come visit
We sincerely invite your company to come and visit.
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There are three other compound verbs used which express a similar meaning to ‘chengyi 
y äo q ln g ’ (invite): ‘teyäo ’ or ‘tecl yäoq lng’ (specially invite), T inqqlnq’ (respectfully 
invite) and ‘qönqq lnq ’ (respectfully invite). As indicated by the underlined part, all three 
compound verbs are related to the verb ‘yaoqm g’. The compound ‘teyäo’, composed of 
the modifier ‘te ’ (special) and ‘yäo(qlng)’ (invite), means ‘specially invite’ and indicates that 
the writer takes the invitation as something special. ‘Jingqing’ is composed of the modifier 
‘j in g ’ (respectfully), and ‘(yäo)qlng’. The third compound verb ‘göngqm g’ is composed 
of the modifier ‘gong’ (respectfully), and ‘(yäo)qlng’, and has the similar level of respect to 
‘jin g q in g ’. All this shows that these verbs relating to the act of invitation are related to
respect to the reader, which matches the level of respect of the letter in general.
The above four forms of ‘inviting’ can be used interchangeably, as they all endeavour 
to show a high level of respect. All of them were found in the corpus: nine letters use 
‘te y ä o ’ (specially invite), five letters use ‘jingq ing ’ or ‘göngqm g’ (respectfully invite) and
three letters use ‘chengyi yäoq lng’ (sincerely invite).
Inviting can also be expressed by the verb ‘huänying’ (welcome). This word is less 
formal than ‘yäoqlng’, but can be used to indicate the hospitality of the writer. The 
association of the two concepts of ‘huänying’ (welcome) and ‘k e ’ (guest) or ‘peng’
(friend) is expressed in the following example:
huänying gewei däo w enzuö zuö ke, you peng zl yuänfang
welcome everyone come Wenzhou be guest have friend from far
läi, bü yl luö hü?
come not also happy QM
(We) welcome everyone to come to Wenzhou to be our guests! How happy we will
be if we have friends coming from far away!
In the above example, the second sentence is taken from the words of Confucius, and this 
has become a common saying in Chinese used to welcome a friend. This saying is written as 
a rhetorical question, as the classical question marker ‘h ü ’ indicates a question. As discussed
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earlier in this chapter, ‘friendship’ in sales invitations has its own connotation. Here it is used 
to refer to the reader as a guest, rather than as a casual friend.
In the corpus, six letters (20%) use the form ‘huänym g’ (welcome) in the letter.
Among them, three use this form to reinforce the invitation, in addition to the other verbs 
relating to inviting.
The third type of verb used to indicate the speech act of invitation is ‘qm g cän jä ’ 
(please participate) and ‘wäng cän jä’ (hope you will participate). These two expressions 
are used in one letter each (10% of the corpus). ‘Qmg cän jä ’ (please participate) is an 
imperative sentence plus the softener ‘qm g’ (please). The softener ‘q m g ’ is often used as a
request as discussed in the last chapter. It is also possible for an invitation to use this form. 
However, ‘qm g’ indicates a lower level of respect compared with ‘yäoqm g’ (invite).
‘Wäng cän jä ’ (hope you will participate) is a declarative sentence with the subject omitted. 
‘W ang’ (hope) is also found to be used in sales letters to indicate a request (see Chapter 4),
and has also been found by Kirkpatrick (1991) frequently to raise a request in Chinese 
request letters. As noted earlier, an invitation differs from a request, and especially Chinese 
invitations tend to use forms relating to high respect. ‘W äng’, therefore, as a form of request 
would indicate a lower level of respect than ‘yäoqm g’ (invite). When it comes to
invitations, this form does not sound appropriately respectful, and does not meet the level of 
respect an invitation usually requires. Neither ‘q m g ’ nor ‘wäng’ seem to indicate the
appropriate level of respect or hospitality. It is possible that because of this, these two 
expressions were not commonly used.
Another relevant point relating to this move is the phenomenon of inviting the reader 
more than once. One letter repeats the invitation as follows:
( l) jin g q ln g  gui dänwei jiesh i päiyuän cänjiä  shenghui.
respect-invite your (H) company then send-person participate grand-exhibition 
(We) respectfully invite your (H) company to attend this grand exhibition.
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(2) jiecheng huanying guanglm .
wholehearted welcome presence (H)
(We) wholeheartedly welcome (your) presence (H).
In the above example, the first invitation is expressed by the verbal phrase ‘jm g q in g ’ and 
the second by another verbal phrase ‘jiecheng huany ing’. Notice both types of inviting 
tend to use honorific forms such as ‘gu i’ (your H) and ‘guänglin ’ (presence H) to match 
the respect and politeness of this genre.
Five letters (25%) invited the reader more than once, and this phenomenon is worthy 
of note as it is related to a typical cultural value. Although in form this repetition is a kind of 
redundancy, if it is put in the Chinese cultural context, it does not represent redundancy at 
all. In everyday conversation, people often repeat an invitation in order to express 
hospitality. The more times the host repeats the invitation, the more hospitality and sincerity 
are exhibited. If the host invites the guest only once, the guest may think that the host is only 
following some kind of ritual and does not mean to invite. If the host insists on the invitation 
again and again, the addressee will take it as a sincere invitation and know that the host 
means what s/he is saying. Although the written form is different from oral invitations, 
repeated inviting appears to be influenced by this ritualistic practice. According to Chen 
(1991:106), repetition in invitations is sometimes necessary because it emphasises the 
invitation. He further explains that repeating the invitation again and again indicates the 
writer’s cordiality and sincerity towards the reader. The repetition of the invitation is, 
therefore, not redundant.
4.2.3 Establishing credentials
Move 3, establishing credentials, does not seem to be a frequent one, and only five 
letters (25%) in the corpus employed this move. The reason for its infrequent use may be 
that the focus of the introduction is not always related to one company’s products, but to the 
products at the exhibition from various companies. It is very hard to give credentials for all 
the producers of these products. In fact, all the letters that have this move are about 
exhibiting the products of one particular company. The position of this move seems to be 
rather fixed, with four instances placed after ‘introducing the exhibition’, and only one
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placed before ‘providing registration details’. The linguistic forms of this move are quite 
similar to those used in sales letters. For example, one letter writes:
XXX jiq'i zh'izäo chäng shl quänguö zuidä de jiq'l
XXX machinery make company be all-country biggest GNE machinery 
zhlzäo chäng zhl yl.
make company GNE one
XXX Machinery Co. is one of the biggest throughout the country.
The credentials in the above example are established by indicating the scale of the company 
in the forms of ‘zuidä ... zhl y l’ (one of the biggest). These credentials can be seen as
indicating high productivity as the company has such a large scale. This factor may attract 
the readers’ interest.
4.2.4 Describing the exhibition
Move 4, describing the exhibition, is often placed after the move of introducing the 
exhibition. Only one letter (Letter 2, to be discussed in Section 6 of this chapter) began with 
this move. This move seems to be important since all twenty letters employed it. It is 
composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Providing essential details of the exhibition 
Step 2 Evaluation of the exhibition or the exhibited products 
Of the above two steps, Step 1 provides details about the scale, the participants and 
exhibited products and Step 2 gives a positive evaluation of the exhibition. They can be seen 
as related to the major purposes of giving positive appraisals and persuading the reader. The 
persuasion is achieved mainly through describing the exhibition from different perspectives 
and giving positive evaluations.
For example, Step 1 is realised in the following linguistic forms in one letter:
( l)c ä n z h ä n  dänwei duö: bäokuö q'iche shengcän chängjiä, ge
participate-exhibition company many including car make company every
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da jm gxiao  danw ei, guöwäi qiche chängshang zhü zhongguö
big sell company foreign car company-salesman live China
däibiäo jlgöu.
representative agency
(2) yängche zhänshl yü xiäoshöu blngxing.
sample-car exhibite and sell hold-together
(1) Many companies will participate in the exhibition, including all the car-producing 
companies, all the sales companies, and foreign car-sales agencies in China.
(2) Sample cars will be exhibited and will be sold at the exhibition at the same time.
In the above example, the details include the scale of the exhibition in the first sentence, and 
the activities in the second. The first sentence shows a common way of writing this step. The 
writer proceeds in a deductive manner by giving the general idea first which is ‘dänwei
duo’ (many participants), and then giving the detailed information to support this point. The 
term ‘bäokuö’ (include) is often used to introduce the items to be listed, the kinds of
participating companies in this example. It can also be used to introduce varieties of 
products as well. ‘B lngxing’ in the second sentence is a concise way of saying ‘to hold 
together’ more than one activity. The writer of this letter thus includes two kinds of detail, 
which can be related to the strength of the exhibition. Other letters in the corpus also tend to 
include details that show their strengths and this is what the reader may be interested in. 
Some letters emphasise the large scale of the exhibition, and some emphasise the products.
The second step ‘evaluating the exhibition’ can be embedded in the first step, as in 
the case of ‘many companies will participate in the exhibition’ in the above example. As 
noted in the last chapter, a similar kind of embedding is also found in ‘evaluating the 
product’ in sales letters. This step can also be expressed by an individual sentence as shown 
in the following example, which is also the third item in the above letter:
(3) gulm ö da, dängci gäo, fushem iän guäng, y ingxiängli qiäng, ge 
scale great grade high radiate-area wide influence-force strong every
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da xinw en jigöu  tongfi hezuö, shehui xiäoying jüdä.
big news agency joint-effort cooperate society effect immense 
(3) The scale is big. The grade is high. The influence is wide-spread and strong. All 
the newspapers will make a joint effort to advertise (the exhibition). The social effect 
is immense.
In the above example, five adjectives are used: da (great), gäo (high), guäng (wide), qiäng 
(strong), and jüdä  (immense). This can be seen as an example of using the formal schema of
a series of adjectives as a particular kind of lexical boost in two different ways to evaluate 
the exhibition. The first four adjectives can also be seen as two pairs of phrases in parallel. 
The first pair are phrases of three characters with the adjectives ‘d a ’, and ‘gäo’ placed at
the end, and the second pair are phrases of four characters with ‘guäng’ and ‘q iän g ’
placed at the end of each phrase. As a whole, the use of adjectives in the above example 
can also indicate an end focus where an adjective of intensified degree, such as ‘jü d ä ’
(immense) is placed.
Another type of frequently used lexical boost (see last chapter) is the superlative 
degree of adjectives. For example:
(zidöng diäokeji) göuzäo zm jiängü , fiji zm  xiäo.
(automatic carver) make most solid volume most small
(The carvers are) the most solidly built and the smallest in volume.
The superlative underlined is used to refer to the good quality of the products. The 
employment of the superlative degree in ‘zui jiän g u ’ (the most solid) and ‘züi x iäo ’ (the
smallest) help to make the products attractive to the reader, and so nine letters in the corpus 
use this strategy.
In addition, ‘sizi jieg o u ’ (four-character expressions), which have already been
discussed in the last chapter, are also found in sales invitations, to give positive evaluations 
either of the exhibition, or of the exhibited products. For example, one letter describes the 
exhibition as:
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gai zhänlänhüi sh'i shipln shang q iätän  jiaoyi de fixiänq chänqshuö
this exhibition be food businessmen talk trade GNE ideal place 
sh'i guöjixing de m aoyi shenghui.
be international GNE trade grand-meeting
This exhibition is an ideal place for business people from food companies to hold 
trade talks. It is a grand gathering of international trade.
Two four-character expressions (underlined) are used in the above example to describe the 
exhibition. ‘Llxiäng changshuo’ is a noun phrase made of up of an adjective ‘fix iang’ and
a noun ‘chängshuö’, where the adjective gives a positive evaluation of the noun. The other 
four-character expression ‘m aoyi shenghu i’ is also a noun phrase. However, embedded in 
this expression there is another noun phrase ‘shenghu i’ (grand meeting), and it is the 
adjective ‘sh eng ’ (grand) that gives a positive evaluation.
Another letter describes the exhibited product of electrical sockets:
ben chängpmg jiegöu  xlnying düte, pöjü______m eifi, quonei
this product making new unique quite-have glamour inside-country
düchuäng.
original-create
This product has a new and unique form of manufacture, and glamour. (It is) an 
original creation in our country.
The above example is a topic-comment structure, the topic is ‘ben chängpm g’ (this
product) and the comment is the rest of the sentence describing what the topic, the product 
is like. In the comment section, the subject is ‘jieg ö u ’ (form of manufacture). All three four-
character expressions (underlined) are used to describe the subject ‘jie g ö u ’. Although these 
expressions have different internal structures, such as ‘xlnying dü te’ (new and unique) 
being an adjective phrase and ‘pöjü m eifi’ (have glamour) being a verb phrase, they play a
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very similar role in giving a positive evaluation of the product. It is the adjectives and 
adverbs, such as ‘xlnying düte’ (new and unique), ‘p ö ’ (very) and ‘düchuäng’ (unique
creation) that have the lion’s share in expressing the positive attitudes of the writer.
4.2.5 Offering incentives
The fourth move, ‘offering incentives’, does not seem to be a frequent move and 
only six letters (30%) employed it. It is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Offering benefits the exhibition may bring 
Setp 2 Offering a special rate
A letter can either have Step 1 or Step 2, or have both. When they co-occur, they follow the 
above sequence. The first step is related to the benefits the writer promises to the reader, 
and is often placed after ‘introducing the exhibition’. Take the following as an example:
töngshi häi jiäng  züzhl guöneiw äi jish ü  jiäo liü
at-the-same-time also will organise inside-outside-country technology exchange 
he yöuzhl chänpln pingshen yü tu ljiän  huödöng.
and good-quality product appraise-approve and recommend activity 
At the same time, (we) will also organise other activities such as national and 
international technology exchange programs, exhibited product appraisals and 
recommendations.
In the above example, the verb phrase ‘häi jiäng züuzlii’ (will also organise) introduces
other activities the writer will organise. These activities can be seen in the analysis as 
incentives, because they are not really related to exhibiting the products, but closely related 
to further opportunities to obtain possible benefits if the reader attends the exhibition. The 
above example refers to technology exchange opportunities, and opportunities to win an 
award for the exhibited products. Technology exchange may be an incentive because readers 
may want to upgrade their equipment. In addition, appraisals may also be an incentive, and 
the reader’s exhibited product may have the opportunity to win a prize at the exhibition.
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The second step is related to a special offer for the registration fee, and is often 
included in the move of providing registration details towards the end of the letter. For 
example:
10-20 ren de däibiäotuän, dändui yiren m iänjiäo
10-20 people GNE delegation group-leader one-person exempt-pay
huiw üfei.
exhibition-fee
For a delegation of 10-20 people, the group leader is exempt from the exhibition fee.
The important elements in the above example is ‘m iän jiäo’ (to be exempt) which is a way
of indicating a special offer to delegations of a certain scale.
‘Offering benefits the exhibition may bring’ and ‘offering a special rate’ are placed in 
separate places, in letters that have both of these steps. Therefore in these letters, the move, 
offering incentives, indicates a splitting tendency, which is quite similar to that of sales 
letters as discussed in the last chapter.
4.2.6 Providing registration details
The sixth move, providing registration details, is placed after the invitation towards 
the end of the letter. All twenty letters provided specific information about the exhibition 
relating to time, place and registration procedures. This information is of practical 
importance if the reader decides to attend the exhibition. Therefore it is closely related to the 
purpose of informing the reader about the exhibition. In addition, other purposes such as 
encouraging further communication can also be involved. This move is composed of the 
following two steps:
Step 1 Giving registration details 
Step 2 Giving further contact details
The first step, giving registration details, is very much informational. Although some 
information about the exhibition may have already been given earlier on, this step provides 
more details and may also cover other information such as the registration fee,
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accommodation information and contact details. For example, one letter introduces the 
registration fee in this step as:
m eiwei cänhui däibiäo shöu huiw üfei 380 yuan.
every-Class. participate-exhibition representative charge registration-fee 380 yuan. 
The registration fee for each participant is 380 yuan.
As shown in this example, the introduction is basically informational and gives precise details 
about the amount of money needed. In a similar way, the writer includes other necessary 
information such as telephone and fax numbers and so on. However, while some letters 
provide very detailed information, as in the example above, others provide only minimal 
contact details.
The second step is related to the first in that it is also about contacting the writer.
The second step appears to be optional and only five letters (25%) include it. For example, 
one letter expresses this step in the following way:
renhe shihou nin jün  ke huode bixü de guänggäo x'ingxl
any time you (H) all can obtain necessary GNE advertise information 
ziliao he nin gän xm gqü de w engti de x iängjin  däfü.
material and you (H) feel interest GNE question GNE detail answer 
You (H) can obtain at any time (our) catalogue and other information you need and 
a detailed response to the questions you are interested in.
In the above example, the writer uses the ‘you’ approach. As discussed in Chapter 4, this is 
a means of speaking from the reader’s perspective. Here the writer addresses the reader’s 
need for further information such as ‘guänggäo x ingx i’ (catalogue). The time adverbial 
‘renhe sh ihou’ (at any time) even stresses the continuously available service the writer can
offer. In addition, the second person pronoun is written in the honorific form to indicate 
respect. This is a good example of using formal schemata to express this step in order to 
achieve the purpose of encouraging further communication.
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4.2.7 Summary of the content moves
As discussed above, some moves appear to be optional, while others appear to be 
obligatory and exist in all or nearly all of the twenty letter corpus. The moves of introducing 
the exhibition, inviting the reader, describing the exhibition, and providing registration 
details can be considered as obligatory as all the letters in the corpus employed them. The 
other two moves of establishing credentials and offering incentives appear to be optional, 
because less than half of the letters in the corpus employed them.
Some steps, too, appear to be obligatory and some optional. Steps such as providing 
information about the exhibition, providing essential details of the exhibition, evaluating the 
exhibition, inviting the reader and providing registration details can be considered to be 
obligatory to the relevant moves. In the first move, introducing the exhibition, for example, 
the step of providing information about the exhibition is very important in determining this 
move as it contributes most to achieving the relevant purpose. The other two steps, 
providing background information and indicating background objectives, are only 
subordinate steps which help to express the main step, and therefore, they appear to be 
optional. The same is true of ‘providing essential details of the exhibition’ and ‘evaluating 
the exhibition’. These two steps are important in presenting the move of describing the 
exhibition. Similarly, ‘giving registration details’ is important in that this step can encode the 
move of providing registration details and provide essential information for this move.
In addition, in the twenty letter corpus, there is a general tendency for the moves to 
be arranged in the following sequence, although some letters may have a slightly different 
sequence:
(1) Introducing the exhibition
(2) Establishing credentials
(3) Inviting the reader
(4) Description of the exhibition
(5) Offering incentives 
V (6) Inviting the reader
(7) Providing registration details
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‘Introducing the exhibition’ is usually placed at the beginning of the letter and, therefore, has 
a quite fixed position. The position of ‘establishing credentials’ is relatively fixed, and is 
often placed after ‘introducing the exhibition’. ‘Describing the exhibition’ is often in the 
middle of the letter and placed either after ‘introducing the exhibition’ or ‘inviting the 
reader’. However, this sequence is only relatively fixed, because one letter places ‘describing 
the exhibition’ at the beginning of the letter. ‘Providing registration details’ is always placed 
at the end of the letter and thus has a quite fixed position in the information sequencing.
The position of ‘inviting the reader’ is rather flexible as indicated above in (3) and 
(6). Eight letters placed the invitation soon after the section of ‘introducing the exhibition’. 
The reason for this position may be that the writers follow the style of an invitation. In an 
invitation, the inviting section is often placed after the activity is introduced. In this way, the 
invitation is placed in a prominent position. Fourteen letters placed ‘inviting the reader’ after 
‘describing the exhibition’. The possible reason for this position is that the writers take 
‘inviting the reader’ as calling for action for the exhibition, for this position is similar to 
soliciting a response in sales letters. Two letters included inviting in both positions, which 
means they invited the reader more than once. In fact, three other letters also invited the 
reader more than once, but the second invitation was placed after ‘describing the exhibition’.
5 Questionnaire results and interviews relating to the top-down processing
As noted earlier in this chapter, although the writing practice of sales invitations is 
very close to textbook advice in regard to formulaic moves, there is a gap between these 
two sources in regard to communicative purposes. In order to further explore this finding, a 
questionnaire and interviews were administered among enterprise managers and business 
writing students (see Appendix 2). The purpose was to see if there were differences in the 
views of these two groups on the communicative purpose of sales invitations. If so, did these 
differences affect the opinions of these native speakers about the various levels of the text?
In order to answer the above two questions, the following three levels will be 
examined. First, the highest level of the text, the communicative purposes, will be examined 
to find whether the two groups have different understandings. Second, the formulaic moves
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will be studied in a top-down manner. At the level of linguistic forms, only salutations are 
discussed as an example of use for ease of analysis.
5.1 Questionnaire results and interviews on communicative purposes
This section will examine the native speakers’ understanding of communicative 
purposes. Only three communicative purposes are examined in the questionnaire (see 
Appendix 2): establishing relationships with the reader, attracting the reader’s interest, and 
persuading the reader. These purposes can alternatively be called relationship building, 
attracting interest and persuasiveness. These are also the purposes that may be in conflict 
and this point will be discussed in the analysis of the interviews. However, they do not 
necessarily represent all the major purposes. For example, inviting the reader is very 
important, but this purpose is not included in the questionnaire because it is such a clear-cut 
purpose for an invitation. In the questionnaire, both groups were asked to grade the three 
purposes as 1 (very important), 2 (quite important), 3 (not so important), and 4 (not 
important). The results for each group are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 below:
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Figure 9. The students' preferences (%)
relationship
building
attracting
interest
persuasiveness
m 1
■ 2
□ 3
□ 4
Figure 10. The managers' preferences (%)
HI 1
■ 2
□ 3
□ 4
NOTE: In the above two diagrams, the columns numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 stand for the four grades. The 
vertical axis shows the percentage of each group who chose each grade of the three communicative 
purposes.
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show that the only similarity is that both of the groups considered 
‘relationship building’ and ‘attracting interest’ important. Very few respondents chose the 
‘not so important’ or ‘not important’ degrees. However, they differed in their rating of 
importance of these two purposes. Over half of the students considered them very 
important, while only a quarter of the managers did. Most managers (71% and 64% 
respectively) rated ‘relationship building’ and ‘attracting interest’ quite important. They also
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differed in grading ‘persuasiveness’ with only 17% of the students vs. 70% of the managers 
preferring the ‘very important’ degree. In fact, the students’ grading of ‘persuasiveness’ was 
quite spread out, and 29% of them rated it as ‘not so important’. The students’ preferences 
for ‘persuasiveness’ were quite similar to those in sales letters as discussed in the last 
chapter.
Follow-up interviews were undertaken and the results will be discussed here. As 
shown above, the two groups had different understandings of the communicative purposes. 
The following will analyse their views in order to determine why such a difference occurred.
The students seemed to place equal importance on both ‘relationship building’ and 
‘attracting interest’. More than half of them rated ‘relationship building’ ‘very important’. 
They explained that sales invitations were a very important type of ‘liyixin’ (letters of 
etiquette), and so the letter should have ‘relationship building’ as a major purpose, as 
indicated in the textbooks. On the other hand, they further explained that the letter was 
related to advertising the exhibition and should place equal importance on attracting the 
reader’s interest. The students who made this choice thought that for a sales invitation, if the 
writer could make the reader interested, the letter had already achieved its major aim. This 
was also rated highly by students in the interviews on sales letters.
For ‘persuasiveness’, the students’ choices included all four degrees with ‘quite 
important’ much higher than ‘very important’ (50%: 17%), and 33% for ‘not very important’ 
and ‘not important’. Generally speaking they seemed to place less importance on this 
purpose. As one student argued, “Although the purpose of a sales invitation is to invite the 
reader to the exhibition, the writer should place more importance on ‘attracting interest’ 
than on ‘persuasiveness’. If the reader was interested, s/he would respond to the letter and 
inquire about the exhibition”. According to the students, one of the most important reasons 
for attending the exhibition was interest in the exhibition.
In sum, it seems that the students have some difficulty balancing the three purposes 
examined. According to them, ‘establishing relationships’ and ‘attracting interest’ were the 
most important purposes. As discussed earlier, sales invitations belong to ‘gongwen’
(official letters) and should not be treated as a pure ‘liyixin’ (letters of etiquette), therefore 
‘establishing relationship’ is not a decisive factor for the reader in accepting the invitation. If
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the writer were to over-emphasise this purpose the reader could even lose interest in reading 
the letter.
The managers, on the other hand, seemed to have a better understanding of these 
purposes and thus could cope with the relationship among them in a more efficient way. In 
the first place, they preferred only one focus among the three purposes, which was 
‘persuasiveness’. The other two purposes were only taken as subordinate to this one. With 
this principle as a guide, they expressed their views as follows.
They thought that ‘establishing relationships’ was no doubt an important purpose, as 
one obvious purpose of an invitation was to invite the reader as a guest. However, compared 
with ‘persuasiveness’, it should be treated as of less importance, because ‘building a 
relationship’ could be seen as subordinate to ‘persuasiveness’. As one manager explained, 
“Why do you want to establish a host-guest relationship with the reader? Because you want 
him/her to attend the exhibition.” Therefore ‘relationship building’ was seen as paving the 
way or setting the right atmosphere for ‘persuasiveness’.
The managers also regarded ‘attracting interest’ as a secondary purpose as compared 
with ‘persuasiveness’. More than half (64%) of the managers chose the ‘quite important’ 
degree for ‘attracting interest’. Managers who made this choice thought that it was 
appropriate to regard ‘attracting interest’ as ‘quite important’, instead of ‘very important’, 
because the aim of this letter was not to attract the readers’ interest, but to invite the reader 
to come to the exhibition. Getting interested was only an initial step, and did not mean that 
the reader would attend the exhibition.
Most of the managers (70%) preferred the ‘very important’ degree for 
‘persuasiveness’. Managers who made this choice thought that since the ultimate purpose of 
writing a sales invitation was to persuade the reader to attend the exhibition, the writer 
should not only attract the interest of the reader, but also, more importantly, should 
persuade the reader to come to the exhibition. Therefore, they explained that if the sales 
invitation only tried to attract the reader’s interest, it could be in conflict with 
‘persuasiveness’. For example, the writer could include something very attractive to the 
reader’s interest, such as how much profit some exhibited products can bring, but fail to 
provide supporting details. Thus ‘attracting interest’ would be achieved at the expense of 
‘persuasiveness’, and could result in the reader not being convinced. Then it was likely that
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the letter would end up with a rejection. As one manager commented, “The effectiveness of 
a sales invitation largely lies in its persuasiveness. Without it, it is unlikely that the readers 
will attend the exhibition.” As with their views on sales letters, the managers thought that 
advertising language without supporting facts would not be persuasive. They felt strongly 
that it was important to include essential facts such as the use of modem technology and 
detailed descriptions of the exhibition to meet the needs of the reader, because these could 
be factors which would influence the readers’ decision.
5.2 The use of formulaic components
This section will discuss the questionnaire results and interviews in relation to the 
lower levels of text: the moves, steps and linguistic forms for the formulaic components. The 
purpose is to determine whether the difference in the native speakers’ understandings of 
communicative purposes would lead to different views at these levels of the text. Although 
this is by no means a complete list of native speakers’ responses to the whole text, it will 
reflect the general trends of their preferences.
The first questionnaire item focuses on the native speakers’ preferences for the use 
of headings, salutations, greetings, and well-wishes. The results are shown in the following 
table:
Table 9. Native speakers’ preferences for formulaic components
Heading Salutation G reeting W ell-w ishes
Responses yes no yes no yes no yes no
Students % 100 0 95 5 67 33 84 16
M anagers % 97 3 100 0 13 87 90 10
It can be seen that in Table 9, the two groups indicated almost no difference in preferences 
for headings, salutations and well-wishes. However, they differed in their preferences for 
greetings, and a lot more students preferred the use of greetings: 67 vs. 13. The managers’ 
preference for greetings was closer to the actual practices found in the corpus.
Since both groups agreed upon the use of headings, salutations and well-wishes as 
necessary formulaic components for sales invitations, follow-up interviews focused on the 
use of greetings. Most of the students (67%) insisted on the use of greetings. Their
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preferences seemed to be influenced by textbook advice. As noted earlier, textbooks tend to 
categorise sales invitations as ‘liyixin’ (letters of etiquette) or ‘shejiaoxin’ (letters of social 
contact) instead of ‘gongwen’ (official letters), and greetings are used as a strategy for 
relationship building (Lu et al., 1993:189). Evidence of this influence could be seen in the 
interviews with the students when they explained that as a ‘shejiaoxin’ (letters of social 
contact), sales invitation should include greetings to indicate courtesy to the reader.
In contrast to the students’ responses, most of the managers (87%) preferred not to 
use greetings. They thought that greetings, as a formulaic component, could be used in some 
types of business letters, such as sales letters, but were not appropriate for sales invitations. 
One manager provided the following reasons: the purpose of using greetings was to build up 
relationships with the reader. Inviting could also help establish a host-guest relationship with 
the reader in a sales invitation. Since the relationship had already been well-established in a 
sales invitation, there was no need to use greetings.
These differences in the preferences for greetings indicates, to a certain degree, that 
their different understandings of communicative purposes may lead to a difference in the 
choices for moves. The students’ preference for greetings shows that they are very 
conscious of the importance of ‘relationship building’, which is consistent with textbook 
influence. The managers’ preferences not to use greetings is also consistent with their 
preference for ‘relationship building’ as only a subordinate purpose. Thus they claimed that 
the key emphasis should be on persuasiveness, although ‘relationship building’ was quite 
important.
5.3 The preferred use of linguistic forms for salutations
This section examines the appropriateness of salutations as a typical example of 
using linguistic forms. The native speakers in each group were asked to grade (between 
grades 1-6) the salutations found the corpus. The highest mean score indicates the most 
appropriate, and the lowest, the least appropriate as shown in the following table12:
12 Only the translated version of these forms is provided, the original forms were in 4.1.2 of this chapter.
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Table 10. The results of rating (mean score) relating to the preferences of salutations
Salutation Students Rank Managers Rank
1 company name 4.85 1 5.09 1
2 respected reader 2.43 5 4.95 2
3 Mr + surname 3.01 3 3.2 3
4 person in charge 2.9 4 2.98 4
5 ladies and gentlemen 4.24 2 1.22 5
6 0 salutation 1.38 6 1.02 6
Alternatively, the results of the above rating can be shown in the following figure to indicate 
more clearly the difference of rating between the two groups:
Figure 11. The rating of preferences relating to 
the usage of salutations
Note: The vertical bar indicates the rank, while the horizontal bar indicates the forms.
The above table and figure show that the students and managers were exactly the same in 
rank order for the most and the least appropriate: company name ranked most appropriate, 
4.85:5.09, and 0 salutation the least appropriate, 1.38:1.02. There were only slight 
differences in the rating of the address terms of ‘Mr + surname’ and ‘person in charge’. The 
two groups mainly differed in the rating of ‘jing  q izhe’ (respected reader): 2.43: 4.95; and
‘nüshim en x iänshengm en’ (ladies and gentlemen): 4.24:1.22. The managers’ choices,
again were closer to the findings in the corpus.
In the follow-up interviews, both groups preferred to use company names. They 
generally thought that since sales invitations invited other companies to exhibit products, it
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would be appropriate to use the company name as a salutation. The writer wanted the 
company to feel that the whole company was honourably invited instead of just one or two 
persons. Therefore both students and managers rated the specific personal address terms of 
‘Mr + surname’ and ‘person in charge’ comparatively low. They explained that if the letter 
was written with either of these two address terms, the invitation would fail to indicate 
clearly at first sight whether this was a personal invitation or a company invitation. Both the 
students and the managers rated 0 salutations the least appropriate, agreeing that an 
invitation should have a salutation. They also agreed that salutations were especially 
important for invitations, because invitations represented a polite and respectful register. A 
letter without a salutation would not indicate appropriate politeness or respect for the 
reader.
The two groups differed in the use of ‘respected reader’ and ‘ladies and gentlemen’ 
and their views can show these two address forms were chosen to serve different purposes. 
The students favoured the use of ‘ladies and gentlemen’. As with their views on its use for 
sales letters in the last chapter, they explained this address term was fashionable as well as 
respectful to the reader. Compared to this address term, they thought ‘respected reader’ 
sounded very old-fashioned, and its use would not be appropriate for the modem age. The 
use of address terms may be related to establishing image as well, such as traditional or 
modem. The students here raise an interesting issue about what the appropriate level of 
respect should be in relation to a public image.
In sharp contrast, the managers rated ‘ladies and gentlemen’ rather low, and 
‘respected reader’ the second highest. They argued that although ‘ladies and gentlemen’ was 
a respectful form, it was only appropriate for public speeches, and should not be used for 
business letters. They even criticised the practice of using this address term in sales 
invitations. This opinion was similar to that given for sales letters. They preferred to use 
‘respected reader’ for sales invitations. They explained that since sales invitations have the 
purpose of inviting the reader as a guest, ‘respected reader’ would indicate this kind of 
respect with the honorific modifier ‘jing’ (respected); and at the same time, this form was
often used on formal occasions and could meet the level of formality of a sales invitation.
In addition, they explained, the use of ‘respected reader’ could be related to 
traditional politeness behaviour, which could help create an atmosphere to fit the formality
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and elegant style of an invitation. However, the use of ‘ladies and gentlemen’ would indicate 
that the company wanted to use fashionable address terms only to attract the reader’s 
interest, and this would not be an appropriate place to do so. As one manager pointed out: 
“Some sales invitations do not have appropriate salutations. We should insist on the 
traditional use in invitation letter writing and write sales invitations in a respectful and 
appropriate way.” Later this manager produced a sales invitation from his file and explained 
that he had kept this letter for a long time because it had the appropriate formulaic 
components of an invitation. This provides a very good example indicating that appropriate 
formulaic moves can be linked to the purpose of relationship building and establishing a 
positive company image. This can also indicate that in business writing practice, sales 
invitations involve traditional use of language forms such as ‘jm g q lzh e’ (respected reader)
in order to achieve formality and high-level respect.
Generally speaking, the two groups understood sales invitations as having combined 
purposes of inviting and promotion. However, the students followed textbook advice and 
treated sales invitations as a type of ‘shejiaoxin’ (letters of social contact). They could only 
combine inviting and sales in a superficial way as they could not balance very well the 
relationships among some of the purposes. The managers better understood the twofold 
purposes of both inviting and advertising the exhibition in sales invitations and could balance 
the relationship between the communicative purposes with the focus placed on 
‘persuasiveness’.
In spite of this difference, the two groups agreed that the use of most of formulaic 
moves, such as headings, salutations and well-wishes, were required by invitation letters, 
because both were aware of the function of relationship building. It appears that there is not 
so much difference between the two groups. However, these similarities cannot hide the 
differences that lie deeper in the principles the two groups followed in grading greetings, 
which is evidence to show that their differences in understanding communicative purposes 
can affect the lower level of moves.
The gap between the two groups was also revealed in their choices of linguistic 
forms to be used as salutations, such as ‘ladies and gentlemen’ and ‘respected reader’. Their 
views support our claim that their different preferences result from their different ways of 
understanding communicative purposes.
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6 Analysing the most and the least successful letters
In this section, a detailed analysis based on the top-down model will be given of the 
most and least successful letters identified by the managers from the corpus. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, these two letters were identified by one hundred enterprise managers. In addition, 
ten managers were selected for interview to determine the criteria on which they judged the 
letters. Their views will also be provided in translation and integrated in the detailed analysis. 
The most successful letter was Letter 6, with a mean score of 4.05 and the least successful 
letter was Letter 2, with a mean score of 1.65. Both of these letters are discussed below. 
Only the translated versions of the two letters are provided here, as the originals can be 
found in Appendix 1.
6.1 The analysis of the most successful letter
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Letter 6
Banking China ‘93 
China Computer Show ‘93
Invitation
Respected reader,
The Chinese economy is developing rapidly. Every industry or business has 
to promote its technology so as to increase its competitiveness. In order to meet the 
needs of the industries and businesses concerned, Banking China ‘93 and China 
Computer Show ‘93 are to be held in December in Beijing. We sincerely invite your 
(H) company to participate.
This show is to be held on a grand scale. The participating companies are 
from more than 10 countries and districts, such as the United States, Germany,
Japan, England, Singapore, Australia, Korea, Italy, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, etc. 
Internationally well-known companies dealing with bank security, computers, tele­
communication and automation equipment will exhibit their latest advanced 
equipment for financial, banking and other industrial and commercial enterprises. 
Enclosed in the letter are the reference materials for the participating companies.
In addition, commercial councils from Australia, Singapore, and Colorado 
State of the United States will also organise delegations to take part.
This show will exhibit all kinds of latest equipment and systems used in 
banking and financial enterprises, such as automatic tellers, cash management 
systems, bank-note printing machines, cash-counters, computers for bank use and 
their periphery equipment, area networks and their periphery equipment, networking 
control, stock exchange systems, financial consulting systems, international banking 
systems, vault doors, safes, entrance security systems, alarm systems, banking 
software, credit card identification or testing systems, communication systems and 
equipment, photo-processing systems, office automation equipment, automatic mail 
processing systems, etc.
Together with the exhibition of computers, instruments and meters, advanced 
computer technology from all over the world will be on show, including advanced 
atmosphere study systems and all kinds of computers, from pocket computers to 
large central computers, various computers for industry, calculators for specific and 
general use, POS retail commodity management systems, commercial tellers, various 
software products, computer terminals, work stations, information management 
systems, etc.
Through participating in this exhibition, your (H) company can meet more 
than seventy producers or suppliers from more than ten countries and districts, and 
talk about cooperative plans with them. (You are) welcome to leave your on-site 
exhibited products for sale.
In addition to this, many technology exchange discussions will also be held so 
that visitors may have a further understanding of all the participants’ advanced 
products.
Our company sincerely invites managerial and technical representatives from 
your (H) company to visit (H) this Exhibition. Enclosed is an invitation card. Please
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bring this card with you and go to the International Exhibition Centre to go through 
admission formalities.
If you need further materials, you can contact the Beijing agency of 
Exhibition Services Ltd:
Miss XXX
Room XX, China Exhibition Services Building. No. XX, XXX Road,
XXX District, Beijing.
Telephone: XXX Fax: XXX 
Wish (you) good health (H)!
XXX Exhibition Services Ltd.
October, 1993.
Enclosed documents: a list of participating companies and the invitation card.
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The structure of the letter is schematised as in the following figure.
Figure 12. The structural moves of Letter 6
heading
Letter 6
salutation_____
introducing the 
exhibition 
79 characters
the 1 st invitation 
14 characters
well wishes
signature and date
background information
background objectives
the exhibition
describing the 
exhibition 
423 characters
scale of exhibition
exhibited products
business talks
incentives 
90 characters meetings
the 2nd invitation 
24 characters
registration registration details
99 characters futher contact
The letter has a total of 726 characters
The above indicates the various moves and steps that appear in the letter. This letter has five 
typical content moves: (1) introducing the exhibition, (2) inviting the reader, (3) describing 
the exhibition, (4) offering incentives, and (5) providing registration details. The move 
inviting the reader is expressed twice, and therefore appears both before and after 
‘describing the exhibition’ to indicate cordiality. Some of the above points are also discussed 
by the managers. The following are the typical comments they made on this letter.
(1) “This letter provides a good example for writing sales invitations. The reader is sincerely 
invited and the exhibition is well advertised. In addition, the paragraphing of the letter is 
good and it is easy to follow the main ideas.”
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(2) “The beginning of the letter is good. The writer writes briefly about the aim of the letter. 
The aim is written in a practical way which is to meet the needs of the enterprises. I don’t 
like the flowery style which attaches grand aims to an exhibition such as ‘promoting reform 
for the country’, etc.”
(3) “This letter represents a sincere and formal invitation to the reader which is exactly what 
a sales invitation should be like. The writer uses honorific forms when referring to the 
reader. The writer invites the reader twice, which indicates the writer’s hospitable attitude.”
(4) “This letter provides essential details to describe the exhibition, and there is no waste of 
words in order to keep the reader interested. These descriptions are also very persuasive. 
Unlike some advertising materials which boast about the exhibition, the writer focuses on a 
detailed realistic depiction of the products and activities this exhibition can offer. These 
descriptions will help the reader work out possible opportunities for his/her own business.”
The above comments, to a large degree, reflect the managers’ knowledge structures 
and general expectations about writing sales invitations. The first comment gives a general 
impression of this letter as being well-organised. As a sales invitation, the writer should 
express both inviting and advertising in a clear way, and appropriate paragraphing is an 
efficient strategy. The second comment is about how to introduce the exhibition, such as 
what should be included as the background objectives for the exhibition. The third comment 
is about the formal and respectful register of writing sales invitations. This comment can also 
be seen as linked to achieving the purpose of inviting the reader as a guest. The last 
comment is about what is essential for the descriptions of the exhibition.
6.1.1 Detailed analysis
Firstly, the communicative purposes are realised in the following levels of moves and 
steps as described below:
Move 1 Introducing the exhibition (lines 9-12)
Step 1 Providing background information
Step 2 Indicating background objectives
Step 3 Providing information about the exhibition
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Move 2 Inviting the reader (lines 12-13 and lines 46-47)
Move 3 Describing the exhibition (lines 14-38)
Step 1 Providing essential details of the exhibition 
Step 2 Evaluating the exhibition 
Move 4 Offering incentives (lines 39-45)
Move 5 Providing registration details (lines 47-55)
Step 1 Giving registration details
Step 2 Giving further contact information
From the above it can be seen that the text has five moves which represent a higher level of 
the text. They are in turn composed of a lower level of steps. Move 1 is composed of three 
steps, Move 3 and Move 5 are composed of two steps each. Move 2, inviting the reader, is 
seen as composed of only one step but repeated in two places in the text. All the above 
moves and steps will be discussed further at the bottom level of relevant linguistic forms. A 
detailed account of this top-down relationship will be elaborated below.
(1) Move 1, introducing the exhibition (lines: 9-12), is composed of the following three 
steps:
Step 1 Providing background information (lines 9-10)
Step 2 Indicating background objectives (lines 10-11)
Step 3 Providing information about the exhibition (lines 11-12)
The first step is realised in the following way:
zhöngguö jing ji jicü  fazhän, ge göngshängye b'ixü tigäo qi
China economy rapid develop every industry-business must raise it 
jish ü  yi zengqiäng bensen de jingzheng  nengli.
Technology in-order-to increase itself GNE compete ability 
The Chinese economy is developing rapidly. Every industry or business has to 
promote its technology so as to increase its competitiveness (lines 9-10).
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The above provides background information concerning the economic context in China, 
which exhibits an urgent need to raise competitive ability through the forms of ‘jlcü
fazhän ’ (develop rapidly) and ‘bixü tigäo’ (has to promote). This need can be related to
the purpose of attracting the reader’s attention.
The aim of the exhibition is introduced by the connective ‘wei(le)’ (in order to). As
discussed in 4.2.1 of this chapter, this purpose connective signals background objectives.
The unmarked structure is: ‘wei(le)’ subordinate clause + main clause:
wei m änzü yöuguän göngshängye zhl yäoqlu, ‘guöji
in-order-to meet concern industry-business GNE need international 
ym häng jin röng  jish ü  ji shebei zhänlänhüi ji ‘guöji
bank finance technology and equipment exhibition and international 
diännäo, y iq i yibiäo zhänlänhüi’ jiäng yü sh ier yuefen zäi Beijing
computer equipment meter exhibition will in December in Beijing 
töngshi jüxlng.
Together hold
In order to meet the needs of the industries and businesses concerned, Banking 
China ‘93 and China Computer Show ‘93 are to be held in December in Beijing 
(lines 10-12).
‘W ei’ has two functions. The first is to introduce the aim of the exhibition in the subordinate
clause, which is to meet the needs raised in the previous step. The second is to link this with 
the main clause, which provides information about the name, place and time of the 
exhibition. In the main clause, the following sentence structure is introduced:
Name of the exhibition + jiäng yü (will) + time and place + jüxm g (hold)
This sentence structure is related to the use of the formal schemata about how an exhibition 
can be introduced appropriately in a sales invitation. As noted in 4.2.1 of this chapter, the
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content of this step is quite fixed, and this structure can also be found in other types of 
invitations.
(2) Move 2, inviting the reader (lines 12-13 and lines 46-47), is expressed in two places. The 
first is in a prominent place in the same paragraph as the introduction of the exhibition, and 
is written in the following form:
wösl chengyi yäoqing gui si päiyuän  cänjiä.
I-company sincere invite your (H) company send people participate 
We sincerely invite your (H) company to participate (lines 12-13).
In this sentence, ‘chenyi yäoq ing’ (sincerely invite) and the honorific form of ‘you’ are
used, which indicate that the writer is both sincere and respectful when inviting the reader. 
The second invitation is realised in a similar way, but with more honorific lexical
items:
wösl chengyi yäoqing gui si de guänfi ji kejl
I-company sincere invite your (H) company GNE manage and technology
däibiäo Ulm cänguän shici zhänlän.
representative come (H) visit this exhibition
Our company sincerely invites managerial and technical representatives from your 
(H) company to visit (H) this exhibition (lines 46-47).
In the above sentence, the writer repeats the invitation by using the same form of ‘chenyi 
yäoq ing’ (sincerely invite) as the first invitation. However, this time the writer has shown 
more respect by using i i lm ’ (H come). This term is often used in written Chinese to refer to 
the coming of honourable guests (Shekeyuan, 1984:696). ‘L ilin ’ is used here to indicate a 
higher level of respect than ‘q iänw äng’ (non-honorific ‘come’) in the first invitation. Both
of the above are related to the purpose of inviting the reader as a guest. The repetition of 
inviting and the use of honorific lexis all contribute to this purpose.
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(3) Move 3, describing the exhibition (lines 14-38), is presented after the invitation, and 
takes more space (423 characters, approximately 60% of the whole text) than anything else 
because it is the most important section of the letter. Whether or not the reader will accept 
the invitation depends mainly on what is being offered in the exhibition. This move is 
composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Providing essential details of the exhibition (lines 14-38)
Step 2 Evaluating the exhibition (line 14 and lines 17-19)
The first step is realised in four paragraphs, the second and third paragraphs of the 
letter (lines 14-22) describe the scale of the exhibition, supported by the name of more than 
ten countries as participants, while the fourth and the fifth (lines 23-38) introduce various 
products to be exhibited. The description of the products is supported with a list of more 
than thirty products. For an exhibition, the scale and variety of products can be a very 
appealing factor for the reader.
The major section of the second paragraph is discussed as an example to indicate the 
main features of this step:
shici zhänhui gulmö pängda, cänzhänshäng läiz'i
this-Class. exhibition scale great participate-exhibition-company come-from 
shl duö ge guöjiä he diqü, rü meiguö, deguö, riben, ylngguö,
ten more Class, country and district such-as America Germany Japan Britain 
xinjiäpö, äozhöu, hänguö, yidäfi, täiwän, zhöngguö, xiänggäng dengdeng.
Singapore Australia Korea Italy Taiwan China Hong Kong etc. 
shljie zhüminq zhi yihäng bäoän, diännäo, töngxln, z'idönghuä
world famous GNE bank security computer tele-communication automation 
shebeishäng jiäng zhänchü zui xln zhi jlnröng ji ylnhäng ji
equipment-company will exhibit most new GNE finance and bank and 
qita göngshäng jie de xiänjm jishü shebei.
Other industry-commerce circle GNE advance technology equipment.
This show is to be held on a grand scale. The participating companies are from more 
than 10 countries and districts, such as the United States, Germany, Japan, England,
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Singapore, Australia, Korea, Italy, Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, etc. Internationally 
well-known companies dealing with bank security, computers, tele-communication 
and automation equipment will exhibit their latest advanced equipment for financial, 
banking and other industrial and commercial enterprises (lines 14-19).
The above details about the scale of the exhibition are introduced in a deductive manner, in 
which the idea develops from the general, ‘guimö pangda’ (the grand scale), to the
specific including the names of the participating countries which are introduced by the verb 
T aizi’ (come from) and variety of the products which is introduced by ‘zh än ch ü ’
(exhibit), and is used to support the idea of being on a grand scale. The above provides a 
good example of how to introduce the scale of the exhibition in a well-supported manner. 
The use of a deductive strategy is appropriate here because the writer can provide a general 
idea of the scale with a list of the names of over ten countries and districts, so that the whole 
paragraph can cohere. These details are used to meet the needs of various readers and 
attract their interest.
The second step, evaluating the exhibition, is scattered among the first step, a typical 
feature of evaluating the exhibition in the corpus. For example, the first sentence in the 
above example can be seen as an evaluation because it gives an appraisal of the scale of the 
exhibition as being grand. The evaluation in this sentence is mainly achieved through ‘guim ö
pangda’ (grand scale). ‘Pang’ (grand) is an adjective of intensified meaning for ‘da’ (big).
We can also say that this evaluation is well-supported by the number of participants. Further 
evaluation can be seen in the above excerpt in the use of other forms of lexical boost 
(underlined). For example, the four-character expression ‘shljie zhüm ing’ (internationally
well-known) and the superlative degree of ‘zui x m ’ (latest) are used to give positive
evaluations. The products are especially appealing as they are related to the results of 
technological innovation by being the latest in advanced technology. In this way, the use of 
various adjective forms helps to achieve the purpose of giving positive appraisals of the 
exhibition and persuading the reader. These descriptions are persuasive, since the 
evaluations have been supported by detailed facts. This may be the reason why the managers 
thought this letter was ‘realistic’ in its persuasiveness, as noted in their comment No. 4.
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(4) Move 4, offering incentives (lines 39-45), is expressed across two paragraphs, the sixth 
and seventh paragraphs of the letter. This move details other opportunities the writer 
promises the reader, including opportunities for sales and cooperation with foreign 
companies. The sixth paragraph is quoted below as an example:
töngguö zheci zhänhui, gui gongst neng hüwü läiz'i shi duö
through this exhibition you (H) company can meet come-from ten more 
ge yishäng guöjiä he diqü gong chäoguö qlshi duö ge
Class, over country and district all over seventy more Class, 
zhlzäoshäng he göngyingshäng, qiätän hezhö jihuä, bing huänying zuö
producer and supplier talk cooperate plan and welcome do
xiänchäng zhänpm liügöu.
on-the-spot exhibit leave-buy
Through participating in this exhibition, your (H) company can meet more than 
seventy producers or suppliers from more than ten countries and districts, and talk 
about cooperative plans with them. (You are) welcome to leave your on-site 
exhibited products for sale (lines 39-42).
The incentives in the above example are achieved by promising the reader that if s/he 
participates in the exhibition s/he will benefit from it. The prepositional phrase ‘töngguö
zheci zhänhui’ (through this exhibition) is a another way of saying ‘if you participate’, 
and the modal verb ‘neng’ (can) introduces the benefits the writer promises the reader at
the exhibition, such as the talks. Another incentive is the opportunity to leave on-site 
exhibited products for sale after the exhibition. This incentive is introduced by the verb 
‘huänying’ (welcome), which echoes the writer’s host-like attitude in this invitation.
These incentives can be used to push the reader to a quick decision. In this way, this 
step can help stimulate the desire to attend the exhibition and persuade the reader to come.
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(5) Move 5, providing registration details (Lines 47-55), is composed of the following two 
steps:
Step 1 Giving registration details (47-49)
Step 2 Giving further contact information (50-55)
Step 1 is placed after the second time the reader is invited, and is written in the 
following way:
xiän jin jishäng qmgjiän, qmg jieshi xiedäi qingjian wäng
mow formal send invitation-card please then bring invitation-card go-to 
guöji zhänlän zhöngxln bänfi rüchäng shöuxü.
international exhibition centre do admission procedure 
Enclosed is an invitation card. Please bring this card with you and go to the 
International Exhibition Centre to go through admission formalities (lines 47-49).
The details include an invitation card and the place of registration. When the invitation card 
is introduced, the letter used the word ‘jin ’ (formally) as a formal register which matches
the high respect required by invitation letters. The softener ‘qlng’ (please) is used to 
indicate politeness in providing details about the registration.
The second step is introduced through a ‘you-attitude’ as shown below. Only the 
first part of this step is discussed, because the second part deals with contact details such as 
address and fax number. These contact details are preceded by the following sentence:
rü xü jinyibü zlliäo, ke liänluö beijlng zhänlän füwü yöuxiän
if need further material can contact Beijing exhibition service Ltd. 
göngsi bängshichü:
company agency
If you need further materials, you can contact the Beijing agency of the Exhibition 
Services Ltd (lines 50-51).
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As shown in the above example, further contact is included to meet the reader’s needs. It is 
written in a conditional sentence introduced by ‘rü ’ (if). As noted in the last chapter,
conditional sentences can be used in Chinese to express a polite and non-obligatory request, 
and the further contact details are offered only to those who need them.
The above analysis can be summed up as follows. First, the major communicative 
purposes, such as inviting the reader as a guest and persuading the reader, are analysed in 
this letter. Each of these levels contributes to the realisation of these purposes by using 
appropriate world and formal schemata. For example, the writer employs appropriate forms 
to achieve the purpose of inviting the reader and establishing a host-guest relationship with 
the reader. What is more important is that, in addition to advertising the products, the writer 
employs persuasive strategies and justifies the evaluation of the exhibition with detailed 
descriptions. Secondly, the writer also gives an example of how to organise the ideas in a 
sales invitation. The writer follows a clear organisation of paragraph development to convey 
the ideas of both inviting and advertising the exhibition. This point has already been 
indicated in the managers’ comment No. 1. In this way, in both content and structure, the 
letter achieves its effectiveness as a sales invitation.
6.2 The analysis of the least successful letter
The next section will analyse the least successful letter, Letter 2, in a similar way to 
the above analysis.
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Letter 2
Invitation
XXX Machinery Factory mainly produces XXX automatic photoelectric 
carvers. The carvers are designed with the latest electronic circuits, and have 
computer installation. They are highly finished products made of a special kind of 
steel. They can endure long operation, as long as 24 hours without stopping. They 
are most solidly built, and the smallest in volume (Model Ys220), weighing only 31 
Kg. They are very portable and occupy a space as small as a desk. The carving 
precision is the highest and has reached the degree of 3M. Four characters can be 
carved within in an M square: the carving machines are able to carve the smallest 
character you can write and the smallest picture you can draw. It is easy to operate: 
put the paper or carving object in place, press the computer button, the characters or 
the pictures you require can be automatically carved in concave or convex without 
any adjustments. We can provide different fonts for the carving boards, either the 
same size as the original or smaller. We have a full range of carving boards with as 
many as over forty kinds, such as circles, angles, rectangles, etc. Besides the over 
forty carving boards in the package, carving measurements in common use can also 
be supplied as required. If your carving tools become blunt after use you can send 
them to our company. We will sharpen them as quickly as we can. Now we are 
running a long-standing office at the Nanjing Hongqiao Exhibition Hall. You are 
respectfully invited to come and talk business.
Our company will attend the (Taiwan Comprehensive Machinery Exhibition) 
to be held from December 1-7 at No. XX, XXX Road, Nanjing (Hongqiao 
International Business Centre). At that time, the Taiwan Company will send 
representatives to the exhibition, offering on-site demonstrations and consultations. 
Your company is welcome to participate and exchange (information).
Telephone number: XXX.
With high respect
Business manager: XXX 
XXX International Enterprise Ltd.
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The structure of the letter is schematised in the following figure.
Figure 13. An illustration of the structure of Letter 2
Letter 2
\l
heading
product description essential details
310 characters evaluating product
the 1 st invitation 
10 character
introducing the 
exhibition 
46 characters
offering incentives 
23 characters
the 2nd invitation 
11 characters
contact details 
6 characters
the exhibition
on-site demonstration
telephone number
signature
The letter has a total of 406 characters
The above figure indicates the various moves and steps that appear in the letter. This letter 
has five moves typical of a sales invitation: (1) describing the product, (2) inviting the 
reader, (3) introducing the exhibition, (4) offering incentives, and (5) providing registration 
details. However, the letter begins with a detailed description of product without any 
indication that there will be a link between the description and the exhibition. In addition, the 
letter seems to follow a reversed sequence from other sales invitations in the corpus which 
develops from describing the exhibited products towards introducing the exhibition, and 
does not begin introducing the exhibition until the middle of the text in Line 24. This 
sequence may create some confusion about understanding the communicative purposes of 
the genre this letter belongs to. Some of the above points are also discussed by the managers 
as shown in the following typical comments they made on this letter.
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(1) “This letter does not have a complete format for a sales invitation, and includes no 
salutation or date. The heading of the letter is too general, and the writer does not explain 
what the invitation was about in the heading.”
(2) “The writer focuses too much attention on describing the product and starts the letter 
with a long and detailed introduction to the products instead of inviting the reader. This kind 
of beginning can lead to some confusion and nobody would know it is a sales invitation from 
reading this section. Besides it is not polite or respectful to ignore the reader in a sales 
invitation in this way.”
(3) “The descriptions of the product are too detailed and have too many technical terms. For 
example, the writer gives a lot of instructions about how to use the carvers, which makes the 
letter read like an instruction manual. The reader will get bored reading this.”
(4) “This letter does not have very clear structural development or division into paragraphs. 
The product descriptions and the invitation are mixed up together in one long paragraph. I 
think the writer should describe the products step by step and place the invitation and 
introduction in separate paragraphs.”
The above managers’ views indicate why this letter is rated the least successful. The 
first comment is related to the appropriate use of formal schemata regarding formulaic 
components, such as the use of headings and salutations. The second comment is mainly 
related to the appropriate use of world schemata about how to coordinate sales into an 
invitation. The third comment is related to how to introduce the product in a sales invitation 
to attract the reader’s interest. The fourth comment is related to the use of formal schemata 
concerning the division of paragraphs. Paragraph structuring seems to be an important 
feature of conveying ideas. These comments will be integrated into the following analysis.
6.2.1 Detailed analysis
First of all, the moves and steps are described below:
Move 1 Describing the product (lines 5-22)
Step 1 Providing essential details of the product 
Step 2 Evaluating the product
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Move 2 Inviting the reader (lines 22-23, line 28)
Move 3 Introducing the exhibition (lines 24-26)
Move 4 Offering incentives for the exhibition (lines 26-27)
Move 5 Providing registration details (line 29)
As shown above, this letter can be divided into the above two levels of moves and steps. 
Only Move 1 is composed of two steps. The other four moves can be seen as having one 
step only, and inviting is repeated in two places. A detailed account of this top-down 
relationship between moves, steps, and a further lower level of linguistic forms will be 
elaborated below.
(1) Move 1, describing the product, (lines 5-22) is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Providing essential details of the product (lines 5-22)
Step 2 Evaluating the product (7-11)
The letter, without establishing any link between the product and the exhibition, suddenly 
begins with the following long descriptions within one single sentence:
XXX jiq ichäng  zhüyäo shengchä XXX guängdiän shfi zidöng
XXX machinery-company mainly produce XXX light-electricity type automatic 
diäokeji, jlq i jing  teshü de sheji yi zui xin shi diänzl huilü
carver machine by special GNE design with most new style electronic circuit 
diännäo zhuängzhl yiji teshü gängcäi jingzhi er cheng, jm gdeql
computer install and special steel-material highly-make then finish endure 
chäng sh ijiän  de cäozuö, 24 xiäoshi bütm g de shiyöng, göuzäo
long time GNE operate 24 hour continuous GNE use make
zui jiängü , tlji zui xiäo (Ys220 xing), quänzhöng jin  31 kg, yidong
most solid volum most small (Ys220 model) overall-weight only 31 kg move 
fangbäi, büzhän köngjiän, zhlyäo yl xiäozhuö jiü  ke fangzhl shiyöng.
easy not-occupy space only-need one small-desk only can place use
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XXX Machinery Factory mainly produces XXX automatic photoelectric carvers.
The carvers are designed with the latest electronic circuits, and have computer 
installation. They are highly finished product made of a special kind of steel. They 
can endure long operation, as long as 24 hours without stopping. They are most 
solidly built, and the smallest in volume (Model Ys220), weighing only 31 Kg. They 
are very portable and occupy a space as small as a desk (lines 5-10).
First of all, the above sentence is very long, and has 102 characters. A lot of information has 
been conveyed, which involves a substantial section of both Step 1 and Step 2. With such 
lengthy descriptions, the beginning could fail to attract the reader’s attention. Secondly, the 
above example seems to emphasise advertising the product and is written in the register of a 
sales letter. For example, the start of the above sentence introduces the product in the 
following structure:
XXX Company zhüyäo shengchä (mainly produces) XXX product
The above only gives some information about the producer and the product, which is one of 
the typical beginnings in sales letters as discussed in the last chapter. Then the letter 
proceeds with the details of this product, such as ‘teshü  de shejY (special design),
‘jingzh i er cheng ’ (highly finished product). These lexical items are closely related to the 
features of the product.
The second step is scattered among the first step. For example, the following use of 
adjectives and superlative degree (underlined) can be seen as related to this step, ‘jm gdeqi
chänq shijiän de cäozuö’ (endure long operation), ‘gouzäo zui jiän q ü ’ (most solidly 
built), ‘fiji zui x iäo ’ (smallest in volume), and so on. These seem to be written in the
appropriate forms, and some of these evaluations have even been supported by details about 
the product. Although some of the forms seem to be acceptable as used to describe the 
product, the writer fails to link the product description and the invitation. This weakness has 
also been noted in managers’ comment No. 2.
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(2) Move 2, inviting the reader (lines 22-23, line 28), is repeated, and the two invitations are 
both placed towards the end of the letters. The first inviting is placed after the lengthy 
description of the product and is written in the follow form:
jingqm g gewei qiänläi cänguän, m iäntän.
respect-invite everyone come visit talk
You are respectfully invited to come and talk business (lines 22-23).
The second invitation is placed after the introduction to the exhibition and is:
huänying gui göngsl qiänläi cänjiä, jiäo liü .
welcome your (H) company come participate, exchange
Your company is welcome to participate and exchange (information) (line 28).
The linguistic forms of ‘jin g q ln g ’ (respectfully invite) in the first inviting and ‘hu än y in g ’ 
(welcome) in the second inviting are frequently used forms found in the corpus.
The above linguistic forms seem to be appropriate for inviting. However, there is some 
confusion created by the two instances of inviting. The writer seems to invite the reader to 
attend two different activities: to visit the agency, and to attend the exhibition, because the 
writer fails to indicate clearly what the major activity is that the reader is invited to.
(3) Move 3, introducing the exhibition (lines 24-26) is placed after the first inviting, and 
seems to be written in the usual form of introducing an exhibition by informing the reader 
about the name, time and place of the exhibition. However, in this move, the most important 
part — the name of the exhibition, is written in brackets (line 24), which may indicate that 
the writer does not consider the exhibition as important. This can also be another piece of 
evidence to show that the writer pays more attention to advertising the product than to 
inviting the reader to the exhibition.
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(4) Move 4, offering incentives for the exhibition (lines 26-27), is placed after the 
introduction to the exhibition, and is expressed in the following forms:
jiesh i, täiw än göngsl jiän  päiyuän qinlin  nänjing däibänchü,
then Taiwan company will send-people come-in-person Nanjing agency 
xiänchäng yänsfri yü zixün.
on-site demonstrate and consult
At that time, the Taiwan Company will send representatives to the exhibition, 
offering on-site demonstrations and consultations (lines 26-27).
In the above example, ‘jie sh i’ (then) is the formal and appropriate form to be used in sales
invitations and other types of ‘gongwen’ (official letters). The incentives are offered as 
‘xiänchäng yänshi yü z ixün’ (on-site demonstrations and consultations). If the reader is
interested in the exhibited product, the above will be very good incentives to push the reader 
to make a quick decision.
(5) Move 4, registration details (line 29), only includes a telephone number. This is the only 
example of this type in the corpus. The writer should ideally have provided more information 
about how to attend the exhibition.
Generally speaking, ‘confusion’ at all levels of the text, above all, confusion of 
communicative purposes, is the major characteristic of this letter as discussed in managers’ 
comment No. 4. The letter fails to express clearly the main purpose of inviting the reader, 
and focuses too much on ‘sales’. From the analysis, it can be seen that clarity is a very 
important criterion forjudging a letter. This letter fails to express the communicative 
purposes clearly because too many non-essential details about the products have been 
described and these hinder the development of the important idea of inviting the reader. This 
could be an instance of using world schemata in an inappropriate way to decide about what 
content can be included. The letter is also very badly structured. The writer places the 
introduction to the exhibition and inviting the reader towards the end, which is not a clear
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way of writing a sales invitation. Both of the above reasons lead to confusion in 
understanding the letter.
7 Conclusion
First of all, this chapter discusses an emerging genre, sales invitations. This genre, 
differs from that of sales letters, and represents a brand new genre in both form and content, 
since sales invitations represent a new genre based on the pre-existing form of invitations. In 
their nature, sales invitations are, however, quite similar to sales letters in representing a new 
type of sales genres appearing under the influence of the market economy. Textbooks do not 
reflect this new development, and very few of them treat this genre as an independent genre. 
Those that discuss sales invitations do not really reflect this genre in its full form.
This chapter, essentially, further explores sales invitations using the combined 
approach proposed in Chapter 2. In the analysis, communicative purposes are used as an 
important principle showing how these letters are organised in a top-down model of moves, 
steps and linguistic forms. This genre has been discussed in the following three areas:
Firstly, this chapter illustrates that the initial step in the analysis is to identify 
communicative purposes of sales invitations. These purposes can be identified on the basis 
of using well-defined world schemata, which include knowledge of the etiquette of inviting 
people, knowledge about promoting exhibitions, and knowledge of the reader-writer 
relationship.
Secondly, this chapter analyses the lower levels of moves, steps and linguistic forms 
as related to the realisation of communicative purposes. To be specific, the formulaic moves 
are found to be used mainly to achieve the purpose of relationship building, achieving 
positive public image, and inviting the reader. For example, headings and closings tend to 
use inviting-related lexis to indicate the genre of invitation.
Some of the moves appear to be obligatory and some optional. Here only content 
moves are discussed because the formulaic moves are relatively stable and fixed. For 
example, the moves of introducing the exhibition, inviting the reader, describing the 
exhibition and providing registration details appear to be obligatory. ‘Establishing 
credentials’ and ‘offering incentives’ appear to be optional. There is also splitting of moves,
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for example, ‘offering incentives’ can occur in two separate places within one letter. There is 
also repetition of moves, especially in the case ‘inviting the reader’.
The content moves are used to achieve multiple purposes, among which ‘inviting the 
reader’ and ‘persuading the reader to attend the exhibition’ are found to be the most 
important. This point has been supported by the managers’ comments. Therefore, on the one 
hand, ‘describing the exhibition’ becomes the focus of the letter and this is where persuasion 
is usually given. On the other hand, ‘inviting the reader’ also takes an important position, 
and can occur quite early in the letter. In addition, repetition of the invitation is found as a 
strategy to achieve sincerity and hospitality. This phenomenon of repeating invitations is also 
found to be a typical Chinese cultural value which can be used to understand Chinese 
invitations in general.
The linguistic forms to achieve communicative purposes have also been examined. 
For example, lexical items used for inviting tend to be polite and respectful, and this 
contributes to the realisation of inviting the reader as a guest. In addition, ‘shangxing’ lexical 
items, as found in sales letters, are also found in sales invitations. This shows that sales 
invitations exhibit a polite and respectful register. In fact, the writer tries to employ this 
polite linguistic distance, and even lowers himself/herself in order to gain respect from the 
reader in spite of the equal institutional distance between them. This assumed distance is 
used as an important strategy to show respect to the reader in sales invitations.
Third, questionnaire results and interviews were discussed to gather the views about 
formulaic moves among enterprise managers and business writing students. The results show 
that the managers, have a more effective understanding of the communicative purposes of 
sales invitations, based on the better-defined schemata gained from their writing experience, 
and are able to relate their lower level choices in a better way to these purposes. However, 
the two groups shared similar views on the use of formulaic components such as headings, 
and well-wishes. This appears to result from the fact that inviting has a lot to do with the 
cultural protocols of polite behaviour. In spite of this, their different opinions about the use 
of greetings and salutation forms indicate that their different understandings of the 
communicative purposes can influence lower-level preferences.
Fourth, the analysis of the most and least successful letters identified by the 
managers indicate their general expectations about writing sales invitations. The most
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successful letter is a good example of using world and formal schemata appropriately. The 
letter combines the purposes of inviting the reader and advertising the exhibition in an 
appropriate way. The letter is also well-organised in its paragraph structure and clearly 
brings out the major communicative purposes. However, the least successful letter provides 
an inappropriate example of using world and formal schemata to write a sales invitation. It 
has poor structural development, and fails to express the major communicative purposes in a 
clear way.
We conclude, therefore, that communicative purposes can be used as a reliable 
criteria to discuss and judge sales invitations. An effective sales invitation is supposed to 
convey clearly at various levels in the text the development of ideas that will contribute to 
the general realisation of the communicative purposes.
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Chapter 6. Genre analysis of sales ‘tongzhi’
1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we analysed two ‘pingxing’ genres of sales letters and 
sales invitations. In this chapter, we shall examine a ‘xiaxing’ sales genre — sales ‘tongzhi’ 
(circulars). This genre is also related to sales and may share some similar purposes with the 
other two sales genres. However, it is treated as a different sales genre because it belongs to 
‘xiaxing tongzhi’ and has some different communicative purposes from each of the two 
previously discussed genres.
Since sales ‘tongzhi’ belong to ‘tongzhi’ (circulars), we will describe ‘tongzhi’ 
first. The term (tongzhi) literally means ‘to inform’, or ‘to announce’. However,
this term has been given a different meaning as a type of ‘gongwen’ (official letters) used to 
give an order or instruction. According to Deng et al. (1993:80), ‘tongzhi’ are the most 
frequently used ‘gongwen’ in mainland China. This genre is preferred when the writer is not 
in a position to use Ting’ (order), which is an explicit order in Chinese. According to Deng 
et al. (1993), Ting’ can only be used by the supreme government levels of the country. 
However this does not mean ‘tongzhi’ are not related to orders. As Liang et al. (1992:230) 
claim, ‘tongzhi’ are mainly used as a ‘xiaxing’ genre by which the superior gives orders or 
instructions to subordinates. We can describe ‘tongzhi’ as a type of writing used to give an 
implicit order or instruction to subordinate organisations. ‘Tongzhi’ can be used in both 
government bureaucracy and in business. For a discussion of other types of ‘tongzhi’ see 
Zhu (1996).
From this description, it can be seen that the translation of ‘tongzhi’ as ‘circular’ is 
only an approximation of its meaning, and ‘circular’ caiuiot fully encapsulate its meaning.
A ‘tongzhi’ is only similar to a ‘circular’ in that ‘tongzhi’ are circulated to many 
organisations. However, all the readers have to be subordinate organisations under the 
official control of the writer’s organisation.
Turning now to sales ‘tongzhi’, one may ask why a sales promotion should be 
written in this form instead of that of sales letters. What are the communicative purposes and 
how they are realised in the text? These are the questions this chapter aims to explore. The
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approach to be used is also the combined approach proposed in Chapter 2, which has 
already been used in analysing sales letters and sales invitations in the last two chapters.
The examination of this genre is mainly composed of the following five steps:
(1) A brief introduction will be given to sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) based on textbook 
descriptions.
(2) The communicative purposes of sales ‘tongzhi’ will be discussed in detail.
(3) A top-down analysis will be undertaken of the general structure of the sales ‘tongzhi’ in 
the twenty-letter corpus. The major questions to be explored are: what steps and linguistic 
forms are used to encode the formulaic moves and content moves? and what formulaic 
moves and content moves are employed to realise the communicative purposes?
(4) Business students’ views of language use at different levels of the text will be compared 
with those of enterprise managers. A similar comparison has been made in the last two 
chapters, and the findings indicate that the two groups differ in their understanding of the 
communicative purposes, because they have different knowledge structures. This 
divergence, to a certain degree, has led to their different preferences at lower levels of the 
text, such as moves, steps, and linguistic forms. This chapter will further examine whether 
such differences appear in the genre of sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) and what kinds of 
approaches these two groups of native speakers tend to use in their discussion.
(5) The structure of the most and least successful letters identified by the group of enterprise 
managers will be analysed in detail to illustrate how the combined approach can be used to 
analyse the genre. As with the analysis in the last two chapters, the managers’ views will be 
integrated into the analysis to indicate the general expectations of the professional discourse 
community.
(6) Finally, specific aspects of genre change in this genre will be examined. As noted in 
Chapter 1, sales ‘tongzhi’ (circulars) in the second period of business communication (1978 
to the present) reflect changes in economic structures.
2 Introducing sales ‘tongzhi’
As noted in Chapter 1, sales ‘tongzhi’ belong to the ‘xiaxing’ genre, and are the only sales 
genre that has been used in both the delinking and relinking periods of Chinese business 
communication. What this chapter is concerned with is the current use of sales ‘tongzhi’ in
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the transitional period of economic reform in which both the planned and the market 
economy are practised. Sales ‘tongzhi’ fit the descriptions of ‘tongzhi’ given earlier. First 
of all, they are related to implicit orders. Secondly, they are circulated to subordinate 
organisations. However, a sales ‘tongzhi’ differs from other types of government ‘tongzhi’ 
in that sales ‘tongzhi’ can be used to promote products. In this respect, it is a rather 
complex genre exhibiting both ‘tongzhi’ and promotional features. This combination of 
features can only be understood by referring to new developments of the economic contexts 
in mainland China. The current sales ‘tongzhi’ reflect the mixed nature of the economic 
structure. On the one hand, since government organisations still exercise some control over 
the management of subordinate companies, these superior organisations can promote sales 
by using ‘tongzhi’ to give instructions or orders to the subordinate. On the other hand, as a 
result of economic reforms, superiors do not have the same level of authority as in the pre­
reform period. They have to absorb some promotion strategies when they write sales 
‘tongzhi’. This genre can thus indicate a genre shift through the combination of ‘tongzhi’ 
and promotion.
No textbooks discuss sales ‘tongzhi’ as an individual genre, nor do they discuss how 
sales ‘tongzhi’ reflect changes in the economic structure. There seems to be a time-lag 
between the normative textbook treatment and social context. The textbooks tend to discuss 
‘tongzhi’ as one type of writing, and we only refer to the features of writing ‘tongzhi’ in a 
general sense. In spite of this, these features can serve as guidelines for writing sales 
‘tongzhi’ and help to highlight the language change taking place in this genre.
3 Rules of writing ‘tongzhi’: a textbook approach
Textbooks, such as Kanshou (1990), Chen (1991), Deng et al. (1993), Gu (1995), 
He and lü (1991), Li (1983), Li (1990), and Liang et al. (1992) prescribe rules for writing 
‘tongzhi’. There are three basic kinds of rules found in these textbooks. These and 
summarised below:
(1). A ‘tongzhi’ is composed of four parts: the heading, which describes what kind 
of ‘tongzhi’ the letter is, the salutation, the body of ‘tongzhi’, and the signature and 
date. The heading expresses the main purpose of the ‘tongzhi’. The body of the
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‘tongzhi’ begins with the reason for issuing the ‘tongzhi’, followed by instructions 
given to the reader, and sometimes also by the measures which need to be taken for 
carrying out the ‘tongzhi’.
(2) . The language of the ‘tongzhi’ has to be straightforward and solemn. It 
represents the voice of the authority. The writer is supposed to notify the reader in a 
clear way.
(3) . The closing to be used for a ‘tongzhi’ is * teci tongzh i’ (especially ‘tongzhi’), 
although closing can be omitted. Well-wishes such as * clzhi jin g fi’ (with high 
respect) should not be used.
The first prescription mainly talks about the components of a ‘tongzhi’. The second talks 
about the use of language to represent the official tone. The third talks about what kind of 
closing can be used. These rules give a general depiction for writing ‘tongzhi’.
In Chapter 1, an example of earlier sales ‘tongzhi’ was given, which were basically 
used to accomplish the country’s selling policies. Today this type of ‘tongzhi’ is still used 
by the government to give orders. Therefore an example of an authentic government 
‘tongzhi’ will be discussed to reflect the general features of government ‘tongzhi’ as well 
as the earlier sales ‘tongzhi’. Both the original and translation of this ‘tongzhi’ are 
provided below.
JE, — « J t m t i j ,  ExllK TSfö*
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Document of the Ministry of Foreign Trade 
Tongzhi Prohibiting the Import of Second-hand Clothes
The foreign trade committees, bureaus of every province and city,
In recent years, companies in some districts and departments have 
imported large quantities of second-hand clothes from Hong Kong and 
other foreign countries regardless of the people’ s health and the danger of 
contagious disease. They have made profits from selling these clothes but 
have brought about harmful effects for the society.
In order to protect the health of our people, and to defend our 
national honour, after discussing this matter with some of the departments 
concerned, we have made the following decisions. When this document is 
received, all districts and departments must immediately stop importing 
second-hand clothes through any business channels. If anyone violates 
this decision, he is to be investigated and punished as a smuggler by 
customs, and the responsibility of the importing company has to be 
investigated. For those who have made an order but have not received 
delivery of the second-hand clothes yet, they should negotiate with the 
exporters to cancel the order or sell them where they were ordered, and 
should not ship them to our country. As to those who can neither cancel 
nor sell the clothes, their delivery has to be suspended and investigated by 
customs, and they have to be quarantined and sterilised by medical 
departments, and handed over to commercial managerial departments.
The Ministry of Foreign Trade 
April 29, 1985.
This letter is a typical ‘xiaxing tongzhi’. The components of this letter, following 
Prescription 1, are headings, the body of the letter and a date. There are two headings in the 
letter, the first heading indicates the issuer of ‘tongzhi’ which is Ministry of Foreign Trade, 
and at the same time, it also indicates the official status of the writer at the ministry level. 
The second heading has the character ‘tongzhi’ to indicate the ‘tongzhi’ genre, and also 
indicates the main purpose of this letter, which is ‘prohibiting the import of second-hand 
clothes’. This way of indicating the purpose at the beginning is the opposite to the structure 
of the request letters analysed by Kirkpatrick (1991, 1993) where purpose did not become 
clear until the end. This may reflect the fact that the above ‘tongzhi’ is a formal ‘gongwen’ 
(official letter) which uses the heading required for clarity of purpose.
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The salutation addressing all the organisations concerned is a typical generic feature 
of ‘tongzhi’ writing. The writer intends to include all readers across the hierarchical 
structure in the salutation in order to indicate the extent of circulation of the letter. The 
writer, at the beginning of the second paragraph, introduces the general objectives for 
writing this letter, and then makes clear the order to be given to the reader, which is to 
prohibit importing second-hand clothes, and finally explicates the measures taken for 
carrying out the ‘tongzhi’. This letter is also consistent with the textbook rule of maintaining 
the official’s solemn voice. Take the following sentence from the second paragraph as an 
example:
cöng w enjiän däodä zhi ri ql, ge diqü, ge büm en bixün
from document arrive GNE date begin every district every unit must
Fiji tingzhi yl renhe m äoyi fangshl jlnköu  jiü  füzhuäng.
immediately stop in any trade channel import second-hand clothes 
When this document is received, all districts and departments must immediately stop 
importing second-hand clothes through any business channels.
In the above example, the official’s voice makes itself felt through the use of the phrase 
‘bixün Fiji tingzh i’ (must immediately stop). It is composed of a modal ‘b ixün ’ (must),
the adjective ‘Fiji’ (immediate) and the verb ‘tm gzh l’ (stop). ‘B ixün’ indicates
imperativeness, and modifies a verb, and is usually used by a superior to issue an order or 
instruction. In this example, the authority of the order is strengthened by the adjective ‘Fiji’
(immediate), which indicates that the order is not only imperative, but also urgent. So the 
employment of modal verbs of imperativeness and some ‘xiaxing’ lexical items is a typical 
characteristic of the ‘xiaxing tongzhi’ language.
Although there is no detailed textbook advice about the use of ‘tongzhi’ lexis in the 
‘xiaxing’ genre, typical lexical items can be found in the excerpts of ‘tongzhi’ in textbooks. 
For example, the generic salutation is often introduced with ‘ge’ (every), such as ‘ge
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dänw ei’ (every organisation). The closing is often related to the ‘tongzhi’, such as ‘teci 
tongzh i’ (specially tongzhi).
Other lexical items include:
(1) Decision-making: juejing  (decide) and jing  yänjiü  jueding (decide after 
discussion).
(2) Orders and requirements: b'ixü (must), yao (have to), büde (not allowed), 
zhuäjin  (to be quick), Fiji (immediately), büyü (refuse), (xl)wang (hope) and qmg 
(please).
The above is not an exhaustive list of all the typical ‘tongzhi’ lexical forms. However, 
generally speaking, these forms indicate the ‘xiaxing’ register. For example, they can 
indicate decisions and orders, as in the case of ‘ju e jin g ’ (decide), ‘b ixü’ (must) and ‘y ao ’
(have to). They can also indicate the power of the superior through the use of forms such as 
büde (not allowed) and büyü (refuse). Here it needs to be pointed out that polite forms
found in ‘pingxing’ request such as ‘w äng’ (hope)’ and ‘q m g ’ (please) are sometimes used
in ‘tongzhi’. This can be related to the implicitness of the order, and this point will be 
discussed later in this chapter. All the forms listed above will be used as a reference to 
discuss the genre change in sales ‘tongzhi’.
Another point that is worth noting in the above example is that the textbook 
prescriptions cannot fully explain this ‘tongzhi’. As with the sales genres discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5, the communicative purposes have not been fully explored. For example, in 
the above example, the first paragraph can be related to justifying the order on scientific 
grounds. This purpose is typical of ‘xiaxing tongzhi’. The writer, on the one hand, points out 
a wrong practice. On the other hand, the s/he also tries to explain why it is wrong: because 
people’s health is endangered. Another purpose the textbooks fail to mention is that 
‘tongzhi’ express the writer’s official status. Although textbooks have mentioned the use of 
official language, they fail to explore the purposes for which these forms are used.
As mentioned in the last two chapters, textbooks tend to ignore some communicative 
purposes, especially those relating to perlocutionary forces. In the case of sales ‘tongzhi’,
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achieving official status can be seen as a kind of perlocutionary force, because the writer 
intends to make the reader feel his/her official status. In addition, one may question whether 
textbooks reflect the writing practice of sales ‘tongzhi’, and the dynamic features of this 
genre, which is changing in the transitional period of economic reform. These questions will 
be explored in this chapter. To do this, the following sections will focus on a further 
examination of the communicative purposes from the corpus of twenty authentic letters (For 
details of the data source, refer to Chapter 3).
4 Studying the communicative purposes of sales ‘tongzhi’
As noted in Chapter 2, world schemata can be used to identify communicative 
purposes. In the present case, the relevant world schemata are related to four kinds of 
knowledge: that relating to the writer’s official status, to the hierarchical writer-reader 
relationship, to positive public image, and to marketing strategies. The first three also 
involve the study of changes in social and economic philosophy in business communication. 
An analysis of the kinds of power and official status sales ‘tongzhi’ express will help to 
explain the above world schemata. It is important to understand why subordinates accept 
orders from superiors. In addition, it is also important to know what kind of official status 
sales ‘tongzhi’ may have, and how this status is changing with the development of economic 
reform.
Using language to indicate official status and power is one of the major 
characteristics of ‘tongzhi’, including sales ‘tongzhi’. Political authority can simultaneously 
entail both power and official status under the planned economy. The superior has power 
and official status simply because s/he happens to be a part of a higher-level organisation 
that has control over its subordinates who, in turn, have a belief in the superior’s power.
This belief can be explained in the light of Weber’s13 analysis of authority and beliefs. 
According to Weber (1958), different authority types can be built upon different beliefs. For 
example, an individual’s efficiency can form the basis of belief in a certain authority. Based 
upon this claim, Bell (1975:59) has listed three types of authority, which can be summarised 
as follows:
13 Here Weber’s (1958) theory is referred to as a general principle rather than treated as specific for capitalist 
development.
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(1) Charismatic authority, which is related to a belief that an individual or group has 
supernatural ability to make good decisions for a collectivity;
(2) Traditional authority, which is related to a belief about certain forms of rules which ‘have 
been around for a long time’. The source of this belief is customs, habits, etc.;
(3) Rational-legal authority, which is related to a belief based on an existing system that 
embodies the norms of efficiency, effectiveness, etc. This system is protected by certain 
constitutional or statutory guarantees. The source of this belief is sophisticated 
indoctrination and the growth of bureaucracy.
In the above three types of authority, the first type emphasises personal qualities. It is not 
really relevant to the authority exhibited in sales ‘tongzhi’, because the writers of this genre 
represent a higher level organisation, rather than being a higher level individual. The second 
and third types can be seen as relevant to explain the authority as shown in sales ‘tongzhi’.
Since sales ‘tongzhi’ have been in use for more than half a century, a habitual pattern 
of trust and obedience has been formed among the users. According to Liang et al. (1992), 
‘tongzhi’ was first introduced as a formal ‘xiaxing’ official letter to inform subordinates 
about a superior’s instructions during the 1940s. It was used by both the opposing political 
parties: the Kuomintang and the Communists, and both of them found ‘tongzhi’ to be a 
useful form to implement the superiors’ orders. To a certain extent, this habitual use of 
‘tongzhi’ can suggest some links to the traditional belief of obeying superiors, which can be 
traced back to ancient times. A subject was supposed to obey the emperor’s order without 
question. Obeying the superior is a cultural norm in superior-subordinate relationships. Since 
the establishment of the People’s Republic, there has been a lot of changes in relation to a 
superior’s image, as ‘p ingdeng’ (equality) is often praised. However, the superior’s role as
a decision maker still remains the same. Therefore, status has been an important factor. The 
superior is always the one to decide, and the subordinate is supposed to have this traditional 
belief in the superior’s power.
Today, under the influence of the market economy, these habitual beliefs are being 
challenged. However, this does not mean that the traditional status will suddenly disappear. 
People with high social status are in a much more advantageous position to make decisions 
than those without. This kind of belief may be the major reason for the writer using official
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Status and power in sales ‘tongzhi’. The subordinates have a belief in the superior mainly 
because the latter has a higher social rank.
Rational-legal authority refers to beliefs rooted in the existing social system which is 
protected by legal measures. Since China still has a planned and centralising economy, a 
superior’s institutional control is protected by the legal system as part of the political system. 
However, this authority may not be as efficient as before the market economy was 
introduced. Consequently, subordinates’ belief in authority may be shaken by degree in 
accordance with the extent of lack of efficiency exhibited by the superior. This change could 
eventually lead to a change in the communicative purposes and world knowledge structures 
involved in writing sales ‘tongzhi’.
Taking the above into account, one can see the importance of knowledge related to 
the writer’s official status, such as understanding its importance and how to achieve it. It is 
important to indicate the writer’s official status, because ‘tongzhi’ is a ‘xiaxing’ genre and 
only a superior organisation is entitled to use it. However, it is also important to understand 
the changes taking place. As the planned economy is challenged by the market economy 
during the economic reform, official status may not be as powerful as before and officials 
may lose some of their control over their subordinates.
The second kind of knowledge important for sales ‘tongzhi’ relates to the 
hierarchical reader-writer relationship. In this genre, the writer is in a higher position and has 
some institutional control over the management of the reader’s company. The reader is in a 
lower position and is required to accept the writer’s decisions and orders. However, along 
with the shift in economic philosophy, the relationship between the writer and the reader is 
also changing. Subordinates can have more say in business management. In addition, there is 
also a seller and buyer relationship involved. Under these circumstances, will subordinates 
accept what the superior tells them to do? The answer may either be ‘yes’ or ‘no’. 
Therefore, the superior is not as positive as before that the reader will accept the ‘tongzhi’ 
order expressed in sales ‘tongzhi’. Such knowledge will form a basis for decisions about the 
appropriate linguistic forms to express this shift in their relationship.
The third kind of knowledge is related to the positive image as a superior. Some 
Chinese political concepts such as ‘shäng xiä ji pm gdeng’ (equality between the superior
and subordinate) can offer clues to what can be viewed as a positive image. The ‘equality’
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here is not actual institutional equality. It rather refers to modest attitudes a superior holds 
towards a subordinate as a communication tactic. This kind of knowledge can help explain 
the use of polite formal schemata. For example, Xu (1987) stresses that, in spite of the 
solemn style, the writers of official documents have to use polite language such as ‘qmg’
(please) and ‘wäng’ (hope) to indicate a modest attitude towards the reader.
This kind of knowledge seems to contradict the first kind. However, if put in the 
cultural context, the two kinds of knowledge complement each other. An authority figure is 
often praised as ‘plngyi jinren’ (amiable and approachable), ‘mei guänjiäzi’ (not putting
on official airs). This practice, in fact, has a long tradition, and can be traced back to the 
principles that Mao claimed an official should follow during the Second World War. At that 
time, it was used as a tactic to win over the masses and enlarge Mao’s army. Since then, it 
has become an important part of a positive official image.
Today, this image is changing too, and sales ‘tongzhi’ tend to be more and more 
polite. However today’s change is not related to the political propaganda noted above, but 
arises from a practical need. Under the influence of the market economy, there is a need for 
superiors to promote products, even if they have superior official status. The writer has to 
create a dual image of both a superior and a seller. Notice here a difference between the 
accepted practice of ‘tongzhi’ and the new sales ‘tongzhi’ image. It is the latter factor that 
will help explain changes in lower level forms as well.
The fourth kind of knowledge refers to marketing knowledge of how to advertise a 
product. This kind of knowledge may be new to some superior organisations, because it 
would not have been necessary to promote any product under the planned economy. 
However, it has already become an accepted practice in sales ‘tongzhi’ as the superior loses 
more and more control over the management of the subordinates’ business. The writer has 
to study market demands and the technology used in today’s marketing. It is especially 
important that the writer can use this kind of knowledge to convince the reader about the 
quality of a product.
If the above world schemata are applied appropriately, one can, on close examination 
of the corpus, ascertain a complex set of communicative purposes. The most obvious 
purpose is that the writer implicitly orders the reader to buy the product or service. In order
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to ensure the success of this order, the writer has to employ additional tactics as well. To be 
specific, sales ‘tongzhi’ can have a series of communicative purposes as shown below:
1 To issue a ‘tongzhi’ order to the reader to buy the product or service
2 To express the writer’s official status and justify the use of ‘tongzhi’
3 To achieve a positive public image as an official
4 To attract the reader’s interest in the product or service
5 To give positive appraisals of the product
6 To persuade the reader that the order is reasonable and persuade the reader about the 
value of the product
All of the above can be seen as related to the first purpose of ordering the reader to buy the 
product or service.
The first three purposes can be related to power and achieving official status, which 
are typical purposes of sales ‘tongzhi’. The first purpose is related to issuing a sales 
‘tongzhi’ order. The second is subordinate to this and indicates that the writer has the 
necessary power. The third purpose is related to knowledge about the modest attitude an 
official should have in writing this genre.
The last three purposes can be seen as related to promoting the product, which are 
the purposes this genre has in common with sales letters. This may be an influence of sales 
letters and a change of communicative purposes in this type of ‘tongzhi’. Although these 
purposes do not really follow the AIDA model (see Chapter 4), they can reflect the model to 
a certain degree. For example, attracting the reader’s interest and arousing the reader’s 
desire to buy the product are explicitly shown. Among three purposes, persuading the reader 
is the most important because the reader needs to be convinced of the good value of the 
product. ‘Attracting the reader’s interest’ in the product can be an initial step in product 
promotion. ‘Giving positive appraisals’ is seen as subordinate to persuading the reader, 
because appraisals may be factors which help convince him/her. Notice that there are two 
kinds of persuasion in the last purpose: to justify the order and to persuade the reader to buy 
the product. The former is the traditional purpose in ‘tongzhi’, while the latter is a change in 
communicative purpose to meet the needs of product promotion.
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However, there are complex relationships among these purposes, which can 
interweave. For example, the first purpose, ordering the reader to buy the product, is related 
to the nature of ‘xiaxing tongzhi’. At the same time, it is also related to calling for action in 
product promotion. Some purposes may come into conflict with each other. For example, 
‘achieving the writer’s official status’ may conflict with persuasiveness. If a sales ‘tongzhi’ 
emphasises the official status too much, it might not sound very persuasive because it may 
create the feeling that the writer relies on his/her authority to force the writer to buy the 
product. A complete grasp of world knowledge can help understand and balance these 
relationships.
As shown above, more communicative purposes are found in the corpus than the 
textbooks suggest. As noted earlier, those purposes especially relating to the perlocutionary 
force, such as ‘achieving official the writer’s official status’, are not fully explored. 
Therefore, a more detailed analysis of communicative purposes of this genre will be given 
below.
5 The top-down process of realising communicative purposes
In this section, the concept of the top-down information processing is applied to 
study how the communicative purposes are related to lower levels of the text and how each 
level contributes to their general realisation. In addition, how the shift in communicative 
purposes is shown at lower levels will also be examined. The communicative purposes of 
sales ‘tongzhi’ in the corpus were found to be realised by the following structural moves:
Level 1: Text that reflects the communicative purposes 
Levels 2 and 3: Moves and steps 
Formulaic moves:
1 Heading
2 Opening move: salutation
3 Closing moves:
Polite closing 
Signature and date
Content moves:
1 Informing the reader about the sales decision or plan 
Step 1 Providing background information
Step 2 Indicating background objectives 
Step 3 Introducing the sales decision or plan
2 Describing the product or service
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Step 1 Providing details about the product 
Step 2 Evaluating the product
3 Offering incentives
Step 1 Indicating the benefits the product or service may bring 
Step 2 Offering a special price, or giving a free gift
4 Issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order
Step 1 Making an implicit order 
Step 2 Using pressure tactics
5 Indicating requirements to carry out the order
As shown above, sales ‘tongzhi’ also have two kinds of moves: formulaic moves and content 
moves. The formulaic moves consist of: headings, salutations, polite closings and the 
signature and date. Content moves consist of five types: informing the reader about a sales 
decision, describing the product or service, offering incentives, issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order, and 
indicating requirements. Each of these moves can be seen as contributing to the realisation 
of communicative purposes. For example, the heading can be related to establishing the 
writer’s official status for a ‘tongzhi’, because the heading usually tells the reader that the 
letter is a ‘xiaxing tongzhi’. ‘Informing the reader about the sales decision’, ‘issuing an 
implicit order’, and ‘indicating requirements’ can also be related to establishing official status 
as they indicate that the superior is a decision-maker and is entitled to give orders.
The second move, describing the product, reflects an aspect of genre change since it 
includes promotion in ‘tongzhi’ (circulars). This move can be related to the purposes of 
giving positive appraisals and persuading the reader. At the same time, it can also contribute 
to ‘achieving a positive public image’, because this move may indicate that the superior does 
not depend completely on official status, but also on using persuasive factors. This shows 
that the relationship between communicative purposes and moves is rather flexible, and the 
writer can seek to achieve one purpose in more than one move, where one move can be 
related to the realisation of more than one purpose. Therefore the relationships discussed 
above can only be used as a ‘template’ guideline in understanding this genre.
5.1 Analysing the formulaic moves
The lexical items used for headings, salutations, and polite closings will be examined in 
relation to communicative purposes. The distribution of these moves found in the corpus are 
shown in Table 11:
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Table 11. The use of formulaic components
H eading 1 H eading 2 Salutation Polite closing
Letter 1 + + + 0
Letter 2 0 + + +
Letter 3 + + + 0
Letter 4 0 + + +
Letter 5 + + + 0
Letter 6 0 + + +
Letter 7 0 + + +
Letter 8 + + 0 0
Letter 9 0 + + 0
Letter 10 0 + 0 +
Letter 11 + + + 0
Letter 12 0 + + 0
Letter 13 0 + 0 0
Letter 14 + + + 0
Letter 15 0 + + 0
Letter 16 0 + + 0
Letter 17 + + + +
Letter 18 0 + + 0
Letter 19 0 + + +
Letter 20 + + + 0
As shown in the above table, there are two kinds of headings. Heading 1 usually refers to the 
writer’s organisation, and Heading 2 indicates that the letter is a ‘tongzhi’. Both of these 
headings will be discussed further in Section 4.1.1. All of the twenty letters have headings. 
Eight letters (40%) have both Heading 1 and Heading 2, and all have Heading 2. The 
majority have salutations, but only seven letters (35%) include a polite closing. This finding 
shows that the formulaic moves are generally consistent with textbook prescriptions as 
having headings and salutations. The inclusion of a polite closing may indicate a disregard 
for textbook advice as textbooks do not encourage its use.
No greetings were found in the corpus. ‘Tongzhi’ seem to involve a formal distance 
from the reader by having headings, but no greetings. As discussed in Chapter 4, greetings 
are related to personal relationship building. This lack of a personal relationship is a feature 
of ‘xiaxing’ genres, which distances the writer and the reader as superior and subordinate 
respectively. This feature may be related to the purpose of indicating the writer’s official 
status. However, on the other hand, the use of a polite closing can also indicate that the
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writer may be trying to establish a polite official image. This seems to indicate a shift 
towards using polite formulaic forms in modem sales ‘tongzhi’.
The linguistic forms used for headings, salutations and polite closings are discussed 
below to indicate how the lowest level of the formulaic moves is related to the 
communicative purposes.
5.1.1 The linguistic forms used as headings
As shown in Table 11, two kinds of headings are used. Take the following headings 
from one letter as an example:
1 zhöngguö fänzhlpin  jinchüköu  shänghui w enjiän
China textile-product import-export commerce-association document 
A document of the Chinese Commercial Association of Textile Imports and Exports
2 guänyü xiäng ge huiyuän dänwei zhengji guänggäo de töngzhl
about from every member company solicit advertise GNE circular 
Tongzhi about Soliciting Advertisements from Member Companies
In the above, the first heading indicates the name of the organisation or company of the 
writer, indicating the issuer of the ‘tongzhi’. The term ‘w en jiän ’ here is another name for
formal ‘gongwen’ (official letter). The letters are therefore more formal with this kind of 
heading than without. As He and LÜ (1992) stress, both of the above kinds of heading are 
often required for writing a formal ‘gongwen’. The second heading has two functions. The 
first is to indicate that the letter is a type of ‘tongzhi’. All twenty letters in the corpus use 
‘tongzhi’ in the heading. The second function of this heading is to indicate what the letter is 
about. In this case, the letter seeks to solicit advertisements from member companies.
As shown in Table 11, the first type of heading, which may suggest a formal register, 
is only used by eight letters (40%) while the second type is used by all the letters. This 
shows that there are both formal and less formal forms of ‘tongzhi’ in practice, and the latter 
outnumbers the former. There seems to be an ongoing register change of sales ‘tongzhi’ 
from formal to less formal. The reason for this may be that the first type of heading
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emphasises the formality and the level of the writer’s official status. Since indicating the 
writer’s official status is not the most important feature in sales ‘tongzhi’, the writers may 
not stress this. To a certain extent, the writer has some choice about whether to include the 
first type of heading, while the second type of heading is obligatory.
5.1.2 The use of salutations
As shown in Table 11, seventeen letters (85%) have salutations, while three (15%) 
do not have salutations. Among the letters that have salutations, there are some differences. 
Nine letters (45%) have a generic salutation, such as ‘ge huiyuän dänw ei’ (every member
company). Eight letters (40%) use more specific salutations such as company names and 
personal titles.
Generic salutations include:
(1) ge huiyuän dänwei
every member company 
To every member company
(2) ge yöuguän dänwei
every concern company
To all the companies concerned
(3) XXX sheng ge shengchän qlye
XXX province every manufacture enterprise
To all the manufacturing enterprises in XXX Province
The above three salutations can address different groups of readers. However, there are two 
things in common: all the above headings use the character ‘ge’ (every) referring to all the
readers in the general group, and these readers are all under the institutional control of the 
writer. It has to be pointed out that the English translation of ‘ge yöuguän dänw ei’ into 
‘to the company concerned’ is only an approximation. The Chinese original means all the
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relevant subordinate companies, thus indicating a ‘xiaxing’ register. The use of these types 
of generic salutation is consistent with ‘tongzhi’ excerpts in textbooks.
Specific salutations come in two kinds: specific company names and titles. These 
salutations are differentiated from generic salutations because the writer addresses each 
reader separately rather than as a group of subordinates. Company names are very often 
written with the whole name of the company such as ‘XXX fanzhlpin  gongst’ (XXX
Textile Company). Titles include ‘fuze tongzh i’ (person in charge), ‘faren däib iäo’ (legal 
representative), and ‘jlngTl gexiä’ (manager your excellency). These titles are more 
personal than the generic salutations. As noted in Chapter 4, ‘fuze tongzh i’ is a rather 
personal address term to address the right person responsible for sales. ‘Fänren däibiäo’
(legal representative) is almost equivalent in meaning to ‘person in charge’, but it is more 
formal by addressing the legal responsibility of the person concerned. The formality matches 
the style of sales ‘tongzhi’. ‘Jingli gexiä’ (manager your Excellency) does not seem to be
an appropriate form, because ‘gexiä’ is an honorific form often used to address a superior,
especially in foreign affairs (Shekeyuan, 1984:372). In other words, it is a ‘shangxing’ 
address term. Therefore, its usage might be an inappropriate use of register in sales 
‘tongzhi’.
All these specific address terms, although different in form, have one similarity, 
which is to refer to the specific people or company concerned. This way of addressing the 
reader can have several implications. First, the specific salutations can indicate a language 
shift in addressing the reader, since the writer appears to pay attention to each company s/he 
writes to. Second, this may also indicate a shift of economic structure. The writer may not 
have control over so many companies as before, and therefore has to make sure who the 
letter is directed to.
5.1.3 The linguistic forms used as polite closings
No closings such as ‘teci tongzh i’ (specially ‘tongzhi’) as emphasised in textbooks
advice were found. However, four letters (20%) have polite closings. Here they are called 
polite closings instead of well-wishes because, although they were placed at the end of the 
letter, they are not really well-wishes as found in the last two chapters. For example, two
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letters use the form of ‘c izh i’ which is only part of the well-wishes formula ‘cizhi jm g fi’ 
( ‘with well-wishes’ or ‘to show respects’). It seems that the writer uses ‘c izh i’ (to show or 
give), which is only part of ‘cizhi jm g fi’, to both differentiate from the personal ‘cizhi 
jin g fi’ and to realise a polite closing. Two other letters have the polite closing of ‘xiexie 
h ezu ö ’ (thank you for your cooperation). Although only seven letters have such closings, 
they can indicate a shift from ‘tecl tongzh i’ (specially ‘tongzhi’) to more polite closings.
All the twenty letters have the date and signature as the final formulaic move to end 
the letter.
5.1.4 Summary of the formulaic moves
To sum up, the formulaic components employed in the sales ‘tongzhi’ are, generally 
speaking, consistent with the textbook prescriptions, possibly because sales ‘tongzhi’ are 
basically written in the form of ‘tongzhi’, a genre which is more or less standardised and is 
widely accepted by the public. The number of generic salutations is slightly higher than the 
specific ones, which indicates that sales ‘tongzhi’, on the one hand, still have the generic 
features; on the other, they also use other non-generic forms, such as personal titles, etc. 
There is also a tendency to use less formal forms, as seen in the use for headings and polite 
closing, which may be related to a register change.
5.2 Analysing the content moves
As noted earlier, five kinds of moves can be identified in the corpus. They are: 
informing the reader about the sales decision or plan, describing the product or service, 
offering incentives, issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order, and indicating requirements. All these moves 
are discussed in detail below.
5.2.1 Informing the reader about the sales decision or plan
Move 1, informing the reader about the sales decision or plan, is the opening content 
move in all the twenty letters in the corpus. It is composed of the following three steps:
Step 1: Providing background information (optional)
Step 2: Indicating background objectives (optional)
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Step 3: Introducing the sales decision or plan 
In the corpus, all letters introduce the sales decision or plan, six letters (30%) give 
background information, and twelve letters (60%) indicate background objectives. The first 
and second step often occur together. Eight letters (40%) do not have either of these steps, 
and begin with Step 3, the introduction to the sales decision or plan.
The first step often relates to the background situation for writing the sales ‘tongzhi’. 
For example, one letter about publishing a book, Introduction to World Trade 
Organisations, introduces the background situation in the following manner:
shijie m äoyi züzhi jiäng yü 1995 niän chü zhengshi chengli.
world trade organisation will in 1995 year beginning formal establish 
wöguö yi jiäng chengw ei qi zhengshi chengyuän guö.
I-country also will become its regular member country
The World Trade Organisation will be formally established at the beginning of 1995.
Our country will also become a regular member country.
The above background information concerns a future situation relating to the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) indicated by ‘jiä n g ’ (will) and the verb ‘chenglT (establish). This
example can be seen as the relevant background information for publishing this book since it 
is being published to meet the needs arising from this situation. In this way, the writer also 
attaches importance to the book. This step constitutes a typical formal ‘gongwen’ (official 
letters) beginning, and six letters (30%) in the corpus include it.
The following two steps, indicating background objectives and introducing the sales 
decision or plan can be seen in the following example from a letter promoting a computer 
network:
genjü zhongguö qlxie de anpäi, wei
according to China 
fanbiän
enterprise-association GNE arrangement, in-order-to 
wo sheng qlye jiä rü  gäi x'itöng, jing  yän jiü
make-things-convenient I province enterprise attend this system after study
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jueding jiän li ‘quänguö qiye xinxl jisuängji w ängluö xltöng
decide set-up nation-wide enterprise information computer network system 
Henan sheng fenzhän ’.
Henan province branch
According to the arrangements of the Chinese Enterprises’ Association, and in 
order to make things convenient for these enterprises to join in this network, it has 
been decided after discussion that the Henan Branch of the Chinese Enterprises’ 
Information Computer Network System will be established.
In the above example, both steps are included in one sentence. The first step is written in 
two forms: a prepositional phrase introduced by ‘gen jü ’ (according to) and a subordinate
clause introduced by ‘w ei’ (in order to). The second step is written in the main clause. Both 
‘gen jü ’ (according to) and ‘w ei’ (in order to) are related to the formal register of
‘gongwen’ (official letters), and each can be used independently to introduce a beginning 
section, as well as together, as shown in the above example.
Two background objectives are mentioned. The first one is introduced by the 
prepositional phrase ‘genjü zhöngguö qlxie de änpäi’ (according to the arrangements of
the Chinese Enterprises’ Association). Some explanation is needed in order to understand 
this phrase as a background objective. The writer is from a provincial enterprise association, 
which is under the institutional control of the Chinese Enterprises Association. The writer 
tries to associate the sales decision with the arrangements made by a higher-level superior, 
and points out the superior’s power by mentioning a task assigned by the superior. The 
meaning is that the writer is complementing an objective assigned by a higher authority — 
the Chinese Enterprises Association. At the same time, the writer also justifies the use of the 
‘tongzhi’ genre by telling the reader about the superior’s authority.
The second objective introduced by ‘w ei’ (in order to) refers to offering network
services to enterprises. As discussed in the last two chapters, although ‘w ei(le)’ (in order to)
is known as a purpose connective, it seldom introduces the main purpose of the letter, but 
rather introduces a background objective. In the above example, the writer presents the
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reader’s convenience as a background objective, which is closely related to the sale of the 
service.
In some letters, however, ‘wei(le)’ (in order to) can introduce very remote 
background objectives, such as ‘cüjin duiwäi käifan’ (promote opening-up to foreign 
countries), etc. This kind of information has become a kind of cliche because of its overuse
in ‘gongwen’ (official letters) and may not achieve the purpose of attracting the reader’s 
interest, but just indicate a formal register. On the other hand, big issues such as ‘opening- 
up’ and ‘reform’ are included in the letter as a means of expressing the ‘solemn voice’. By 
including these as background objectives in sales ‘tongzhi’, the writer tries not only to attach 
importance to the decision or plan detailed in the letter, but also to indicate that the 
‘tongzhi’ is consistent with the government’s opening-up policies. In addition, the 
background objectives can also consist of relevant goals, such as providing better services 
for customers.
The third step, introducing the sales plan or decision, is either placed after the 
background objectives as in the above example, or at the beginning of the letter as in those 
that do not have the first two steps. Step 3 is the most important in this move and all the 
letters in the corpus include it. In the above example, the decision is expressed by the phrase 
‘jing yänjiü jueding’ (it is decided after discussion). As noted earlier in Section 2 of this
chapter, this phrase is frequently used in the ‘xiaxing’ genre to indicate power and official 
status. The verb ‘jueding’ is preceded by the prepositional phrase ‘jing yanjiu’ (after
discussion). The English translation of ‘after discussion’ does not carry the full meaning of 
‘yänjiü’, which implies that this decision has been made on the basis of a consultative
process and all important persons from the superior organisation have had a say. Only eight 
letters (40%) in the corpus use this form to encode a sales decision.
The rest of the letters use other forms. For example one letter expresses a decision in 
this way:
zhöngguö fanzhlpin jinchüchöu shänghüi jiäng jixü
China textile-product import-export commerce-association will continue
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bianji chubän TOP kanwü. 
edit publish TOP journal
The Chinese Commerce Association of Textile Imports and Exports will continue to 
edit and publish TOP.
In the above example, the plan is indicated as a future action expressed by ‘jiä n g ’ (will).
This word is still related to a decision, but it has a neutral meaning and can be used in both 
‘pingxing’ and ‘xiaxing’ genres. As noted in Chapter 5, sales invitations often introduce the 
exhibition in this form. Here the writer seems to be avoiding the use of the ‘xiaxing’ term 
‘ju e jin g ’ (decide) or ‘yan jiu ’ (after discussion) which have connotations of dominance
over the reader. Three letters in the corpus use ‘jiä n g ’ (will) to indicate a decision.
Other forms used to encode an implicit decision include introducing the name of the 
product. This will be discussed in Section 8 of this chapter. This way of introducing the sales 
plan will be called decision-related information. In the corpus, nine letters use this strategy 
to encode this step. Altogether twelve letters (60%) do not use the typical form of 
‘ju e jin g ’. The reason for this preference may be that sales ‘tongzhi’ have been influenced by
the style of ‘pingxing’ sales genres, and are tending to replace lexical items that represent 
power and official status. This can mean that the ‘xiaxing’ decision becomes less explicit in 
some letters of the corpus. This seems to be in conflict with the traditional approach to 
‘tongzhi’ writing which emphasises the importance of the ‘solemn voice’. However, if we 
consider that sales ‘tongzhi’ are undergoing a genre shift, this trend is only natural as sales 
‘tongzhi’ may evolve and include some features of ‘pingxing’ sales genres as the result of the 
more equalitarian roles which have arisen in the economic reform.
5.2.2 Describing the product or service
The second move, introducing the product, is often placed after the sales plan or 
decision, and is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Providing details about the product or service 
Step 2 Evaluating the product
The first step gives a detailed introduction to the product or service. For example, one letter 
provides details about a computer information network as follows:
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san ge xinxiw äng chengfi w üniän duo läi, büduän fazhän
three Class, information-network establish five-year more since continuous develop 
zhuängdä, m üqiän yönghü yi chäoguö 1,500 jiä , bm g jiänfi le
expand present customer already exceed 1,500 Class, and set-up ASP
1.000 ren de xm xlyuän düiw ü.
1.000 people GNE information-people team
Since the establishment of the three information networks more than five years ago, 
they have been developing and expanding continuously. At present, they have more 
than 1,500 customers and have set-up an information-providing team of 1,000 
people.
The above example includes some information about the computer network, the 
prepositional phrase ‘w üniän duö lä i’ (since more than five years ago) indicates that the 
network has been in service for quite a long time. The verb phrase ‘büduän fazhän 
zhuängdä’ (develop and expand continuously) highlights the development of this network.
These two details are supported by the number of customers and information-providing 
people.
The above introduction is related to advertising the product. In particular, the 
statistics seem to be a convincing factor indicating that the software is popular. On the other 
hand, it shows the writer has some marketing knowledge and knows how to convince the 
reader using these facts. This kind of product-focused introduction is used in all the twenty 
letters. This way of presenting details is similar to that found in sales letters, and is a new 
development for ‘tongzhi’.
However, the writer can also include other status-related factors, such as mentioning 
or quoting an authority figure’s comments. This is another piece of evidence to indicate that 
appeal to a superior’s status coexists with product promotion. Take the following quote as 
an example:
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quänguö rendä chängweihüi fü weiyuänzhäng TianJiyun
national people’s-congress standing-committee vice chairman Tian Jiyun
wei benshü tixie shümmg, guöwüyuän fü zöngfi Li Lanqing tici:
for this-book write book-title state-council vice premier Li Lanqing autograph: 
“yuan zhöngguo düiwäi finqmäo______fiqöu_____ däquän chengwei
hope China foreign economy-trade organisation encyclopedia become 
cüjin zhöngwäi jiäoliü fazhän jingmäo hezuö de yöuyi
promote Chinese-foreign exchange develop economy-trade cooperation GNE good 
meijie.”
medium
The deputy Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Chinese People’s Congress 
wrote the title for the cover page of the book. Vice Premier Li Lanqing of the State 
Council wrote the following words of encouragement: “I hope that The 
Encyclopaedia of Chinese and Foreign Trade Corporations will become a good 
medium to promote Chinese and foreign exchange and the development of 
economics and trade cooperation.”
The above example can be seen as an appeal to authority of superiors. Here two important 
people are mentioned. They are the Deputy Chairman of the National Committee of China 
and the Vice Premier of China. These important people are mentioned with their full titles, 
indicating the official status they have. ‘Tixie shümmg’ (wrote the title for the cover of the
book14) and ‘tici’ (write words of encouragement) are what they did for the book. One may
notice that there is a direct quote of the Vice Premier’s words. The important point here is 
that the Premier is interested in this book, and his words are used to give powerful support 
to the letter and help promote the book. Similar evidence can be found in another sales 
‘tongzhi’ which promotes a book of registered brands: 13 important people’s endorsements 
are included on a separate page of the letter. These thirteen people represent various levels 
of superiors from the Vice Premier to the Chair of the Chinese Enterprises Association. This 
shows that authorities at various levels all give support to the publication of the book.
14 In China it is a common practice for titles on the cover of the book to be written by hand by important 
people.
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Nowadays it is a common practice in China to invite important people to write the 
title for the cover page for newly published books as a means of promotion, or to make 
comments about other products. The superior’s status is used here to promote the product. 
Such sales ‘tongzhi’ show that the writer has the social connections to invite these important 
people to support the product. On the other hand, this practice also indicates that the 
superior is also involved, in this particular way, in the advertising of the product. However, 
since this way of introducing a product or service mainly indicates official connections and 
an appeal to authority, how effectively this can convince the reader is still an open question.
Quoting important people’s words occurs only in four letters (20%). Although less 
than a quarter of the letters have this move, this phenomenon is worth noting because it is a 
typical ‘xiaxing’ feature used to indicate official status. This practice can be traced back to 
ancient times when the emperor’s words were to be regarded as always correct and most 
powerful. This practice was also quite prevalent during the Cultural Revolution (1966-76) 
when Mao’s words were very frequently quoted in official documents to indicate their 
correctness and the support of the supreme authority. The officials’ words in sales ‘tongzhi’ 
may not have the same power as the emperor’s or Mao’s words, however, quoting an 
authority bears some analogy with this practice of using a higher official’s status to influence 
the reader. The infrequent use of superior’s support may reflect a genre shift in sales 
‘tongzhi’. Since the authorities have lost some of their power as a result of the economic 
opening-up, this practice may not have the same influence upon the reader as before.
Perhaps this is the reason why the practice of quoting important people’s words is not 
employed by many letters.
The second step, evaluating the product, is widely used and all the letters in the 
corpus employ it. Writers of sales ‘tongzhi’ tend to introduce products by using a series of 
adjectives and the superlative degree similar to ‘pingxing’ sales genres. For example, one 
book promotion letter states:
ben shü de biänzuän yuänze shi, fiqiü quänm iän, x lnyinq, jm qque,
this book GNE compile principle is strive comprehensive original precise
quänw ei, shivonq. wülün shvi qi xingslri huo neiröng häishl qi shiyong
authoritative practical no-matter be its form or content or its practical
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jiäzh i huö xueshü filün jiäzh i, ben shü döu shl chäo y lliü  de 
value or academic theory value this book both be super No. 1 GNE
mmm-
exquisite product
The compiling principle of this book is: strive to be comprehensive, original, precise 
and authoritative. This book is super No. 1 of its kind in both form and content, in 
both practical value and theoretical value.
In the above example, the writer gives two kinds of positive evaluation. The first praises the 
principles which the editor tries to follow. These are described by five adjectives: 
‘quänm iän’ (comprehensive), ‘x lny ing’ (original), ‘jin g q u e ’ (precise), ‘quänw ei’
(authoritative), and ‘sh iyong’ (practical). These five adjectives function as complements to 
the verb T iqiü’ (strive). The second kind of positive evaluation is related to the quality of 
the book indicated by the phrase ‘chäo y lliü ’ (super No. 1). The phrase ‘chäo y lliü ’ is 
very close in meaning to the superlative degree of ‘zui hao’ (best), and can be seen as the 
emotive way of saying ‘zui hao’, because the character ‘chäo’ has the meaning of being 
superb. However, ‘chäo y lliü ’ is only the writer’s subjective evaluation of the book as 
really good and is not supported by any facts to prove the appraisal. In spite of this, it is an 
acceptable writing practice in advertising, as unsupported appraisals are often found in 
‘pingxing’ sales genres discussed in the last two chapters. This advertising strategy 
employed in sales ‘tongzhi’ can be seen as an influence from ‘pingxing’ sales genres.
5.2.3 Offering incentives
The third move, offering incentives, is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Indicating the benefits the product or service may bring 
Step 2 Offering a special price, or giving a free gift 
Only four letters in the corpus (20%) offer incentives for their products. This move is often 
placed after ‘describing the product’. These four letters tend to use one of the above steps, 
and only one letter uses both of them.
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The first step tells the reader about what benefits the product or service can bring. 
For example, one letter soliciting advertisements for a special issue of a journal writes:
gäi zhuäncän jiäng büfen jisöng guöwäi m äoyi göngsl ji
this special-issue will part send foreign trade company and 
shängshe.
commerce-association
Copies of this special issue will be sent to foreign trade companies and commercial 
associations.
In the above example, the verbs ‘jiäng  jisöng ’ (will be sent) refer to a future plan the writer
is going to implement. The whole sentence shows that the special issue will be sent to 
foreign countries, and this can be seen as an implicit incentive. The writer does not explain 
the benefits, but these can be understood in terms of the importance of co-operation with 
foreign enterprises as a part of the economic opening-up. Readers who have their products 
advertised in this special issue would have their advertisements read by foreign enterprises 
who might be interested in these products. In this way, the above sentence is seen as an 
incentive to establish a potential link with foreign enterprises.
The second step makes a special offer, or gives a free gift. One letter promoting a 
computer CD-Rom offers a free gift this way:
guängpän zhlcheng höu xiäng cänjiä dänwei zengsöng
CD manufacture afterwards to participate company give-as-gift
guängpän liang tao.
CD two set
When the CD is manufactured, the participating companies will be given two sets of 
CDs as a gift.
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In the above example, the letter offers the reader a free gift as expressed in the verb 
‘zengsöng’ (give as a gift). Although the writer has the official status of a superior, s/he
also wants to give the reader some incentive to accept the forthcoming order in the letter.
Both of the above incentives are strategies found in ‘pingxing’ sales genres.
Although only four letters (20%) in the corpus use this move, this appears to be another 
piece of evidence of genre shift in which the writer uses a strategy also used in writing sales 
letters.
5.2.4 Issuing a Hongzhi’ order
The fourth move, issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order, is placed after ‘describing the product’ 
or, sometimes, after ‘offering incentives’, and is composed of the following two steps:
Step 1 Making an implicit order 
Step 2 Using pressure tactics
The two steps often follow the above sequence. However, sometimes, they can also follow a 
reversed sequence. The first step is often expressed in unconditional imperative sentences 
introduced by ‘q m g ’ (please) and ‘x lw äng’ or ‘w äng’ (hope). In fact, nineteen letters
(95%) use these forms as shown in the following examples.
(1) ging  ge dänwei zhuäjin  bänfi rüw äng ji dingyue shöuxü.
please every company seize time handle join-network and subscribe formality.
Please all companies be quick to go through enrolment and subscription 
formalities.
(2) wänq ge dänwei yüyi zhöngshi, zhuäjin  bänfi rüw äng shöuxü.
hope every company give attention seize-time handle join-network procedure 
(We) hope every company will pay attention to it (the network) and be quick to go 
through enrolment formalities.
In the above two examples, ‘qm g’ (please) and ‘w äng’ or ‘x lw äng’ (hope) are used to 
introduce an implicit order. The above sentences may not appear to be orders because ‘qmg
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‘ and ‘w äng’ are also used in ‘pingxing’ sales genres to introduce a request, as noted in the
last two chapters. However, if we link their use to achieving a polite official image, we can 
understand their deliberate use to make the ‘tongzhi’ order implicit. In fact, the force of an 
order is mainly expressed by other generic lexical items. For example, in the first sentence, it 
is the phrase ‘ge dänw ei zhuäjin bän li’ (every company be quick to enrol) that expresses
a generic ‘xiaxing’ order. This phrase sounds obligatory in Chinese, and the reader is not 
given any options to decline what s/he is asked to do. In addition, the reader is addressed as 
‘ge dänw ei’ which is often used by a superior to address subordinates. As noted earlier in
this chapter, ‘zhuäjin’ meaning ‘to be quick’ is a typical element in ‘xiaxing’ register which 
indicates that a superior expects a subordinate to make a quick response. These ‘xiaxing’ 
lexical items contradict the use of ‘qm g’ (please). However, it is the contradictory
combination of the ‘xiaxing’ elements and ‘qm g’ (please) that makes the order implicit, and
this is very typical of the orders made in ‘tongzhi’. The reason for this contradiction is that 
on the one hand, the writer tries to express a ‘solemn voice’ through an order; on the other 
hand, the writer softens the ‘solemn voice’ by using ‘qm g’. If we relate ‘qm g’ to the world
schema connected with the nature of a modest official image, the function of this form can 
be easily understood, which is to make the order sound less harsh.
The same principle applies to the second example. In this sentence, there is another 
typical order-related term, ‘yüyi zhöngshV (pay attention to the network), in addition to
‘zhuäjin  b a n lf  (to be quick to enrol). These terms are used to tell a subordinate to pay 
attention to what the superior has said. These terms also contrast with the use of ‘w äng’
(hope) which expresses a hope or expectation. The writer tries to achieve both the ‘solemn 
voice’ and a modest attitude through this combination. ‘Q m g’ and ‘(xl)w äng’ thus can be
seen as showing that writers prefer to use polite forms to make the orders implicit.
The use of polite language is very much encouraged in Chinese writing theories. For 
example, as noted earlier in this chapter, Xu (1987:34) explains that whether one is writing 
to a subordinate or a superior, the writer should pay attention to the use of polite language, 
such as ‘qm g’ (please) and ‘(xi)w äng’ (hope) to reflect a ‘p ingdeng’ (equal) relationship
between the superior and the subordinates. Here ‘p ingdeng’ (equal) is used to indicate the
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polite use of language in writing, not the institutional distance. Sales ‘tongzhi’ in the corpus 
tend to use ‘qm g’ (please) and ‘(xl)wäng’ (hope) to introduce implicit orders. While
‘w äng’ and ‘qm g’ are more or less symbols of modest attitudes, what really counts as an
order is the lexical items that follow them. Although these two forms are also typical 
‘tongzhi’ order forms, as noted earlier in this chapter, their frequent use in sales ‘tongzhi’ 
can indicate a preference for polite forms, as there are many other ‘tongzhi’ forms more 
explicitly related to orders.
Only one letter uses the explicit order form ‘yäo’ (have to), a typical ‘tongzhi’ form,
as noted in Section 3 of this chapter. However, this form is also used in combination with 
other lexical items to weaken the explicitness of the order as shown below:
ge yöuguän dänw ei yäo Tiji xingdöng, ziyuän cänjiä.
every concern company have-to enthusiastic take-action voluntary participate 
Every company concerned has to enthusiastically take action and voluntarily 
participate.
In the above, the writer makes an explicit order by using the typical ‘xiaxing’ modal verb 
‘yäo ’ (have to); but at the same time, s/he uses ‘z iy u än ’ (voluntarily) to weaken the force
of the order. In fact, ‘yäo ’ and ‘z iyuän’ are contradictory lexical items. ‘Y äo’ expresses an 
order to the reader and gives the reader no choice but to accept the order. ‘Z iyuän’ 
indicates willingness or choice. By using ‘z iyuän ’, the writer is trying to imply that the
reader has some choice, and indicate that s/he is not forcing the reader into acceptance of an 
order. In spite of the illogicality, ‘yäo’ and ‘z iy u än ’ are sometimes used together in this
‘xiaxing’ genre to make the order less harsh.
The second step, using pressure tactics, is often closely linked to the implicit order. 
Take the following as an example:
qm g yü jiedäo ben tongzhi zhl ri qi shiri nei läihän
please from receive this tongzhi GNE date on ten-day within write-letter
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liänxi, guöql büyü bänfi. 
contact exceed-time will-not handle
Please contact us within ten days after you receive this ‘tongzhi’. (We) will not 
handle cases after the deadline.
The implicit order is introduced by a common form found in sales ‘tongzhi’: ‘qlng’ +
im perative sentence. Step 2, using pressure tactics, is expressed in the second sentence 
‘guöql büyü bänfi’ (we will not handle cases after the deadline). As noted in Section 2 of
this chapter, ‘büyü’ (refuse) is a typical ‘xiaxing’ verb. It is used here to indicate the
writer’s power or control over the situation. The writer can drop the reader’s case if s/he 
fails to contact the writer within the ten-day deadline. This pressure tactic, therefore, 
indicates the reader may face a loss of opportunity. Only two letters in the corpus use this 
kind of tactic.
Another letter (to be discussed as the least successful letter in this chapter) expresses 
the two steps in a similar way, but instead of pointing out a possible loss of opportunity, the 
writer promises the reader an opportunity.
A third kind of pressure tactic is related to time pressures (to be discussed as the 
most successful letter in this chapter). This is a common practice found in sales letters, and is 
used in two sales ‘tongzhi’. Its use may indicate an influence from sales letters. Among these 
three pressure tactics, the first and the second are ‘xiaxing’ types as they indicate the power 
of the writer, while the third is a new trend which indicates the use of a marketing strategy 
rather than an authority-based strategy.
5.2.5 Indicating requirements to carry out the order
The fifth move, indicating requirements to carry out the order, seems to be optional, 
and occurs in ten letters (50%) in the corpus. This move can be seen as an important feature 
in ‘tongzhi’ writing in that it outlines practical steps the reader has to follow. For example, 
one letter states these requirements as follows:
fan cänjiä ben wäng de dänwei, wü qlng an yäoqm renzhen 
all participate this network GNE company must please follow requirement serious
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tiänxie dengjikä, bing xuänpäi yl mm g renzhen füzhe de
fill-in registration-form and select-send one Class, serious responsible GNE 
tongzhi dänren xm xiyuän, yib iän  ben wäng suishi yü zhl
comrade hold-post information-person so-that this network any-time with him/her 
göutöng xinxl.
communicate information
All companies who will join the network must (please) follow the requirements 
seriously when filling in the registration form, and selecting one responsible person to 
be the contact person, so that this network can communicate with him/her at any 
time.
As shown in the above example, two main requirements are made: ‘tiänxie dengjikä’ (fill 
in registration form), and ‘xuänpäi xm xiyuän’ (select a contact person). The requirements 
in the above example are introduced by the term ‘wü q lng ’ (must please), which is 
composed of the typical xiaxing ‘w ü’ combined with ‘q ln g ’. This is an interesting 
combination, as ‘w ü ’ (must) is a typical ‘xiaxing’ form to indicate obligation, and would not 
normally be used with ‘q lng ’ (please). No dictionaries, to my knowledge, have listed this 
form. However, it is found in the corpus in three letters15. The meaning of this form can be 
explained by referring to the contradictory meanings of the two characters: ‘w ü’ indicates
obligation while ‘q ln g ’ (please) is a softener. Thus ‘wü q lng ’ is used when the writer wants
to indicate politely that the requirements are obligatory. If we refer back to the contradictory 
combinations found in expressing implicit orders, this combination is another instance which 
shows that the writer prefers polite forms to impose an obligation. However, unlike ‘q lng’
and ‘w äng’, ‘wü q ln g ’can be seen as an indication of a genre shift in sales ‘tongzhi’
because this term appears to be only used in modem sales ‘tongzhi’. This change is 
consistent with the preference for a polite register, and may also be related to the change of 
the communicative purpose towards a more polite public image.
15 Here it needs to point out that the use of ‘wü qlng’ may not be limited to sales ‘tongzhi’, and can be used 
in other genres when there is such a need to express a similar meaning.
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Other forms used to indicate requirements include ‘w übi’ (must), ‘büde’
(disallowed), ‘w äng’ (hope) and ‘q lng’ (please). ‘W übi’ is used in two letters, ‘büde’ in 
one letter, ‘w äng’ or ‘qm g’ in six letters. Here there is some overlap, as one letter may use
more than one form. As noted in Section 3 of this chapter, all four forms are typical 
‘tongzhi’ forms, but there is a tendency for more polite forms such as ‘q ing ’ or ‘w äng’ to
be more frequently used, just as is the case with the forms used to issue orders. This once 
again confirms our claims for a growing preference for more polite forms in sales ‘tongzhi’.
5.2.6 Summary of the content moves
First, some moves appear to be obligatory, while others are optional. ‘Informing the 
reader about the sales decision or plan’, ‘describing the product’ and ‘issuing a tongzhi 
order’ appear to be obligatory, as all the twenty letters have these moves. ‘Offering 
incentives’ and ‘indicating requirements’ seem to be optional since only some letters in the 
corpus have them. The sequence of the moves tends to develop from ‘informing the reader 
about the sales plan’ towards ‘the implicit order’, and ‘requirements to carry out the order’.
Some steps, too, seem to be obligatory while others are optional. In the first move, 
the step ‘introducing the sales decision’ is obligatory, while the other two steps, ‘providing 
background information’ and ‘indicating background objectives’, appear to be optional.
Since sales ‘tongzhi’ have a dual nature, including both sales and ‘tongzhi’, there is a 
tendency for them to coordinate the features of both ‘tongzhi’ and sales letters. The first 
move still retains ‘tongzhi’ features, such as introducing a sales decision or plan. However, 
this can be introduced by using ‘pingxing’ lexical items, in addition to the usual ‘tongzhi’ 
way, when a writer does not want to appear to be forcing sales upon a subordinate.
In the second move, ‘introducing the product’, the typical ‘tongzhi’ feature of relying 
on the authority of the writer is not so frequently used in sales ‘tongzhi’, and the writer pays 
more attention to the introduction of the product or service itself. This means that the writer 
relies mainly on the good points of the product or service to persuade the reader rather than 
the official status of the writer, although the latter is still employed in the corpus to a certain 
extent.
The presence of a move ‘offering incentives’ indicates another influence from 
promotion. Although this move is optional, it is quite an important feature indicating that
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sales ‘tongzhi’ use marketing strategies to promote products. ‘Offering incentives’ would be 
unnecessary in a centrally planned economy, but are important in a market economy. This 
also shows that optional moves are not necessarily unimportant, for they may reflect a genre 
shift.
6 Questionnaire results and interviews relating to top-down processing
In order to provide validity for the above analysis, especially the change of this 
genre, questionnaires and interviews were conducted among two groups of native speakers 
of enterprise managers and business writing students (see Chapter 3). As noted earlier in this 
chapter, there is a gap between the textbook advice and business practices in writing sales 
‘tongzhi’, and no textbooks note any change in this genre. This section will examine whether 
there is a gap between the views of the two groups of native speakers, and whether they are 
aware of the changes taking place in the genre. If there is a gap, is it related to different 
understandings of communicative purposes of this genre, and will this gap affect their views 
concerning the lower levels of the text?
The questionnaires and interviews focused on various levels of the text in an attempt 
to answer the above questions in the following analysis. Firstly, the students’ and managers’ 
views on communicative purposes will be examined. Secondly, the preferences of each 
group in relation to formulaic moves will be analysed. Thirdly, the preferences of each group 
for various linguistic forms used in salutations will also be discussed.
6.1 Questionnaire results on communicative purposes
Only the major purposes will be examined in the following discussion (see Appendix 
2). These are ‘achieving the writer’s official status’, ‘establishing a positive public image’, 
‘attracting reader’s interest’, and ‘persuading the reader’, referred to as ‘official status’, 
‘positive public image’, ‘attracting interest’ and ‘persuasiveness’ in the following discussion. 
In the questionnaire, both groups were asked to grade these four purposes as 1 (very 
important), 2 (quite important), 3 (not so important), and 4 (not important). The results of 
each group are shown in the following figures below:
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Figure 14. The students' preferences (%)
Official status Positive public Attracting Persuasiveness
image interest
Figure 15. The managers' preferences (%)
90 i
Official status Positive public Attracting Persuasiveness
image interest
NOTE: The columns numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 stand for the four grades: 1 stands for ‘very important’, 2 
for ‘quite important’, 3 for ‘not so important’ and 4 for ‘not important’. The vertical axis shows the 
percentage of each group who chose each grade.
The above figures show that the students and managers shared similarities only in grading 
‘positive public image’. They differed in all the other three purposes. Concerning official 
status, more than half of the managers (68%) chose the ‘quite important’ degree, while 
about half of the students(53%) chose ‘not so important’, and about a quarter of the 
students (24%) chose ‘very important’. Most students (69%) chose the ‘very important’ 
degree for ‘attracting interest’, but more than half (67%) of the managers chose ‘quite 
important’ and 18% chose ‘not so important’. Similarly, a difference was found in grading
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‘persuasiveness’. On the one hand, the great majority (90%) of the managers chose 
‘important’ or ‘very important’, while only slightly more than half (55%) of the students 
chose these two degrees. On the other hand, 45% of the students chose the ‘not so 
important’ or ‘not important’ degrees. The results of the above questionnaire show that the 
students and managers differ significantly in their views of the importance of these 
communicative purposes.
6.2 Interviews on understanding the communicative purposes
Both the students and managers graded ‘positive public image’ similarly, and they all 
agreed that achieving a positive public image was related to basic cultural protocol. It was 
especially important for senior officials to show adequate politeness to a subordinate. The 
focus of the interviews was therefore placed on the other three communicative purposes: 
official status, attracting interest, and persuasiveness.
The students seemed to reflect some conflicting views. On the one hand, about a 
quarter of them thought ‘official status’ was very important because a ‘tongzhi’ should 
express a ‘solemn voice’ as the textbook advice stressed. On the other hand, just over half of 
the students (53%) thought ‘official status’ was not important and an emphasis on this 
would create a feeling that the writer was trying to use his/her power to push the sale of the 
product. They said that these days people did not like to be told to do things. The reader 
could make up his/her own mind about whether to buy a product or not. There was no point 
trying to influence the reader with power or official status. Therefore, the writer should be 
modest and have an equal relationship with the reader, as discussed in the textbooks. They 
did not seem to distinguish between institutional distance and linguistic distance and 
understood ‘equal’ as institutional distance, while the textbooks appear to refer to polite 
distance expressed by the language.
Their attitude of emphasising ‘equality’ may reflect a common social attitude among 
young people towards official status. From 1949-78, China went through a lot of political 
movements, and authorities at various levels used to tell the people what was right and what 
was wrong. Many people, especially the young and educated, nowadays tend to adopt a 
less-respectful attitude towards power and authority. The students seem to transfer this kind 
of attitude towards official status to sales ‘tongzhi’ writing.
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However most of the students went on to ignore the important features of this genre 
and to confuse it with sales letters, because establishing the writer’s official status is a 
purpose characteristic of a ‘tongzhi’, including a sales ‘tongzhi’, as shown by managers and 
textbook writers.
The students’ response concerning ‘official status’ also appears to be related to their 
world knowledge about changes in the social context. They did not seem to be fully aware 
of these changes. For example, the introduction of the market economy into the Chinese 
economic structure does not mean that the planned economy is replaced, but rather it means 
both of these structures have been integrated in the system. If this is not understood, one 
cannot understand why ‘official status’ is still necessary for sales ‘tongzhi’.
A kind of confusion can also be seen in the students’ views on ‘attracting interest’ 
and ‘persuasiveness’, as their views here were quite similar to those for sales letters. The 
students thought that ‘attracting interest’ was very important because, as a seller, the writer 
should attract the reader’s interest in the product. If the reader was interested, s/he would 
respond to the letter quickly and ask for further information. One student said, “the major 
criterion forjudging an effective sales ‘tongzhi’ is to see if the letter can attract the reader’s 
interest”. Since they placed so much emphasis on ‘attracting interest’, the students thought 
‘persuasiveness’ was not very important, and the writer should target ‘attracting reader’s 
interest’ as the major purpose. This view once again supports the claim that the students 
tend to confuse sales ‘tongzhi’ with sales letters.
The students’ views may show that they have failed to follow closely the changes of 
the economic structure, or they have failed to understand the integration of the market and 
planned economies.
The managers disagreed with the students and thought sales ‘tongzhi’ was a special 
kind of sales in which a superior wrote to a subordinate. Therefore, achieving the writer’s 
official status was important to justify why a ‘tongzhi’ was being used to promote sales. One 
manager explained that his company received a sales ‘tongzhi’ to promote a book, but this 
letter was not written by his superiors. In the end, the sales offer was turned down because 
they thought the writer was not in a position to use ‘tongzhi’ to promote sales. On the other 
hand, he continued, if the writer was entitled to use ‘tongzhi’ to promote sales, but failed to 
indicate clearly what official status s/he had, the reader could also doubt why the promotion
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of a product should be written in ‘tongzhi’ form. Therefore establishing the writer’s official 
status is quite important for sales ‘tongzhi’. In addition, the description of this status would 
also help the reader to act on the implicit orders the writer makes in the letter.
The managers, however, did not think that too much information should be included 
in the background information as justifications for the order. Instead, the writer should 
briefly tell the reader what level of authority the writer had for using ‘tongzhi’ and should 
avoid excessively publicising their official status. They further explained that paying too 
much attention to this purpose could bring some conflict with establishing a positive public 
image, and create a feeling that the writer was not modest enough. It could also conflict with 
‘persuasiveness’. One manager said that writers should be careful not to excessively 
emphasise their official status. Otherwise the sales ‘tongzhi’ could suggest that the writer 
used too much ‘xm gzheng gänyü’ (official interference), and this letter would possibly not
achieve its effectiveness as a convincing ‘xiaxing’ letter. The four-character expression, 
‘xlngzheng gänyü’ (official interference) is a common saying today to indicate that official
status is over-emphasised and the reader is forced to accept something without choice.
Here the managers’ attitudes raise an important theoretical issue: the relative rules of 
official interference and equalitarian argumentation based on qualities of the product. This 
conflict can be explained again by the dual-nature of the economic structure. On the one 
hand the planned economy stresses the importance of the hierarchy as it existed in the de­
linking period (1949-78). As noted in Chapter 1, this period was characterised by unequal 
practices in buying and selling, in which a subordinate could only have access to, and was 
required to take, what was given by superiors. On the other hand, there now exists influence 
from the opposing force of equal marketing practice between the buyer and the seller. In this 
case, individual’s decisions play an important role. The seller will only buy when there is a 
need. Sales ‘tongzhi’ exhibit both of these elements to persuade the reader. As a result, the 
managers thought there was a need to balance the conflict between these elements.
Since the managers had the ability to balance the relationship between these 
communicative purposes, they could deal with ‘attracting interest’ and ‘persuasiveness’ in a 
more appropriate way. They thought that ‘attracting interest’ was not very important. First 
of all, the letter concerned was a ‘xiaxing’ sales letter, and the ‘xiaxing’ genre itself already 
attracted the interest of the reader as a letter from a superior which requires action from the
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subordinate. They thought that although the writer could still try to attract the reader’s 
interest by other means, s/he should not over-emphasise this point. The focus of importance 
should be placed on persuading the reader to buy the product. They believed that the only 
thing that would be persuasive was the quality and popularity of the product. Therefore the 
writer had to work hard on ‘persuasiveness’ and target it as the major purpose of the sales 
‘tongzhi’.
In addition, they explained that ‘persuasiveness’ in sales ‘tongzhi’ was especially 
important as the letter was an order. If the reader was not convinced about the good quality, 
the writer would not have a positive image, because the reader could have a feeling that the 
writer was using his/her power alone to promote the product. In this way, the purpose of 
‘persuasiveness’ was related to the other purposes and it was important that the writer 
should solve the conflicts among them.
The above conflicts are not mentioned in textbooks. The managers’ views not only 
point out the conflicts but also possible ways of solving them.
To sum up, the students and managers differed in their views on ‘official status’, 
‘attracting interest’, and ‘persuasiveness’. The interviews indicate that these differences 
mainly lie in the fact that the managers are more aware of the transitional economic changes 
and the way they relate to the communicative purposes of sales ‘tongzhi’. The students, 
however, do not seem to understand these changes fully, and base their views upon either 
textbook advice or on their general attitudes to authority. Although sales ‘tongzhi’ are in a 
transitional stage, they are by no means being confused, or replaced with sales letters. They 
unmistakably stand out as a ‘xiaxing’ sales genre due to the attention paid to establishing 
‘official status’. Therefore, ignoring this purpose is to confuse it with sales letters. The 
managers have a full understanding of the communicative purposes, and they are in control 
of the genre change. They know how to resolve the resulting conflicts among 
communicative purposes. The students, however, tend to confuse the communicative 
purposes of sales ‘tongzhi’ with those of sales letters, even though their attitudes may 
indicate that they are aware of the social changes.
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6.3 Questionnaire results on the use of formulaic moves
This section will discuss the questionnaire results for moves, steps and linguistic 
forms used as formulaic components. The purpose is to find whether the divergence in the 
native speakers’ understandings of communicative purposes leads to different views at these 
lower levels of the text. The questionnaire results on the use of headings, salutations, 
greetings and polite closings are shown below:
Table 12. Native speakers’ preferences for formulaic components
Heading Salutation Greeting Polite closing
Responses Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
Students % 92 8 94 6 0 100 42 58
Managers % 97 3 97 3 4 96 73 27
Note: Yes = Positive attitude; No = Negative attitude.
As shown in the above table, the two groups generally agreed on the use of headings, 
salutations, and the non-use of greetings. They mainly differed on whether sales ‘tongzhi’ 
should have polite closings. Less than half of the students (42%) approved their use, while 
the opposite was true of the managers, the majority of whom (73%) approved their use and 
only 27% disapproved.
Both the students and managers’ choices regarding the use of headings, salutations 
and greetings were very close to the textbook prescriptions and the findings in the corpus. 
These preferences therefore represent general conventions of writing sales ‘tongzhi’. 
However, the students’ disapproval of polite closings follows textbook advice. In contrast, 
the managers’ approval of them, to a certain degree, reflects the findings in the corpus and 
disagrees with textbook advice, suggesting that textbook writers are out of touch with 
current practice.
6.4 Interviews on the preferences for formulaic components
Since both groups indicated similar views on the use of headings, salutations, and 
greetings, the interviews focused on the use of polite closings. More than half of the students 
seemed to rely on textbook advice and disapproved of the use of polite closings. They
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thought that ‘tongzhi’ were formal ‘gongwen’ (official letters) and should not include polite 
closings. If polite closings were included, the formality would be reduced.
Although the managers agreed that sales ‘tongzhi’ were a type of ‘gongwen’ (official 
letter), the majority still thought that polite closings should be used because the level of 
formality was lower when compared to a bureaucratic ‘tongzhi’. In addition, managers who 
supported the use of polite closings could relate their use to ‘establishing a public image’. 
One manager said that if polite closings were appropriately used in sales ‘tongzhi’, the 
reader would think that the writer was polite and modest, and this was an important image if 
one wanted to win the subordinates’ trust.
The managers also explained that the use of polite closings was a basic requirement 
when writing any letter. Since sales ‘tongzhi’ are letters, they should have polite closings. 
Textbooks do not include polite closings because the authors believe that ‘tongzhi’ are first 
of all solemn forms of writing. As He and LÜ (1991) point out, the ending should be related 
to the content and should not use polite closings, which would lessen the solemness of the 
letter. However, the managers thought the opposite was true, and polite closings should be 
used in sales ‘tongzhi’. From these questionnaire results, it seems that the managers are 
challenging textbooks about the appropriate degree of formality involved in sales ‘tongzhi’.
6.5 The preferred linguistic forms for salutations
This section examines salutations as a typical example of using linguistic forms. The 
native speakers in each group were asked to grade (between grades 1-5) the salutations 
found in the corpus. Only the translated forms of salutations are included for the ease of 
discussion. The Chinese forms have been discussed in 5.1.2 of this chapter. The highest 
mean score shows the most appropriate, the lowest the least appropriate. The results for 
each salutation are shown in Table 13:
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Table 13. The results of rating (mean score) on the preferences of salutations
Salutation Students Rank Managers Rank
1 Company name 4.14 1 4.3 1
2 Person in charge 3.15 3 3.3 2
3 Generic salutations 3.82 2 2.87 3
4 0 salutation 1.2 5 2.11 4
5 Your Excellency 2.4 4 1.19 5
The above table shows that both groups agreed on the most preferred address term, and 
rated ‘company name’ the highest: 4.14 for students and 4.3 for managers. However, they 
differed in their ranking of the other four address terms. For example, the students rated ‘0 
salutation’ as the least preferred, and ‘your excellency’ the second least preferred, while the 
managers reversed the ranking order by rating ‘your Excellency’ the least preferred, and ‘0 
salutation’ the second least preferred. Follow-up interviews explored the reasons for these 
differences.
When interviewed, both groups thought that sales ‘tongzhi’ were a type of 
‘gongwen’ (official letters), and should have ‘company name’ as a salutation to meet the 
formality of the letter. In addition to this, the managers further explained that sales ‘tongzhi’ 
were a ‘xiaxing genre’ directed to a subordinate company, and ‘company names’ could best 
reflect the relationship between the writer and the reader. It seems that the managers paid 
more attention to the reader- writer relationship.
As regards the differences in the ranking order of the other four address terms, the 
views of the two groups revealed the different criteria they follow. The students thought 
generic salutations such as ‘ge yöuguän dänwei’ (every company concerned) were similar
to company names and therefore they rated them as second most favoured. The students 
rated the ‘0 salutation’ the lowest, and thought that as a letter, sales ‘tongzhi’ should have a 
salutation. It was their formal schema for letters which required salutations. Therefore they 
rated ‘your Excellency’ higher than ‘0 salutation’.
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In contrast, the managers had different views on the use of generic address forms 
from the students. The managers thought that these forms were different from specific 
company names because the generic salutations indicate a ‘xiaxing’ register, while specific 
company names do not have such an indication. They explained that although it was quite 
prevalent to use generic salutations in sales ‘tongzhi’, they thought it would be more 
appropriate to use specific company names to pay specific attention to each company. Since 
sales ‘tongzhi’ were related to sales, the writer should treat the reader not only as a 
subordinate, but also as a customer. For similar reasons, ‘person in charge’ as a specific 
address form was rated the second most preferred. They agreed that ‘person in charge’ 
could represent the responsibilities of the person representing the company and therefore, 
was appropriate as a salutation. They rated ‘your Excellency’ the least preferred. They 
thought that this honorific address term used in sales ‘tongzhi’ was highly inappropriate 
because it was often used in ‘shangxing’ genres to show respect to a senior person. It would 
not reflect the politeness required by sales ‘tongzhi’. As one manager commented, it was not 
only inappropriate, but also absurd to pay such a high level of respect to a subordinate. The 
writer lowered himself/herself too much in this position, and this would harm the public 
image of the superior. Among the two least preferred salutations, they preferred ‘0 
salutation’ to ‘your Excellency’, because ‘0 salutation’ showed incompleteness of form or a 
lack of degree in politeness, while the use of ‘your Excellency’ would suggest an 
inappropriate use of polite language. Of course, according to the managers, neither of these 
two were appropriate. However, they said if they were given the choice between the two, 
they preferred no salutation to a salutation which would negatively affect the reader-writer 
relationship. The managers’ views highlight the issue that a form would be inappropriate if it 
hinders the realisation of communicative purposes.
To sum up, the students and managers shared some similarities in their preferences 
for formulaic moves and the forms of salutation. The reasons for this may reflect the fact 
that some of the textbook guidelines happen to be very close to the forms actually used in 
business communication, as noted earlier. However, this coincidence does not mean that the 
students and managers have equal understanding of the communicative purposes of sales 
‘tongzhi’. Sometimes the criteria they follow are not the same. This happens even in the case 
when they make similar choices, such as in the use of address terms. The students preferred
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to follow textbook advice and could not relate their views very well to communicative 
purposes, while the managers could refer to the reader-writer relationship and 
communicative purposes better.
7 Summary of genre changes found in sales ‘tongzhi’
We have discussed how sales ‘tongzhi’ are evolving along with changes in the 
economic structure. The changes in sales ‘tongzhi’ can be summarised along several 
parameters, such as communicative purposes, moves and steps and linguistic forms. These 
can be discussed in a top-down manner as the lower form changes are mainly caused by the 
changes of communicative purposes. Here only the genre changes relating to communicative 
purposes and content moves will be summarised, for a summary of formulaic changes has 
already been given in 5.1.4 of this chapter.
First of all, the justification for the use of ‘tongzhi’ appears to have changed. In the 
past, it was important to justify the order so that the reader would be convinced of its 
fairness. Now, in sales ‘tongzhi’, ‘justification’ is only needed to indicate why ‘tongzhi’ 
should be used to promote the product.
An emphasis has been placed on new communicative purposes such as ‘attracting the 
reader’s interest’, ‘giving positive appraisals to the product’ and ‘persuading the reader 
about the good value of the product’. Similar purposes are also found in sales letters as a 
means of promotion. Their emergence in sales ‘tongzhi’ indicates that even a seller of 
superior status has to follow the rules of marketing rather than those based on authority.
Among the above three new purposes, ‘persuading the reader about the good value 
of the product’ is the most important, because this seems to be the link that reconciles the 
‘tongzhi’ order and the promotion. Through this, the writer indicates that the product is 
itself good, the reader would buy it willingly, and that the product can be sold not only 
because of the force of a ‘tongzhi’ order. Using such persuasion was irrelevant in the 
delinking period when sales ‘tongzhi’ were used to complement sales policies, as noted in 
Chapter 1.
A similar change is found in the purpose relating to a positive public image. The 
public image the writer tries to achieve is becoming more polite than before. This is because
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under the influence of the market economy the control a superior has over the reader may 
not be as powerful as before.
The changes in communicative purposes have also led to changes in lower levels of 
the text. First of all, new moves and steps have begun to emerge in this genre. For example, 
‘describing the product or service’ is frequently related to sales strategies, such as ‘providing 
details of the product’ and ‘evaluating the product’, although traditional ‘tongzhi’ strategies, 
such as using a superior official’s quote, can still be found to a certain degree. In addition, 
‘offering incentives’ is found in the corpus as a sales strategy. All these moves and steps are 
also found in sales letters as an important means of promotion. Their use in sales ‘tongzhi’ is 
by no means coincidence, as they can be related to the change of purposes relating to 
marketing strategies.
The linguistic forms are also changing. In making a sales decision, less explicit forms 
are preferred. For example, typical ‘xiaxing’ decision-related verbs such as ‘ju ed in g ’
(decide) are used by less than half of the letters in the corpus. This may indicate that the 
writer does not want to appear to sound too much like an authority figure when introducing 
a product.
Orders and requirements are found to use more polite forms. For example, among 
the group of ‘tongzhi’ lexical items such as ‘yao ’ (have to), ‘büde’ (disallowed), ‘w übi’ 
(must), ‘q ing ’ (please) and ‘w äng’ (hope); ‘q lng ’ and ‘w äng’ are the most frequently used
forms for both orders and requirements. This may indicate a change in preference for more 
polite forms. A new lexical item ‘w uqm g’ has emerged to indicate both obligation and
politeness.
All the above aspects contribute to the genre change in sales ‘tongzhi’. These 
changes are systematic because there is a close relationship between the social context and 
the communicative purposes. The lower level changes reflect the changes in communicative 
purposes, which in turn, reflect social changes. Therefore, genre evolution of sales ‘tongzhi’ 
follows its own principles, and new forms that match these principles are used.
8 Analysing the most and least successful letters
In this section, the most and least successful letters from the corpus will be analysed 
using the top-down model. As discussed in Chapter 3, five letters were selected from the
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corpus for the managers to grade. The most successful letter is Letter 6, with a mean score 
of 4.12, and the least successful letter is Letter 12, with a mean score of 1.34. The structure 
of both letters is analysed below and the managers’ views are integrated into the analysis. 
Only translations of the two letters are provided here, and the original can be found in 
Appendix L
8.1 The analysis of the most successful letter
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Letter 6
Urgent Renewal ‘Tongzhi’
For Enterprises who have Entered into the English CECDB’93 and CD-ROM 
Database to Enter into the Chinese and English CECDB’94 and CD-ROM Database
Person in charge:
The Chinese Enterprises, Corporations, and Products Database (CECDB) 
has been, under the auspices of the National Science Committee, established jointly 
with information distribution organisations both inside and outside the country, by 
the Research Institute of Chinese Science and Technology Information (the 
Information Centre of the National Science Committee). This database is distributed 
both inside and outside our country via computer systems, networks and CDs. 
CECDB constantly provides information for those who are entered in this database, 
and provides an indexing service for customers all over the world, with a precise 
indexing system and speedy information distribution. As a means of effective 
advertising and reliable business information, CECDB has forcefully promoted 
business for both national and foreign products, and various kinds of cooperation. 
This database won third prize of Technological Progress from the National Science 
Committee, and first prize for Information Achievement of Chinese Science and 
Technology. Your (H) company’s information, translated and processed by us, has 
already been entered into the English CECDB’93 CD-ROM database. It is published 
jointly by the world’s biggest information publishing group Reed-Elsevier and the 
Sino-Asia Group specialising in Asian affairs. It is also distributed world-wide, and it 
has also been networked to services in the United States through Asialnfor Inc. 
which has been jointly established by the BDI Group and our institute.
Now the renewal of the Chinese and English CECDB’94 has already begun. 
(Please) all the companies who receive this circular letter go through renewal 
procedures according to the following requirements:
1 Pay special attention to new means of communication when adding to and revising 
the Chinese and English database. Please (your H company) appoint people to 
contact us about this, and fill in the column for ‘database contact person’.
2 Please try to make the English translation consistent with the Chinese version when 
filling in the forms. If you have difficulty with the English translation, please send us 
the revised Chinese data. We will do the translation for you.
3 The data-entrance fee is 500 Yuan. Those enterprises who have already paid the 
fee and been entered into our database are exempt from the annual data renewal fee. 
Apply to defer payment if (you) have any difficulty with funding.
4 The renewal forms must (please) be sent to our institute before December 30, so 
that the data your (H) company provides can be entered in time into the various new 
editions of CECDB’94.
5 (We) hope that all companies who receive this circular will seriously add to and 
renew their data (with fees paid or unpaid), so that your (H) enterprises can provide 
the latest information to customers all over the world, and the vast numbers of 
customers can do various kinds of business with you (H) accurately.
Thank you for your cooperation!
Address: XXX; Telephone No. XXX.
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Bank account No. XXX
XXX Science Information Research Institute 
October 1993.
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This letter is written by a superior from a national research institute to subordinate 
companies. The structure of the letter can be schematised as in the following figure.
Figure 16. The structural moves of Letter 6
Letter 6
V thanking
heading
salutation
issuing an order 
51 characters
sales plan 
60 characters
sales plan-related 
information
essential details
evalutation
polite closing 
4 characters
signature and date
requirements 
251 characters
offering incentives
benefits
pressure tactics
implicit order
describing the
product
224 characters
offering incentives
revise data
translation
fees and offers
deadline
serious attitude
Altogether the letter has 590 characters
The above figure indicates the various moves and steps that appear in the letter. This letter 
has five typical content moves: (1) introducing the sales decision or plan, (2) describing the 
product, (3) offering incentives (4) issuing an implicit order, and (5) indicating requirements 
Notice that ‘offering incentives’ is a split move and appears in two difference places in the 
text. The second step of this move is embedded within Move 5. The major purpose of the 
letter is to issue an implicit order to the reader to participate in the database, and persuade 
the reader to accept the order. These communicative purposes are mainly realised in the 
above five moves in a well organised structure. This point is also discussed by the managers 
as shown in their typical comments on this letter below:
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(1) “Unlike some other ‘tongzhi’ which include a lot of background information, this letter 
follows a direct style, and tells the reader about the product at the beginning. In addition, the 
writer also introduces the writer’s official status in the same sentence. This kind of beginning 
is an appropriate way to begin a sales ‘tongzhi.”
(2) “The writer seems to have the appropriate marketing knowledge and knows how to 
promote a product by giving positive appraisals of the CD-ROM database.”
(3) “Although the writer has power and official status, s/he tries to present a detailed 
description of the product to convince the reader. That means that the writer does not rely 
on authority only to promote the product.”
(4) “The language is polite and appropriate. In this way, the writer establishes a positive 
public image as a superior, and the reader would accept this ‘tongzhi’ willingly.”
The above comments, to a large extent, reflect the managers’ knowledge structures 
and general expectations about writing sales ‘tongzhi’. The first comment is about how to 
write the beginning, and where the writer should address the importance of the product or 
service. The second and third comments are about how to advertise the product or service, 
and indicate that the writer should not rely too much on official status to promote the 
product. These two comments also indicate the sorts of features which can be used as 
persuasive factors in sales ‘tongzhi’. The last comment is about the importance of polite use 
of language, which is related to achieving a positive public image.
8.1.1 Detailed analysis
In the analysis of this letter, moves, steps, and linguistic forms will be discussed in a 
top-down manner. First of all, the communicative purposes are realised in the following 
moves and steps:
Move 1 Informing the reader about the sales decision (lines 8-12)
Move 2 Describing the product or service (lines 12-21)
Step 1 Providing essential details 
Step 2 Evaluating the product or service 
Move 3 Offering incentives (lines 21-26, lines 36-38)
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Step 1 Indicating the benefits already gained 
Step 2 Offering a special price 
Move 4 Issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order (27-29)
Step 1 Using pressure tactics 
Step 2 Making an implicit order
Move 5 Indicating requirements to carry out the order (30-45)
The text has five moves. Move 1 and Move 5 have one step each. The other three are 
composed of two steps each. All these moves and steps will be discussed in terms of the 
linguistic forms used to encode them. How each level is related to communicative purposes 
will also be elaborated.
(1) Move 1, Informing the reader about the sales decision (lines 8-12), can be seen as 
composed one step. This move introduces decision-related information instead of a sales 
decision or plan as frequently found in the corpus, because it is not about a new decision or 
future plan, but about a decision that has already been put into practice. However it is 
decision-related, and the service is what the superiors have decided to provide. This move is 
realised in the following sentence:
zhöngguö qlye göngsl ji cänpm  shüjükü (yingw en jiäncheng 
China enterprise company and product database (English abbreviation 
CECDB) slii zäi guöjiä kew ei zhüchi xiä, you zhöngguö kexue
CECDB) be in nation science-committee manage under by China science 
jish h  xinxi yänjiüsuö (guöjiä kew ei xinxi zhöngxln)
technology information institute (nation science-committee information center) 
liänhe guöneiw äi xinxi faxing jigou  zhüjiän
jion country-inside-outside information distribute organisation main-establish 
de.
GNE
The Chinese Enterprises. Corporations, and Products Database (CECDB) has been, 
under the auspices of the National Science Committee, established jointly with
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information distribution organisations both inside and outside the country, by the 
Research Institute of Chinese Science and Technology Information (the Information 
Centre of the National Science Committee) (lines 8-12).
This sentence is written in a ‘shi + de (be + ‘de’ particle)’ structure which is often used to 
stress a certain point of a sentence placed after ‘shT (Cheung et al., 1994:433) as noted in
Chapter 4. In the above example, the auspices of the superior organisation National Science 
Committee is stressed, and introduced by the prepositional phrase ‘zäi guöjiä kew ei de
zhlchi x iä ’ (under the auspices of the National Science Committee). Here the full name of
an even higher level official is used to indicate the power and support the writer has and also 
publicises the additional official status this letter has. At the end of the sentence, the writer’s 
organisation is given in its full name to indicate the official level of the writer as well.
In addition, the name of the product is placed at the beginning, also giving it a 
prominent place. This indicates that in addition to the superior’s authority, the writer is 
trying to draw the reader’s attention to the product. The approach of introducing the 
product first is quite similar to the sales letters discussed in Chapter 4.
(2) Move 2, Describing the product or service (lines 12-21), is composed of the following 
two steps:
Step 1 Providing essential details (lines 12-16)
Step 2 Evaluating the product or service (lines 15-21)
The first step is realised in two sentences in the first paragraph, the first sentence (lines 12- 
13) introduces the database and the various means by which it distributes information, 
including networks and CD Roms. The second sentence introduces the service this database 
provides. Take this sentence as an example:
CECDB, yi zhünque de jiänsuö fanshi, xünsü de chuänshü göngneng,
CECDB, with correct GNE index means quick GNE distribute function 
wei rükü qlye yuänyuän büduän de chuänsöng zhe
for enter-database enterprise continuous no-stop GNE deliver ASP
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xinxl. wei quänshijie yönghü tlgong jiänsuö füwü.
information for world-wide customer provide index service 
CECDB constantly provides information for those who are entered in this database, 
and provides an indexing service for customers all over the world, with a precise 
indexing system and speedy information distribution (lines 14-16).
The above sentence has two parallel structures both indicated by the preposition ‘wei’ (for)
to introduce two different groups of customers: those who have already entered the 
database, and other customers from all over the world. The details of the service are 
introduced with the verb phrases ‘chuansong zhe xinxl’ (deliver information) and ‘tlgong 
jiänsuö füwü’ (provide an indexing service). In the first phrase, the present continuous
aspect marker ‘zhe’ indicates the service is now being provided. Part of Step two, evaluating 
the product, is also embedded in this sentence. The underlined sections are the writer’s 
positive evaluations. ‘Zhünque’ (precise), ‘xünsü’ (speedy) and ‘yuänyuän büduän’
(constant) are the three adjectives the writer uses to evaluate the quality of the service.
More positive evaluations are expressed in the next sentence:
zuöwei vöuxiäo de guänggäo shöuduän he kekäo de shängqlng 
as effective GNE advertisement means and reliable GNE business-situation 
läiyuän, CECDB vöufi de cüjin le guöneiwäi chanpin
source CECDB forceful GNE promote ASP country-inside-outside product 
rnaoyi he gezhöng hezuö.
trade and various cooperation
As a means of effective advertising and reliable business information, CECDB has 
forcefully promoted business for both national and foreign products, and various 
kinds of cooperation (lines 16-18).
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In the above, the adjectives ‘ yöuxiäo’ (effective), ‘ kekao’ (reliable) and ‘ youfi’
(forceful) are used to evaluate the contribution the database has made in national and 
international trade.
All the modifiers modifying nouns in Step 2 use ‘de’ (0$) as a noun modifier signal, 
and the modifiers modifying verbs use another ‘de’ (ffe) as the verb modifier signal. As can 
be seen, the writer mainly resorts to adjective modifiers to give positive appraisals in these 
sentences.
In addition, the writer lists two prizes the product has won (lines 19-21) to support 
the positive evaluation. This can serve as a persuasive factor helping to convince the reader, 
as suggested by manager’s comment No. 3.
(3) Move 3, offering incentives (lines 21-26, and lines 36-38), is a split move because it is 
placed at two separate places of the text. This move is realised in the following two steps: 
Step 1 Indicating the benefits already gained (lines 21-26)
Step 2 Making a special offer (lines 36-38)
The first step is realised in the following sentence:
gui dänw ei de xinxl jing wom en fanyi jiägöng yi jin rü  
your (H) company GNE information though we translate process already enter 
CECDB’s yingwen bän CD ROM guängpän, b ingyöu shijie shäng zui da
CECDB’s English edition CD Rom disk and by world on most big 
de xrnxi chübän jituän  Reed-Elsevier he zhüanmen cöngshi
GNE information publish group Reed-Elsevier and specialise engage 
zhöngguö yäzhöu shiwü de Sino-Asia Group liänhe chübän bing zäi
China Asia affair GNE Sino-Asia Group joint publish and in 
quängshijie  fänw ei nei göngkäi faxing, bmg töngguö wösuö he
world-wide scope inside public circulate and through I-institute with 
m eiguö BDI jituän  züjiän de Asialnfor Inc. zäi m eiguö liänw äng füw ü.
America BDI group organise GNE Asialnfor Inc. in America network serve
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Your (H) company’s information, translated and processed by us, has already been 
entered into the English CECDB’93 CD-ROM database. It is published jointly by the 
world’s biggest information publishing group Reed-Elsevier and the Sino-Asia 
Group specialising in Asian affairs. It is also distributed world-wide, and it has also 
been networked to services in the United States through Asialnfor Inc. which has 
been jointly established by the BDI Group and our institute (line 21-26).
The above sentence is linked by the connective ‘b ing’ (and) used twice. The writer uses this
connective to list the two benefits the reader has already gained from entering the database. 
They are ‘göngkäi fax ing’ (distributed publicly), and Tiänwäng fü w ü ’ (networked to
services). These may be very convincing factors because they refer to how the reader has 
already benefited from the database. We may notice that the writer also uses the ‘pingxing’ 
honorific form ‘g u i’ to address the reader. ‘G ui’ is often used to address the reader in the
‘pingxing’ sales genres as noted in the last two chapters. This form would not be appropriate 
in very formal ‘tongzhi’, but it is used by this sales ‘tongzhi’, as well as some other letters in 
the corpus. The use of this form helps to achieve a polite and modest public image. Its use 
also reflects the shift in sales ‘tongzhi’. This phenomenon is similar to other examples of 
genre borrowing in which the writer uses forms from another genre to indicate politeness, as 
with the inclusion of ‘shangxing’ forms in ‘pingxing’ texts.
In the above sentence, the writer also tries to convince the reader by referring to the 
reputation of the relevant information groups. The joint effort to publish the reader’s 
information is made by two well-known groups: one is the ‘biggest’ in the world, the other 
is a specialist in ‘Asian affairs’. The writer emphasises the reliability of each group by using 
various strategies. For Reed-Elsevier Group, the superlative degree ‘zu idäde’ (world’s
biggest) is used to indicate its scale. For the Sino-Asia Group, ‘zhüanm en’ (specialise) is 
used to show expertise.
The second step, making a special offer, is embedded in the last move, and is mainly 
expressed in the following sentence:
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yi jiao fe i rükü qiye ge niändü m iänfei gengxln shüjü.
already pay-fee enter-database enterprise each year exempt-fee revise data 
Those enterprises who have already paid the fee and been entered into our database 
are exempt from the annual data renewal fee (lines 36-37).
The special offer is indicated in the phrase ‘m iänfei’ (to be exempt from payment). The
writer here resorts to a special offer as an incentive. This kind of incentive is also sometimes 
used in sales letters, as discussed in Chapter 4, and its use here indicates an influence from 
sales letters.
Other letters in the corpus usually use one of the above two steps, either explaining 
the benefits or making a special offer to encode this move, but this letter employs both of 
them. This may indicate that this letter is very much influenced by the style of sales letter 
writing.
(4) Move 4, issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order (lines 27-29), is composed of the following two steps: 
Step 1 Using pressure tactics (line 27)
Step 2 Making an implicit order (lines 28-29)
These two steps are closely linked and are, in fact, expressed in one compound sentence as 
shown below:
xiänzäi, CECDB niänzhöng ylngwen bän de gengxln zhenggäo
now CECDB mid-year English edition GNE revision solicit-contribution 
yljing käistii, qlng jiedäo ci töngzhl de dänwei an rüxiä
already begin please receive this circular GNE company according below 
yaoqiu  banfi rükü gengxln shöuxü.
requirement go-through enter-database revise procedure
Now the renewal of the Chinese and English CECDB’94 has already begun. (Please) 
all the companies who receive this circular letter go through renewal procedures 
according to the following requirements (line 27-29):
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The first clause is related to pressure tactics expressed by the verbal phrase ‘yijlng k a ish l’
(has already begun). This phrase indicates that the revision is urgent, and is also consistent 
with the heading of the ‘urgent tongzhi’. This urgency is mentioned again here in order to 
prepare the reader for the implicit order that is to follow. The second clause is related to 
making an implicit order, and is written as an imperative sentence introduced by ‘q in g ’
(please). As noted in Section 5.2.4 of this chapter, ‘Qing’ is frequently used to introduce an 
implicit order. In this imperative sentence, the subject ‘jiedäo cl töngzhl de dänw ei’ (all
the companies who have received this ‘tongzhi’) is mentioned to refer to all the subordinates 
concerned. This is a ‘xiaxing’ generic feature as discussed also in Section 5.2.4.
(5) Move 5, indicating requirements (lines 30-45), is written as five numbered items. 
Nevertheless, all of these items can be considered as one step, because they are specific 
procedures for entering the database. They are: appointing a contact person, filling out the 
forms in both Chinese and English, paying the correct fees, setting a deadline, and revising 
the data seriously. This move is basically informational; however, it also reflects the use of 
typical ‘xiaxing tongzhi’ language. Take the following sentence, the fourth item, as an 
example:
göngzuödän wü qing zäi 12 yue 30 rl qiän jizh l w öshuö, ylbiän
work-form must please on December 30 date before send-to I-institute so-that 
gui dänwei tigong de sh ü jü jish i jin rü  94 niän  faxing de CECDB’94
your (H) company offer GNE data timely enter 94 year publish GNE CECDB’94 
gelei xlnbän. 
various new-edition
The renewal forms must (please) be sent to our institute before December 30, so that 
the data your (H) company provides can be entered in time into the various new 
editions of CECDB’94 (lines 39-41).
In the above example, the requirement is expressed by the verb phrase ‘wü q in g ’ (must 
please), which is used to indicate a polite requirement as noted in 5.2.5 of this chapter. This
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requirement is followed by a clause introduced by the connective ‘y lb iän ’ (so that). The 
‘y lb iän ’ clause is placed after the main clause. Here ‘y lb iän ’ indicates a promise the writer
makes to the reader. This pattern of requirement + promise is another feature which relates 
to the language of official status and which indicates the power that a superior has. The 
meaning is: “if you do what is required, I promise that you will benefit” . The reader is once 
again referred to by the honorific ‘gui’ (your H) indicating politeness. Notice that the writer
wants to show his/her official status by making a promise to the reader, and also uses 
‘pingxing’ honorific forms to indicate politeness. This kind of combination has already been 
seen as typical of the genre change of sales ‘tongzhi’.
To sum up: this letter is, first of all, well organised and the communicative purposes 
are expressed clearly in the structure. Secondly, as discussed by the managers, this letter is a 
good example of combining the language of ‘tongzhi’ and sales. The writer publicises the 
official status which justifies why a ‘tongzhi’ is used to promote sales. At the same time, s/he 
also tries to promote the product in a persuasive manner. Above all, the focus of the letter is 
on introducing the product and persuading the reader, instead of relying on a display of 
official power. In addition, this letter reflects the genre shift occurring in sales ‘tongzhi’, and 
so the product is placed in a more prominent position than the official status, and the writer 
uses the ‘pingxing’ honorific forms to address the reader. All this makes the letter stand out 
as the best in the corpus.
8.2 The analysis of the least successful letter
The next section will analyse the least successful letter, Letter 12.
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Letter 12
Tongzhi about Soliciting Advertisements from Member Companies
Every member company,
The 1994 autumn “China Exports Exhibition” is to be held on October 15 in 
Guangzhou. This is an important exhibition to show the achievements of our 
economic reform and opening-up, and Chinese-style socialist construction. This 
exhibition will have the following innovation: “Delegations will be organised by 
provinces and cities. Exhibition halls will be organised by business associations. 
Delegations will integrate with the business associations, and enterprises will arrange 
their own exhibitions.”
In order to support the innovation of this autumn exhibition, to expand the 
influence of Chinese enterprises and products both inside and outside the country, 
and to promote cooperation between Chinese enterprises and businesses all over the 
world, the International Advertising Exhibition Co. of Chinese Metal and Mining 
Industry will edit and publish a special English issue of Chinese Metal and Mining 
Products. Vol. 16.
The special issue of Chinese Metal and Mining Products is a professional 
trade periodical about exports and imports of metal and mining products. (It) has a 
fairly large scale and influence. (It is) printed on A4 paper, with two issues annually, 
and 10,000 copies each issue. The range of distribution includes: major metal and 
mining product importing and exporting companies all over the world, the 
commercial offices of Chinese embassies in various foreign countries, the major 
overseas Chinese metal and mining product companies, and trade delegations, clients 
and foreign trade companies both inside and outside the country who will attend the 
Guangzhou exhibition. Since its publication, this periodical has contributed greatly to 
promoting sales and expanding exports. (It) has achieved comparatively good 
results, and gained wide attention from business people in various countries. It has 
become an important reference for understanding the Chinese metal and mining 
product business.
In order to strengthen the overall advertising effect of the metal and mining 
industry at the autumn exhibition, and to promote and expand export trade, we hope 
that you will have your enterprise’s achievements and product advertisements 
published in this periodical, and exhibit the achievements of (your) company and 
advertise (your) products; so that business people of the metal and mining product 
industry will understand the strength of your company and your sincerity in 
cooperating with foreign countries.
Anyone interested please contact directly the International Advertising 
Exhibition Co. of Chinese Metal and Mining Industry. A special rate will be offered 
to our members.
Contact person XXX; Telephone No. XXX; Fax No. XXX.
XXX Office of Import and Export Association 
of Chinese Metal and Mining Industry 
July 19, 1994
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This letter, written by the Metals and Mining Industry Association, is directed to its member 
companies. The structure of the letter can be schematised in the following figure.
Figure 17. An illustration of the structure of Letter 12
heading
sales decision
background
information
advertising the 
exhibition
86 characters introducing the
sales decision
describing product essential details
218 characters evaluation
-editing Vol.16
implicit order 
pressure tactices
request 
20 characters
offering incentives 
12 characters
date and signature
Letter 12
implicit order 
91 character
Altogether the letter has 459 characters
The above figure shows the various moves and steps that appear in the letter. This letter has 
five moves: informing the reader about the sales decision, describing the product, issuing an 
implicit order, making a request, and offering incentives. There are two problems here: why 
should the writer advertise the exhibition, and why should the letter have both an implicit 
order and a request? It is the only letter in the corpus that has a request. The major purpose 
of this letter is to order the readers who are member companies to have their companies 
advertised in the periodical. It seems that not all of the moves are relevant to this 
communicative purpose, such as the request and introduction to the exports exhibition. 
These problems have also been discussed by the managers as shown in their typical 
comments on this letter below.
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(1) “This letter is badly organised, and does not focus on the major purpose. The writer 
seems to have two focuses: to introduce both the ‘China Exports Exhibition’ and the 
periodical. This is not an effective way of writing a sales ‘tongzhi’. In fact, the introduction 
about the exhibition all through the letter is only distracting the reader from the major 
purpose of advertising the periodical.”
(2) “The beginning of the letter is a digression. The heading is about a periodical, but the 
first paragraph is devoted to the introduction of an exhibition. In addition, the register the 
writer uses to introduce the show is very similar to that of a sales invitation, which would 
create confusion for the reader. If the writer intends to have the exhibition as background 
information, the letter could very well start with Paragraph 2.”
(3) “Ending by requesting the reader is repetitive. Since the writer has already given an 
order, why should s/he expresses the same idea again? In addition, this ending does not have 
the right language form. ‘Y öuyizhe’ (anyone interested) is not an appropriate form for
soliciting a response in sales ‘tongzhi’, and is often used in advertisements.”
The above managers’ views, to a certain extent, reflect their world and formal 
schemata for writing sales ‘tongzhi’, and explain why this letter was rated the least 
successful. The first comment is about the lack of focus in the letter. The second relates to 
the appropriate way to begin a sales ‘tongzhi’. The third is about the ending of the letter, 
which is considered to be repetitive and in the wrong register. From the native speakers 
comments’, it can be seen that the letter was mainly thought to have digressions and create 
confusion in understanding the communicative purposes.
8.2.1 Detailed analysis
In the analysis, moves, steps and linguistic forms will be examined. First of all, the 
moves and steps are described below:
Move 1 Informing the reader about the sales decision or plan (lines 6-18)
Step 1 Providing background information 
Step 2 Introducing the sales decision or plan 
Move 2 Describing the product (lines 19-31)
Step 1 Providing essential details of the product
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Step 2 Evaluating the product 
Move 3 Issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order (lines 32-38)
Step 1 Making an implicit order 
Step 2 Using pressure tactics 
Move 4 Making a request (lines 39-40)
Move 5 Offering incentives (lines 40-41)
As shown above, the first three moves are composed of two steps, while the last two has 
one step each only. A detailed account of this top-down relationship between moves, steps 
and a further lower level of linguistic forms will be elaborated below.
(1) Move 1, informing the reader about the sales decision (lines 6-18), is composed of the 
following two steps:
Step 1 Providing background information (lines 6-12)
Step 2 Introducing the sales decision or plan (lines 13-18)
Step 1 introduces the China Exports Exhibition, which is supposed to be the 
background information for the sales decision, but it focuses on advertising the exhibition as 
indicated by managers’ comment No. 2. The exhibition is introduced in the following forms:
yljiüjiüsi qiüji “zhöngguö chüköu jiäoyihüi” jiän yü shiyue shiwü fi zäi
1994 autumn “China export exhibition” will in October 15 date in 
Guangzhou jüxing.
Guangzhou hold
The 1994 autumn “China Exports Exhibition” is to be held on October 15 in 
Guangzhou (lines 6-7).
Forms such as ‘jiän yü ... jüxing’ (will be held in ...) are often used to introduce an
exhibition in a sales invitation as discussed in Chapter 5. These forms do not appear to be 
relevant as background information for a sales ‘tongzhi’. Therefore the above sentence only 
indicates a digression in content. The sales invitation elements can be further seen in the 
content of the following sentence, in which the writer evaluates the exhibition as ‘important’
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(line 7). Therefore not only an inappropriate register but also the wrong content has been 
included in this step. All this can be misleading for the reader to understand the 
communicative purposes. As the managers observed, the beginning of the letter is a 
digression.
Step 2, introducing the sales decision or plan, begins to establish the exhibition as a 
background objective:
wei peihe q iüjiäo hui gäige kuödä zhöngguö qiye he
in-order-to support autumn exhibition reform enlarge China enterprise and 
shängye zäi guöneiw äi de ym gxiäng, cufin zhöngguö qiye
trade in country-inside-outside GNE influence promote China enterprise 
yü sh'ijie jingm äo de jiäow äng yü hezhuö, zhöngguö
and world economics trade GNE exchange and cooperation China 
w ükuäng guöji guänggäo göngsl jiäng  b iän jf chübän
five-metal-mine international advertisement company will edit publish 
zhöngguö w üjin kuänqchän yingw en zhuänkän di shifiu ql.
China five-metal mine-product English periodical number sixteen volumn 
In order to support the innovation of this autumn exhibition, to expand the influence 
of Chinese enterprises and products both inside and outside the country, and to 
promote cooperation between Chinese enterprises and businesses all over the world, 
the International Advertising Exhibition Co. of Chinese Metal and Mining Industry 
will edit and publish a special English issue of Chinese Metal and Mining Products. 
Vol. 16 (lines 13-18).
The above sentence begins with the connective ‘w eile ’ (in order to), which introduces the
background objective. This term also establishes the link between the exhibition and the 
periodical. The decision is introduced by the future tense marker ‘jiän g ’ (will), to show
what the writer is going to do. This form is often found in the corpus to introduce a sales 
decision. However, the problem is why the writer should advertise the exhibition so much in 
the first step. This makes it hard to understand what the writer intends to do. This appears to
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be one reason why the managers suggest that the letter could very well begin with the 
second paragraph, which is also the second step. i
(2) Move 2, describing the product (lines 19-31), is composed of the following two steps: 
Step 1 Providing essential details of the product (lines 19-28)
Step 2 Evaluating the product (lines 20-21; lines 28-31)
In the above two steps, Step 2 is basically placed after Step 1. However, it is also embedded 
in part in Step 1, as Lines 20-21 overlap with Step 1. The first step, providing essential 
details, includes introducing the scale and influence of the periodical, and this is supported 
by statistical evidence (10,000 copies). The second step gives positive evaluations of various 
aspects of the periodical. Take the following sentence, which involves part of both steps, as 
an example:
zhönqquo wüiln kuänqchän shi jüyöu  yljing gulmo he yingxiäng
China five-metal mine-product be have fairly-great scale and influence 
de w üjin  kuängchänplng jinchükuö  m äoyi zhuänye xing zäzhi.
GNE five-metal mine-product import-export trade profession nature journal 
The special issue of Chinese Metal and Mining Products is a professional trade 
periodical about exports and imports of metal and mining products. ( I t ) has a fairly 
large scale and influence (lines 19-21).
The above example is, first of all, about the introduction of the journal as ‘zhuänye x'ing 
zäzh i’ (a professional trade periodical). Part of the second step can be seen embedded in the 
verbal phrase + de (GNE) ‘jüyöu  yljing gulmo he yingxiäng de’ (has a fairly large scale 
and influence) which is used as a modifier of the noun, ‘zäzh i’ (periodical). On the whole,
the forms used to indicate the two steps seem to be appropriate because they help achieve 
the purpose of giving positive appraisals.
(3) Move 3, Issuing a ‘tongzhi’ order (lines 32-38)
Step 1 Making an implicit order (lines 32-36)
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Step 2 Using pressure tactics (lines 36-38)
Both of the above steps are found in the following sentence:
weile jiäqiäng qiüjiäohui de zhengfi xuänchuän xiäoguö,
in-order-to strengthen autumn-exhibition GNE entire advertising effect 
cüjin kuödä chengjiäo, women xlwäng nimen zäi gäikän shäng
promote enlarge make-deal we hope you (pi.) in this-periodical on 
kändeng glye xingxiäng huo shängpm guänggäo, zhänshi göngsl
publish enterprise image or commodity advertisement show company
de yeji, xuänchuän göngsl de shängpm, rang shijie wüjin
GNE achievement advertise company GNE commodity let world five-metal 
kuängchän mäoyijie renshi liäojie hi göngsl de shift he käizhän
mine-product trade-circle people know you company GNE strength and develop 
duiwäi jiäowäng de chengyi.
foreign cooperation GNE sincerity
In order to strengthen the overall advertising effect of the metal and mining industry 
at the autumn exhibition, and to promote and expand export trade, we hope that you 
will have your enterprise’s achievements and product advertisements published in 
this periodical, and exhibit the achievements of (your) company and advertise (your) 
products; so that business people of the metal and mining product industry will 
understand the strength of your company and your sincerity in cooperating with 
foreign countries, (lines 32-38).
The first step, making an implicit order, is introduced by the connective ‘weile’ (in order
to), which is often used to introduce a background objective. The use of this term, therefore, 
immediately reminds the reader of the introduction of the sales decision or plan in the second 
paragraph of the letter. Why should the same structure be used here again? First of all, it is a 
repetition in structure. We can also find the relevant background objective relating to the
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metal and mining industry is mentioned. This is only introduced now, towards the end of the 
letter, and this is not a common practice in sales ‘tongzhi’.
The order is expressed using the polite form ‘x lw ang’ (hope). Here the subject
‘w om en’, which is often omitted, is mentioned for emphasis. The writer tries to stress the 
status of ‘w om en’ as a superior and link ‘w om en’ to the ‘metal and mining industry’ as 
mentioned in the ‘w e ile ’ clause. The order is related to the specific task of asking the reader 
to advertise their products in the periodical.
The second step, using pressure tactics is expressed as a promise, which is 
introduced by the verb ‘rang ’ (let). The meaning of this clause is: if you follow the implicit
order, we will let you benefit. This ‘ran g ’ clause shows the range of power the superior can
exert over the reader. As noted earlier, making a promise is also a common ‘xiaxing’ 
practice.
(4) Move 4, making a request (lines 39-40), is expressed as follows:
yöuyizhe jm g qlng yü zhöngguö w ükuäng guöji
interested-person direct please with China five-metal international
guänggäo zhänlän göngsl länxi.
Advertising exhibition company contact
Anyone interested please contact directly the International Advertising Exhibition 
Co. of Chinese Metal and Mining Industry, (lines 39-40).
The above request seems to take the place of indicating requirements in • the letters, and 
suggests an inappropriate speech act. This request is raised in a conditional manner in terms 
of its meaning, although no conditional clause is included. It is introduced by ‘yöuy izhe’
(anyone interested) which directs the request only to those who are interested, and is often 
used in advertisements. However, it may not be the appropriate form for a sales ‘tongzhi’ 
which issues an implicit order. In addition, as noted in the managers’ comment No. 3, this 
request can also be understood as a repetition, because the implicit order has already been 
given.
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(5) Move 5, offering incentives (lines 40-41), is mainly encoded by the phrase ‘shixing 
yöuhu i’ (offering a special rate). These forms seem to be appropriate, as they are also found
as an incentive in other sales genres. However, it was not common to find this move at the 
end of letters in the corpus. Instead, it is usually found in the middle of the letter.
To sum up, this letter is rated the least successful, mainly because it is not clearly 
structured. Although the introduction of the products and the implicit order are written in 
the appropriate ways, the major communicative purposes are not clearly expressed because 
of the poor structure. This shows that a well organised structure is very important for 
expressing communicative purposes. In its structure, the letter also has some repetitions, 
especially making a request which repeats the implicit order. In addition, the sales elements 
are not well coordinated. This brings about the issue of which sales elements are acceptable 
in current sales ‘tongzhi’.
9 Conclusion
This chapter provides an analysis of a ‘xiaxing’ sales genre, sales ‘tongzhi’, using the 
combined approach proposed in Chapter 2. In the analysis, communicative purposes are 
used as an important starting point to study this genre. All the lower levels of the text 
structure can be related to the realisation of the communicative purposes. However, the 
most important observation is that sales ‘tongzhi’ are in a state of change which reflects the 
development in economic structure in China. First of all, this change is reflected in the 
communicative purposes. For example, ‘achieving the writer’s official status’ is giving way 
to ‘persuading the reader about the good value of the product’. This change in the 
communicative purposes is also reflected at lower levels of the text, although the genre still 
retains many important features of ‘tongzhi’. All the major points discussed in this chapter 
can be summarised as follows.
Firstly, this chapter illustrates that the initial step for studying this genre is to identify 
the communicative purposes, and especially their changes, using well-defined world 
schemata. The relevant world schemata include knowledge about official status, the 
understanding of cultural protocols, and marketing knowledge. Since the economic structure
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is changing, the relationship between a superior and a subordinate is also changing. As a 
result, sales ‘tongzhi’ have to coordinate issuing the ‘tongzhi’ order to buy the product with 
persuading the reader with reliable evidence of the worth of the product. A lot of effort 
needs to be made to persuade the reader about the good quality of the product. This effort 
indicates a very important change in communicative purpose of sales ‘tongzhi’.
Secondly, this chapter illustrates that the hierarchical levels of moves, steps and 
linguistic forms are closely related to the realisation of communicative purposes. There are 
two kinds of moves: the formulaic and the content moves. Formulaic moves are mainly used 
to indicate the writer’s official status, to declare the ‘tongzhi’ genre, and to achieve a 
positive public image. For example, headings are used to state the writer’s official status and 
indicate the ‘xiaxing tongzhi’ sales genre. The content moves tend to strive to achieve a 
number of related purposes, among which persuading the reader to buy the product is found 
to be the most important. Therefore, the move of describing the product or service becomes 
the focus of the letter and this is where major persuasion is contained. The purpose of 
establishing the writer’s superior power and authority can be considered to be quite 
important, because this demonstrates that the writer is entitled to give orders. How linguistic 
forms contribute to the realisation of communicative purposes is also demonstrated. For 
example, solemn forms are used to achieve the writer’s superior status, while polite forms 
are used to establish a positive image.
The dynamic but systematic changes within this genre were found to be reflected at 
all levels, as discussed in Section 7 of this chapter. First of all, the communicative purposes 
are changing and this has caused the lower levels of the text to change as well. For example, 
most letters tend to use one heading instead of two, to reduce the formality of this genre, 
and polite closings are used to a certain extent to achieve a polite image. Sales strategies 
have begun to be incorporated into this genre, such as offering incentives and evaluating the 
product. The linguistic forms, too, also indicate some changes. For example, the ‘pingxing’ 
honorific form ‘gui’ (you H) is used to address the reader. This form would not have been
used in a ‘xiaxing’ genre before the economic reform. This indicates a change in the 
relationship between the writer and the reader. These changes are systematic, and the letters 
seem to have absorbed some ‘pingxing’ forms, while ‘xiaxing’ forms such as ‘gex iä’ (your
Excellency) do not seem to be appropriate.
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Thirdly, the results of questionnaires and interviews about formulaic moves 
administered among enterprise managers and business writing students were discussed. It 
was found that their understanding of communicative purposes can influence their 
preferences at lower levels of the text. The results show that the managers have a more 
effective understanding of the communicative purposes, especially the way they are 
changing, and they are able to relate their preferences clearly to these purposes. Their 
different views on the use of polite closings and some linguistic forms suggest that a 
divergence in the understanding of communicative purposes can influence lower-level 
choices.
The different views between the managers and students also demonstrates the 
existence of the gap between the textbook prescriptions and the business writing practice as 
found in the last two chapters. Textbooks have not shown the genre changes that are 
happening in sales ‘tongzhi’.
Fourthly, the analysis of the most and least successful letters identified by the 
managers may indicate the general expectations about writing sales ‘tongzhi’ in the business 
discourse community. The most successful letter is a good example of using both world and 
formal schemata in constructing a letter. The letter is well-organised to express clearly the 
communicative purposes. The letter also indicates a good combination of both official status 
and sales elements. Also, this letter expresses elements in appropriate ways such as the way 
the product is introduced and the use of honorific forms. On the other hand, the least 
successful letter provides an awkward example of writing a sales ‘tongzhi’. The major 
weakness is that it is not well-structured, and the communicative purposes are not clear. In 
addition, some of the forms are used inappropriately. Thus the discussion of these two 
letters also indicates that changes in the lower levels reflect the changes in communicative 
purposes. Therefore, the writer has to have the appropriate knowledge stmctures which 
reflect these changes.
To sum up, all the genre shifts indicated in sales ‘tongzhi’ can be seen as evidence to 
show that genre is dynamic as noted in Chapter 2. In particular, in the current transitional 
period, it is likely that changes will occur in genres such as sales ‘tongzhi’, and that these 
changes will be systematic. In addition, the changes discussed so far are only limited to sales 
‘tongzhi’; other types of ‘tongzhi’ may not show exactly the same kinds of change. How
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much sales ‘tongzhi’ will change or whether they will be replaced by sales letters will mainly 
depend on the evolving social and economic structure of China.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
This study set out to propose a synthetic approach to genre analysis and to illustrate 
the approach through a consideration of Modem Chinese sales genres. To accomplish this 
task, a number of approaches used in discourse analysis have been explored and a combined 
approach has been proposed. A key feature of this approach is to associate schema theory 
(Bartlett, 1932; Adams and Collins, 1979; Rumelhart, 1980) and genre analysis (especially 
Swales, 1990), although reference has also been made to marketing theory, Chinese rhetoric 
and composition writing.
The analysis in this study is basically data-based. Data are drawn from authentic sales 
texts used in Chinese business communication. Another source of data is drawn from 
questionnaires and interviews among enterprise managers and business writing students. The 
views of the native speakers are analysed in relation to the findings of the corpus.
It has been argued that this combined approach is powerful because it can throw 
light not only on the relation between communicative purposes and text, but also on the 
relationship between social context, communicative purposes and the use of genres. Firstly, 
with this approach, communicative purposes can be used as a starting point. For example, 
the understanding of these purposes can offer some clues to questions such as why business 
writing students and enterprise managers have different opinions about how to write a 
certain genre. It has been argued that it is essential to study communicative purposes first in 
genre analysis. It has also been argued that both world and formal schemata should be 
applied in the analysis in order to guarantee a full understanding of these purposes. In 
particular, world schemata should be considered, because this is the point which links social 
context, genres and communicative purposes.
Secondly, with this approach, genre can be studied from a dynamic point of view 
because the use of genres and the communicative purposes of genres are associated with 
changes in the social context. In fact, the use of sales genres in mainland China since 1949 
exemplifies this. With the development of society, some old forms disappear or change, 
while new genres emerge and begin to be widely used to meet the communicative needs that 
arise in the changing social context. As the focus of this study, sales letters, sales invitations, 
and sales ‘tongzhi’ have been examined in relation to genre development. In China, the use
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of sales letters and sales invitations represents the emergence of new genres, and the use of 
sales ‘tongzhi’ represents genre change.
In addition, we have exemplified the combined approach proposed in this thesis by 
analysing these sales genres. It is found that this throws new light on the three genres, as the 
approach gives strength to the analysis of each level and the relationship between the various 
levels. All of these levels are related in one way or another to the realisation of 
communicative purposes. With this approach, one can also study cultural norms such as 
borrowing elements from other genres as a means of achieving a polite image.
This concluding chapter will first discuss the model of genre analysis proposed by 
this study and explicate the value of this model in the study of both genre and genre 
development. A major finding is that the combined approach gives a convincing description 
of why a given genre is constituted the way it is. As a typical example, the borrowing of 
generic items will be discussed. Finally we suggest that these findings have important 
implications and potential applications in a number of areas. These include genre analysis, 
comparative genre studies, business Chinese teaching and language teaching in general.
1 Overview of the model of genre analysis proposed in this study
First of all, this study has proposed a combined approach for the analysis of Chinese 
sales genres, which can also be used in analysing genre in general. This approach derives 
from the combined strengths of a number of approaches that have been used in both English 
and Chinese genre and rhetorical study.
The most important contribution of this model is that it provides clues to 
understanding the dynamic nature of genre. A genre is not treated as an isolated unit of 
analysis, but as a complex phenomenon linked to social context. This relationship can be 
shown in the following figure:
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Figure 18. The proposed model of genre study
linguistic forms
social
context
moves and steps
communicative purposes
formal schemata
world schemata
The above figure can, first of all, account for how genre develops. Genre and its 
communicative purposes are closely related to social context. A change in the social context 
will bring changes to genre through changes to communicative purposes. This is the link that 
accounts for the replacement of old genres, and emergence of new genres, as well as for the 
evolution of genres. Out of a changing social context different communicative needs may 
arise. These needs are important factors and conditions for bringing about a genre change. 
Consequently, a new genre may emerge or an existing genre may become out of date. The 
new genre will be associated with a certain set of communicative purposes governed by the 
social context. These purposes will then be realised in texts by relevant moves, steps and 
linguistic forms.
When there is a continuing need for an existing genre but some changes in 
communicative purposes are required by the social context, then this study predicts that the 
genre will evolve as a consequence. The degree of change in communicative purposes will 
lead to changes to a similar degree in the various lower levels of the text. A knowledge of 
the world and formal schemata will be required to understand this genre development. This 
model accounts for the emergence of new genres and the evolution of existing genres in 
Chinese business communication and it can also explain why some of the classical Chinese 
genres as noted in Chapter 1 have disappeared.
Secondly, the above figure shows how a genre can be studied. A genre is seen as 
having certain communicative purposes. Different genres have different communicative 
purposes, and it is communicative purposes that characterise a certain genre. Since the 
communicative purposes of genres are related to social context, these purposes should be 
studied by using well-defined world schemata. This world knowledge is closely related to
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the social context and should reflect the relevant social and cultural key factors, so that a 
correct understanding of the purposes can be built up.
Genre can be studied in a top-down manner. A text representative of a certain genre 
basically should meet all of the main communicative purposes of the genre it belongs to. The 
communicative purposes are the main determinants of a genre, and they represent the 
highest level. These purposes are realised by the lower levels of moves, steps and linguistic 
forms in accordance with concepts introduced by Swales (1990). The advantage of using 
these units of analysis is that all the lower levels can be closely related to the communicative 
purposes. However, the relationships among them are rather complex, and there is, generally 
speaking, no one-to-one correspondence between them.
The top-down processing of genre does not necessarily develop from a higher level 
to the immediately lower level. For example, the purposes are also related to the moves and 
steps (Swales, 1990), as well as to linguistic forms. For example, at the level of moves, 
greetings in sales letters can be used to achieve a polite public image, while at the level of 
linguistic forms, honorific pronouns and verbs can also be used as politeness strategies to 
achieve this purpose.
While emphasising top-down processing, I am quite aware of the possibility of 
bottom-up processing. This can be especially true for people with less competency in using 
the genre. For example, business writing students are quite likely to learn linguistic forms 
first and then attempt to relate these forms to higher level structures and purposes. I am 
stressing top-down processing in this study, following Swales’ (1990) approach to genre, as 
noted in Chapter 2. This process may also be related to the psychological process involved 
in writing a text, where ideas or purposes are developed first, then the relevant moves and 
steps, and finally linguistic forms.
The study of moves, steps and linguistic forms also requires well-defined formal 
schemata. In this way, the rhetorical structure of a text can be studied. One can consider 
how ideas can be clearly organised and linguistic forms can be effectively used. A typical 
example of effective use of formal schemata can be found in the most successful letters in 
each relevant chapter.
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2 The dynamic nature of genre
This section will look at the dynamic nature of genre from a diachronic perspective. 
The combined approach proposed in this study can describe in a principled way how sales 
genres have developed in both the delinking and relinking periods of business 
communication.
For example, sales ‘qingshi’ (requests) and sales ‘pifu’ (official replies) were quite 
frequently used before the economic opening-up of China to organise the distribution of 
stock supplies. This mode of business communication basically reflected the planned 
economic structure which existed at that time. After the economic opening-up, new genres 
such as sales letters and sales invitations began to emerge to meet the needs of market 
economy as part of the economic structure. Sales ‘tongzhi’, however, have continued to 
exist, but in the context of the market economy they have been adapted to new 
circumstances. The dynamic factors indicated in sales letters, sales invitations and sales 
‘tongzhi’ will be further discussed below.
The three sales genres selected for particular emphasis in this study indicate different 
aspects of genre dynamics. Sales letters indicate a completely new genre, which started to be 
used after the economic opening-up in 1978. Since the need to promote products in 
response to the market economy has arisen, companies need to write sales letters as a means 
of promotion. Sales letters in China are new in both genre type and communicative 
purposes. In genre type, they are called ‘tuxiaoxin’ (sales letters). Promoting products and 
establishing a positive public image indicate something new. Consequently, these two 
communicative purposes, as well as others, require appropriate lower levels. For example, 
the content of these letters is, generally speaking, related to advertising strategies.
The use of sales invitations indicates another type of genre emergence. Although this 
genre is also new, it is based on an existing form of ‘yaoqingxin’ (invitation letters). Thus it 
is a sales genre which grows out of an existing form not related to sales. The use of sales 
invitations is also related to the change of social context. Sales invitations represent a new 
genre because, first of all, they represent a new purpose, which is to invite the reader to 
come and buy products. This purpose, in conjunction with other relevant purposes, 
determines the lower levels of the text to realise inviting and sales strategies. It is found to
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be an effective way to promote products as well as establishing contacts. Therefore sales 
invitations have become prevalent.
The modem use of sales ‘tongzhi’ involves a genre change. In fact, as noted in 
Chapters 1 and 6, this is the only sales genre used in both the delinking and relinking 
periods. In the first period, this genre was mainly used to give orders to carry out the sales 
plans and policies of the country. In the second period, the major purpose is to give an 
implicit order to the reader to buy a product. This change of communicative purpose 
consequently leads to changes in the lower levels of the text. For example, some of the 
moves used by sales letters are also used in sales ‘tongzhi’. The linguistic forms used are 
also changing, such as the use of polite closings.
The dynamic nature of genre is also reflected in differences observed between 
managers and students. Although the questionnaire and interviews only focused on the 
formulaic moves in each genre, the findings reveal different understandings of genres. The 
enterprise managers are exposed to and keep in touch with changes in the economic 
structure. As such, they have well-defined and well-adapted world and formal schemata for 
understanding the communicative purposes of sales genres as they are practiced in China. 
They also know how to balance the relationships among these purposes. The students, 
however, do not seem to have developed the appropriate world schemata and mainly rely on 
textbook advice. This also shows that communicative purposes are a very reliable criterion for 
understanding or analysing a genre. Since the enterprise managers have a better 
understanding of the communicative purposes, they can also relate their lower level choices 
to these purposes in a more appropriate way than the students. However, this is not to say 
that the students are completely unaware of changes in the social context. In fact, they may 
have very radical views, such as those they expressed about writing sales ‘tongzhi’ in 
Chapter 6. However, they appear to be less aware of how these changes manifest themselves 
in the business world. Since students are not fully exposed to the changes of business 
context, such as the degrees of economic opening-up, they do not seem to comprehend 
these changes, and their attitudes failed to reflect them.
One may ask: what will happen to these sales genres? Will this language shift 
continue? However, it is still difficult to forecast what will happen in the use of sales genres 
in mainland China. There is one thing certain though, from the discussion in this thesis: the
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use of sales genres will continuously reflect the level of change that takes place in the 
economic structure. For example, sales letters will be used if the market economy continues 
as part of the economic structure, and will be replaced by other forms if the market economy 
ceases to exist. Sales ‘tongzhi’ will continue to be used if the planned economy is still in 
practice, but will be replaced if the market economy turns out to be the sole economic 
structure.
3 Accounting for the similarities in the sales genres
All three sales genres share one purpose in common, and this is to promote sales. 
This means that these sales genres reflect, to various degrees, the influence of the market 
economy as part of the economic structure of mainland China. As such, all these genres can 
be related to the AIDA model of attention, interest, desire and attention, as noted in 
Chapters 4, 5, and 6. These are the basic strategies used to promote products. The 
communicative purposes of sales letters reflect this process most directly, while sales 
invitations and sales ‘tongzhi’ indicate ‘desire’ through their work to persuade the reader to 
buy the product.
The inclusion of AIDA as applicable to the communicative purposes of sales genres 
in China is another indication that genre develops in relation to the social context. The 
ALDA model has grown out of the marketing strategies used in capitalist countries, which 
are based on the use of high technology and mass production. Although China is by no 
means a capitalist country, the introduction of a market economy has brought increased use 
of high technology and mass production. This change in the social context has laid the 
foundation for the application of the AIDA model as a part of product promotion. Therefore 
the use of AIDA does not seem to be a coincidence, but occurs naturally in accordance with 
the elements of the market economy. It rather reflects the fact that Chinese sales genres also 
employ this effective process to promote products.
The AIDA model means that each of the three sales genres can be seen as a type of 
persuasive text, and all of them have persuading the reader as a major purpose. Although 
they may employ different strategies to persuade the reader, these strategies basically take 
the form of appeals to reason and emotion. For example, all three genres refer to convincing
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factors about products, such as their quality, popularity or brand name. They also employ 
the strategy of offering incentives, which appeals at a more emotional level.
Each of the three sales genres has a set of formulaic moves and content moves which 
help to realise communicative purposes. Since all three genres are letters, they exhibit a 
letter form and have formulaic moves, such as openings and closings. The formulaic moves 
of each genre seem to have a fixed position. These moves are mainly used to indicate the 
letter-writing conventions and some indicate the specific genre as well.
Each genre tends to have its own sequence of content moves to organise ideas. 
However, some moves seem to have a rather fixed position, while others seem to be flexible 
and can occur in more than one place. In addition, there are split moves such as ‘offering 
incentives’, and embedded moves such as ‘evaluating the product or service’. Similar kinds 
of splitting and embedding were also found in English sales genres discussed by Kathpalia 
(1992). This can be related to the complex nature of genre.
A variety of linguistic forms tends to be used to encode certain moves and steps. For 
example, adjectives and four-character expressions are often used to evaluate a product or 
service. These forms are effective strategies to give positive appraisals.
4 Accounting for the differences among the sales genres
The proposed approach also accounts for the differences among the sales genres, as 
these genres have certain different communicative purposes. For example, sales letters have 
one major communicative purpose, which is to persuade the reader to buy the product. Sales 
invitations have a complex purpose involving inviting and persuading the reader to attend 
the product exhibitions, while sales ‘tongzhi’ have the complex purpose of both making an 
implicit order and persuading the reader to buy the product. This divergence leads to three 
different genres.
The differences in communicative purposes result in differences at the lower levels of 
moves and steps. For example, formulaic moves are used in different ways. Sales invitations 
and sales ‘tongzhi’ require a formal style appropriate to the purposes of inviting or giving an 
implicit order. Therefore, headings are preferred in these two genres. Since sales letters try 
to establish a personal relationship with the reader, they are less formal. Therefore headings 
are not preferred, but greetings are frequently used. In addition, in ‘pingxing’ sales genres,
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well-wishes are frequently used, while this is not the case with ‘xiaxing tongzhi’. This 
phenomenon is also related to the purposes of the genres. Well-wishes are not preferred in 
sales ‘tongzhi’, because they are not appropriate for a ‘xiaxing’ order. However, they are 
appropriate for invitations and sales promotions. The linguistic forms used to realise the 
formulaic moves are also different. For example, different forms are used as salutations in 
these sales genres, which correspond to the ‘pingxing’ or ‘xiaxing’ register.
There are obviously differences in content moves too. Each genre has its own typical 
moves and steps. For example, sales letters use requests to solicit a response and sales 
invitations invite the reader, while sales ‘tongzhi’ give implicit orders. Different speech acts 
are used in these genres to encode different communicative purpose. They also differ in the 
way that the moves and steps are organised. For example, a repetition of the move, ‘inviting 
the reader’ is frequently found in sales invitations. This also reflects the Chinese cultural 
practice that repeated inviting is often encouraged. Each genre also has its own sequence of 
moves and each sequence is recognisable as a typical sequence of the relevant genre.
The linguistic forms for each genre can also differ to encode different kind of moves, 
steps and communicative purposes. For example, sales letters use specific forms, such as 
conditional clause to encode requests, while the ‘xiaxing’ sales ‘tongzhi’ use imperative 
sentences to encode implicit orders and requirements.
To sum up, the above differences among the three genres indicate that these genres 
distinguish somewhat with varied communicative purposes, which are realised by different 
strategies at all levels of the text. The social contexts of these genres can help explain the 
purposes and why these purposes can be realised in these forms.
5 Genre and politeness strategies
As discussed in Chapter 4, politeness in Chinese is closely related to respecting 
others. The most frequently found strategy is the use of honorific forms. For example ‘gui’
(you H) is preferred in both sales letters and sales invitations. More honorific forms are 
found to be used in sales invitations because this is a type of ‘liyixin’ (letters of etiquette) 
(see Chapter 4) which requires a more polite register than sales letters. For example, many 
forms regarding invitation are used in honorific forms, such as jingqm g (respectfully
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invite), guanglm  (presence H). In addition, many salutations in sales invitations also use 
honorific forms too.
Another politeness strategy is to borrow elements from other genres to indicate 
politeness and respect. As discussed in Chapter 1, ‘xiaxing, pingxing and shangxing’ genres 
are used in ‘gongwen’ (official letters) writing to indicate the institutional relationships 
between the writer and the reader. These three genres are hierarchical: ‘xiaxing’ is used by 
someone of a higher position than the reader, and ‘pingxing’ is written by an equal, while 
‘shangxing’ is used by a person of a lower position than the reader. Sales letters and sales 
invitations belong to ‘pingxing’, and sales ‘tongzhi’ to ‘xiaxing’. Although these institutional 
relationships are quite fixed, the writers of these genres sometimes tend to use forms from 
another genre to lower their status to indicate a polite linguistic distance. This phenomenon 
can also be discussed in relation to social context and communicative purposes.
Each genre seems to have its own principles of using elements from another genre. 
‘Pingxing’ sales letters tend to use ‘shangxing’ forms to refer to the reader in order to 
achieve a polite image. Since ‘shangxing’ lexical items can indicate more respect than 
‘pingxing’, some of them are deliberately used for this purpose. ‘Shangxing’ forms are also 
found in sales invitations. Sales ‘tongzhi’, however, use ‘pingxing’ forms to indicate the 
polite image of a superior, while ‘shangxing’ forms are seen as inappropriate when they 
occur in this genre.
Why is such borrowing an accepted practice in sales genres, and also possibly in 
other types of letter writing and other genres of communication? This question can be 
answered from two perspectives. First of all, the current social context encourages the 
writer to have a polite and respectful image, and borrowing elements from another genre can 
be used as a strategy to achieve this image. Secondly, this question can be answered by 
referring to Chinese cultural values. In many communicative situations, the position of 
people involved is very important. There is always a tendency for each person to find out 
his/her own position in relation with other people. The person of higher social rank is always 
to be respected by a person from a lower level. In a culture like this, it is quite common for 
the speaker or writer to raise the addressee or the reader’s position, and sometimes degrade 
his/her own position as a means of indicating politeness and respect.
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However, there is always a limit to how high one can raise the position of the reader, 
because this practice is only a communicative strategy to indicate the addresser’s respect, 
and does not really mean actually raising the level of the addressee. Therefore, the addresser 
has to be in control of genre borrowing. For example, in each of the sales genres, only the 
appropriate forms of the immediately lower level are used. One cannot really use ‘shangxing’ 
forms to indicate politeness in ‘xiaxing’ genre, because this would mean turning the writer- 
reader relationship upside down. One can only be in control of using elements from other 
genres on the basis of well-defined formal schemata. Otherwise, it is possible that the writer 
will fail to express the required level of politeness and respect.
Finally, data examined have shown that for genre borrowing, sometimes given forms 
are not strictly limited to a particular genre and the writer can be offered choices across 
genres. A proposal of this study is therefore that genre borrowing is a creative process, 
wherein the writer exploits what might be called “genre intertextuality”. However, as noted 
earlier, this does not mean one can have the liberty of using any lexical items from other 
genres. On the contrary, one has to choose the appropriate forms to serve the 
communicative purpose.
In summary, both the use of honorific forms and genre borrowing can be seen as 
specific ways to indicate politeness in Chinese sales genres. This linguistic phenomenon also 
confirms Blum-Kulka and House’s (1989) claim that there are different ways cross- 
linguistically to indicate politeness. This finding can be valuable to English-Chinese cross 
cultural studies.
6 Implications for business Chinese teaching and language teaching in general
The results of this study may have some implications for business Chinese teaching 
and even language teaching in general. By discussing the textbook approaches, this study 
has shown that textbooks often fail to give a full account of the communicative purposes of 
the genres they teach. The problem with textbook approaches is also shown in the results of 
questionnaires and interviews conducted by this study. Since the students base their views 
on textbook advice, they do not attain a full understanding of the communicative purposes 
or writing conventions of genres, as demonstrated by practitioners. In contrast, the managers 
understand the communicative purposes much more systematically because they base their
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views on their own experience of writing and reading sales genres. This finding provides 
further evidence for our claim that textbook advice often fails to reflect current business 
writing practice.
There can be two ways to solve the above problem. The first is to use authentic 
materials for textbooks. Instead of using idealised examples, textbooks should include 
authentic examples to reflect business writing practice. However, before teaching the writing 
of a certain genre, the teacher should also try to improve the background knowledge of the 
students, by providing, for example, information relating to the writer-reader relationship, 
marketing knowledge and so on. This will help the students construct their own world 
schemata as a prelude to understanding the communicative purposes of the relevant genre.
The second way would be to integrate expert members’ views into teaching different 
types of writing, as illustrated in the detailed analysis of letters in this thesis (Chapters 4-6). 
This would help the students construct formal schemata, and allow them to understand 
general expectations about writing the genre. For example, the students would be exposed 
to various types of authentic letters. It is not enough to know what forms can be used, but 
rather what forms are considered to be more effective than others, and why. This can be a 
practical way to teach the students how to write and communicate effectively. These issues 
are discussed in more detail in Zhu (1997b, 1997c).
7 Suggestions for further research
We end the study by emphasising that communicative purposes can be used as a 
reliable starting point to study genre, and the development of genre can be studied in relation 
to social context. In this way, we can examine systematically the dynamic nature of genre as 
well effective ways of communication. We hope that this study will be of value to genre 
study, intercultural communication, and the teaching of business correspondence.
We think future research can be conducted to extend this study. First of all, further 
research is needed to explore the so-called AIDA phenomenon. Although full analysis of 
AIDA is not incorporated into my approach to study the Chinese sales genres, I have not 
been able to avoid discussing this phenomenon, because it has been found to be relevant to 
the analysis of sales letters, and in the other genres to a certain degree. I have given some 
explanation to its appearance, but further research is still required. Systematic research needs
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to be undertaken to study this phenomenon. Questions such as these can be explored: Does 
AIDA represent a western influence? Or is it a pure reflection of the economic structure? Or 
is it the combination of both?
Another area that needs further research is cross-regional studies of written genres in 
Chinese business communication. This study has been confined to business communication 
in mainland China. The findings so far indicate that the change in economic stmcture is an 
important factor influencing business writing practice. However, there are also other types 
business genres used in other Chinese-speaking countries or regions, such as Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, etc. A similar approach could be used to conduct further 
research to explore issues such as: (1) To what extent would the findings of this study reflect 
Chinese business communication in general? (2) How are business genres typically written in 
these additional communities? Once this research is done, we can obtain a holistic view of 
the written forms of Chinese business communication.
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Appendix 1. Letters from the corpus
1 Sales letters
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2. Sales invitations
Letter 6
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3. Sales Hongzhi’ (circulars)
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Appendix 2. Questionnaires
1. Questionnaire on Chinese sales letters
» 18 ftf i@ SE ÜI
i t « _ _ _ _  ¥ #   _ _ _  t t S ' J  _ _ _ _  # > l k _ _ _ _  I f f c g m_ _ _ _ W i k
A # # Ä 3 F B j ®
C ;fA J c ® D
(2)
A # # * 3 ? B US?
C ^ F A S S D
A B m s
C X A S 5 D
2 ifje T y !H tf* fg  @ 6 9 & * ^ © J t # ± # &  (l-3). No. 3 f ^ Ä *
Aft A?
4 15<s#ß£iPM^Pfm r- 2EJi^ “A^fiiJIA” ^ÄfftAA
^ f 6 ?  (V, X):
£  *]#■&« _____  'tA^rfff_____
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5 ^ F Ä Ä ft fB F fÄ S f iZ ^ J F M fc if ,  *ttiSU tÄÄT§SCTB|? $ iU W  (V,x):
JF&ffciS_____
ig l f i i f _____
mm&n
6 F f f f iT 3 n jJ F ^ # iI# S ']# ± f f l f i i lH J # i i( l - 8 ) .  No. 8 F t * ® # i l lH l# ü ,  No. 1
_____
M^-k±%MÜ
______
m &m _____
main____
______
No. 8 F t * Ä # i t l f t # S ,  No. 1
M _____
#  _____
tu n _____
# fh_____
■kmrst_____
Ft-S-öJ
F$£n!
i t * « #  B FS _____
9 IS H U B S -f-W E tfÄ IS F a . K IJ g & T Ä £ * & f t* ± F f£ i6 S l# : f r ( i - 5 ) .  » Ä #  (5)
ttmmtömm. * f& #  (i)
FfF+No.i 
<B# No.2 
f f #  No.3 
F f#  No.4 
Ff F+ No.5
S & iP F tF *  N o .______Ä f t i t Ä W j t f I F f ,  H Ä ;
R & S F fF+ N o._____ Äft^m«j&S3tüFf, H Ä :
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Questionnaire on Sales Letters (the translated version)
1 Please choose the appropriate degrees for the following communicative purposes of sales 
letters.
(1) Achieving a positive public image
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(2) Attracting the reader’s interest
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(3) Persuading the reader to buy the product
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
2 Rank the order of importance (1-3) of the communicative purposes.
Achieving a positive public image______
Attracting the reader’s interest______
Persuading the reader to buy the product______
3 Do you think a sales letter should have a heading? Why? Or why not?
4 When the sales letter is directed to a company, should the writer address the reader by the 
name of the company, or by the personal titles? Please indicate (a/, x ):
By the name of the company_____
By the personal titles_____
5 Do you think that salutations, greetings and well-wishes should be included in a sales 
letter? Please indicate in the following table (V, x):
salutation ____
greetings ____
well-wishes____
6 Please grade (1-8) the following salutations in the following space. No. 8 represents the 
most appropriate rank, and No. 1 the least.
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the company’s name______ dear customers______
respected ladies and gentlemen_____  person in charge______
respected reader______ surname + title______
friends ______ surname + title + gentlemen______
7 Rank the following eight address terms used as reader references, No. 8 is the most 
appropriate and No. 1 is the least:
you (H)_____ your (H) company_____
you_____ your company_____
you (pi. H)____  your Excellency____
you (pi.)_____ anyone interested_____
8 Please indicate where the following two items should be placed in the letter.
Introducing the product_____
Requesting the reader to respond____
9 Please read the five letters given to you (No. 1 - No. 5), and grade (1-5) them afterwards. 
Grade 5 indicates the most successful letter, and Grade 1 the least.
Letter 1 _____
Letter 2 _____
Letter 3 _____
Letter 4 _____
Letter 5 _____
10 Explain briefly:
I graded Letter_____as the most successful sales letter, because:
I graded Letter_____as the least successful sales letter, because:
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2 Questionnaire on Chinese sales invitations
»  #  &  i f #  iS  Ä
___  ItfsgIS___  Wik
1 Ä $ - £ ä W f i * m K :
(1) ^ tH # Ü 3 £ ^ S
A # # S 3 ? B n w
C D ^FM W
(2) S ljg iS g X ffi
a  # * ■ * * B # 5
c ^ F A S ® D
(3) i Ä ® « #  f ä S ^ S
a  # # S : S B m w
C D * s *
2 i  6 9 f t ® 5 g g # ± # &  (1-3). No. 3
No. 1
S J d Ä Ä fltÄ Ä S » # « ?  Äff-A?
4 w m m m w z i i f :  a j t g
^ fS ?  'S # ? !  (V, x):
______  ______
» ® @ ______
m i s m n ______
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6 No. 6 No. 1
# u g # ______
______
#ttw*±ifc£<n___
S iS # ^ T i_____
7 W } B T ? im # ^ T i^ ! ) # ± f f i f iZ 6 5 ^ © ( l - 8 ) .  No. 8 No. 1
m ä 4* » i
# m & n
mm m T
m i
8
______
Ä flS Ü I# _____
M^mm^rshRMW .____
5). Ä Ä #  (5) Ml&ft(1)
f f # N o . l _____
f t #  No.2_____
f t #  No.3_____
fg #  No.4______
f t #  No.5_____
lOMJlMftBjf:
S & f f f f f + N o . _____ Ä Ä J & ^ W f t ^ i t f H ,  H Ä :
S e a l i f t #  N o.______Ä f t ^ * « i S I « ^ * f S ,  H Ä :
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Questionnaire on Sales Invitations (the translated version)
1 Please choose the appropriate degrees for the following communicative purposes of sales 
invitations.
(1) Establishing relationships with the reader
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(2) Attracting the reader’s interest
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(3) Persuading the reader to buy the product
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
2 Rank the order of importance (1-3) of the communicative purposes.
Establishing relationships with the reader______
Attracting the reader’s interest______
Persuading the reader to buy the product______
3 Do you think a sales invitation should have a heading? Why? Or why not?
4 When a sales invitation is directed to a company, should the writer address the reader by 
the name of the company, or by the personal titles? Please indicate (V, x):
By the name of the company_____
By the personal titles_____
5 Do you think that salutations, greetings and well-wishes should be included in a sales 
invitation? Please indicate in the following table (V, x):
salutation____
greetings____
well-wishes____
6 Please grade (1-6) the following salutations in the following space. No. 6 presents the 
most appropriate rank, No. 1 the least.
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the company’s name
respected reader___
simame+title______
respected ladies and gentlemen______
person in charge ______
0  salutation______
7 Rank (1-8) the following eight address terms used as reader references. No. 8 is the most 
appropriate and No. 1 is the least:
you (H )_____  your (H) com pany_____
you_____  your company_____
you (pi. H). 
you (pi.)__
your Excellency
anyone interested
8 Please indicate where the following two items should be placed in the letter.
Introducing the exhibition____
Inviting the reader____
Describing the exhibition or exhibits____
9 Please read the five sales invitations given to you (No.l - No.5), and grade (1-5) them 
afterwards. Grade 5 indicates the most successful letter, and Grade 1 the least.
Letter 1 _____
Letter 2 _____
Letter 3 _____
Letter 4 _____
Letter 5 ____
10 Explain briefly:
I graded Letter as the most successful sales invitation, because:
I graded Letter_____ as the least successful sales invitation, because:
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3 Questionnaire on sales 6 tongzhi' (circulars)
» « a id £
_____  ffiBI _____  _____  _____  WJk
A « S S B m m
C * A S S D x m m
(2) M i W S 5 & g l f
a B m m
C ^F A ® S D x m m
(3) 3 ljB i£ # X S
A # - t S ^ B m m
C D x m m
(4) m SRiS^W ^^p^
A B m m
c  ^ A * 5 D x m m
2 i # f f i T ? i j j t « a » 6 5 ^ ^ 3 c s a a - 3 ) .  no. 3 
No. 1
fäiLm&tä&m&Wi.______
mimtm^sb___
3jtf8äÄÄ55?#®? A ft A?
a « ?  (V, x):
______  A A A f t ______
5 ^ A Ä fö fÄ S Ä Ä S fiZ S JF A fM S , »® i® K Ä SiSStTS|? ( < x):
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_______
m m $ m _______
No. 5 No. 1
£ S ] i |M £ £ # ______
_______
f f lT ______
No. 8 No. 1
m
# fa&ni
® f n m r
# f n
8
£ffH S a»»JfB ____
■frm^gn____
9-* isiiiB ii-tö< i35 ;trt6^ a^ i (No. i - no. 5).
( 1 - 5 ) .  m»( 5 )  , f t ( s ^ ( i ) f t * # ^ 3 * w < t .
f f # N o . l ______
f f #  No.2______
f f #  No.3______
f f #  No.4______
f f #  No.5______
lOfiPfMäBJ:
Ä ® # f f # N o . ______Ä ft)£ S ( j« lf tf8 a f t ,  B Ä :
Ä Ü S f f # N o . ______Ä f tfd fe f j f f if t fÄ a f t ,  B Ä :
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Questionnaire on Sales 6 Tongzhi’ (Circulars) (the translated version)
1 Please choose the appropriate degrees for the following communicative purposes of sales 
‘tongzhi’ (circulars).
(1) Achieving an official status
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(2) Achieving a positive public image
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(3) Attracting the reader’s interest
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
(4) Persuading the reader to buy the product
A. Very important B. Important
C. Not very important D. Not important
2 Rank the order of importance (1-3) of the communicative purposes.
Achieving an official status______
Achieving a positive public image______
Attracting the reader’s interest______
Persuading the reader to buy the product______
3 Do you think a sales ‘tongzhi’ should have a heading? Why? Or why not?
4 When the sales ‘tongzhi’ is directed to a company, should the writer address the reader by 
the name of the company, or by the personal titles? Please indicate (V, x):
By the name of the company _____
By the personal titles_____
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